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Abstract. The purpose of the Hume language design is to explore the expressibility/decidability spectrum in resource-constrained systems, such as real-time embedded or control systems. It is unusual in being based on a combination of \(\lambda\)-calculus and finite state machine notions, rather than the more usual propositional logic, or flat finite-state-machine models. It provides a number of high level features including polymorphic types, arbitrary but sized user-defined data structures and automatic memory management, whilst seeking to guarantee strong space/time behaviour and maintaining overall determinacy. A key issue is predictable space behaviour. This paper describes a simple model for calculating stack and heap costs in FSM-Hume, a limited subset of full Hume. This cost model is evaluated against an example taken from the research literature: a simple mine drainage control system. Empirical results suggest that our model is a good predictor of stack and heap usage, and that this can lead to good bounded memory utilisation.

1 Introduction

Hume is a functionally-based research language aimed at applications requiring bounded time and space behaviour, such as real-time embedded systems. It is possible to identify a number of overlapping subsets of the full Hume language, increasing in expressive power, but involving increasingly complicated cost models. The simplest is the language that is studied here, FSM-Hume, which is restricted to first-order non-recursive functions and non-recursive data structures, but which supports a form of implicit tail recursion across successive iterations of a process. Despite its restrictions, FSM-Hume is still capable of expressing a variety of problems in the embedded/real-time systems sphere. One such problem, a simple mine drainage control system, is described in this paper. The paper defines a simple bounded space usage cost model for FSM-Hume and evaluates it against this sample application. We demonstrate that it is possible to produce good cost models for FSM-Hume and that these can be used to give good bounded space usage in practice.
2 Boxes and Coordination

In order to support concurrency, Hume requires both computation and coordination constructs. The fundamental unit of computation in Hume is the box, which defines a finite mapping from inputs to outputs. Boxes are wired into (static) networks of concurrent processes using wiring directives. Each box introduces one process. This section introduces such notions informally. A more formal treatment is in preparation.

Boxes are abstractions of finite state machines. An output-emitting Moore machine has transitions of the form:

\[(\text{old state}, \text{input symbol}) \rightarrow (\text{new state}, \text{output symbol})\]

We generalise this to:

\[\text{pattern} \rightarrow \text{function(pattern)}\]

where pattern is based on arbitrarily nested constants, variables and data structures and function is an arbitrary recursive function over pattern written in the expression language. By controlling the types permissible in pattern and the
constructs usable in function, the expressibility and hence formal properties of Hume may be altered. Where types are sized and constructs restricted to non-conditional operations, Hume has decidable time and space behaviour. As construct restrictions are relaxed to allow primitive and then general recursion, so expressibility increases, and decidable equivalence and then decidable termination are lost. A major objective of our research is to explore static analyses that tell the programmer when decidable properties are compromised in particular programs, rather than placing explicit restrictions on the forms of all programs.

The abstract syntax of Hume is shown in Figure 1. A single Hume box comprises a set of pattern-directed rules, rewriting a set of inputs to a set of outputs, plus appropriate exception handlers and type information. The left hand side pattern of each rule defines the situations in which that rule may be active. The right hand side of each rule is an expression specifying the results of the box when the rule is activated. A box becomes active when any of its rules may match the inputs that have been provided. Hume expressions are written using a strongly-typed purely functional notation with a strict semantics. The functional notation simplifies cost modelling and proof. The use of strict evaluation ensures that source and target code can be directly related, thus improving confidence in the correct operation of the compilation system. Strong typing improves correctness assurances, catching a large number of surface errors at relatively low overall programmer cost, as well as assisting the required static cost/space analyses. Each expression is deterministic, and has statically bounded time and space behaviour, achieved through a combination of static cost analysis and dynamic timeout constructs, where the timeout is explicitly bounded to a constant time. Since the expression language has no concept of external, imperative state, such considerations must be encapsulated entirely through explicit communication in the coordination language.

2.1 Wiring
Boxes are connected using wiring declarations to form a static process network. A wire provides a mapping between inputs and outputs. Each box input must be connected to precisely one output. An output may, in principle, be connected to multiple inputs, but is normally connected to a unique input. The usual form of a wiring declaration specifies the input/output mappings for a single box. This is technically redundant in that the opposite mapping must also be specified in the boxes to which a given box is wired. It has the advantage from a language perspective of concentrating wiring information for a single box close to the definition of that box. It also allows boxes to be connected to non-box objects (external ports/streams, such as the program’s standard input or output). It is possible to specify the initial value that appears on a wire. This is typically used to seed computations, such as wires carrying explicit state parameters.

2.2 Box Example
The Hume code for a simple even parity checking box is shown below. The inputs to the box are a bit (either 0 or 1) and a boolean value indicating whether the
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system has detected even or odd parity so far. The output is a string indicating whether the result should be even or odd parity. This box defines a single cycle.

type bit = word 1; type parity = boolean;

box even_parity
in ( b :: bit, p :: parity )
out (p' :: parity, show :: string)
unfair
  ( 0, true ) -> ( true, "true" )
  | ( 1, true ) -> ( false, "false" )
  | ( 0, false ) -> ( false, "false" )
  | ( 1, false ) -> ( true, "false" );

The corresponding wiring specification connects the bit stream to the input source and the monitoring output to standard output. Note that the output p' is wired to the box input p as an explicit state parameter, initialised to true. The box will run continuously, outputting a log of the monitored parity.

stream input from "/dev/sensor";
stream output to "std_out";

wire even_parity
  ( input, even_parity.p' initially true )
  ( even_parity.p,output );

2.3 Coordination

The basic box execution cycle is:

1. check input availability for all inputs and latch input values;
2. match inputs against rules in turn;
3. consume all inputs;
4. bind variables to input values and evaluate the RHS of the selected rule;
5. write outputs to the corresponding wires.

A key issue is how input and output values are managed. In the Hume model, there is a one-to-one correspondence between input and output wires, and these are single-buffered. In combination with the fixed size types that we require, this ensures that communications buffers are bounded size, whilst avoiding the synchronisation problems that can occur if no buffering is used. In particular, a box may write an output to one of its own inputs, so creating an explicit representation of state, as shown in the example above.

Values for available inputs are latched atomically, but not removed from the buffer (consumed) until a rule is matched. Consuming an input removes the lock on the wire buffer, resetting the availability flag.
Output writing is atomic: if any output cannot be written to its buffer because a previous value has not yet been consumed, the box blocks. This reduces concurrency by preventing boxes from proceeding if their inputs could be made available but the producer is blocked on some other output. However, it improves strong notions of causality: if a value has appeared as input on a wire the box that produced that input has certainly generated all of its outputs.

Once a cycle has completed and all outputs have been written to the corresponding wire buffers, the box can begin the next execution step. This improves concurrency, by avoiding unnecessary synchronisation. Individual boxes never terminate. Program termination occurs when no box is runnable.

### 2.4 Asynchronous Coordination Constructs

The two primary coordination constructs that are used to introduce asynchronous coordination are to ignore certain inputs/outputs and to introduce fair matching. It is necessary to alter the basic box execution cycle as follows (changes are italicised):

1. check input availability against possible matches and latch available input values;
2. match available inputs against rules in turn;
3. consume those inputs that have been matched and which are not ignored in the selected rule;
4. bind variables to input values and evaluate the RHS of the selected rule;
5. write non-ignored outputs to the corresponding wires;
6. reorder match rules according to the fairness criteria.

Note that: i) inputs are now consumed after rules have been selected rather than before; ii) only some inputs/outputs may be involved in a given box cycle, rather than all inputs/outputs being required; and iii) rules may be reordered if the box is engaged in fair matching. This new model in which inputs can be ignored in certain patterns or in certain output positions can be considered to be equivalent to non-strictness at the box level.

We use the accepted notion of fairness whereby each rule will be used equally often given a stream of inputs that match all rules \[^\text{1}\]. Channel fairness \[^\text{1}\] is not enforced, however: it is entirely possible, for example, for a programmer to write a sequence of rules that will treat the input from different sources unfairly. It is the programmer’s responsibility to ensure that channel fairness is maintained, if required.

For example, a fair merge operator can be defined as:

```plaintext
box merge
in ( xs :: int 32, ys :: int 32)
out ( xys :: int 32)
fair
  (x, *) -> x
| (*, y) -> y
```

for \( i = 1 \) to \( nThreads \) do
    runnable := false;
    for \( j = 1 \) to \( \text{thread}[i].nRules \) do
        if \( \neg \text{runnable} \) then
            runnable := true;
            for \( k = 1 \) to \( \text{thread}[i].nIns \) do
                runnable &\& \( \text{thread}[i].\text{required}[j, k] \implies \text{thread}[i].\text{ins}[k].\text{available} \)
            endfor
        endif
    endfor
    if \( \text{runnable} \) then
        schedule (\( \text{thread}[i] \))
    endif
endfor

Fig. 2. Hume Abstract Machine Thread Scheduling Algorithm

The \(*\)-pattern indicates that the corresponding input position should be ignored, that is the pattern matches any input, without consuming it. Such a pattern must appear at the top level. Note the difference between \(*\)-patterns and wildcard/variable patterns: in the latter cases, successful matching will mean that the corresponding input value (and all of that value) is removed from the input buffer. For convenience, we also introduce a hybrid pattern: \( \_\_\_\* \). If matched, such patterns will consume the corresponding input value if one is present, but will ignore it otherwise. Note that this construct cannot introduce a race condition, since the availability status for each input is latched at the start of each box execution cycle rather than checked during each pattern match. Ignored values can also be used as dynamic outputs. In this case no output is produced on the corresponding wire, and consequently the box cannot be blocked on that output.

2.5 Thread Scheduling

The prototype Hume Abstract Machine implementation maintains a vector of threads (\( \text{thread} \)), one per box, each with its own \( \text{thread state record} \), containing state information and links to input/output wires. Each wire comprises a pair of a value (\( \text{value} \)) and a validity flag (\( \text{available} \)), used to ensure correct locking between input and output threads. The flag is atomically set to \( \text{true} \) when an output is written to the wire, and is reset to \( \text{false} \) when an input is consumed.

Threads are scheduled under the control of a built-in scheduler, which currently implements round-robin scheduling. A thread is deemed to be \( \text{runnable} \) if all the required inputs are available for any of its rules to be executed (Figure 2). A compiler-specified matrix is used to determine whether an input is needed: for some thread \( t \), \( \text{thread}[t].\text{required}[r, i] \) is true if input \( i \) is required to run rule \( r \) of that thread. Since wires are single-buffered, a thread will consequently block when writing to a wire which contains an output that has not yet been consumed. In order to ensure a consistent semantics, a single check is performed on all output wires immediately before any output is written. No output will be written until all the input on all output wires has been consumed. The check ignores \(*\) output positions.
3 A Space Cost Model for FSM-Hume

This section describes a simple cost model for space usage in FSM-Hume boxes. The model is defined with reference to the prototype Hume Abstract Machine [8], and provides a statically derivable upper bound on the space usage of FSM-Hume programs in terms of per-box stack and heap usage. The cost analysis is applied to the mine drainage example described in the previous section, and verified against the prototype Hume Abstract Machine Interpreter. A complete, formal description of the abstract machine and compiler can be found elsewhere [8]. The stack and heap requirements for the boxes and wires represent the only dynamically variable memory requirements: all other memory costs can be fixed at compile-time based on the number of wires, boxes, functions and the sizes of static strings. In the absence of recursion, we can provide precise static memory bounds on rule evaluation. Predicting the stack and heap requirements for an FSM-Hume program thus provides complete static information about system memory requirements.

3.1 Dynamic Memory in the Hume Abstract Machine

The Hume Abstract Machine is loosely based on the design of the classical G-Machine [3], restricted to strict evaluation and with extensions to manage concurrency and asynchronicity. Each box has its own dynamic stack and heap. All arguments to function calls, return values and box inputs are held on the stack as (1-word) heap pointers. All available box inputs are copied from the corresponding wire into the box heap at the start of each cycle. All other heap allocation happens as a consequence of executing some right-hand-side expression.

In the prototype implementation, all heap cells are boxed [15] with tags distinguishing different kinds of objects. Furthermore, tuple structures require size fields, and data constructors also require a constructor tag field. All data objects in a structure are referenced by pointer. For simplicity each field is constrained to occupy one word of memory. There is one special representation: strings are represented as a tagged sequence of bytes. These values are summarised in Figure 3. Clearly, it would be easy to considerably reduce heap usage using a more compact representation such as that used by the state-of-the-art STG-Machine [15]. For now, we are, however, primarily concerned with bounding and predicting memory usage. Small changes to data representations can be easily incorporated.
into both models and implementations at a future date without affecting the fundamental results described here, except by reducing absolute costs of both model and implementation.

3.2 Space Cost Rules

Figures 4–8 specify a space cost model for FSM-Hume boxes and declarations, based on an operational interpretation of the Hume abstract machine implementation. Heap and stack costs are each integer values of type Cost, labelled $h$ and $s$, respectively. Each rule produces a pair of such values representing an independent upper bound on the stack and heap usage. The result is produced in the context of an environment, $E$, that maps function names to the space (heap and stack) requirements associated with executing the body of the function. This environment is derived from the top-level program declarations plus standard prelude definitions. Rules for building the environment are omitted here, except for local declarations, but can be trivially constructed.

Rules 1 and 2 (Figure 4) cost boxes and box bodies, respectively. The cost of a box is derived from the space requirements for all box inputs plus the maximum cost of the individual rule matches in the box. The cost of each rule match is derived from the costs of the pattern and expression parts of the rule. Since the abstract machine copies all available inputs into box heap from the wire buffer before they are matched, the maximum space usage for box inputs is the sum of the maximum space required for each input type. The space required for each output wire buffer is determined in the same way from the type of the output
Fig. 5. Heap cost axioms for types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>$E \vdash \text{type} \Rightarrow \text{Cost}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E \vdash \text{int} \ 32 \Rightarrow H_{\text{int32}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>$\forall i. \ 1 \leq i \leq n, \ E \vdash \text{type} \Rightarrow h_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E \vdash (\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n) \Rightarrow H_{\text{con}} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} h_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>$E \vdash \text{data} \Rightarrow \text{Cost}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\forall i. \ 1 \leq i \leq n, \ E \vdash \text{constr}_i \Rightarrow h_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E \vdash \text{data} \ \text{id} \ \alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_m = \text{constr}_1 \</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>$E \vdash \text{constr} \Rightarrow \text{Cost}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\forall i. \ 1 \leq i \leq n, \ E \vdash \text{type} \Rightarrow h_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E \vdash \text{con} \ \tau_1 \ldots \tau_n \Rightarrow H_{\text{con}} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} h_i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 gives representative costs for integers (rule 3) and tuples (rule 4), and rules 5–6 provide costs for user-defined constructed datatypes.

Figure 5 gives cost rules for a representative subset of FSM-Hume expressions. The heap cost of a standard integer is given by $H_{\text{int32}}$ (rule 7), with other scalar values costed similarly. The cost of a function application is the cost of evaluating the body of the function plus the cost of each argument (rule 8). Each evaluated argument is pushed on the stack before the function is applied, and this must be taken into account when calculating the maximum stack usage. The cost of building a new data constructor value such as a tuple (rule 10) or a user-defined constructed type (rule 9) is similar to a function application, except that pointers to the arguments must be stored in the newly created closure (one word per argument), and fixed costs $H_{\text{con}}$ and $H_{\text{tuple}}$ are added to represent the costs of tag and size fields. The heap usage of a conditional (rule 11) is the heap required by the condition part plus the maximum heap used by either branch. The maximum stack requirement is simply the maximum required by the condition and either branch. Case expressions (omitted) are costed analogously. The cost of a let-expression (rule 12) is the space required to evaluate the value definitions (including the stack required to store the result of each new value
definition) plus the cost of the enclosed expression. The local declarations are used to derive a quadruple comprising total heap usage, maximum stack required to evaluate any value definition, a count of the value definitions in the declaration sequence (used to calculate the size of the stack frame for the local declaratons), and an environment mapping function names to heap and stack usage (rule 19 – Figure 8). The body of the let-expression is costed in the context of this extended environment.

Finally, patterns contribute to stack usage in two ways (Figure 7): firstly, the value attached to each variable is recorded in the stack frame (rule 14); and secondly, each nested data structure that is matched must be unpacked onto the stack (requiring \( n \) words of stack) before its components can be matched by the abstract machine (rules 15 and 16).
Fig. 7. Stack cost axioms for patterns

4 The Mine Drainage Control System

As a working example we have chosen a simple control application with strong real-time requirements. This application has previously been studied in the context of a number of other languages, including Ada with real-time extensions [5]. It was originally constructed as a realistic exemplar for control applications and comprises 750 lines of Ada or about 250 lines of FSM-Hume, of which the functional core is about 100 lines. We have also constructed a Java version.

The problem is to construct software for a simplified pump control system, which is to be used to drain water from a mine shaft. The system runs on a single processor with memory-mapped I/O. The pump is used to remove water that is collected in a sump at the bottom of the shaft to the surface. To avoid damaging the pump, it should not be operated when the water level in the sump is below a certain level. It must, however, be activated if the water rises above a certain level in order to avoid the risk of flooding. The main safety requirement is that the pump must not be operated when the concentration of methane gas in the atmosphere reaches a certain level. This is to avoid the risk of explosion. In order to ensure this, an environmental control station monitors information returned by sensors in the mine shaft, including the current methane level, the current level of carbon monoxide and the airflow. The pump is under the control of an operator who issues commands to turn the pump on and off subject to rules governing the pump operation. The operator may be overridden by their supervisor. All actions and periodic states of the sensors are logged.
$E \vdash \text{decl} \Rightarrow \text{Cost}, \text{Cost}, \text{Cost}, E$

$\text{(17)} \quad E \stackrel{\text{space}}{\vdash} \text{exp} \Rightarrow h, s$

$E \vdash \text{id} = \text{exp} \Rightarrow h, s, 1, \{\}$

$\forall i. \ 1 \leq i \leq n, \ E \vdash \text{pat}_i \Rightarrow s_{p_i}$

$\forall i. \ 1 \leq i \leq n, \ E \vdash \text{exp}_i \Rightarrow h_i, s_i$

$E' = \{ \text{id} : \langle \max_i h_i, \max_i (s_i + s_{p_i}) \rangle \}$

$\text{(18)} \quad E \vdash \text{id} \ \text{pat}_1 = \text{exp}_1 \mid \ldots \mid \text{id} \ \text{pat}_n = \text{exp}_n \Rightarrow 0, 0, 0, E'$

$E \vdash \text{decls} \Rightarrow \text{Cost}, \text{Cost}, \text{Cost}, E$

$\forall i. \ 1 \leq i \leq n, \ E \vdash \text{decl}_i \Rightarrow h_i, s_i, s'_i, E_i$

$E' = E \oplus \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} E_i$

$\text{(19)} \quad E \vdash \text{decl}_1 \ ; \ldots \ ; \text{decl}_n \Rightarrow \sum_{i=1}^{n} h_i, \max_{i=1}^{n} h_i, \sum_{i=1}^{n} (s_i + s'_i + \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} s'_j), E'$

**Fig. 8.** Cost axioms for function and value declarations

Figure 9 shows the corresponding FSM-Hume process network. The primary processes are the pump controller, *pump*, the environment monitoring process, *environment* and the logging process *logger*. The water, methane, carbon monoxide and airflow levels are simulated, as are the *operator* and *supervisor*. Additional links between components to enable whole system monitoring through the logger are not shown but are present in the actual wiring. The application is fully described elsewhere [9].

4.1 Space Analysis of the Mine Drainage Example

The cost rules specified above have been extended to full FSM-Hume and implemented as a 200-line Haskell [14] module, which has then been integrated with the standard Hume parser and lexer and applied to the mine drainage control program. Figure 10 reports predicted and actual maximum stack and heap usage for 12,000,000 iterations of the box scheduler under the prototype Hume Abstract Machine Interpreter.

The results in Figure 10 show completely accurate cost predictions for the majority of boxes, with more serious variations for the heap usage of the *logger*,...
**Fig. 9.** Hume Processes for the Mine Drainage Control System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>box</th>
<th>predicted heap</th>
<th>actual heap</th>
<th>excess</th>
<th>predicted stack</th>
<th>actual stack</th>
<th>excess</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>airflow</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbonmonoxide</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environ</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logger</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methane</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operator</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pump</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supervisor</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(wires)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>483</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 10.** Heap and stack usage in words for boxes in the mine drainage control system

*operator* and *pump* boxes. These three boxes are all relatively complex boxes with many alternative choices. Moreover, since these boxes are asynchronous, they will frequently become active when only a few inputs are available. Since unavailable inputs do not contribute to heap usage, the cost estimate will therefore be noticeably larger than the actual usage. The logger function also makes extensive use of string append. Since the size of the result will vary dynamically in some cases, the heap usage will consequently have been overestimated in some
cases. Overall, the space requirements of the boxes have been overestimated by 72 words or 11% of the total actual dynamic requirement. Since precise figures may be undecidable in general (for example, where a possible execution path is never taken in practice), this represents a good but not perfect static estimate of dynamic space usage.

To verify that FSM-Hume can yield constant space requirements in practice, the pump application has been run continuously on a 1GHz Pentium III processor under RTLinux, kernel version 2.4.4. RTLinux is a realtime microkernel operating system, which supports multiple realtime threads and runs a modified Linux system as a separate non-realtime thread. Realtime threads communicate with non-realtime Unix tasks using realtime FIFOs which appear as normal Unix devices, and which are the only I/O mechanism available to realtime threads other than direct memory-mapped I/O. The system guarantees a 15µs worst-case thread context-switch time for realtime threads.

Our measurements show that the total memory requirements of the pump application, including heap and stack overheads as calculated here, RTLinux operating system code and data, Hume runtime system code and data, and the abstract machine instructions amount to less than 62Kbytes. RTLinux itself accounts for 34.4Kbytes of this total. Since little use is made of RTLinux facilities, and there is scope for reducing the size of the Hume abstract machine, abstract machine instructions, and data representation, we conclude that it should be possible to construct full Hume applications requiring much less than 32Kbytes of memory, including runtime system support, for bare hardware as found in typical embedded systems. This storage requirement is well within the capabilities of common modern parts costing $30 or less.

5 Related Work
Accurate time and space cost-modelling is an area of known difficulty for functional language designs. Hume is thus, as far as we are aware, unique in being based on strong automatic cost models, and in being designed to allow straightforward space- and time-bounded implementation for hard real-time systems, those systems where tight real-time guarantees must be met. A number of functional languages have, however, looked at soft real-time issues, and there has been considerable recent interest both in the problems associated with costing functional languages and in bounding space/time usage. All of these approaches other than our own require programmer interaction in the form of cost control annotations.

6 Conclusions and Further Work
This paper has introduced the FSM-Hume subset of Hume, a novel concurrent language aimed at resource-limited systems such as real-time embedded systems. We have defined and implemented a simple cost semantics for stack heap usage in FSM-Hume, which has been validated against an example from the
real-time systems literature, a simple mine drainage control system and imple-
mented using the prototype Hume Abstract Machine interpreter. Our empirical
results demonstrate that it is possible to define a concurrent functionally-based
language with bounded and predictable space properties. Moreover, such a lan-
guage can be remarkably expressive: the example presented here is representative
of a range of real applications. We anticipate that it will be possible to build a
full Hume implementation for a bare-bones system, such as a typical embedded
systems application using less than 32KBytes of memory, including all code and
data requirements. We are currently working on extensions to our cost model to
cover recursion and higher-order functions. In the longer term, we intend to
demonstrate the formal soundness of our cost model against the Hume Abstract
Machine and compiler.
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When Generic Functions Use Dynamic Values
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Abstract. Dynamic types allow strongly typed programs to link in external code at run-time in a type safe way. Generic programming allows programmers to write code schemes that can be specialized at compile-time to arguments of arbitrary type. Both techniques have been investigated and incorporated in the pure functional programming language Clean. Because generic functions work on all types and values, they are the perfect tool when manipulating dynamic values. But generics rely on compile-time specialization, whereas dynamics rely on run-time type checking and linking. This seems to be a fundamental contradiction. In this paper we show that the contradiction does not exist. From any generic function we derive a function that works on dynamics, and that can be parameterized with a dynamic type representation. Programs that use this technique combine the best of both worlds: they have concise universal code that can be applied to any dynamic value regardless of its origin. This technique is important for application domains such as type-safe mobile code and plug-in architectures.

1 Introduction

In this paper we discuss the interaction between two recent additions to the pure, lazy, functional programming language Clean 2.0(.1) [5,10,13]:

Dynamic types Dynamic types allow strongly typed programs to link in external code (dynamics) at run-time in a type safe way. Dynamics can be used anywhere, regardless from the module or even application that created them. Dynamics are important for type-safe applications with mobile code and plug-in architectures.

Generic programming enables us to write general function schemes that work for any data type. From these schemes the compiler can derive automatically any required instance of a specific type. This is possible because of Clean’s strong type system. Generic programs are a compact way to elegantly deal with an important class of algorithms. To name a few, these are comparison, pretty printers, parsers.

In order to apply a generic function to a dynamic value in the current situation, the programmer should do an exhaustive type pattern-match on all possible dynamic types. Apart from the fact that this is impossible, this is at odds with the key idea of generic programming in which functions do an exhaustive distinction on types, but on their finite (and small) structure.
One would imagine that it is alright to apply a generic function to any dynamic value. Consider for instance the application of the generic equality function to two dynamic values. Using the built-in dynamic type unification, we can easily check the equality of the types of the dynamic values. Now using a generic equality, we want to check the equality of the values of these dynamics. In order to do this, we need to know at compile-time of which type the instance of the generic equality should be applied. This is not possible, because the type representation of a dynamic is only known at run-time.

We present a solution that uses the current implementation of generics and dynamics. The key to the solution is to guide a generic function through a dynamic value using an explicit type representation of the dynamic value’s type. This guide function is predefined once. The programmer writes generic functions as usual, and in addition provides the explicit type representation.

The solution can be readily used with the current compiler if we assume that the programmer includes type representations with dynamics. However, this is at odds with the key idea of dynamics because these already store type representations with values. We show that the solution also works for conventional dynamics if we provide a low-level access function that retrieves the type representation of any dynamic.

Contributions of this paper are:

- We show how one can combine generics and dynamics in one single framework in accordance with their current implementation in the compiler.
- We argue that, in principle, the type information available in dynamics is enough, so we do not need to store extra information, and instead work with conventional dynamics.
- Programs that exploit the combined power of generics and dynamics are universally applicable to dynamic values. In particular, the code handles dynamics in a generic way without precompiled knowledge of their types.

In this paper we give introductions to dynamics (Section 2) and generics (Section 3) with respect to core properties that we rely on. In Section 4 we show our solution that allows the application of generic functions to dynamic values. An example of a generic pretty printing tool is given to illustrate the expressive power of the combined system (Section 5). We present related work (Section 6), our current and future plans (Section 7), and conclude (Section 8).

2 Dynamics in Clean

The Clean system has support for dynamics in the style as proposed by Pil [11,12]. Dynamics serve two major purposes:

**Interface between static and run-time types:** Programs can convert values from the statically typed world to the dynamically typed world and back without loss of type security. Any Clean expression \( e \) that has (verifiable or inferable) type \( t \) can be formed into a value of type `Dynamic` by: `dynamic e ::: t`, or: `dynamic e`. Here are some examples:
toDynamic :: [Dynamic]
toDynamic = [e1, e2, e3, dynamic [e1,e2,e3]]
where  e1 = dynamic 50 :: Int
       e2 = dynamic reverse :: A.a: [a] → [a]
e3 = dynamic reverse ['a'..'z'] :: [Char]

Any Dynamic value can be matched in function alternatives and case expressions. A ‘dynamic pattern match’ consists of an expression pattern \(e\)-pat and a type pattern \(t\)-pat as follows: \((e\text{-pat}::t\text{-pat})\). Examples are:

\[
dynApply :: Dynamic Dynamic → Dynamic
dynApply (f::a → b)(x::a) = dynamic (f x) :: b
\]
\[
dynSwap :: Dynamic → Dynamic
dynSwap ((x,y) :: (a,b)) = dynamic (y,x) :: (b,a)
\]

It is important to note that unquantified type pattern variables (\(a\) and \(b\) in \(dynApply\) and \(dynSwap\)) do not indicate polymorphism. Instead, they are bound to (unified with) the offered type, and range over the full function alternative. The dynamic pattern match fails if unification fails.

Finally, type-dependent functions are a flexible way of parameterizing functions with the type to be matched in a dynamic. Type-dependent functions are overloaded in the \(TC\) class, which is a built-in class that basically represents all type codeable types. The overloaded argument can be used in a dynamic type pattern by postfixing it with \(^\wedge\). Typical examples that are also used in this paper are the packing and unpacking functions:

\[
pack :: a → Dynamic | TC a
pack x = dynamic x::a^\wedge
\]
\[
unpack :: Dynamic → a | TC a
unpack (x::a^\wedge) = x
unpack _ = abort "unpack: argument of wrong type."
\]

 Serialization: At least as important as switching between compile-time and run-time types, is that dynamics allow programs to serialize and deserialize values without loss of type security. Programs can work safely with data and code that do not originate from themselves.

Two library functions store and retrieve dynamic values in named files, given a proper unique environment that supports file I/O:

\[
writeDynamic:: String Dynamic
             *env → (Bool,*env) | FileSystem env
readDynamic :: String  *env → (Bool,Dynamic,*env) | FileSystem env
\]

Making an effective and efficient implementation is hard work and requires careful design and architecture of the compiler and run-time system. It is not our intention to go into any detail of such a project, as these are presented in
What needs to be stressed in the context of this paper is that dynamic values, when read in from disk, contain a binary representation of a complete Clean computation graph, a representation of the compile-time type, and references to the related rewrite rules. The programmer has no means of access to these representations other than those explained above.

At this stage, the Clean 2.0.1 system restricts the use of dynamics to basic, algebraic, record, array, and function types. Very recently, support for polymorphic functions has been added. Overloaded types and overloaded functions have been investigated by Pil [12]. Generics obviously haven’t been taken into account, and that is what this paper addresses.

3 Generics in Clean

The Clean approach to generics [3] combines the polykinded types approach developed by Hinze [7] and its integration with overloading as developed by Hinze and Peyton Jones [8]. A generic function basically represents an infinite set of overloaded classes. Programs define for which types instances of generic functions have to be generated. During program compilation, all generic functions are converted to a finite set of overloaded functions and instances. This part of the compilation process uses the available compile-time type information.

As an example, we show the generic definition of the ubiquitous equality function. It is important to observe that a generic function is defined in terms of both the type and the value. The signature of equality is:

generic gEq a :: a a → Bool

This is the type signature that has to be satisfied by an instance for types of kind ⋆ (such as the basic types Boolean, Integer, Real, Character, and String). The generic implementation compares the values of these types, and simply uses the standard overloaded equality operator ==. In the remainder of this paper we only show the Integer case, as the other basic types proceed analogously.

gEq{|Int|} x y = x == y

Algebraic types are constructed as sums of pairs – or the empty unit pair – of types. It is useful to have information (name, arity, priority) about data constructors. For brevity we omit record types. The data types that represent sums, pairs, units, and data constructors are collected in the module StdGeneric.dcl:

:: EITHER a b = LEFT a | RIGHT b
:: PAIR a b = PAIR a b
:: UNIT = UNIT
:: CONS a = CONS a

The built-in function type constructor → is reused here. The kind of these cases (EITHER, PAIR, → : ⋆ → ⋆ → ⋆, UNIT : ⋆, and CONS : ⋆ → ⋆) determines the number and type of the higher-order function arguments of the generic function definition. These are used to compare the sub structures of the arguments.
The only case that is missing here is the function type \( \rightarrow \), as one cannot define a feasible implementation of function equality.

Programs must ask explicitly for an instance of type \( T \) of a generic function \( g \) by: `derive\( g T \)`. This provides the programmer with a kind-indexed family of functions \( g_\ast, g_{\ast\rightarrow\ast}, g_{\ast\rightarrow\ast\rightarrow\ast}, \ldots \). The function \( g_\kappa \) is denoted as: \( g\{\kappa\} \). The programmer can parameterize \( g_\kappa \) for any \( \kappa \neq \ast \) to customize the behaviour of \( g \). As an example, consider the standard binary tree type \( :: \) Tree \( a = \text{Leaf} \mid \text{Node} \ (\text{Tree} \ a) \ a \ (\text{Tree} \ a) \) and let \( a = \text{Node Leaf 5 (Node Leaf 7 Leaf)} \), and \( b = \text{Node Leaf 2 (Node Leaf 4 Leaf)} \). The expression \( (gEq\{\ast\} ab) \) applies integer equality to the elements and hence yields false, but \( (gEq\{\ast\rightarrow\ast\} (\_\_ \rightarrow \text{True}) a b) \) applies the binary constant function true, and yields true.

### 4 Dynamics + Generics in Clean

In this section we show how we made it possible for programs to manipulate dynamics by making use of generic functions. Suppose we want to apply the generic equality function \( gEq \) of Section 3 to two dynamics, as mentioned in Section 4. One would expect the following definition to work:

\[
\text{dynEq} :: \text{Dynamic Dynamic} \rightarrow \text{Bool} \quad // \text{This code is incorrect.}
\text{dynEq} \ (x::a) \ (y::a) = gEq\{\ast\} \ x \ y \\
\text{dynEq} \ _\_ = \text{False}
\]

However, this is not the case because at compile-time it is impossible to check if the required instance of \( gEq \) exists, or to derive it automatically simply because of the absence of the proper compile-time type information.

In our solution, the programmer has to write:

\[
\text{dynEq} :: \text{Dynamic Dynamic} \rightarrow \text{Bool} \quad // \text{This code is correct.}
\text{dynEq} \ x::(\_::a) \ y::(\_::a) = _gEq \ (\text{dynTypeRep} \ x) \ x \ y \\
\text{dynEq} \ _\_ = \text{False}
\]

Two new functions have come into existence: \( _gEq \) and \( \text{dynTypeRep} \). The first is a function of type \( \text{Type Dynamic Dynamic} \rightarrow \text{Bool} \) that can be derived automatically from \( gEq \) (in Clean, identifiers are not allowed to start with \( _ \), so this prevents accidental naming conflicts); the second is a predefined low-level access function of type \( \text{Dynamic} \rightarrow \text{Type} \). The type \( \text{Type} \) is a special dynamic that contains a type representation, and is explained below. The crucial difference with the incorrect program is that \( _gEq \) works on the complete dynamic.
We want to stress the point that the programmer only needs to write the
generic function \( g_{\text{Eq}} \) as usual and the \( \text{dynEq} \) function. All other code can, in prin-
ciple, be generated automatically. However, this is not currently incorporated,
so for the time being this code needs to be included manually. The remainder of
this section is completely devoted to explaining what code needs to be generated.
Function and type definitions that can be generated automatically are italicized.
The function \(_g\text{Eq}\) is a function that specializes \( g_{\text{Eq}} \) to the type \( \tau \) of the
content of its dynamic argument. We show that specialization can be done by
a single function \( \text{specialize} \) that is parameterized with a generic function and
a type, and that returns the instance of the generic function for the given type,
packed in a dynamic. We need to pass types and generic functions to \( \text{specialize} \),
but neither are available as values. Therefore, we must first make suitable rep-
resentations of types (Section 4.1) and generic functions (Section 4.2).
We encode types with a new type \( \text{TypeRep } \tau \) and pack it in a Dynamic with
synonym definition \( \text{Type} \) such that all values \( (t :: \text{TypeRep } \tau) :: \text{Type} \) satisfy
the invariant that \( t \) is the type representation of \( \tau \). We wrap generic functions into
a record of type \( \text{GenRec} \) that basically contains all of its specialized instances
to basic types and the generic constructors \( \text{sum, pair, unit, and arrow} \). Now
\( \text{specialize :: GenRec Type } \to \text{Dynamic} \) (Section 4.3) yields the function that
we want to apply to the content of dynamics, but it is still packed in a dynamic.
We show that for each generic function there is a transformer function that
applies this encapsulated function to dynamic arguments (Section 4.4). For our
\( g_{\text{Eq}} \) case, this is \( _g\text{Eq} \).
In Section 4.5 we show that specialization is sufficient to handle all generic
and non-generic functions on dynamics. However, it forces programmers to work
with dynamics that are extended with the proper \( \text{Type} \). An elegant solution is
obtained with the low-level access function \( \text{dynTypeRep} \) which retrieves \( \text{Types} \)
from dynamics, and can therefore be used instead (Section 4.6).
The remainder of this section fills in the details of the scheme as sketched
above. We continue to illustrate every step with the \( g_{\text{Eq}} \) example. When speaking
in general terms, we assume that we have a function \( g \) that is generic in argument
\( a \) and has type \( (G \ a) \) (so \( g = g_{\text{Eq}} \) and \( G = \text{Eq} \) defined as \( :: \text{Eq } a ::= a \ a \to \text{Bool} \)). We will have a frequent need for conversions from type \( a \) to \( b \) and vice
versa. These are conveniently combined into a record of type \( \text{Bimap } a \ b \) (see Appendix A for its type definition and the standard bimaps that we use).

### 4.1 Dynamic Type Representations

Dynamic type representations are dynamics of synonym type \( \text{Type} \) containing
values \( (t :: \text{TypeRep } \tau) \) such that \( t \) represents \( \tau \), with \( \text{TypeRep} \) defined as:
\[
:: \text{TypeRep } t \\
= \text{TRInt} | \text{TRUnit} | \text{TREither } \text{Type Type} | \text{TRPair } \text{Type Type} | \text{TRArrow } \text{Type Type} \\
| \text{TRCons } \text{String } \text{Int } \text{Type} \\
| \text{TRType } [\text{Type}] \quad // [\text{TypeRep } a_1, \ldots, \text{TypeRep } a_n] \\
\text{Type} \quad // \text{TypeRep } (T^o \ a_1 \ldots \ a_n) \\
\text{Dynamic} \quad // \text{Bimap } (T \ a_1 \ldots \ a_n) \ (T^o \ a_1 \ldots \ a_n)
For each data constructor \( (TRC \ t_1 \ldots t_n) \) \( (n \leq 0) \) we provide a \( n \)-ary constructor function \( trC \) of type \( \text{Type} \ldots \text{Type} \to \text{Type} \) that assembles the corresponding alternative, and establishes the relation between representation and type. For basic types and the cases that correspond with generic representations (\( \text{sum}, \text{pair}, \text{unit}, \text{and arrow} \)), these are straightforward and proceed as follows:

\[
\text{trInt} :: \text{Type} \\
\text{trInt} = \text{dynamic \ TRInt} :: \text{TypeRep Int}
\]

\[
\text{trEither} :: \text{Type Type} \to \text{Type} \\
\text{trEither Tra} = (\ldots \text{TypeRep a} \ldots) \text{ trb} = (\ldots \text{TypeRep b} \ldots) \\
= \text{dynamic \ (TREither Tra trb)} :: \text{TypeRep (EITHER a b)}
\]

\[
\text{trArrow} :: \text{Type Type} \to \text{Type} \\
\text{trArrow Tra} = (\ldots \text{TypeRep a} \ldots) \text{ trb} = (\ldots \text{TypeRep b} \ldots) \\
= \text{dynamic \ (TRArrow Tra trb)} :: \text{TypeRep (a \to b)}
\]

These constructors enable us to encode the structure of a type. However, some generic functions, like a pretty printer, need type specific information about the type, such as the name and the arity. Suppose we have a type constructor \( T \ a_1 \ldots a_n \) with a data constructor \( C \ t_1 \ldots t_m \). The \( \text{TRCons} \) alternative collects the name and arity of its data constructor. This is the same information a programmer might need when handling the \( \text{CONS} \) case of a generic function (although in the generic equality example we had no need for it).

\[
\text{trCons} :: \text{String Int Type} \to \text{Type} \\
\text{trCons name arity tra} = (\ldots \text{TypeRep a} \ldots) \\
= \text{dynamic \ (TRCons name arity tra)} :: \text{TypeRep (CONS a)}
\]

The last alternative \( \text{TRType} \) with the constructor function

\[
\text{trType} :: [\text{Type}] \text{ Type Dynamic} \to \text{Type} \\
\text{trType args tg} = (\ldots \text{TypeRep t} \ldots) \text{ conv} = (\ldots \text{Bimap t conv} \ldots) \\
= \text{dynamic \ (TRType args tg conv)} :: \text{TypeRep t}
\]

is used for custom types. The first argument \( \text{args} \) stores type representations \( (\text{TypeRep a}_i) \) for the type arguments \( a_i \). These are needed for generic dynamic function application (Section 4.5). The second argument is the type representation for the sum-product type \( T^{\circ} a_1 \ldots a_n \) needed for generic specialization (Section 4.3). The last argument \( \text{conv} \) stores the conversion functions between \( T a_1 \ldots a_n \) and \( T^{\circ} a_1 \ldots a_n \) needed for specialization.

The type representation of a recursive type is a recursive term. For instance, the Clean \( \text{list} \) type constructor is defined internally as \:: \:: \[] \text{ a} = _\text{Cons} \text{ a} [\text{a}] \\
| _\text{Nil} \text{.} \) Generically speaking it is a sum of: \( (a) \) the data constructor \( (_\text{Cons}) \) of the pair of the element type and the list itself, and \( (b) \) the data constructor \( (_\text{Nil}) \) of the unit. The sum-product type for list (as in standard static generics) is \:: \:: \text{List}^{\circ} \text{ a} ::= \text{EITHER (CONS (PAIR a [a])) (CONS UNIT)} \text{.} \) Note that \( \text{List}^{\circ} \) is not recursive: it refers to \( [], \) not \( \text{List}^{\circ} \). Only the top-level of the type is converted into generic representation. This way it is easier to handle mutually recursive data types. The generated type representation, \( \text{trList} \), for \( \text{List}^{\circ} \) reflects its structure on the term level:
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{trList}^\circ &:: \text{Type} \to \text{Type} \\
\text{trList}^\circ \ \text{tra} &= \text{trEither} \ (\text{trCons } "\_\text{Cons}" \ 2 \ (\text{trPair tra (trList tra)))) \ (a) \\
&(\text{trCons } "\_\text{Nil}" \ 0 \ \text{trUnit}) \ (b)
\end{align*}
\]

The type representation for \(\[]\) is defined in terms of \(\text{List}^\circ\); \(\text{trList}\) and \(\text{trList}^\circ\) are mutually recursive:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{trList} &:: \text{Type} \to \text{Type} \\
\text{trList} \ \text{tra} &= (: (\_::\text{TypeRep} \ a)) \\
\text{where} &\quad \text{epList} = \{ \text{map\_to} = \text{map\_to}, \text{map\_from} = \text{map\_from} \} \\
&\quad \text{map\_to} [x:xs] = \text{LEFT} \ (\text{CONS} \ (\text{PAIR} \ x \ xs)) \\
&\quad \text{map\_to} [] = \text{RIGHT} \ (\text{CONS} \ \text{UNIT}) \\
&\quad \text{map\_from} \ (\text{LEFT} \ (\text{CONS} \ (\text{PAIR} \ x \ xs))) = [x:xs] \\
&\quad \text{map\_from} \ (\text{RIGHT} \ (\text{CONS} \ \text{UNIT})) = []
\end{align*}
\]

As a second example, we show the dynamic type representation for our running example, the equality function which has type \(\text{Eq} \ a\): 

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{trEq} &:: \text{Type} \to \text{Type} \\
\text{trEq} \ \text{tra} &= (: (\_::\text{TypeRep} \ a)) \quad \text{(dynamic) epList :: Bimap} \ [a] \ (\text{List}^\circ \ a)) \\
\text{where} &\quad \text{epList} = \{ \text{map\_to} = \text{map\_to}, \text{map\_from} = \text{map\_from} \} \\
&\quad \text{map\_to} [x:xs] = \text{LEFT} \ (\text{CONS} \ (\text{PAIR} \ x \ xs)) \\
&\quad \text{map\_to} [] = \text{RIGHT} \ (\text{CONS} \ \text{UNIT}) \\
&\quad \text{map\_from} \ (\text{LEFT} \ (\text{CONS} \ (\text{PAIR} \ x \ xs))) = [x:xs] \\
&\quad \text{map\_from} \ (\text{RIGHT} \ (\text{CONS} \ \text{UNIT})) = []
\end{align*}
\]

\[4.2 \text{ First-Class Generic Functions}\]

In this section we show how to turn a generic function \(g\), that really is a compiler scheme, into a first-class value \(\text{genrecg} :: \text{GenRec}\) that can be passed to the specialization function. The key idea is that for the specialization function it is sufficient to know what the generic function would do in case of basic types, the generic cases \(\text{sum, pair, unit, and arrow,}\) and for custom types. For instance, for Integers, we need \(g[\{\star\}] :: \text{G} \ \text{Int,}\) and for pairs, this is \(g[\{\star \to \star \to \star\}] :: \text{A.a b: (G a) \to (G b) \to G (PAIR a b)}\). These instances are functions, and hence we can collect them, packed as dynamics, in a record of type \(\text{GenRec}\). We make essential use of dynamics, and their ability to hold polymorphic functions. (The compiler will actually \textit{inline} the corresponding right-hand side of \(g\).) The generated code for \(\text{gEq}\) is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{genrecEq} &:: \text{GenRec} \\
\text{genrecEq} & = \{ \text{genConvert} = \text{dynamic} \ \text{convertEq} \ (\text{Section} \ 4.3), \\
&\quad \text{genType} = \text{trEq} \ (\text{Section} \ 4.1), \\
&\quad \text{genInt} = \text{dynamic} \ \text{gEq}[\{\star\}] :: \text{Eq} \ \text{Int}, \\
&\quad \text{genUNIT} = \text{dynamic} \ \text{gEq}[\{\star\}] :: \text{Eq} \ \text{UNIT}, \\
&\quad \text{genPAIR} = \text{dynamic} \ \text{gEq}[\{\star \to \star \to \star\}] \\
&\quad \quad :: \text{A.a b: (Eq a) \to (Eq b) \to Eq (PAIR a b)}, \\
&\quad \text{genEITHER} = \text{dynamic} \ \text{gEq}[\{\star \to \star \to \star\}] \\
&\quad \quad :: \text{A.a b: (Eq a) \to (Eq b) \to Eq (EITHER a b)}, \\
&\quad \text{genARROW} = \text{dynamic} \ \text{gEq}[\{\star \to \star \to \star\}] \\
&\quad \quad :: \text{A.a b: (Eq a) \to (Eq b) \to Eq (a \to b)}, \\
&\quad \text{genCONS} = \ \text{\n a \to dynamic} \ \text{gEq}[\{\star \to \star\}] \\
&\quad \quad :: \text{A.a : (Eq a) \to Eq (CONS a)}
\}
\]
4.3 Specialization of First-Class Generics

In Section 4.1 we have shown how to construct a representation \( t \) of any type \( \tau \), packed in the dynamic \((t :: \text{TypeRep } \tau) :: \text{Type}\). We have also shown in Section 4.2 how to turn any generic function \( g \) into a record \text{genrecg :: GenRec} that can be passed to functions. This puts us in the position to provide a function, called \text{specialize}, that takes such a generic function representation and a dynamic type representation, and that yields \( g :: G \tau \), packed in a conventional dynamic. This function has type \text{GenRec Type} \rightarrow \text{Dynamic}. Its definition is a case distinction based on the dynamic type representation. The basic types and the generic unit case are easy:

\[
\text{specialize genrec (TRInt :: TypeRep Int)} = \text{genrec.genInt} \\
\text{specialize genrec (TRUnit :: TypeRep UNIT)} = \text{genrec.genUNIT}
\]

The generic case for sums contains a function of type \( (G \ a) \rightarrow (G \ b) \rightarrow G \ (\text{EITHER} \ a \ b) \). When specializing to \( \text{EITHER} \ a \ b \) (i.e. the type representation passed to \text{specialize} is \( \text{TREither tra trb} \)), we have to get a function of type \( G \ (\text{EITHER} \ a \ b) \) from functions of types \( G \ a \) and \( G \ b \) obtained by applying \text{specialize} to the type representations of \( a \) and \( b \). Note that for recursive types the specialization process will be called recursively.

\[
\text{specialize genrec ((TREither tra trb) :: TypeRep (EITHER a b))} = \text{applyGenCase2 (genrec.genType tra) (genrec.genType trb)} \\
\text{genrec.genEITHER (specialize genrec tra) (specialize genrec trb)}
\]

\text{applyGenCase2 :: Type Type Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic} \rightarrow \text{Dynamic}

\[
\text{applyGenCase2 (trga :: TypeRep ga) (trgb :: TypeRep gb) (gtab :: ga gb} \rightarrow \text{gtab}) dga dgb} = \text{dynamic gtab (unwrapTR trga dga) (unwrapTR trgb dgb) :: gtab}
\]

\text{unwrapTR :: (TypeRep a) Dynamic} \rightarrow \text{a | TC a}

\text{unwrapTR} \_ (x :: a^\circ) = x

The first two arguments of \text{applyGenCase2} are type representations for \( G \ a \) and \( G \ b \). The following argument is, in this case, the generic case for \( \text{EITHER} \) of type \( (G \ a) \rightarrow (G \ b) \rightarrow G \ (\text{EITHER} \ a \ b) \). The last two arguments are the specializations of the generic function to types \( a \) and \( b \). Note, that \text{applyGenCase2} may not be strict in the last two arguments, otherwise it would lead to non-termination on recursive types, forcing recursive calls to \text{specialize}. In principle it is possible to extract the type representations (the first two arguments) from the last two arguments. However, in this case the last two arguments would become strict due to dynamic pattern match needed to extract the type information and, therefore, cause nontermination. Cases for products, arrows and constructors are handled analogously.

The case for \text{TRType} handles specialization to custom data types, e.g. \([\text{Int}]\). Arguments of such types have to be converted to their generic representations; results have to be converted back from the generic representation. This is done by means of bidirectional mappings. The bimap \( \text{ep} \) between \( a \) and \( a^\circ \) needs to be lifted to the bimap between \( (G \ a) \) and \( (G \ a^\circ) \). This conversion is done by
convert below, and is also included in the generic representation of g in the genConvert field (Section 4.2). dynApply2 is the 2-ary version of dynApply.

specialize genrec (TRType args tra^e ep) :: TypeRep a  
= dynApply2 genrec.genConvert ep (specialize genrec tra^e)

The definition of convertG has a standard form, namely:

convertG :: (Bimap a b) -> (G b) -> (G a)
convertG ep = (bimapG ep).map_from

The function body of bimapG a is derived from the structure of the type term G a : bimapG a = ⟨G a⟩ with ⟨⟩ defined as:

⟨x⟩ = x (type variables, including a)
⟨t1 -> t2⟩ = ⟨t1⟩ —> ⟨t2⟩
⟨c t1...t_n : κ⟩ = bimapId  
= bimapId{|κ|} ⟨t1⟩...⟨t_n⟩ otherwise

if a ∉ ∪ Var(t_i)(n ≥ 0)

Appendix A defines —> and bimapId; Var yields the variables of a type term. The generated code for convertEq and bimapEq is:

convertEq :: (Bimap a b) -> (Eq b) -> (Eq a)
convertEq ep = (bimapEq ep).map_from

bimapEq :: (Bimap a b) -> Bimap (a -> a -> c) (b -> b -> c)
bimapEq ep = ep —> ep —> bimapId

4.4 Generic Dynamic Functions

In the previous section we have shown how the specialize function uses a dynamic type representation as a ‘switch’ to construct the required generic function g, packed in a dynamic. We now transform such a function into the function _g :: Type -> (G Dynamic), that can be used by the programmer. This function takes the same dynamic type representation argument as specialize. Its body invariably takes the following form (bimapDynamic and inv are included in Appendix A):

_g :: Type -> G Dynamic
_g tr = case specialize genrec tr of
  (f :: G a) -> convertG (inv bimapDynamic) f

As discussed in the previous section, convertG transforms a (Bimap a b) to a conversion function of type (G b) -> (G a). When applied to (inv bimapDynamic) :: (Bimap Dynamic a), it results in a conversion function of type (G a) -> (G Dynamic). This is applied to the packed generic function f :: G a, so the result function has the desired type (G Dynamic).

When applied to our running example, we obtain:

_gEq :: Type -> Eq Dynamic
_gEq tr = case specialize genrecgEq tr of
  (f :: Eq a) -> convertEq (inv bimapDynamic) f
4.5 Applying Generic Dynamic Functions

The previous section shows how to obtain a function \(_g\) from a generic function \(g\) of type \((G \ a)\) that basically applies \(g\) to dynamic arguments, assuming that these arguments internally have the same type \(a\). In this section we show that with this function we can handle all generic and non-generic functions on dynamics. In order to do so, we require the programmer to work with **extended** dynamics, defined as:

\[
:: \text{DynamicExt} = \text{DynExt Dynamic Type}
\]

An extended dynamic value \((\text{DynExt} (v::\tau) (t::\text{TypeRep} \ \tau))\) basically is a pair of a **conventional** dynamic \((v::\tau)\) and its dynamic type representation \((t::\text{TypeRep} \ \tau)\). Note that we make effective use of the built-in unification of dynamics to enforce that the dynamic type representation really is the same as the type of the conventional dynamic.

For the running example \(g\text{Eq}\) we can now write an equality function on extended dynamics, making use of the generated function \(_g\text{Eq}\):

\[
\text{dynEq} :: \text{DynamicExt DynamicExt} \to \text{Bool}
\]

\[
\text{dynEq} \ (\text{DynExt} x::(::a) \ tx) \ (\text{DynExt} y::(::a) \ _) = _\text{gEq} \ tx \ x \ y
\]

\[
\text{dynEq} \ _ \ _ = \text{False}
\]

It is the task of the programmer to handle the cases in which the (extended) dynamics do not contain values of the proper type. This is an artefact of dynamic programming, as we can never make assumptions about the content of dynamics.

Finally, we show how to handle **non-generic** dynamic functions, such as the \(\text{dynApply}\) and \(\text{dynSwap}\) in Section 2. These examples illustrate that it is possible to maintain the invariant that extended dynamics always have a dynamic type representation of the type of the value in the corresponding conventional dynamic. It should be observed that these non-generic functions are basically **monomorphic** dynamic functions due to the fact that unquantified type pattern variables are implicitly existentially quantified. The function \(\text{wrapDynamicExt}\) is a predefined function that conveniently packs a conventional dynamic and the corresponding dynamic type representation into an extended dynamic.

\[
\text{dynApply} :: \text{DynamicExt DynamicExt} \to \text{DynamicExt}
\]

\[
\text{dynApply} \ (\text{DynExt} \ f::a \to b) \ ((\text{TRArrow} \ \text{tra} \ \text{trb}) :: \text{TypeRep} \ (a \to b)))
\]

\[
= \text{wrapDynamicExt} \ (f \ x) \ \text{trb}
\]

\[
\text{dynSwap} :: \text{DynamicExt} \to \text{DynamicExt}
\]

\[
\text{dynSwap} \ (\text{DynExt} \ ((x,y)::(a,b)) \ ((\text{TRType \ [\text{tra},\text{trb}]} \ _) :: \text{TypeRep} \ (a,b)))
\]

\[
= \text{wrapDynamicExt} \ (y,x) \ (\text{trTuple2} \ \text{trb} \ \text{tra})
\]

\[
\text{wrapDynamicExt} :: \text{a Type} \to \text{DynamicExt} \ | \ TC \ \text{a}
\]

\[
\text{wrapDynamicExt} \ x \ \text{tr}=:(::\text{TypeRep} \ a^) = \text{DynExt} \ (\text{dynamic} \ x::a^) \ \text{tr}
\]
4.6 Elimination of Extended Dynamics

In the previous section we have shown how we can apply generic functions to conventional dynamics if the program manages extended dynamics. We emphasized in Section 2 that every conventional dynamic stores the representation of all compile-time types that are related to the type of the dynamic value [14]. This enables us to write a low-level function \texttt{dynTypeRep} that computes the dynamic type representation as given in the previous section from any dynamic value. Informally, we can have:

\begin{verbatim}
    dynTypeRep :: Dynamic \rightarrow\ Type
    dynTypeRep (x::t) = dynamic tr :: TypeRep t
\end{verbatim}

If we assume that we have this function (future work), we do not need the extended dynamics anymore. The \texttt{dynEq} function can now be written as:

\begin{verbatim}
    dynEq :: Dynamic Dynamic \rightarrow\ Bool
    dynEq x=:(_:a) y=:(_:a) = _Eq (dynTypeRep x) x y
    dynEq _ _ = False
\end{verbatim}

The signature of this function suggests that we might be able to derive dynamic versions of generic functions automatically as just another instance. Indeed, for type schemes \( G \ a \) in which \( a \) appears at an argument position, there is always a dynamic argument from which a dynamic type representation can be constructed. However, such an automatically derived function is necessarily a partial function when \( a \) appears at more than one argument position, because one cannot decide what the function should do in case the dynamic arguments have non-matching contents. In addition, if \( a \) appears only at the result position, then the type scheme is not an instance of \( G \ Dynamic \), but rather \( Type \rightarrow G Dynamic \).

5 Example: A Pretty Printer

Pretty printers belong to the classic examples of generic programming. In this section we deviate a little from this well-trodden path by developing a program that sends a graphical version of any dynamic value to a user-selected printer. The generic function \texttt{gPretty} that we will develop below is given a value to display. It computes the bounding box (Box) and a function that draws the value if provided with the location of the image (Point2 Picture \( \rightarrow\ Picture \)). Graphical metrics information (such as text width and height) depends on the resolution properties of the output environment (the abstract and unique type *Picture). Therefore \texttt{gPretty} is a state transformer on Pictures, with the synonym type :: St s a := s \rightarrow (a,s).Picture is predefined in the Clean Object I/O library [2], and so are Point2 and Box.

\begin{verbatim}
    generic gPretty t :: t \rightarrow\ St Picture (Box,Point2 Picture \rightarrow\ Picture)
    :: Point2 = \{ x :: Int, y :: Int \}
    :: Box = \{ box_w :: Int, box_h :: Int \}
\end{verbatim}
The key issue of this example is how \texttt{gPretty} handles dynamics. If we assume that \_\texttt{gPretty} is the derived code of \texttt{gPretty} as presented in Section 4 (that is either generated by the compiler or manually included by the programmer) then this code does the job:

\begin{verbatim}

dynPretty :: Dynamic \rightarrow St Picture (Box,Point2 Picture \rightarrow Picture)
dynPretty dx = _gPretty (dynTypeRep dx) dx
\end{verbatim}

It is important to observe that the program contains no derived instances of the generic \texttt{gPretty} function. Still, it can display every possible dynamic value.

We first implement the \texttt{gPretty} function and then embed it in a simple GUI. In order to obtain compact code we use a monadic programming style \[16\]. Clean has no special syntax for monads, but the standard combinators return :: a \rightarrow St s a and >>= :: (St s a) (a \rightarrow St s b) \rightarrow St s b are easily defined.

Basic values simply refer to the string instance that does the real work. It draws the text and the enclosing rectangle (o is function composition, we assume that the \texttt{getMetricsInfo} function returns the width and height of the argument string, proportional margins, and base line offset of the font):

\begin{verbatim}

gPretty{\|Int\|} x = gPretty{\|\*\|} (toString x)
gPretty{\|String\|} s = getMetricsInfo s \implies \langle\langle width,height,hMargin,vMargin,fontBase\rangle\rightarrow
let bound = \{
box_w=2*hMargin + width, box_h=2*vMargin + height
\}
in return ( bound,
\langle\langle x,y\rangle\rightarrow drawAt \{x=x+hMargin, y=y+vMargin+fontBase\} s
o drawAt \{x=x+1,y=y+1\}
\{
box_w=bound.box_w-2,box_h=bound.box_h-2
\})
\)
\end{verbatim}

The other cases only place the recursive parts at the proper positions and compute the corresponding bounding boxes. The most trivial ones are \texttt{UNIT}, which draws nothing, and \texttt{EITHER}, which continues recursively (poly)typically:

\begin{verbatim}

gPretty{\|UNIT\|} = return (zero,const id)
gPretty{\|EITHER\|} pl pr (LEFT x) = pl x
gPretty{\|EITHER\|} pl pr (RIGHT x) = pr x
\end{verbatim}

\texttt{PAIR}s are drawn in juxtaposition with top edges aligned. \texttt{CONS} draws the recursive component below the constructor name and centres the bounding boxes.

\begin{verbatim}

gPretty{\|PAIR\|} px py (PAIR x y) = px x \implies \langle\langle box_w = wx, box_h = hx\rangle, fx\rangle \rightarrow
py y \implies \langle\langle box_w = wy, box_h = hy\rangle, fy\rangle \rightarrow
let bound = \{
box_w = wx + wy, box_h = max hx hy \}
in return ( bound, \pos \rightarrow fy \{pos & x=pos.x+wx\} o fx pos )
gPretty{\|CONS of \{gcd_name\}\|} px (CONS x) = gPretty{\|\*\|} gcd_name \implies \langle\langle box_w = wc, box_h = hc\rangle, fc\rangle \rightarrow
px x \implies \langle\langle box_w = wx, box_h = hx\rangle, fx\rangle \rightarrow
\end{verbatim}
let bound = { box_w = max wc wx, box_h = hc + hx }
in return ( bound, \pos → fx (pos + {x=(bound.box_w-wx)/2, y=hc})
o fc (pos + {x=(bound.box_w-wc)/2, y=0 }) )

This completes the generic pretty printing function. We will now embed it in a GUI program. The Start function creates a GUI framework on which the user can drop files. The program response is defined by the ProcessOpenFiles attribute function which applies showDynamic to each dropped file path name.

module prettyprinter

import StdEnv, StdIO, StdDynamic, StdGeneric

Start :: *World → *World
Start world = startIO SDI Void id
    [ ProcessClose closeProcess
    , ProcessOpenFiles (\fs pSt → foldr showDynamic pSt fs)
    ] world

The function showDynamic checks if the file contains a dynamic, and if so, sends it to the printer. This job is taken care of by the print function, which takes as third argument a Picture state transformer that produces the list of pages. For reasons of simplicity we assume that the image fits on one page.

showDynamic :: String (PSt Void) → PSt Void
showDynamic fileName pSt
  = case readDynamic fileName pSt of
      (True,dx,pSt) → ( snd
        o uncurry (print True False (pages dx))
        o defaultPrintSetup
      ) pSt
      (_, _, pSt) → pSt

where pages :: Dynamic PrintInfo → St Picture [IdFun Picture]
pages dx _ = dynPretty dx >>= \(_,draw.dx) → return [draw.dx zero]

6 Related Work

The idea of combining generic functions with dynamic values was first expressed in [1], but no concrete implementation details were presented. The work reported here is about the implementation of such a combination.

Cheney and Hinze [6] present an approach that unifies dynamics and generics in a single framework. Their approach is based on explicit type representations for every type, which allows for poor man’s dynamics to be defined explicitly by pairing a value with its type representation. In this way, a generic function is just a function defined by induction on type representations. An advantage of their approach is that it reconciles generic and dynamic programming right from start, which results in an elegant representation of types that can be used both
for generic and dynamic programming. Dynamics in Clean have been designed and implemented to offer a rich man’s dynamics (Section 2). Generics in Clean are schemes used to generate functions based on types available at compile-time. For this reason we have developed a first-class mechanism to be able to specialize generics at run-time. Our dynamic type representation is inspired by Cheney and Hinze, but is less verbose since we can rely on built-in dynamic type unification.

Altenkirch and McBride [4] implement generic programming support as a library in the dependently typed language OLEG. They present the generic specialization algorithm due to Hinze [9] as a function fold. For a generic function (given by the set of base cases) and an argument type, fold returns the generic function specialized to the type. Our specialize is similar to their fold; it also specializes a generic to a type.

7 Current and Future Work

The low-level function dynTypeRep (Section 4.6) has to be implemented. We expect that this function gives some opportunity to simplify the TypeRep data type. Polymorphic functions are a recent addition to dynamics, and we will want to handle them by generic functions as well. The solution as presented in this paper works for generic functions of kind ⋆. We want to extend the scheme so that higher order kinds can be handled as well. In addition, the approach has to be extended to handle generic functions with several generic arguments. The scheme has to be incorporated in the compiler, and we need to decide how the derived code should be made available to the programmer.

8 Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we have shown how generic functions can be applied to dynamic values. The technique makes essential use of dynamics to obtain first-class representations of generic functions and dynamic type representations. The scheme works for all generic functions. Applications built in this way combine the best of two worlds: they have compact definitions and they work for any dynamic value even if these originate from different sources and even if these dynamics rely on alien types and functions. Such a powerful technology is crucial for type-safe mobile code, flexible communication, and plug-in architectures. A concrete application domain that has opportunities for this technique is the functional operating system Famke [15] (parsers, pretty printers, tool specialization).
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A Bimap Combinators

A \((Bimap\ a\ b)\) is a pair of two conversion functions of type \(a \rightarrow b\) and \(b \rightarrow a\). The trivial \(Bimaps\) \bimapId and \bimapDynamic are predefined:

\[
\begin{align*}
\::\ Bimap\ a\ b & = \{ \text{map\_to} :: a \rightarrow b, \text{map\_from} :: b \rightarrow a \} \\
\bimapId :: Bimap\ a\ a & = \{ \text{map\_to} = \text{id}, \text{map\_from} = \text{id} \} \\
\bimapDynamic :: Bimap\ a\ \text{Dynamic} | \text{TC} \ a & = \{ \text{map\_to} = \text{pack}, \text{map\_from} = \text{unpack} \}
\end{align*}
\]

(Section 2)

The bimap combinator \(\text{inv}\) swaps the conversion functions of a bimap, \(\circ\) forms the sequential composition of two bimaps, and \(--\rightarrow\) obtains a functional bimap from a domain and range bimap.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{inv} :: (Bimap\ a\ b) \rightarrow Bimap\ b\ a \\
\text{inv} \{ \text{map\_to}, \text{map\_from} \} & = \{ \text{map\_to} = \text{map\_from}, \text{map\_from} = \text{map\_to} \}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(\circ) \text{ infixr 9 :: (Bimap\ b\ c) (Bimap\ a\ b) \rightarrow Bimap\ a\ c} \\
(\circ) f\ g & = \{ \text{map\_to} = f.\text{map\_to} \circ g.\text{map\_to} \\
& \quad, \text{map\_from} = g.\text{map\_from} \circ f.\text{map\_from} \}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(\--\rightarrow) \text{ infixr 0 :: (Bimap\ a\ b) (Bimap\ c\ d) \rightarrow Bimap\ (a \rightarrow c) (b \rightarrow d) } \\
(\--\rightarrow) x\ y & = \{ \text{map\_to} = \backslash f \rightarrow y.\text{map\_to} \circ f \circ x.\text{map\_from} \\
& \quad, \text{map\_from} = \backslash f \rightarrow y.\text{map\_from} \circ f \circ x.\text{map\_to} \}
\end{align*}
\]
Abstract. Since J. McCarthy first introduced Functional Programming, the Linked List has almost universally been used as the underpinning data structure. This paper introduces a new data structure, the VList, that is compact, thread safe and significantly faster to use than Linked Lists for nearly all list operations. Space usage can be reduced by 50% to 90% and in typical list operations speed improved by factors ranging from 4 to 20 or more. Some important operations such as indexing and length are typically changed from $O(N)$ to $O(1)$ and $O(lgN)$ respectively. In the current form the VList structure can provide an alternative heap architecture for functional languages using eager evaluation. To prove the viability of the new structure a language interpreter Visp, a dialect of Common Lisp, has been implemented using VList and a simple benchmark comparison with OCAML reported.

1 Introduction

Functional Programming, derived from Church’s lambda calculus by J. McCarthy, has since its introduction almost exclusively used the Linked List as the underlying data structure. Today this implicit assumption remains and is manifested by the recursive type definition in the design of many modern functional languages. Although the Link List has proven to be a versatile list structure it does have limitations that encourage complementary structures, such as strings and arrays, to be used too. These have been employed to achieve space efficient representation of character lists or provide structures that support rapid random access but they do necessitate additional special operators and lead to some loss of uniformity. Further, operations that require working from the right to left in lists, foldr or merge for example, must do so using recursion. This often leads to stack overflow problems with large lists when it is not possible for optimizers to substitute iteration for recursion.

In the 1970’s cdr-coding was developed to allow a cons cell to follow the car of the first. Flag bits were used to indicate the list status. More recently this idea was extended to allow k cells to follow the initial car, typically $k = 3$ to 7 and compiler analysis used to avoid most run-time flag checking. A different approach, based on a binary tree representation of a list structure, has been used to create functional random access lists based to give a $lg N$ indexing cost yet still maintain constant head and tail times.

In this paper an alternative structure, the VList, is introduced. It can provide an alternative heap architecture for eagerly evaluated functional languages, combining the extensibility of a Linked List with the random access speed of an
Array. It will be shown that lists can be built to have typically $O(1)$ random element access time and a small, almost constant, space overhead.

To verify that this new structure could in fact form the basis for general list manipulations, such as \texttt{cons}, \texttt{car} and \texttt{cdr}, in a real language implementation, an experimental VList Lisp interpreter (Visp) was created. Based on a dialect of Common Lisp Visp was used to both test list performance and ensure there were no implementation snags through each stage from VList creation to garbage collection. The basic VList structure was adapted to support the common atomic data types, character, integer, float, sub-list and so on. Efficient garbage collection was a significant consideration. Visp then provided a simple framework for benchmarking typical list operations against other functional languages. Performance comparisons were made with the well-known and respected implementation of OCAMLL and are to be found in Section 2.9.

2 The VList

2.1 The Concept

Given a list defined as a sequence of elements having a head element and a tail containing the remaining elements. All list manipulations can then be considered to be constructed from the usual three special functions \texttt{cons}- add an element to the head of a list, \texttt{cdr} - return the tail of a list and \texttt{car} - return the head element of a list. Storing lists as individual elements but linked by means of a pointer provides an elegant and versatile memory structure. To \texttt{cons} an element to a list simply requires creating a new list node and linking it to the existing list. Finding the tail or \texttt{cdr} only requires following the link. The inherent conciseness of this approach is illustrated by the class implementation in section 2.6.

An alternative, the Vlist, is based on the simple notion of creating a linked set of memory blocks but rather than linking one at a time the size of each successive block grows by a factor $1/r$ to form a geometric series with ratio $r$, see Fig 1. The list is referenced by a pointer to the base of the last added block together with an offset to the last added entry in that block. At the base of each block a block descriptor contains a link to the previous smaller block Base-Offset, the size of the block and the offset of the last used location in the block, LastUsed.

Given the VList structure, \texttt{cdr} is accomplished by decrementing the offset part of the pointer. When this becomes zero, at a block boundary, the link to the next block Base-Offset is followed and the process continued. While \texttt{car} becomes an indirect load via the list pointer.

The list constructor \texttt{cons} requires a little more consideration. In Fig 2 a list has been created with the integers (8,7,6,5,4,3) then a new list has been formed by \texttt{consing} a (9) to the tail (6,5,4,3). During the \texttt{consing} of (9) the pointer offset is compared with the last used offset, LastUsed. If it is the same and less than the block size then it is simply incremented, the new entry made and LastUsed updated. This would have occurred as the integers (6), (7), (8) were added. If, on the other-hand, the pointer offset is less than the LastUsed a \texttt{cons} is being
applied to the tail of a longer list, as is the case with the (9). In this case a new list block must be allocated and its Base-Offset pointer set to the tail contained in the original list. The offset part being set to the point in tail that must be extended. The new entry can now be made and additional elements added. As would be expected the two lists now share a common tail, just as would have been the case with a Linked List implementation. If the new block becomes filled then, just as before, a larger one by the factor $\frac{1}{r}$, is added and new entries continued.

As can be seen, the majority of the accesses are to adjacent locations yielding a significant improvement in the sequential access time and this locality makes efficient use of cache line loads.

Finding the length of a list or the nth entry of a list is a common requirement and most functional language implementations have in-built special functions such as \texttt{len} and \texttt{nth} to do so. However, a linked list structure implies that a typical implementation will traverse every element by a costly linear time recursive function. With the VList structure length and the nth element can be found quickly skipping over the elements in a block. Consider starting with a list pointer in Fig 1 then to find the nth element subtract n from the pointer offset. If the result is positive then the element is in the first block of the list at the calculated offset from the base. If the result is negative then move to the next block using the Base-Offset pointer. Add the Previous pointer offset to the negative offset.
While this remains negative keep moving onto the next block. When it finally becomes positive the position of the required element has been found. It will be shown that random probes to the nth element take a constant time on average and length determination proportional to $lgN$.

To compute the average access time notice that, for random accesses, the probability that the element is found in the first block is higher than in the second and higher still than in the third in proportions dependant on the block size ratio $r$ chosen. Therefore, the time becomes proportional to the sum of the geometric series.

$$1 + r + r^2 \ldots \text{ or } \frac{1}{1 - r}$$

A constant

To compute the length of a list the list is traversed in the same way but the offsets are summed. Since every block must be traversed this will typically take a time proportional to the number of blocks. If, as is the case in Fig 1, $r = 0.5$ this would yield $O(lg N)$, a considerable improvement over the $O(N)$ time for a Linked List.

### 2.2 Refining the VList

The requirement to use two fields, base and offset, to describe a list pointer becomes cumbersome. Firstly there is the time penalty for two memory accesses during storage or retrieval and secondly the additional space required, twice that of a normal pointer. It would be more efficient if a single pointer could be used to represent the list. However, to achieve this it must be possible to recover the base of a list block from a simple list data element pointer, given that the data element itself may be an 8 bit character, 16 bit word or 32 bit integer.

This trick can be accomplished by breaking the list block into 16 byte sub-blocks, each one double word aligned in memory. The last 4 bytes in the sub-block are reserved for a 23 bit index (IX) that is the offset of the sub-block from the block base, a 4 bit integer (LU) that specifies the last used data byte in the sub-block, a 4 bit data type specifier and a 1 bit IsSingle flag (IS). With this arrangement the sub-block base is found by masking out the lower 4 bits of the pointer, the block base then being simply calculated from the sub-block index. Although the data type could be kept in the block descriptor it is repeated in each sub-block to avoid the additional memory reference when manipulations are confined to a sub-block. The other 12 bytes are available for data. See Fig 3.

The first sub-block in a block is a block descriptor. It contains the pointer to the previous block and the size of the current block.

To enable small lists to be represented efficiently the first block allocated to a new list is structured differently. It contains only two locations for data, the other being reserved for the Previous pointer. The flag IsSingle allows this type of block to be differentiated from the multiple entry one. With this arrangement the degenerate VList becomes a Linked List with the same overhead. It now becomes apparent why a 16 byte sub-block size has been chosen rather than for example a 32 or 64 byte one. The larger size would reduce the average overhead for large lists but have the consequence of a very high overhead on small lists. It
is also clear that using the simpler structure of a base and offset would require the smallest single sub-block to be 32 bytes giving an unacceptable overhead for small lists.

2.3 Extending a VList with \textit{cons}

Assume that a pointer references the head of a character VList and a new character element must be added. The sub-block base is recovered from the pointer by masking out the lower 4 bits. The data type size is recovered from the Element Type field, in this case a one byte character. The offset from the base to the pointer is calculated if this is less than 11 then the list pointer is incremented by one and the new element stored at the referenced location. The LastUsed field is updated and the new head of list pointer returned.

If the offset was equal to or greater than 11 the memory block size must be recovered from the block descriptor and compared with the current sub-block index. If there are more sub-blocks available then the list pointer is set to the beginning of the next sub-block and the new element added. If no more sub-blocks are available then a new memory block must be allocated and the element added at the beginning.

In static typed functional languages the lists are usually homogeneous while in dynamic typed languages such as LISP the lists are allowed to be heterogeneous. Type mixing in one list is achieved by creating a new block whenever there is a change of type. This leads to a worst case degeneration to a simple Linked List if there is a type change on every extension of the list. The other degenerate case is when all \textit{cons} operations are to the tail of a linked list which again could lead to a linked list of pairs of elements.

VLists can be made thread safe using a mutex, a Thread Lock (TL) bit in the sub-block. When a thread needs to update LastUsed it first uses an atomic
set-bit-and-test instruction to check the state of TL, normally zero. If the TL bit was set then the thread assumes conflict, adds a new block and points it back to the appropriate list tail in the sub-block being extended. Otherwise it is free to extend the list normally.

### 2.4 Performance Comparison of VLists and Link Lists

Table 2 compares the time to perform the same operations on VLists and Linked Lists for a range of character list sizes. For each list size 1000 lists were created using `cons` and then `cdr` used to move from the head to end of each list. Finally the length of each list was ascertained using `len`. All tests were performed on an Intel Pentium II (400Mz) and the entries report the average time in micro-seconds for the operation on a single list of that size.

The implementation code used for the tests are discussed in section 2.6. As would be expected the larger lists show a marked performance gain using VLists while it is important to note that small lists improve too. It is an obvious advantage to increase the performance of large list operations but it is reassuring to see that this has not been achieved by compromising small list manipulation speed since many applications are small list intensive.

### 2.5 Space Comparison of VLists and Link Lists

Table 2 details the number of bytes used to represent lists of different sizes for the two structures. The three columns designated "LL" tabulate the size of a corresponding linked list structure. With static typing a linked list will normally use 8 bytes per node while with dynamic typing 12 or 16 byte nodes are typically required. These are compared with the equivalent VList size based on the data type. With list sizes greater than 62 elements the VList is always smaller than an equivalent linked list.

**Table 2.** Operation Times on VList and Linked List for given List Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>VL cons</th>
<th>LL cons</th>
<th>VL cdr</th>
<th>LL cdr</th>
<th>VL len</th>
<th>LL len</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>37.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>76.22</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>12.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>38.96</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td>51.91</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>53.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>99.83</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>20.93</td>
<td>105.62</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>124.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>7832</td>
<td>219.91</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>1030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the majority of list sizes, a VList offers a considerable space saving when compared with an equivalent Linked List. For the test implementation, \( r = 0.5 \), each block added is twice the previous one. Recall, the first sub-block in a block is a block descriptor. Then, on average, for an 8 bit data type such as character there will be 33% overhead for the sub-block index and, on average, half of the last memory block allocated will be unused, a further 33% overhead for a total overhead of 80%, a significant reduction on those for statically typed Linked Lists. A Link List node must have space for a pointer and the associated character value therefore occupying two 32 bit words giving an overhead of 700% per character. For character lists the VList is almost an order of magnitude more space efficient and for other data types usually more than twice as efficient. If dynamic typing is used the efficiency improves further.

Note that the worse case space use degenerates to that of a linked list if every \textit{cons} is to a VList tail.

### 2.6 Algorithm Complexity

The code examples that follow are those used to perform the statically typed character list tests reported in table 1. With some minor modification, they are primitives used to implement VISP. For simplicity the detail of the memory allocation, structure definition and list garbage collection have been omitted.

---

**Table 2. Space Use of VLists and Linked Lists**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>LL 8</th>
<th>LL 12</th>
<th>LL 16</th>
<th>VL char(8)</th>
<th>VL int(16)</th>
<th>VL ptr/int(32)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
class CListLLE{
    CListLLE *Prev; char chr;
public:
    CListLLE *cdrchar() {
        if(this==NULL)return NULL;
        return Prev;
    }
    CListLLE *conschar(char chr) {
        CListLLE *E;
        E=new CListLLE;
        E->chr=chr; E->Prev=this;
        return E;
    }
    int lenchar() {
        CListLLE *L;
        if((L=this)==NULL)return 0;
        for(int Len=1;(L=L->Prev)!=NULL;Len++);
        return Len;
    }
};

Although the link list implementation is superficially simpler it does incur the cost of a memory access for each manipulation and of course a memory allocation for each cons. Since the len function must traverse every list element iteration has been chosen rather than the usual recursion to give the best possible benchmark performance.

The VList structure benefits from the data locality and the double word alignment implies that on most modern processors the whole sub-block will be loaded in one cache line. It is therefore cheap, with dynamic typing, to find the data type and thus the data type size for decrementing or incrementing in the cdr or cons operations respectively.

// VList class functions using fig 3 data structure
CListVLE *cdrchar() {
    if((int)this&0xF)return (CListVLE *)(((char *)this)-1);
    return Mcdrchar(this);
}
CListVLE *Mcdrchar(CListVLE *LE) {
    if(!LE)return NULL;
    if(LE->IsSingle){
        if(LE->FI.Prev)return LE->FI.Prev;
        else return NULL;
    }
}
if (LE->MU.Index) return (CListVLE *)((char *)this)-5);
return (LE-1)->DE.Prev;
}

int lenchar()
{
CListVLE *LE,*L,*Next;
int Length,LastUsedLen,LLen;
if((L=this)==NULL) return 0;
Length=0;
do{
LE=(CListVLE *)((int)(this)&0x7FFFFFF0);
if (LE->IsSingle){
Length+=((char *)L- (char *)LE)+1;
Next=LE->FI.Prev;
}
else{
LastUsedLen=((char *)L- (char *)LE) +1;
LLen=LE->MU.Index*12+LastUsedLen;
Length+=LLen;
LE-=LE->MU.Index+1;
Next=LE->DE.Prev;
}
}while(L=Next);
return Length;
}

A cdr operation on a linked list always requires a memory indirection while with the VList, in the majority of cases, a simple pointer decrement can be used. The implementation cdr exploits this, the first step forms the mask, test, decrement and function call to the second step. The initial step would typically be in-lined by a compiler leaving the less frequent sub-block boundary detection, end of list recognition and transitions to smaller blocks to the Mcdrchar function. Notice that the in-line part is a similar length to the equivalent in-line version of the link list cdr operation and should therefore give a negligible compiled code size change.

The advantage of the VList structure is readily illustrated by the len function. Notice how the sub-block index information allows the algorithm to accumulate the list length without visiting each element of the list. The nth function takes a similar form, while a foldr function can use the same index information to step to the end of a list typically maintaining only \( \log N \) stack entries for the reverse list traversal.

The VList cons operation is more complex than the equivalent linked list one. Some of the additional complexity directly follows from the need to cause branching when a cons is performed on the tail of a list. However, notice that a cons operation on a linked list always requires a memory allocation while this is infrequently the case with a VList. Most cons operations require just a pointer increment and indirect store. There are two main cases to consider; the initial
created single blocks and the geometric series multiple sub-block blocks. The sample cons function implementation code that follows has been broken into these two parts.

```c
CListVLE *conschar(char chr){
    CListVLE *LE,*B,*L;
    if(L=this){
        // extend current list
        LE=(CListVLE *)((int)(this)&0x7FFFFFF0);
        if(LE->IsSingle){
            // Single element
            if(((int)L&0xF)<7){
                if((char *)L - (char *)LE == LE->FI.LastUsed){
                    // Increment and Store
                    L=(CListVLE *)((char *)L+1);
                    *(char *)L=chr;
                    LE->FI.LastUsed++;
                    return L;
                }
            } else{ // No room so grow list
                LE=GetFree(0);
                LE->FI.Data[0]=chr;
                LE->FI.Prev=L;
                LE->EType=TCHAR;
                return LE;
            }
        }
        // No room so grow list
        B=GrowList(LE); // adds another block in geometric progression
        B->MU.Data[0]=chr;
        B->EType=TCHAR;
        return B;
    } else{ // Is a multiple sub-block
        if(((int)L&0xF)<11){
            if((char *)L - (char *)LE == LE->MU.LastUsed){
                // Increment and Store
                L=(CListVLE *)((char *)L+1);
            }
        }
    }
    // Continued below ...
}
```

Most of the time when a sub-block is filled in a large block there are more sub-blocks available. It is only necessary to test for this case, step over the reserved bytes and initialize the state data in the next sub-block. Eventually when all the sub-blocks have been filled a new, larger block will be added. An attempted cons on a tail will cause a branch and the new branch list will then follow the standard geometric progression starting from a single.

As mentioned previously it is a trivial matter to add a mutex to this process and support multi-threading.

```c
// ... Continued from above
else{ // Is a multiple sub-block
    if(((int)L&0xF)<11){
        if((char *)L - (char *)LE == LE->MU.LastUsed){
            // Increment and Store
            L=(CListVLE *)((char *)L+1);
        }
    }
    // Continued below ...
}
```
*(char *)L=chr; LE->MU.LastUsed++; return L;
}
else{ // Already used so must make a branch on tail
    LE=GetFree(0);
    LE->FI.Data[0]=chr;
    LE->FI.Prev=L;
    LE->EType=TCHAR;
    return LE;
}
}
// Multi element
B=LE-LE->MU.Index-1;
if(1<<B->DE.Size!=LE->MU.Index+2){
    // More room in memory block
    LE->MU.LastUsed=15; // mark filled
    LE++; LE->MU.Load[0]=chr;
    LE->MU.LastUsed=0;LE->EType=TCHAR;
    LE->MU.Index=(LE-1)->MU.Index+1;
    LE->IsSingle=0; return LE;
}
else{ // No room so grow list
    B=GrowList(LE);
    B->MU.Data[0]=chr; B->EType=TCHAR;
    return B;
}
}
else{ // Empty List so create first element
    LE=GetFree(0);LE->FI.Data[0]=chr; LE->EType=TCHAR;
}
return LE;

2.7 Garbage Collection

After a data set is no longer reachable by a program then it must be considered garbage and collectable as free memory. This is typically done as a mark, sweep and copy activity. With Linked Lists the GC algorithm must pass through each element of the list first marking it as potentially free, then ascertaining if it is reachable from the program roots and finally adding unreachable ones to the free list. Notice that with VLists for all types, except sub-lists, only the memory block descriptor need be inspected or marked during each step of this mark/sweep/copy cycle turning an O(N) process into an O(lg N) one, a significant advantage.

The VList as described does require that large blocks must be used which could be troublesome as a list is consumed. Allocating large memory blocks may become difficult when heap memory becomes fragmented, perhaps requiring costly de-fragmentation processes to be performed too frequently. Since the blocks will be allocated with the same size pattern it is quite likely that blocks will be used again with future function applications on a given list. Further keeping a list of each free block by size would ensure maximum reuse before garbage collection is forced.
2.8 Visp

The VList looks a promising data structure but it must be viable in a real functional language implementation. An experimental interpreter for a sub-set of Common Lisp was created and then benchmarked. The main departure from Common Lisp was allowing the use of infix operators. The details will not be covered, only the key design principles will be outlined.

Lisp programs are scanned by a simple parser and converted into VList structures directly reflecting the source structure. No optimizations are performed. For these benchmark tests the VLists are extended using \( r = 0.5 \), each block added to a list is twice the previous one in size. C++ functions, virtually identical to those illustrated above, were used to perform the fundamental list operations of \texttt{car}, \texttt{cdr}, \texttt{cons}, \texttt{reverse}, \texttt{length}, \texttt{nth} and so on. Arithmetic operations, flow control functions such as \texttt{if} and \texttt{while} and function definition \texttt{lambda} and \texttt{defun} were added. Finally the higher order function \texttt{foldr} written to enable the more common list operations to be simply benchmarked.

The low cost of indexing invited the inclusion of two native infix operators, ",[" and ",[" with a small amount of syntactic dressing to allow writing "L [n]" meaning "nth L n" and "L &[n]" meaning return the tail starting at the \( n^{th} \) position in the list.

The complete interpreter, including a garbage collector, was written as a set of C++ classes and a simple IDE provided to allow programs to be developed interactively. The look and feel of the developer interface is similar to that of OCAML.

2.9 BenchMarking

OCAML is a mature environment producing efficient native compiled code for standard list operations. VISP on the other hand is an interpreter using dynamic type checking and dynamic scoping. These naturally cause overhead in both the function call interpretation and the function argument validation. In order to gain some insight into the type of performance that may be expected by using VLists in a compiled native code environment these costs have been avoided for \texttt{clone}, \texttt{reverse} and \texttt{foldr} by adding them as primitives. Internally these functions are implemented by making calls to the \texttt{cons} and \texttt{cdr} primitives thereby side-stepping the interpreter overhead yet behave the same as a comparable compiled version. A few functions such as \texttt{len}, \texttt{create list} and \texttt{nth} explicitly use the novel structure of VLists to achieve low stack usage and better than the \((O)\lg N\) typical execution times.

A set of simple benchmarks were written in OCAML and the Visp dialect, two code examples are listed in Fig 4. The OCAML versions were compiled with both the native and byte optimizing compilers. The Visp programs were run interactively via the IDE. A large list size was chosen to minimize the impact of the interpretive overhead and to highlight the advantage of the VList structure. Table 3 contains the benchmark results.

The standard Windows version of OCAML has a 10 milli-second time resolution and stack overflow limits the test lists to a length of around 40K items.
Visp on the other hand will manipulate lists that fit in memory. A filter on a list of 100 million elements executes without error. All tests were performed on an Intel Pentium II (400Mz), times reported in milli-seconds.

The space used for the 40K integer list in OCAML is reported as 524Kb and in VISP as 263Kb. The 40K character list in OCAML is reported to take 524Kb and in VISP to take 66Kb. Entries in Table 3 are the benchmark results, time in milli-seconds, and is followed by a short description of each benchmark.

**Create List.** A 40K element list created with each element initialized to a common value. VISp uses the block structure of VLists and memory set primitives to fully exploit the VList structure.

**Create.** Also creates a 40K element list with each element initialized to a unique value. However in this case an interpreted VISp program **while** loop is used with **cons**. The slow down with interpretation is immediately obvious.

**Reverse.** The reverse of a 40K list. The primitive VISp **reverse** uses the **cdr** and **cons** operations in a loop to create the reversed list thus avoiding the interpretive overhead in this loop but using the standard primitives.
**Clone.** Creates an identical 40K list from an existing one. The primitive VISP clone is able to make use of the VList block structure to minimize stack while moving to the end of the source list and directly uses the primitive cons to create the new list thus avoiding the interpreter overhead. Using a block memory copy primitive would improve performance further.

**Append.** Append one 40K list to another. Similar approach to clone.

**Length.** Compute length of list. The primitive VISP len uses the size information stored in the blocks to compute the length. Since there are typically $\log N$ blocks this operation is quickly accomplished.

**Filter Odd.** Returns a 20K list of all odd members in 40K list. This program is shown in figure 4 and can be seen to be a hybrid of the VLISP primitive foldr function with an interpreted isodd function. Since the inner loop contains the interpreted function the overall operation is slowed down by comparison to a fully primitive filter. However, the VList structure savings all but overcome the interpreter losses.

**Slow Fib.** Calculates Fibonacci numbers using an exhaustive search. This benchmark is included to demonstrate the overhead of the VISP interpreter. It uses no lists but is function call intensive. It is included to provide perspective on the interpreter call overhead. OCAML static typing and native code are definite advantages.

**Calc.** Evaluates a lengthy arithmetic intensive expression 100K times. This benchmark is included to demonstrate the overhead in VISP of interpreting and type checking arithmetic operations. No lists are involved and it is included simply for reference purposes. Again OCAML demonstrates the benefits of static typing and native code most clearly.

**GC.** The time to garbage collect the 40K element lists. Here the benefit of recovering blocks rather than individual link elements is apparent.

### 2.10 The n-dimensional VList

The time constant associated with random access to individual elements in a VList decreases as the growth ratio decreases. However, the size increment grows too and therefore the wasted space. Suppose, as the size grows, that at some point when the block size is $s$ the new block is considered to be a two dimensional array of size $s^2$. Instead of the new block being arranged as one large block it is arranged as one block of $s$ with pointers to $s$ blocks containing data. This arrangement, depicted in Fig 5, has a negligible impact on cons and cdr operations while increasing random access times by a small constant time, one extra indirection.

As the list grows further, the next block required is considered to be a 3 dimensional array with $s^3$ entries, and so on. Thus each block is $s$ times larger than the previous one so the random access time becomes

$$\frac{1}{1 - \frac{1}{s}} + \log s N \text{ or } \frac{s}{s - 1} + \log s N$$
For a moderately large $s$ this can be considered a constant for any practical memory size. Notice too that the average waste space also tends to a constant, namely $\frac{s}{2}$.

Recall that the Index in a sub-block was allocated 23 bits to allow the lists to become reasonably large. However, with the n-dimensional arrangement the Index could be restricted to only 7 bits allowing $s = 128$ sub-blocks and implying for integer data types that $3 \times 2^7$ or 384 elements can be stored while for character data types this becomes $12 \times 2^7$ or 1536. But there are now two more free bytes in a sub-block that can be used for data so the value can become $14 \times 2^7$ or 1792 and overhead reduced to 15%. Note $1792^3$ is over 4Gb so in a 32 bit environment $n$ need not exceed 3.

Clearly the garbage collection and space allocation is helped by this arrangement. Blocks are a uniform size, and never greater than $s$ reducing the problems of memory fragmentation but the log time for garbage collection has been relaxed. However, since most allocations are in 128 sub-block chunks garbage collection will still run a respectable $d \times 2^7$, where $d$ is data elements per sub-block, faster than an equivalent Linked List.

3 Conclusions

The VList proves to provide a promising alternative to the ubiquitous linked list that has for so long formed the defacto data structure for most functional languages. The VList core functions of $\textit{cons}$ and $\textit{cdr}$, essential for all list manipulations, show very favourable benchmark results in a comparison with those for an equivalent Linked List structure. While other functions such as $\textit{len}$, $\textit{nth}$
and foldr show significant speed and stack use improvements. Space efficiencies are indicated over a wide range of list sizes and the experimental VISP implementation has proven that the structure can be used to successfully implement a practical functional language together with the essential associated garbage collector.

It has not been necessary to add special data structures with their attendant special functions for arrays or strings to VISP. The VList constant random access time and the efficiency storage of character types obviate their need. Their absence removes some degree of complexity for the functional programmer and at the same time allows functions to be more generally applicable.

While the VList should be of interest to the functional language compiler community, in the simple form it can also provide an excellent solution for the more general problem of resizable arrays in other applications and the n-dimensional version yields constant wasted space while still achieving an O(1) average random access time. An improvement on the \(\sqrt{N}\) waste space bound previously achieved. [10].

With such a fundamental change in the basic data structure for lists further research is needed to thoroughly understand overall performance. Future work includes the implementation of VLists in a compiled functional language and subsequent testing with a broad range of actual application programs to further validate the performance measurements and tune the garbage collection algorithm if needed. Developing a VList like structure for use in lazy evaluation and non-strict languages would be highly desirable too.
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Abstract. Deforestation was introduced to eliminate intermediate data structures used to connect separate parts of a functional program together. Fusion is a more sophisticated technique, based on a producer-consumer model, to eliminate intermediate data structures. It achieves better results. In this paper we extend this fusion algorithm by refining this model, and by adding new transformation rules. The extended fusion algorithm is able to deal with standard deforestation, but also with higher-order function removal and dictionary elimination. We have implemented this extended algorithm in the Clean 2.0 compiler.

1 Introduction

Static analysis techniques, such as typing and strictness analysis are crucial components of state-of-the-art implementations of lazy functional programming languages. These techniques are employed to determine properties of functions in a program. These properties can be used by the programmer and also by the compiler itself. The growing complexity of functional languages like Haskell [Has92] and Clean [Cle13,Cle20] requires increasingly sophisticated methods for translating programs written in these languages into efficient executables. Often these optimization methods are implemented in an ad hoc manner: new language features seem to require new optimization techniques which are implemented simultaneously, or added later when it is noticed that the use of these features leads to inefficient code. For instance, type classes require the elimination of dictionaries, monadic programs introduce a lot of higher-order functions that have to be removed, and the intermediate data structures that are built due to function composition should be avoided.

In Clean 1.3 most of these optimizations were implemented independently. They also occurred at different phases during the compilation process making it difficult to combine them into a single optimization phase. The removal of auxiliary data structures was not implemented at all. This meant that earlier optimisations did not benefit from the transformations performed by later optimisations.

This paper describes the combined method that has been implemented in Clean 2.0 to perform various optimizations. This method is based on Chin’s

* This work was supported by STW as part of project NWI.4411
fusion algorithm \cite{Chin94}, which in its turn was inspired by Wadler’s deforestation algorithm \cite{Wad88,Fer88}. The two main differences between our method and Chin’s fusion are (1) we use a more refined analysis to determine which functions can safely be fused, and (2) our algorithm has been implemented as part of the Clean 2.0 compiler which makes it possible to measure its effect on real programs (See Section 6).

The paper is organized as follows. We start with a few examples illustrating what types of optimizations can be performed (Section 2). In Section 3 we explain the underlying idea for deforestation. Section 4 introduces a formal language for denoting functional programs. In Section 5 we present our improved fusion algorithm and illustrate the effectiveness of this algorithm with a few example programs (Section 6). We conclude with a discussion of related work (Section 7) and future research (Section 8).

2 Overview

This section gives an overview of the optimizations that are performed by our improved fusion algorithm. Besides traditional deforestation, we illustrate so-called dictionary elimination and general higher-order function removal. We also indicate the ‘pitfalls’ that may lead to non-termination or to duplication of work, and present solutions to avoid these pitfalls.

The transformation rules of the fusion algorithm are defined by using a core language (Section 4). Although there are many syntactical differences between the core language and Clean we distinguish these languages more explicitly by using a \textit{sans serif} style for core programs and a \textit{typewriter} style for Clean programs.

2.1 Deforestation

Deforestation attempts to transform a functional program which uses intermediate data structures into one which does not. Note that these data structures can be of arbitrary type, they are not restricted to lists. These intermediate data structures are common in lazy functional programs as they enable modularity. For example, the function \texttt{any}, which tests whether any element of a list satisfies a given predicate, could be defined as:

\[
\texttt{any p xs = or (map p xs)}
\]

Here \texttt{map} applies \texttt{p} to all elements of the list \texttt{xs} yielding an intermediate list of boolean values. The function \texttt{or} combines these values to produce a single boolean result. This style of definition is enabled by lazy evaluation, the elements of the intermediate list of booleans are produced one at a time and immediately consumed by the \texttt{or} function, thus the function \texttt{any} can run in constant space. However this definition is still wasteful, each element of the intermediate list has to be allocated, filled, taken apart, and garbage collected.

If deforestation is successful it transforms the definition of \texttt{any} into the following efficient version:
any p [] = False
any p [x:xs] = p x || any p xs

The following example is given in both [Chin94] and [Wad88]. It elegantly shows that a programmer no longer needs to worry about annoying questions such as “Which of the following two expressions is more efficient?”

\[
\text{append (append a b) c or append a (append b c)}
\]
where \(\text{append}\) is defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{append} & \quad \text{ys} = \text{ys} \\
\text{append} & \quad [x:xs] \; \text{ys} = [x:\text{append} \; xs \; \text{ys}]
\end{align*}
\]

Experienced programmers almost automatically use the second expression, but from a more abstract point of view there seems to be no difference.

Deforestation as well as fusion will transform the left expression into the expression \(\text{app}_\text{app} \; a \; b \; c\) and introduce a new function in which the two applications of \(\text{append}\) are combined:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{app}_\text{app} & \quad \text{b} \; \text{c} = \text{append} \; \text{b} \; \text{c} \\
\text{app}_\text{app} & \quad [x:xs] \; \text{b} \; \text{c} = [x:\text{app}_\text{app} \; xs \; b \; c]
\end{align*}
\]

Transforming the right expression leads to essentially the same function as \(\text{app}_\text{app}\) both using Wadler’s deforestation and by Chin’s fusion. However, this saves only one evaluation step compared to the original expression at the cost of an extra function. Our fusion algorithm transforms the left expression just as deforestation or fusion would, but it leaves the right expression unchanged.

The major difficulty with this kind of transformation is to determine which applications can be fused (or deforested) safely. Without any precautions there are many situations in which the transformation will not terminate. Therefore it is necessary to formulate proper criteria that, on the one hand, guarantee termination, and on the other hand, do not reject too many fusion candidates. Besides termination, there is another problem that has to be dealt with: the transformation should not introduce repeated computations, by duplicating redexes. We will have a closer look at non-termination and redex duplication in Section 5.

2.2 Type Classes and Dictionary Removal

Type classes or ad-hoc polymorphism are generally considered to be one of the most powerful concepts of functional languages [Wad89]. The advantages are illustrated in the following example in which an instance of equality for lists is declared. Here we use the Clean syntax (deviating slightly from the Haskell notation).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{instance} & \quad == \; [a] \mid == \; a \\
\text{where} \\
(==) & \quad [] \mid [] = \text{True} \\
(==) & \quad [x:xs] \mid [y:ys] = x == y \&\& xs == ys \\
(==) & \quad _ \mid _ = \text{False}
\end{align*}
\]
With type classes one can use the same name (==) for defining equality over all kinds of different types. In the body of an instance one can use the overloaded operation itself to compare substructures, i.e. it is not necessary to indicate the difference between both occurrences of == in the right-hand side of the second alternative. The translation of such instances into ‘real’ functions is easy: Each context restriction (in our example | == a) is converted into a dictionary argument containing the concrete version of the overloaded class. For the equality example this leads to

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{eqList } \text{eq} \; [] & \; [] = \text{True} \\
\text{eqList } \text{eq} \; [x:xs] \; [y:ys] & \; = \; \text{eq } x \; y \; \&\& \; \text{eqList } \text{eq} \; xs \; ys \\
\text{eqList } \text{eq} \; _ & \; _ = \text{False}
\end{align*}
\]

An application of == to two lists of integers, e.g. \([1,2] == [1,2]\), is replaced by an expression containing the list version of equality parameterized with the integer dictionary of the equality class, \(\text{eqList eqInt} [1,2][1,2]\).

Applying this simple compilation scheme introduces a lot of overhead which can be eliminated by specializing \(\text{eqList}\) for the \(\text{eqInt}\) dictionary as shown below

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{eqListeqInt} \; [] & \; [] = \text{True} \\
\text{eqListeqInt} \; [x:xs] \; [y:ys] & \; = \; \text{eqInt } x \; y \; \&\& \; \text{eqListeqInt} \; xs \; ys \\
\text{eqListeqInt} \; _ & \; _ = \text{False}
\end{align*}
\]

In Clean 1.3 the specialization of overloaded operations within a single module was performed immediately, i.e. dictionaries were not built at all, except for some rare, exotic cases. These exceptions are illustrated by the following type declaration (taken from [Oka98])

\[
:: \quad \text{Seq } a = \text{Nil} \mid \text{Cons } a \; (\text{Seq } [a])
\]

Defining an instance of == for \(\text{Seq } a\) is easy, specializing such an instance for a concrete element type cannot be done. The compiler has to recognize such situations in order to avoid an infinite specialization loop.

In Clean 2.0 specialization is performed by the fusion algorithm. The handling of infinite specialization does not require special measures as the functions involved will be marked as unsafe by our fusion analysis. Moreover dictionaries do not contain unevaluated expressions (closures), so copying dictionaries can never duplicate computations. This means that certain requirements imposed by the fusion algorithm can be relaxed for dictionaries. In the remainder of the paper we leave out the treatment of dictionaries because besides this relaxation of requirements it very much resembles the way other constructs are analyzed and transformed.

### 2.3 Higher-Order Function Removal

A straightforward treatment of higher-order functions introduces overhead both in time and space. E.g. measurements on large programs using a monadic style of programming show that such overhead can be large; see section 6.
In [Wad88] Wadler introduces higher-order macros to eliminate some of this overhead but this method has one major limitation: these macros are not considered first class citizens. Chin has extended his fusion algorithm so that it is able to deal with higher-order functions. We adopt his solution with some minor refinements.

So called accumulating parameters are a source of non-termination. For example, consider the following function definitions:

\[
\text{twice } f \ x = f (f \ x)
\]

\[
f \ g = f \ (\text{twice } g)
\]

The parameter of \( f \) is accumulating: the argument \text{twice } g\) in the recursive call of \( f \) is ‘larger’ than the original argument. Trying to fuse \( f \) with \text{inc} (for some producer \text{inc}) in the application \( f \ \text{inc} \) will lead to a new application of the form \( f \ \text{twice}_{\text{inc}} \). Fusing this one leads to the expression \( f \ \text{twice}_{\text{twice}_{\text{inc}}} \) and so on.

Partial function applications should also be treated with care. At first one might think that it is safe to fuse an application \( f \ (g \ E) \) in which the arity of \( f \) is greater than one and the subexpression \( g \ E \) is a redex. This fusion will combine \( f \) and \( g \) into a single function, say \( f \_g \), and replace the original expression by \( f \_g \ E \). This, however, is dangerous if the original expression was shared, as shown by the following function \( h \):

\[
h = z \ 1 + z \ 2 \\
\text{where } z = f \ (g \ E)
\]

This function is not equivalent to the version in which \( f \) and \( g \) have been fused:

\[
h = z \ 1 + z \ 2 \\
\text{where } z = f \_g \ E
\]

Here the computation encoded in the body of \( g \) will be performed twice, as compared to only once in the original version.

### 2.4 Optimizing Generic Functions

Generic programming allows the programmer to write a function once and use it for different types. It relieves the programmer from having to define new instances of common operations each time he declares a new data type. The idea is to consider types as being built up from a small fixed set of type constructors and to specify generic operations in terms of these constructors. In Clean 2.0, for example, one can specify all instances of equality by just a few lines of fairly obvious code:
generic eq a :: a a -> Bool

eq{|UNIT|}  x y = True

eq{|PAIR|} eqx eqy (PAIR x y)(PAIR x' y') = eqx x x' && eqy y y'

eq{|EITHER|} eql eqr (LEFT l) (LEFT l') = eql l l'

eq{|EITHER|} eql eqr (RIGHT r) (RIGHT r') = eqr r r'

eq{|EITHER|} eql eqr _ _ = False

Here UNIT, PAIR and EITHER are the fixed generic types. With the aid of this generic specification, the compiler is able to generate instances for any algebraic data type. The idea is to convert an object of such a data type to its generic representation (this encoding follows directly from the definition of the data type), apply the generic operation to this converted object and, if necessary, convert the object back to a data type. For a comprehensive description of how generics can be implemented, see [Ali01] or [Hin00].

Without any optimizations one obtains operations which are very inefficient. The conversions and the fact that generic functions are higher-order functions (e.g. the instance of eq for PAIR requires two functions as arguments, eqx and eqy) introduce a lot of overhead. The combined data and higher-order fusion is sufficient to get rid of almost all intermediate data and higher-order calls, leading to specialized operations that are usually as efficient as the hand coded versions. To achieve this, only some minor extensions of the original fusion algorithm were needed.

3 Introduction to Fusion

The underlying idea for transformation algorithms like Wadler’s deforestation or Chin’s fusion is to combine nested applications of functions of the form \(F(...,G\bar{E},...)\) into a single application \(F_iG(...,\bar{E},...)\). This is achieved by performing a sequence of unfold steps of both \(F\) and \(G\). An unfold step is the substitution of a function body for an application of that function, whereas a fold step performs the reverse process. Of course, if one of the functions involved is recursive this sequence is potentially infinite. To avoid this it is necessary that during the sequence of unfold steps an application is reached that has been encountered before. In that case one can perform the crucial fold step to achieve termination. But how do we know that we will certainly reach such an application?

Wadler’s solution is to define the notion of treeless form. If the above \(F\) and \(G\) are treeless it is guaranteed that no infinite unfolding sequences will occur. However, Wadler does not distinguish between \(F\) and \(G\). Chin recognizes that the roles of these functions in the fusion process are different. He comes up with the so-called producer-consumer model: \(F\) plays the role of consumer, consuming data through one of its arguments, whereas \(G\) acts as a producer, producing data via its result. Separate safety criteria can then be applied for the different roles.

\(^1\) We write \(\bar{E}\) as shorthand for \((E_1,\ldots,E_n)\)
Although Chin’s criterion indicates more fusion candidates than Wadler’s, there are still cases in which it appears to be too restrictive. To illustrate these shortcomings we first repeat Chin’s notion of safety: A function $F$ is a safe consumer in its $i^{th}$ argument if all recursive calls of $F$ have either a variable or a constant on the $i^{th}$ parameter position, otherwise it is accumulating in that argument. A function $G$ is a safe producer if none of its recursive calls appears on a consuming position.

One of the drawbacks of the safety criterion for consumers is that it indicates too many consuming parameters, and consequently it limits the number of producers (since the producer property negatively depends on the consumer property). As an example, consider the following definition for $\text{flatten}$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{flatten} \ [\ ] & = \ [\ ] \\
\text{flatten} \ [x:xs] & = \text{append} \ x \ (\text{flatten} \ xs)
\end{align*}
\]

According to Chin, the $\text{append}$ function is consuming in both of its arguments. Consequently, the $\text{flatten}$ function is not a producer, for, its recursive call appears on a consuming position of $\text{append}$. Wadler will also reject $\text{flatten}$ because its definition is not treeless.

In our definition of consumer we will introduce an auxiliary notion, called active arguments, that filters out the arguments that will not lead to a fold step, like the second argument of $\text{append}$. If $\text{append}$ is no longer consuming in its second argument, $\text{flatten}$ becomes a decent producer.

Chin also indicates superfluous consuming arguments when we are not dealing with a single recursive function but with a set of mutually recursive functions. To illustrate this, consider the unary functions $f$ and $g$ being mutually recursive as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
f \ x & = g \ x \\
g \ x & = f \ (h \ x)
\end{align*}
\]

Now $f$ is accumulating and $g$ is not (e.g. $g$’s body contains a call to $f$ with an accumulating argument whereas $f$’s body just contains a simple call to $g$). Although $g$ is a proper consumer by Chin’s definition, it makes no sense to fuse an application of $g$ with a producer, for this producer will be passed to $f$ but cannot be fused with $f$. Again no fold step can take place. Unfortunately, by considering $g$ as consuming, any function of which the recursive call appears as an argument of $g$ will be rejected as a producer. There is no need for that, and therefore we indicate both $f$ and $g$ as non-consuming.

4 Syntax

We shall formulate the fusion algorithm with respect to a ‘core language’ which captures the essential aspects of lazy functional languages such as pattern matching, sharing and higher-order functions.

Functional expressions are built up from applications of function symbols $F$ and data constructors $C$. Pattern matching is expressed by a construction
case \cdots \text{ of} \cdots. In function definitions, one can express pattern matching with respect to one argument at a time. This means that compound patterns are decomposed into nested (‘sequentialized’) case expressions. Sharing of objects is expressed by a let construction and higher-order applications by an @. We do not allow functions that contain case expressions as nested subexpressions on the right-hand side, i.e. case expressions can only occur at the outermost level. And as in [Chin94], we distinguish so called g-type functions (starting with a single pattern match) and f-type functions (with no pattern match at all).

**Definition 1.** (i) The set of expressions is defined by the following grammar. Below, \( x \) ranges over variables, \( C \) over constructors and \( F \) over function symbols.

\[
E ::= x \mid C(E_1, \ldots, E_k) \mid F(E_1, \ldots, E_k) \mid \text{let } \vec{x} = \vec{E} \text{ in } E' \mid \text{case } E \text{ of } P_1 | E_1 \ldots P_n | E_n \mid E @ E'
\]

\[
P ::= C(x_1, \ldots, x_k)
\]

(ii) The set of free variables (in the obvious sense) of \( E \) is denoted by \( \text{FV}(E) \). An expression \( E \) is said to be open if \( \text{FV}(E) \neq \emptyset \), otherwise \( E \) is called closed.

(iii) A function definition is an equation of the form

\[
F(x_1, \ldots, x_k) = E
\]

where all the \( x_i \)'s are disjoint and \( \text{FV}(E) \subseteq \{x_1, \ldots, x_k\} \).

The semantics of the language is call-by-need.

## 5 Fusion Algorithm

### 5.1 Consumers

We start by defining the supporting notions of active and accumulating.

We say that an occurrence of variable \( x \) in \( E \) is active if \( x \) is either a pattern matching variable (case \( x \text{ of} \ldots \)), a higher-order variable (\( x @ \ldots \)), or \( x \) is used as an argument on an active position of a function. The intuition here is to mark those function arguments where fusion can lead to a fold step or further transformations. This definition ensures that for example the second argument of append is not regarded as consuming.

We define the notions of ‘active occurrence’ \( \text{actocc}(x, E) \) and ‘active position’ \( \text{act}(F)_i \) simultaneously as the least solution of some predicate equations.
Definition 2. (i) The predicates $\text{actocc}$ and $\text{act}$ are specified by mutual induction as follows.

- $\text{actocc}(x, y) = \text{true, if } y = x$
- $\text{actocc}(x, y) = \text{false, otherwise}$
- $\text{actocc}(x, F\vec{E}) = \text{true, if for some } i: E_i = x \land \text{act}(F)_i$
- $\text{actocc}(x, F\vec{E}) = \bigvee_i \text{actocc}(x, E_i)$, otherwise
- $\text{actocc}(x, C\vec{E}) = \bigvee_i \text{actocc}(x, E_i)$
- $\text{actocc}(x, \text{case } E \text{ of } ... P_i| E_i ...) = \text{true, if } E = x$
- $\text{actocc}(x, \text{case } E \text{ of } ... P_i| E_i ...) = \bigvee_i \text{actocc}(x, E_i)$, otherwise
- $\text{actocc}(x, \text{let } \vec{x} = \vec{E} \text{ in } E') = \text{actocc}(x, E') \lor \bigvee_i \text{actocc}(x, E_i)$
- $\text{actocc}(x, E \mathbin{@} E') = \text{true, if } E = x$
- $\text{actocc}(x, E \mathbin{@} E') = \text{actocc}(x, E) \lor \text{actocc}(x, E')$, otherwise

Moreover, for each function $F$, defined by $F\vec{x} = E$

- $\text{act}(F)_i \leftrightarrow \text{actocc}(x_i, E)$

(ii) We say that $F$ is active in argument $i$ if $\text{act}(F)_i$ is true.

The notion of accumulating parameter as introduced by [Chin94] is used to detect potential non-termination of fusion as we could see in the example in section 2.3. Our definition is a slightly modified version to deal with mutually recursive functions as indicated in [3].

Definition 3. Let $F_1, \ldots, F_n$ be a set of mutually recursive functions with respective right-hand sides $E_1, \ldots, E_n$. The function $F_j$ is accumulating in its $i^{th}$ parameter if either

1. there exists a right-hand side $E_k$ containing an application $F_j(..., E_i', ...)$ in which $E_i'$ is open and not just an argument or a pattern variable, or
2. the right-hand side of $F_j$, $E_j$, contains an application $F_k(..., E_l', ...)$ such that $E_l' = x_i$ and $F_k$ is accumulating in $l$.

The first requirement corresponds to Chin’s notion of accumulating parameter. The second requirement will prevent functions that recursively depend on other accumulating functions from being regarded as non-accumulating.

Combining the notions of active and accumulating leads to the notion of consuming, indicating that fusion is both interesting and safe for that parameter.

Definition 4. A function $F$ is consuming in its $i^{th}$ parameter if it is both non-accumulating and active in $i$.

5.2 Producers

The notion of producer, indicating that fusion will terminate for such a function as producer, is also taken from [Chin94] here with a minor adjustment to deal with constructors. First we define producer for functions
Definition 5. Let $F_1, \ldots, F_n$ be a set of mutually recursive functions. These functions are called producers if none of their recursive calls (in the right-hand sides of their definitions) occurs on a consuming position.

Now we extend the definition to application expressions

Definition 6. An application of $S$ e.g. $S(E_1, \ldots, E_k)$ is a producer if:

1. $\text{arity}(S) > k$, or
2. $S$ is a constructor
3. $S$ is a producer function

5.3 Linearity

The final notion we require is that of linearity which is used to detect potential duplication of work. It is unchanged from the original definition as introduced by Chin.

Definition 7. Let $F$ be a function with definition $F(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = E$. The function $F$ is linear in its $i^{\text{th}}$ parameter if

(1) $F$ is an $f$-type function and $x_i$ occurs at most once in $E$, or

(2) $F$ is a $g$-type function and $x_i$ occurs at most once in each of the branches of the top-level case.

5.4 Transformation Rules

Our adjusted version of the fusion algorithm consists of one general transformation rule, dealing with all expressions, and three auxiliary rules for function applications, higher-order application, and for case expressions. The idea is that during fusion both consumer and producer have to be unfolded and combined. This combination forms the body of the newly generated function. Sometimes however, it appears to be more convenient if the unfold step of the consumer could be undone, in particular if the consumer and the producer are both $g$-type functions. For this reason we supply some of the case expressions with the function symbol to which it corresponds ($\text{case}_F$). Note that this correspondence is always unique because $g$-type functions contain exactly one case on their right-hand side.

We use $F_iS$ as a name for the function that results from fusing $F$ that is consuming in its $i^{\text{th}}$ argument, with producer $S$. Suppose $F$ is defined as $F\vec{x} = E$. Then the resulting function is defined, distinguishing two cases

1. $S$ is a fully applied function and $F$ is a $g$-type function: the resulting function consists of the unfoldings of $F$ and $S$. The top-level case is annotated as having come from $F$.

2. Otherwise the resulting function consists of the unfolding of $F$ with the application of $S$ substituted for formal argument $i$.

Note that each $F_iS$ is generated only once.
Definition 8. Rules for introducing fused functions.

\[
F_iG(x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1}, y_1, \ldots, y_m, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_n) = T\llbracket E[E'/x_i]\rrbracket, \quad \text{if } \text{arity}(G) = m \text{ and } F \text{ is a } g\text{-type function}
\]

where \(G\bar{y} = E'\)

\[
F_iC(x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1}, y_1, \ldots, y_m, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_n) = T\llbracket E[C(y_1, \ldots, y_m)/x_i]\rrbracket
\]

We use \(F^+\) as a name for the function that results from raising the arity of \(F\) by one. The \(R\)-rules raise the arity of an expression by propagating the application of the extra argument \(y\) through the expression \(E\).

Definition 9. Rules for arity raising

\[
F^+(x_1, \ldots, x_n, y) = T\llbracket R_y\llbracket E\rrbracket\rrbracket
\]

\[
R_y\llbracket \text{let } \bar{x} = \bar{E} \text{ in } E' \rrbracket = \text{let } \bar{x} = \bar{E} \text{ in } R_y\llbracket E' \rrbracket
\]

\[
R_y\llbracket \text{case } E \text{ of } \ldots P_i | E_i \ldots \rrbracket = \text{case } E \text{ of } \ldots P_i | R_y\llbracket E_i \rrbracket \ldots
\]

\[
R_y\llbracket E \rrbracket = E \oplus y
\]

The \(T\)-rules recursively apply the transformation to all parts of the expression and invokes the appropriate auxiliary rules. These are the \(F\)-rule for function applications which applies the safety criteria for fusion. The \(H\)-rules for higher-order applications which replace higher-order applications by ordinary applications, using the arity-raised version of the applied function when necessary. And finally, the \(C\)-rules for case expressions. The first alternative applies the fold-step where possible, the second alternative eliminates cases where the branch to be taken is known. The third alternative resolves nested cases by undoing the unfold step of \(F\). A minor improvement can be obtained by examining the expression \(E'_i\), if this expression starts with a constructor it is better to perform the pattern match instead.

Definition 10. Transformation rules for first and higher-order expressions

\[
T\llbracket x \rrbracket = x
\]

\[
T\llbracket CE \rrbracket = C T\llbracket E \rrbracket
\]

\[
T\llbracket FE \rrbracket = F T\llbracket E \rrbracket
\]

\[
T\llbracket \text{case } E \text{ of } \ldots P_i | E_i \ldots \rrbracket = C\llbracket \text{case } T\llbracket E \rrbracket \text{ of } \ldots P_i | T\llbracket E_i \rrbracket \ldots
\]

\[
T\llbracket \text{let } \bar{x} = \bar{E} \text{ in } E' \rrbracket = \text{let } \bar{x} = T\llbracket E \rrbracket \text{ in } T\llbracket E' \rrbracket
\]

\[
T\llbracket E \oplus E' \rrbracket = H\llbracket T\llbracket E \rrbracket \oplus T\llbracket E' \rrbracket\rrbracket
\]

\[
T\llbracket E \rrbracket = (T\llbracket E_1 \rrbracket, \ldots, T\llbracket E_n \rrbracket)
\]
\[ F[F(E_1, \ldots, E_i, \ldots, E_m)] = F[F_i S(E_1, \ldots, E_{i-1}, E_i', \ldots, E_n', E_{i+1}, \ldots, E_m)], \]
if: for some \( i \) with \( E_i = S(E_1', \ldots, E_n') \)
1) \( F \) is consuming in \( i \)
2) \( S(E_1', \ldots, E_n') \) is a producer
3) \( \text{arity}(S) \neq n \)
or
1) \( F \) is both consuming and linear in \( i \)
2) \( \text{arity}(F) = m \) and \( \text{arity}(S) = n \)
3) \( S(E_1', \ldots, E_n') \) is a producer or has a higher order type

\[ H[C(E_1, \ldots, E_k) \circ E] = C(E_1, \ldots, E_k, E) \]
\[ H[F(E_1, \ldots, E_k) \circ E] = F[F(E_1, \ldots, E_k, E)], \text{if } \text{arity}(F) > k \]
\[ = F[F^+(E_1, \ldots, E_k, E)], \text{otherwise} \]

\[ C[\text{case}_F G(E_1, \ldots, E_n) \text{ of } \ldots] = F[F(x_1, \ldots, x_i-1, G(E_1, \ldots, E_n), x_i+1, \ldots, x_n)] \]
where
\( F(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \text{case } x_i \text{ of } \ldots \)

\[ C[\text{case}_F C_i(E_1, \ldots, E_n) \text{ of } \ldots C_i(x_1, \ldots, x_n) | E_i' \ldots] = T[E_i'[E_1/x_1, \ldots, E_n/x_n]] \]
\[ C[\text{case}_F (\text{case } E \text{ of } \ldots P_i | E_i') \text{ of } \ldots] = \text{case } T[E_i'] \text{ of } \ldots P_i | E_i'' \ldots \]
where \( E_i'' = F[F(x_1, \ldots, x_i-1, T[E_i'], x_i+1, \ldots, x_n)] \)
and
\( F(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \text{case } x_i \text{ of } \ldots \)

\[ C[\text{case}_F x \text{ of } \ldots P_i | E_i \ldots] = \text{case}_F x \text{ of } \ldots P_i | T[E_i] \ldots \]

6 Examples

We now present a few examples of fusion using the adjusted transformation rules.

6.1 Deforestation

We start with a rather trivial example involving the functions Append, Flatten and Reverse. The first two functions have been defined earlier. The definition of Reverse uses a helper function with an explicit accumulator:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Reverse}(l) &= \text{Rev}(l, \text{Nil}) \\
\text{Rev}(l, a) &= \text{case } l \text{ of} \\
&\quad \text{Nil} & a \\
&\quad \text{Cons}(x, xs) & \text{Rev}(xs, \text{Cons}(x, a)) \\
\text{test}(l) &= \text{Reverse}(\text{Flatten}(l))
\end{align*}
\]
The result of applying the transformation rules to the function \texttt{test} is shown below.

\begin{align*}
\text{test}(l) & \quad = \text{ReverseFlatten}(l) \\
\text{ReverseFlatten}(l) & = \text{RevFlatten}(l, \text{Nil}) \\
\text{RevFlatten}(l, r) & = \text{case } l \text{ of} \\
& \quad \text{Nil} \quad | \quad r \\
& \quad \text{Cons}(x, xs) \quad | \quad \text{RevAppendFlatten}(x, xs, r) \\
\text{RevAppendFlatten}(xs, l, r) & = \text{case } xs \text{ of} \\
& \quad \text{Nil} \quad | \quad \text{RevFlatten}(l, r) \\
& \quad \text{Cons}(x, xs) \quad | \quad \text{RevAppendFlatten}(xs, l, \text{Cons}(x, r))
\end{align*}

One can give an alternative definition of \texttt{Reverse} using the standard higher-order \texttt{foldl} function. Transforming \texttt{test} then results in two mutually recursive functions that are identical to the auxiliary functions generated for the original definition of \texttt{Reverse} except for the order of the parameters.

Fusion appears to be much less successful if the following direct definition of reverse is used:

\begin{align*}
\text{Reverseacc}(l) & = \text{case } l \text{ of} \\
& \quad \text{Nil} \quad | \quad \text{Nil} \\
& \quad \text{Cons}(x, xs) \quad | \quad \text{Append}(\text{Reverseacc}(xs), \text{Cons}(x, \text{Nil}))
\end{align*}

Now \text{Reverseacc} is combined with \text{Flatten} but the fact that \text{Reverseacc} itself is not a producer (the recursive occurrence of this function appears on a consuming position) prevents the combination of \text{Reverseacc} and \text{Flatten} from being deforsted completely. In general combinations of standard list functions (except for \texttt{accumulating} functions, such as \texttt{Reverse}), e.g. \texttt{Sum(Map Inc(Take(n, Repeat(1))))} are transformed into a single function that generates no list at all and that does not contain any higher-order function applications.

### 6.2 Results

As a practical test of the effectiveness of the adjusted fusion algorithm we applied the fusion algorithm to several programs. The following test programs were used: \texttt{jpeg [Fok95]}, \texttt{pseudoknot [Har94]} and the programs from \texttt{Har93}, except \texttt{listcopy}. These programs were all ported to Clean 2.0. We computed the speedup by dividing the execution time without fusion by the execution time with fusion. Because the compiler does not support cross module optimisation, we copied frequently used standard list functions from the standard library to the module(s) of the program. The speedups for these programs are also shown in the table, but only if the speedup is not the same. In all cases specialization of overloaded functions was enabled. To show the effect of the specialization of overloaded functions we have run two small test programs: \texttt{mergesort} and \texttt{nfib}. 
The optimisation of generic functions was tested with a small program converting arbitrary objects to and from the generic representation that has been used in [Ach02]. The largest test program is the Clean compiler itself. For the compiler the improvements were almost entirely caused by better optimization of a few modules that use a monadic style, and not by removal of intermediate data structures using deforestation. For this reason we have included the effect of fusion on these ‘monadic’ modules as a separate result. The results are summarized in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>program</th>
<th>speedup</th>
<th>added functions</th>
<th>speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>map, sum</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudoknot</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>++, map</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complab</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>event</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>++, take</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>standard list functions</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genfft</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>standard list functions</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ida</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listcompr</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>concat, ++</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parstof</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sched</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solid</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>foldl, combined area.icl and Csg.icl</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transform</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>standard list functions</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typecheck</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>++, map, concat, foldr, zip2</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wang</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>standard list functions</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wave4</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mergesort</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfib</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generic conversion</td>
<td>71.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compiler</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compiler-monads</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fusion not only influences execution speed but also memory allocation. It appears that the decrease in memory usage is roughly twice as much as the decrease in execution time. For instance, the compiler itself runs approximately 5 percent faster whereas 9 percent less memory was allocated relative to the non-fused compiler. More or less the same holds for other programs.

Compilation with fusion enabled takes longer than without. Currently the difference is about 20 percent, when the implementation stabilises we expect to improve on this.

In the most expensive module that uses a monadic style only 68 percent of the curried function applications were eliminated. This improved the execution speed 33 percent and the memory allocation 51 percent. It should however be possible to remove nearly all these curried function applications. The current algorithm is not able to do this, because some higher-order functions are not optimized because they are indicated as accumulating. This is illustrated in the following example:
f :: [Int] Int -> Int
f [] s = s
f [e:l] s = g (add e) l s
    where add a b = a + b

ghls = f l (h s)

The argument of the function ghls is accumulating because ghls is called with (add e) as argument, therefore ghls is not fused with (add e). In this case it would be safe to fuse. This limitation prevents the compiler from removing nearly all the remaining curried function applications from the above mentioned module. However, if a call f (g x), for some functions f and g, appears in a program, the argument of the function f does not always have to be treated as an accumulating argument. This is the case when the argument of g is always the same or does not grow in the recursion. By recognizing such cases we hope to optimize most of the remaining curried function applications. Or instead, we could fuse a limited number of times in these cases, to make the fusion algorithm terminate.

Another example of curried applications in this module that cannot be optimized are foldl calls that yield a higher order function. Such a higher order function occurs at an accumulating argument position in the foldl call, and can therefore not be fused.

7 Related Work

Gill, Launchbury, and Peyton Jones [Gil93] use a restrictive consumer producer model by translating list functions into combinations of the primitive functions fold (consumer) and build (producer). This idea has been generalized to arbitrary data structures by Fegaras, Sheard and Zhou [Feg94], and also by Takano and Meijer [Tak95]. The approach of the latter is based on the category theoretical notion of hylomorphism. These hylomorphisms are the building blocks for functions. By applying transformation rules one can fuse these hylomorphisms resulting in deforested functions. These methods are able to optimize programs that cannot be improved by traditional deforestation. In particular, programs that contain reverse-like producers, i.e. producer functions with accumulators as arguments. On the other hand, Gill [Gil96] also shows some examples of functions that are deforested by the traditional method and not by these techniques. However, the main problem with these approaches is that they require that functions are written in some fixed format. Although for some functions this format can be generated from their ordinary definitions it is unclear how to do this automatically in general.

Peyton Jones and Marlow give a solid overview of the issues involved in transforming lazy functional programs in their paper in the related area of inlining [Pey99]. Specifically they identify code duplication, work duplication, and the uncovering of new transformation opportunities as three key issues to take into account.

Seidl and Sørensen [Sei97] develop a constraint-based system in an attempt to avoid the restrictions imposed by the purely syntactical approach used in
the treeless approach to deforestation as used by Wadler [Wad88] and Marlow [Mar95]. Their analysis is a kind of abstract interpretation with which deforestation is approximated. This approximation results in a number of conditions on subterms and variables appearing in the program/function. If these conditions are met, it is guaranteed that deforestation will terminate. For instance, by using this more refined method the example program at the end of section 6.2 would be indicated as being safe.

Deforestation is also implemented in the compiler for the logic/functional programming language Mercury. To ensure termination of the algorithm a stack of unfolded calls is maintained, recursive calls can be unfolded only when they are smaller than the elements on the stack. This ordering is based on the sizes of the instantiation tree of the arguments of a call. Accumulating parameters are removed from this sum of sizes. For details see [Tay98]. Our fusion algorithm can optimize some programs which the Mercury compiler does not optimize, for example ReverseFlatten from section 6.1.

8 Conclusion

The original fusion algorithm has been extended and now combines deforestation together with dictionary elimination and higher-order removal. This adjusted algorithm has been implemented in the Clean 2.0 compiler allowing for tests on real-world applications. Initial results indicate that the main benefits are achieved for specialised features such as type classes, generics, and monads rather than in ‘ordinary’ code.

Further work remains to be done in the handling of accumulating parameters. Marlow presents a higher-order deforestation algorithm in his PhD thesis [Mar95] which builds on Wadler’s original first-order deforestation scheme. A full comparison with the algorithm presented here remains to be done. Finally a formal proof of termination would be reassuring to have.
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Abstract. This paper discusses reasoning about I/O operations in the languages Haskell and Clean and makes some observations about proving properties of programs which perform significant I/O. We developed a model of the I/O system and produced some techniques to reason about the behaviour of programs run in the model. We then used those techniques to prove some properties of a program based on the standard make tool. We consider the I/O systems of both languages from a program proving perspective, and note some similarities in the overall structure of the proofs. A set of operators for assisting in the reasoning process are defined, and we then draw some conclusions concerning reasoning about the effect of functional programs on the outside world, give some suggestions for techniques and discuss future work.

1 Introduction

In [2] we presented some preliminary work describing reasoning about the I/O-related properties of programs written in functional programming languages. Only tentative conclusions could be drawn from that study because of the relatively simple nature of the program under consideration. In this case study the program combines I/O and computation in essential and non-trivial ways. The results of the previous study were encouraging regarding the ease of reasoning about I/O operations on functional languages, but more work was required. There are, therefore, a number of issues to be addressed:

Question 1. How do the reasoning techniques used in [2] scale when applied to more complex programs which perform arbitrary I/O actions?

Our aim is to reason about the side-effects of a program on its environment. It is therefore an essential property of our reasoning system that it enables us to discuss I/O actions in a functional program in terms of their side effects. Since we are interested in both Haskell[5] and Clean[8] we require I/O system models which can accommodate both languages. The differences between the two I/O systems raises another question:

Question 2. Do the different I/O systems used by Haskell and Clean lead to any significant differences in the proofs developed for each program, and if so do these differences correspond to differences in ease of reasoning?
2 Make

A standard programming utility is the `make` tool, which automates certain parts of program compilation. The essential features of `make` are:

1. It controls all necessary compilation to ensure that the most up-to-date sources are used in the target program,
2. It ensures that no *unnecessary* compilations are performed where source files have not changed.

To facilitate our case study we produced two programs from an abstract specification of the standard `make` utility: one written in the functional programming language Haskell, and one in the functional programming language Clean. Each program implemented the specification for `make` but used the native I/O system for the language (Haskell uses a monadic I/O system while Clean uses a system based on unique types).

For this study we can observe that the I/O `make` performs is limited to:

1. Reading the description of the program dependencies from a text file (the “makefile”),
2. Checking these dependencies against the filesystem to determine what compilation work needs to be done,
3. Executing external commands as detailed in the makefile in order to bring the target program up to date.

The I/O performed in the first point is of little interest from a reasoning point of view (being essentially a parsing problem) and so we consider our make program only from the position where the dependencies have been read and examined. These dependencies can be represented by a tree-like data structure where there is a root node representing a goal (a file to be built) and a number of sub-trees representing dependencies. Each node in the tree has an associated command to be run when the goal at that node should be rebuilt.

In this paper we are only interested in certain contexts, which we will refer to as “reasonable” uses of `make`: we will allow, for instance, only certain kinds of commands to be used in the makefile (see Sect. 3). We make these restrictions as we are interested in `make` only as a tool to assist in exploring the issues which arise in reasoning about the side-effects of programs.

3 The Possibility of I/O Proofs

An obvious concern is the possibility or practicality of doing any kind of formal proofs involving I/O, which accompanies a concern regarding the lack of concurrency in our model. The gist of the argument is as follows:

On a real machine with a real OS there are many other processes running concurrently, so the I/O model needs to deal with these. In any case, some other process may make arbitrary changes to the filesystem while...
make is running so it becomes impossible to give a formal proof of any property, even in the unlikely event of having a complete formal model covering all possible concurrent processes.

We first address the issue of the impossibility/impracticality of doing formal proofs of the I/O behaviour of make (or any other similar program). First, consider the reaction of a make user if someone was to replace their make program with a broken version, or even go to such extremes as to substitute a completely different program (renaming cat to make, for example). The user would rapidly become aware that something was up. The point is, in typical uses of the make program, users have reasonable expectations for its behaviour, which are generally met, by and large. The main reason is that most users rely on an operating system to ensure that there aren’t arbitrary and destructive changes to the collection of files being manipulated by make. Despite the theoretical possibility of concurrent processes making arbitrary changes to a user’s files, the common practical use of make occurs in a much more controlled environment.

If informally we know what to expect of make, then it is possible to consider formal proofs of its properties. If arbitrary concurrent behaviour elsewhere in the system makes it impossible to reason formally about its behaviour, then it is just as impossible to reason informally about its behaviour, and its behaviour in that context will appear arbitrary.

In this case-study we have adopted an abstraction which ignores concurrent changes to the file system — we assume such changes occur to parts of the filesystem beyond the scope of any particular use of make. This is the normal mode of use for this program. We have also ignored the fact that makefiles can specify arbitrary commands to be run, instead assuming that all commands are “well-behaved”, by which we mean that their net effect is to create their target if absent or modify it so that its timestamp becomes the most recent in the system. Just as arbitrary concurrent processes make it impossible to reason about make, either formally or informally, so does the use of arbitrary commands in makefiles (consider, as a particularly perverse example, a command which invokes another instance of make with a different makefile containing a completely different dependency ordering over the same collection of files!). As make’s sole concern is with examining timestamps and running commands to bring targets up-to-date, this abstraction suffices to capture the behaviour for which the make program can reasonably be held responsible. The informal descriptions of make do not make any reference to concurrent processes, so we need not consider them. In any case, what could the program documentation say about other processes, other than issue a warning that the program’s behaviour is not guaranteed in the presence of arbitrary destructive concurrent processes? It is important to note that we are not advocating a position that states that reasoning about I/O in general need not consider concurrency issues. In general such issues are important and will be the subject of future case studies. However, in the case of the make program they are a distraction.

A final comment is also required about the perception that formal proof is useless unless it is somehow “complete”, i.e. covering every aspect of the system
being modelled. This view was encouraged by early formal methods research which sought to produce systems which were completely verified “head-to-toe” (e.g. [1]). However formal proof is much more practical when it focuses on aspects of interest (usually safety critical), by exploiting suitable choices of abstractions. In this case-study we discuss formal reasoning about I/O activities of versions of make implemented in Haskell and Clean, in an environment where no concurrent processes affect the files under consideration, and all makefile commands behave like “touch” from the perspective of make. Furthermore, the main aim of this case-study is to compare the effects of the distinct I/O approaches (monads vs. uniqueness-typing) on the ease of reasoning formally about I/O in such programs.

4 Behaviour of Make

There are six principal theorems relating to the implementation of make. The proofs are contained in [4], and for brevity we will give only an informal statement of each theorem before discussing the proof tactics in more depth. Each of these theorems is true under the simplifying assumptions of the I/O model and program abstractions performed on the original programs.

- Theorem 1 states that files whose names do not appear in the makefile will not have their modification times changed by running make.
- Theorem 2 states that directly after executing the command for a file, that file will be newer than any other file in the file system.
- Theorem 3 states that after executing make the modification time of a file will be no earlier than it was before running make.
- Theorem 4 states that following an execution of make the topmost dependency in the tree will be newer than all of the dependencies under it.
- Theorem 5 states that if the top dependency in the tree has not changed following an execution of make, then all of the dependencies under it will also be unchanged.
- Theorem 6 states that following an execution of make that Theorem 4 holds recursively through the tree.

These theorems form the specification of make’s behaviour, and are the basis for the implementations.

5 Implementation of Make

We use a simple algebraic datatype to represent the dependency tree. There are additional constraints on the construction of the tree: the tree must be finite, and when names are repeated in different parts of the tree they must contain identical subtrees (see Sect. 5).

```
type Name = FilePath
type Command = String
data Target = Target Name Command [Target] | Leaf Name
```
The recursive portion of the make algorithm is (in Haskell):

```haskell
make :: Target -> IO FileTime
make (Leaf nm) = do
    mtime <- getFileTime nm
    if (mtime==NoFileTime)
        then error ("can't make "++nm++"!")
        else return mtime

make (Target nm cmd depends) = do
    mtime <- getFileTime nm
    ctimes <- update_deps depends
    if (mtime <= (newest ctimes))
        then do
            exec nm cmd
            getFileTime nm
        else
            return mtime

update_deps = mapM make
```

Similar implementations in Clean are provided, highlighting the different programming style encouraged by the Clean I/O system. In order to provide a fully operational implementation in Clean it was necessary to provide the implementation details of the `exec` function using Clean’s foreign language interface.

```clean
make :: Target *World -> (FileTime, *World)
make (Leaf n w) = make' (filedate n w)
where make' (NoFileTime, w) = abort ("No rule for"++n)
          make' (FileTime t, w) = (FileTime t, w)

make (Target n c depends) w
    # (times,w) = update_deps depends w
    # (this_time,w) = filedate n w
    | this_time <= (maxList times) = filedate n (exec c w)
    | otherwise = (this_time,w)

update_deps [] w = ([],w)
update_deps [x:xs] w # (t,w) = make x w
    # (ts,w) = update_deps xs w
    = ([t:ts],w)
```

Both implementations of `make` contain error handling code that is not significant to normal execution. In order to simplify the proof process we produce abstracted forms of these programs which eliminate the error handling clauses. When proving properties of these abstracted programs we will supply suitable preconditions so that the proofs become, in effect, statements that hold for all
cases where errors do not occur. In this way we can simplify the production of the proofs (we intend exploring programs with error cases in future work).

6 The I/O Model

To facilitate the proofs we provide a model of I/O that covers all the operations used by the make implementations. Times can be represented as integers (from some suitable zero-moment).

\[ t \in \text{EpochTime} = \mathbb{Z} \]

Each file can have a time associated with it; we also provide a value to represent the lack of a file time (associated with a missing file). We also represent names, commands and the target dependency tree in the obvious way:

\[ f \in \text{FileTime} = \text{FileTime EpochTime} \ | \ \text{NoFileTime} \]

The filesystem is represented as a map from (file)names to times. We can represent the complete world that the program operates in as the product of a filesystem and a universal clock:

\[ \phi \in \text{FS} = \text{Name} \xrightarrow{m} \text{EpochTime} \]

\[ W, (\phi, \tau) \in \text{World} = \text{FS} \times \text{EpochTime} \]

The level of abstraction chosen for this case study is high enough to eliminate any need to model the contents of files, or any filesystem operations other than touching a file to update the modification time. This operation corresponds to the notion of updating a file, without committing to any specific notion of what the update involves. The operation will ensure that after the action the named file exists with an “up to date” file time, regardless of the state of the file before the action was performed.

We provide an ordering on times where the “missing” time is older than all other possible times, and times are ordered sequentially otherwise. This is a convenient representation for make as it allows us to view missing files as being older than all other files and therefore eternally out of date.

\[ \text{NoFileTime} \preceq f = \text{True} \]

\[ (\text{FileTime} t_1) \preceq (\text{FileTime} t_2) = t_1 \leq t_2 \]

We provide two operations on the filesystem. The first allows us to look up the value associated with a given file name, which will be the file’s modification time. We do not advance the clock in this operation.

\[ \text{getFileType} : \text{Name} \rightarrow \text{World} \rightarrow \text{FileTime} \]

\[ \text{getFileType}[n](\phi, \tau) \equiv n \in \text{dom} \phi \rightarrow \text{FileTime} \phi(n) \ , \ \text{NoFileTime} \]

The second important operation is to execute command ‘cmd’. We assume here that the execution of a command \( c \) with associated filename \( n \) will have
exactly the effect of updating the associated file date in the filesystem and advancing the universal clock.

\[
\text{exec} : \text{Name} \rightarrow \text{Command} \rightarrow \text{World} \rightarrow \text{World}
\]
\[
\text{exec } n \ c \ (\phi, \tau) = (\phi \uparrow \{ n \mapsto \tau + 1 \}, \tau + 1)
\]

This assumption allows us to reason effectively about the “exec” operation which would otherwise be capable of performing any arbitrary transformation on the world model. The intention of this definition of “exec” is to model a particular case of program execution by make, which corresponds to running a simple compiler. We use the operator \(\uparrow\), called override, to introduce and replace bindings in a map. The notation \(\phi \uparrow \{ n \mapsto \alpha \}\) indicates that in the map \(\phi\), the value \(n\) should mapped to the value \(\alpha\) in the resultant map.

It is clear from this model that we are only interested in modelling “reasonable” uses of make. As described in Sect. 3, a full implementation of make (such as GNU Make [3]) can contain arbitrary system commands, shell scripts and calls to arbitrary programs which we do not attempt to model.

7 Semantics

We use a natural semantics for the functional languages, and a notation for the I/O model which resembles the functional languages under consideration. The intention here is to simplify the presentation of the results by working in a notation which matches closely the original programs, but with the reasoning steps justified by the IVDM [13] [14] semantics provided. In effect we are using a functional syntax with IVDM semantics.

In [2] both functional programs were rewritten in a common syntax to facilitate a comparison of the reasoning steps in the proofs, and the proofs were performed on that common syntax. In this paper we have chosen to work at a level closer to the original languages since there is no clear advantage to syntactically sugaring the programs into a neutral form in this case.

For the Clean semantics this essentially consists of a model of the world containing a filesystem and clock:

\[
:: \text{FS} :== [(\text{Name},\text{EpochTime})]
:: \text{World} :== (\text{FS},\text{EpochTime})
\]

Implementations of the I/O operations used in the program are provided in terms of their effect on this \text{World} value. These implementations reflect the embedding of the I/O model of Sect. 6 into the semantics of the language. Note that in a Clean implementation the \text{World} value requires uniqueness attribution, which is not required here since we are safely in the domain of the language semantics. Indeed, the I/O model does not have a direct equivalent to this attribute. We note, however, that the use of the \text{World} value remains single-threaded.

For the Haskell semantics we take a particular view of the IO monad and include an explicit representation of the world in the program so that we can
directly state the required properties. The World type is defined as above, and a new IO type is wrapped around it to represent the IO monad.

\[
:: 
\text{IO} \ a = \text{IO} \ (\text{World} \rightarrow (\text{World}, \ a))
\]

The usual set of monadic operators ("bind", "seq" and "return") are provided, along with rules for a desugaring of Haskell’s idiomatic do notation that will allow the Haskell program to be rewritten in terms of this IO monad definition.

\[
\text{return} \ v = \text{retf} \text{ where retf} = \text{IO} \ (\lambda w \rightarrow (w,v))
\]

\[
(\text{IO} \ f1) >>= \text{ac2} = \text{IO} \ \text{bindf}
\]

where bindf \ w =

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let} \ (w1,v) &= (f1 \ w) \\
(\text{IO} \ f2) &= (\text{ac2} \ v) \\
\text{in} \ (f2 \ w1)
\end{align*}
\]

Note that we choose a model for the monad that introduces an explicit state value (here called ”World”). We do this in order to allow explicit statements to be made regarding the world state.

The implementation we have chosen is a standard representation of a monad which manages state, as used in [12], [10]. It satisfies the necessary laws to be considered a monad in the Haskell sense.

This choice of an implementation for the IO monad should not be taken as a limitation of the proofs. The only properties we require are that the sequencing be correct (as required by the monad laws), so that there is an unambiguous state available at the necessary points in the proof, and that the state be preserved between I/O actions. It seems most convenient to maintain this state explicitly within the monad so that it is directly available when required.

We introduce the usual set of map manipulation operations (such as override) and give semantics to the necessary I/O operations. For instance:

\[
\text{exec nm cmd} = \text{IO} \ (\lambda (p,k) \rightarrow ((\text{override nm} \ (k+1) \ p, k+1),()))
\]

This operation override corresponds to the \( \dagger \) operator introduced earlier, and indicates that the map \( p \) is having its mapping from \( nm \) replaced.

In the Haskell proof the use of the monadic operators (\( >>=, >> \) and \text{return}) presents a problem. These operators are used to enforce the single threading of the world value by disallowing any other function access to the explicit world value. This single threading is a necessary property of any implementation, but when attempting to produce our proofs it is necessary to refer directly to that value and inspect it. This is necessary because the properties that we wish to establish via the proofs are properties of that world value, and it will be necessary to trace the transformations applied to the world in order to verify that the property holds. One solution to this problem is to carefully unwrap the monadic value each time the world must be inspected, and re-wrap it again before the next proof step is taken. While possible, this approach requires an inconvenient degree of mechanical work. Instead, we provide a number of new operators related to
the standard monadic combinators. These operators can be used to lift a world value out of a monadic computation so that it can be inspected and manipulated in a proof. The three most interesting of these operators are:

- \( \geq \to \), called “after”, an operator which applies a monadic \( \text{IO} \) action to a world value, effectively performing the requested action and producing a new world. The function can be trivially defined:

\[
(\geq \to) :: \text{World} \to (\text{IO} \ a) \to (\text{World}, a)
\]

\[
w \geq \to (\text{IO} \ f) = (f \ w)
\]

- \( \to \to \), called “world-after”, an operator which transforms a world value using an IO action. The result of this operation is a new world value which represents the changes made.

\[
(\to \to) :: \text{World} \to (\text{IO} \ a) \to \text{World}
\]

\[
w \to \to \text{act} = \text{fst} (w \geq \to \text{act})
\]

- \( \to \wedge \to \), called “value-after”, the corresponding operator to \( \to \to \), which transforms a value but does not retain the new world value that was produced.

\[
(\to \wedge \to) :: \text{World} \to (\text{IO} \ a) \to a
\]

\[
w \to \wedge \to \text{act} = \text{snd} (w \geq \to \text{act})
\]

These operators can be seen in action in section Sect. 8.1 where they are used to make statements about the before- and after-execution state of the world. Note that we can safely define and use these operators in our proof since we are working with a type correct program, which is therefore safely single-threaded. These operators would not be safe if added into a functional language, but are appropriate for reasoning.

8 Proofs About Make

The subjects of the proofs performed can be placed into five distinct categories (the proof numbering scheme is taken from [4]):

1. Proofs relating to \texttt{pre\_make}, the general precondition for make. \texttt{pre\_make} states a number of simple properties about the world (for instance, that the clock maintained in the world state has a later time than any of the files in the filesystem) and the dependency tree. This precondition captures several assumptions which are not expressed in the I/O specification itself. The proofs in this category mostly show that once \texttt{pre\_make} holds, it continues to hold under various transformations.

2. Proofs relating to the structure of the dependency tree. The \texttt{pre\_make} precondition requires the dependency tree used in \texttt{make} to maintain certain properties, which these proofs establish (for instance, the property that if two targets are equal then their subtrees are also equal. This proof effectively states that whenever a filename appears more than once in a makefile the dependencies must be the same both times). The proofs in this category are solely tree manipulation proofs and do not use the I/O model of section Sect. [5].
3. Proofs which make general statements regarding the I/O model and the operation of `make` in that world (for instance, a proof that if a filename "n" does not appear in the dependency tree then running `make` will not affect that file). These proofs establish invariants and theorems for `make`.

4. Proofs related to the sequencing of I/O operations over the execution lifetime of `make`; for instance, the proof that after running `make` files will age or remain unchanged (they will not get younger).

5. Proofs of high-level properties (in a sense, the interesting properties) of `make`, for instance the proof that following a run of `make` none of the dependencies will be older than the target.

We make a number of assumptions in order to simplify the process of reasoning about the programs, most of which are captured in a predicate `pre_make` which is used as a precondition. A few assumptions are also encoded in the model of the I/O system. The essential assumptions are:

- The dependency graph is a directed acyclic graph with the special property that all nodes with repeated names also share identical subtrees (that is, cycles have been converted into duplications, and filenames are not repeated any other way).
- At the start of the program, the world-clock is later than any of the times in the filesystem (that is, no file has a future date). This property is required only to make the expression of various properties more elegant, as they would otherwise require additional side-conditions to eliminate postdated files.
- Program execution, as performed by `exec`, has no observable effect on the filesystem other than updating the time of a single, specifically named file.

In general the proofs will require that the precondition `pre_make` is true, and are expressed as consequences of that condition.

### 8.1 Formal Statement of Properties

In order to commence the proof a formal statement of the property to be proved is produced, generally in terms of application of `make` to some arbitrary world (although some proofs are statements of general properties of the dependency trees and do not involve the world value).

Haskell formulations of two formal statements, along with natural language descriptions of the properties, are:

1. \((\text{pre_make } t \ w) \Rightarrow (\text{deps_older } (w \rightarrow \text{make } t) \ t)\)
   Following an invocation of `make` the target will be newer (or at least will have the same time) as its dependencies.

2. \((\text{pre_make } t \ w) \&\& (n \ \text{'notElem'} \ (\text{allnames } t)) \Rightarrow (\text{filesSame } [n] \ w \ (w \rightarrow \text{make } t))\)
   If a given file is not mentioned in the makefile (and therefore in the dependency graph) then it will remain unchanged following an invocation of `make`. 
The function $\text{filesSame}$ used in that definition states that a sequence of files have not had their modification times changed between two worlds:

$$\text{filesSame :: [Name] -> World -> World -> Bool}$$

$$\text{filesSame ns w1 w2 = all fileSame ns}$$

where $\text{fileSame n = (w1 >\sim> getFileTime n)==(w2 >\sim> getFileTime n)}$

The Clean language expressions of the formal statements are very similar to the Haskell statements with suitable changes to reflect the different I/O system. For example, the first property listed above is expressed as

$$(\text{pre_make t w}) \implies (\text{deps_older (snd (make t w))) t})$$

in the Clean proofs, and the second is

$$(\text{pre_make t w}) \&\& (\text{notElem n (allnames t)}) \implies (\text{filesSame [n] w (fst (make t w)))}$$

Note that the operators $\implies$, etc. are needed in the Haskell theorems to introduce the worlds over which we are quantifying, but in Clean the world appears explicitly as a variable and so no special machinery is needed in order to refer to it. Nevertheless, it is sometimes convenient to introduce definitions for these operators in Clean; see the definition on page 81. Some implications of the syntactic and semantic correspondences between Clean and Haskell are discussed in Sect. 8.2.

8.2 Sketches of Sample Proofs

In general the proof bodies are too large to be included here, and can be found in [4]. For consistency we use the proof numbering scheme of that document when it is necessary to refer to proofs. We show a representative proof and discuss the general approaches taken, in order to support the conclusions.

The proofs generally proceed by rewrites of the statements using the formal semantics of the appropriate language referred to in Sect. 7, and a number of the basic proofs are used to “bootstrap” more sophisticated reasoning techniques (HL.2.13, for instance, is concerned with proving the validity of a form of induction). We show here an outline of the critical lemma required by Theorem H.1, which establishes that files which are not mentioned in the makefile will not be affected by runs of $\text{make}$. As indicated by the prefix H, this is a proof about the Haskell program (Clean proofs and lemmas are prefixed by the letter C). We begin with the formal statement of the required property:

$$(\text{pre_make t w}) \&\& (\text{n ‘notElem‘ (allnames t))} \implies (\text{filesSame [n] w (w >\sim> make t)})$$

We proceed by structural induction on $t$, starting as usual with the base case:

**Base Case: $t = \text{(Leaf n1)}$**

$\langle \text{defn. of make on leaves (HL.4.1.2) } \rangle$

$$(w >\sim> \text{make (Leaf n1)}) = w$$
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⇒ ⟨ HL.5.1 (filesSame is an equivalence relation) ⟩

(filesSame [n] w (w --> make (Leaf n1)))

⇒ ⟨ adding pre-condition ⟩

(pre_make t w) &\& (n ‘notElem’ (allnames t)) -->
  (filesSame [n] w (w --> make t))

**Inductive Case:** t = (Target n1 m ts) We proceed then to the inductive case:

(Inductive hypothesis)

all (\t1-->FORALL w1: (pre_make t1 w1) &\& (n ‘notElem’ (allnames t1))
  --> (filesSame [n] w1 (w1 --> make t1))) ts

⇒ ⟨ Firstly, let ws = trace make ts w. Then, instantiating all w1 in the inductive hypothesis ⟩

all (\(t1,w1) --> (pre_make t1 w1) &\& (n ‘notElem’ (allnames t1))
  --> (filesSame [n] w1 (w1 --> make t1))) (zip ts ws)

The trace structure referred to in the hint is introduced by trace which will repeatedly apply make, but returns not only the final World value which results, but all intermediate World values as well; this allows us to reason about the individual applications of make. The appropriate definition of trace for the Haskell proof is:

\[
\text{trace} :: (a \rightarrow \text{IO} b) \rightarrow \text{[a]} \rightarrow \text{World} \rightarrow \text{[World]}
\]

\[
\text{trace} a \, \text{[]} \, w = [w]
\]

\[
\text{trace} a \, (p:ps) \, w = (w : (\text{trace} \, a \, ps \, (w --> a \, p)))
\]

The proof continues:

⇒ ⟨ Assuming local pre_make pre-condition, and using HL.3.4 ⟩

all (\(t1,w1) --> (n ‘notElem’ (allnames t1))
  --> (filesSame [n] w1 (w1 --> make t1))) (zip ts ws)

⇒ ⟨ Also, since ((allnames t1) ‘subset’ (allnames t)), assuming the second local pre-condition yields: ⟩

all (\(t1,w1) --> (filesSame [n] w1 (w1 --> make t1))) (zip ts ws)
= (rewriting, using trace properties.)

all (\(w1,w2) --> filesSame [n] w1 w2)) (zip ws (tail ws))
⇒ ⟨ Since filesSame is an equivalence relation (HL.5.1): ⟩

(filesSame [n] w (last ws))
= ⟨ HL.3.4.2 (trace properties) ⟩
(filesSame [n] w (w --> update_deps ts))
⇒ ⟨ Adding make defn. (HL.4.1.3) ⟩
\[(w \rightarrow \text{make } t) = (w \rightarrow \text{do } \{ \text{ctime} \leftarrow \text{getFileTime } n1; \text{mtimes} \leftarrow \text{update_deps } ts; \text{if } (\text{ctime} \geq (\text{newest } \text{mtimes})) \text{ then } \{ \text{exec } n1 \text{ m}; \text{getFileTime } n1 \} \text{ else return } \text{ctime};\}) \] 

\&\& (\text{filesSame } [n] w (w \rightarrow \text{update_deps } ts))

\textbf{If } (\text{ctime} \geq (\text{newest } \text{mtimes}))

\[(w \rightarrow \text{make } t) = (w \rightarrow \text{do } \{ \text{ctime} \leftarrow \text{getFileTime } n1; \text{mtimes} \leftarrow \text{update_deps } ts; \text{exec } n1 \text{ m; } \text{getFileTime } n1;\}) \] 

\&\& (\text{filesSame } [n] w (w \rightarrow \text{update_deps} ts))

\Rightarrow (\text{filesSame } [n] (w \rightarrow \text{make } t))

\textbf{End-If}

\textbf{If} (\text{ctime} < \text{newest } \text{mtimes}):

\[(w \rightarrow \text{make } t) = (w \rightarrow \text{do } \{ \text{ctime} \leftarrow \text{getFileTime } n1; \text{mtimes} \leftarrow \text{update_deps } ts; \text{return } \text{ctime};\}) \] 

\&\& (\text{filesSame } [n] w (w \rightarrow \text{update_deps } ts))

\Rightarrow (\text{filesSame } [n] (w \rightarrow \text{make } t))

\textbf{End-If}

\textbf{In order to prove the same property for the Clean program we produce a similar statement of the required property:}
(pre_make t w) ==> (deps_older (snd (make t w))) t

and proceed inductively as we did for the Haskell proof. There are some minor
syntactic differences in the Clean proof, for instance the case analysis in the
inductive case is produced by guarded equations in the body of make (rather
than an if-expression), giving:

letb (times,w) = update_deps depends w in
  letb (this_time,w) = filedate n w in
  filedate n (exec c w)

in place of the monadic body offered in the Haskell program (here letb refers to a
“let-before” structure which semantically matches the Clean hash-let notation).
Despite this superficial difference the structure of the reasoning in the Clean
proof is essentially identical to the structure of the Haskell proof. Provision of
suitable definitions of some of the reasoning operators such as:

(>->) :: World (World -> (World,a)) -> World
(>->) w f = fst (f w)

(>˜>) :: World (World -> (World,a)) -> a
(>˜>) w f = snd (f w)

can make the proofs textually similar (and in some cases, identical).

9 Conclusions

Our first conclusion is that reasoning about I/O systems is made much easier by
the provision of suitable domain-specific models of the I/O system. The simple
model of the filesystem used in this study is well suited to establishing various
interesting properties of make and does not include any unnecessary or distract-
ing details about file contents. It is likely that similar domain specific models for
other programs can be derived from richer I/O system models by filtering the
models based on the I/O primitives that are used in solving a specific problem.

We also observed that the provision of a suitable set of mathematical tools
which represent either commonly performed program actions, or common reason-
ing patterns in the proof, simplify the proof process. In particular, the apparent
need to manipulate the structured IO monad during proofs that need to inspect
the action of side-effects on the world value can be removed by the provision of
suitable operators, such as >>- and >>->. By removing the need to manipulate
the IO monad directly these operators simplify the production of proofs about
the effects of programs. Furthermore these operators represent basic abstractions
for I/O-performing programs, such as “world after execution” and semantically
equivalent operations can be provided for I/O systems other than the monadic.
This means that proofs expressed in terms of these operators will sometimes be
reusable when establishing properties of programs in other systems. This means
that a suitable set of reasoning operators can provide a unifying framework for
reasoning about I/O in various I/O systems.
In [2] we explored a program which manipulated a small part of the world filesystem component, namely a single file. This lead us to a tentative conclusion that the explicit environment passing style of Clean programs was easier to reason about because (i) we could confine our attention to the small portion of the world state under consideration, and (ii) because we did not have the small overhead of unwrapping the monad.

However, the case study presented here differs crucially in that (i) the program involves the state of the entire filesystem at every step, and (ii) we have developed a set of operators which simplify the proofs in both paradigms. We can conclude that for this case study, the differences in reasoning overhead between the two paradigms are too small to be of any concern.

As to the question of how the reasoning techniques of [2] scale when applied to larger programs, it is clear to us that as the programs become more complex some new techniques are required to deal with the additional complexity, for instance, the trace operation, but that the basic approach works well.

9.1 Future Work
We intend investigating further the potential of reasoning about side-effects performed by functional programs, with the intention of proving correctness properties of the programs. It will also be necessary to perform further case studies on suitably sized programs to establish how general the properties found here are, and to determine how the proof approaches taken here generalise.

The production of a more complete I/O model with techniques for filtering out aspects of that model that are not required for specific proofs will probably be a requirement of further case studies.

The identification of more reasoning operators and proof abstraction techniques will be required to simplify the production of proofs which are currently quite lengthy. It will also be important to produce more sophisticated mechanisms for modelling the error handling techniques used (particularly the exception based approach of Haskell).

One technique to manage the length of the more complex proofs would be machine assistance. Embedding a functional definition of the I/O model being used, such as that described in Sect. 6 into a theorem prover suited to reasoning about functional programs (for example, Sparkle [7]) would be an interesting exercise and may help to make the size of more complex proofs tractable.
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Abstract. Software testing is a labor-intensive, and hence expensive, yet heavily used technique to control quality. In this paper we introduce Gast, a fully automatic test tool. Properties about functions and datatypes can be expressed in first order logic. Gast automatically and systematically generates appropriate test data, evaluates the property for these values, and analyzes the test results. This makes it easier and cheaper to test software components. The distinguishing property of our system is that the test data are generated in a systematic and generic way using generic programming techniques. This implies that there is no need for the user to indicate how data should be generated. Moreover, duplicated tests are avoided, and for finite domains Gast is able to prove a property by testing it for all possible values. As an important side-effect, it also encourages stating formal properties of the software.

1 Introduction

Testing is an important and heavily used technique to measure and ensure software quality. It is part of almost any software project. The testing phase of typical projects takes up to 50% of the total project effort, and hence contributes significantly to the project costs. Any change in the software can potentially influence the result of a test. For this reason tests have to be repeated often. This is error-prone, boring, time consuming, and expensive.

In this paper we introduce a tool for automatic software testing. Automatic testing significantly reduces the effort of individual tests. This implies that performing the same test becomes cheaper, or one can do more tests within the same budget. In this paper we restrict ourselves to functional testing, i.e. examination whether the software obeys the given specification.

In this context we distinguish four steps in the process of functional testing: 1) formulation of a property to be obeyed: what has to be tested; 2) generation of test data: the decision for which input values the property should be examined, 3) test execution: running the program with the generated test data, and 4) test result analysis: making a verdict based on the results of the test execution.

The introduced Generic Automatic Software Test system, Gast, performs the last three steps fully automatically. Gast generates test data based on the types used in the properties, it executes the test for the generated test values, and gives an analysis of these test results. The system either produces a message that the property is proven, or the property has successfully passed the specified number of tests, or Gast shows a counterexample.
GAST makes testing easier and cheaper. As an important side-effect it encourages the writing of properties that should hold. This contribute to the documentation of the system. Moreover, there is empirical evidence that writing specifications on its own contributes to the quality of the system [16].

GAST is implemented in the functional programming language Clean [14]. The primary goal is to test software written in Clean. However, it is not restricted to software written in Clean. Functions written in other languages can be called through the foreign function interface, or programs can be invoked.

The properties to be tested are expressed as functions in Clean, they have the power of first order predicate logic. The specifications can state properties about individual functions and datatypes as well as larger pieces of software, or even about complete programs. The definition of properties and their semantics are introduced in Section 3.

Existing automatic test systems, such as QuickCheck [3, 4], use random generation of test data. When the test involves user-defined datatypes, the tester has to indicate how elements of that type should be generated. Our test system, GAST, improves both points. Using systematic generation of test data, duplicated tests involving user-defined types do not occur. This makes even proofs possible. By using a generic generator the tester does not have to define how elements of a user-defined type have to be generated. Although GAST has many similarities with QuickCheck, it differs in the language to specify properties (possibilities and semantics), the generation of test data and execution of tests (by using generics), and the analysis of test results (proofs). Hence, we present GAST as a self-contained tool. We will point out similarities and differences between the tools whenever appropriate.

Generic programming deals with the universal representation of a type instead of concrete types. This is explained in Section 2. Automatic data generation is treated in Section 4. If the tester wants to control the generation of data explicitly, he is able to do so (Section 7).

After these preparations, the test execution is straightforward. The property is tested for the generated test data. GAST uses the code generated by the Clean compiler to compute the result of applying a property to test data. This has two important advantages. First, there cannot exist semantic differences between the ordinary Clean code and the interpretation of properties. Secondly, it keeps GAST simple. In this way we are able to construct a light-weight test system. This is treated in Section 5. Next, test result analysis is illustrated by some examples. In Section 7 we introduce some additional tools to improve the test result analysis. Finally, we discuss related work and open issues and we conclude.

2 Generic Programming

Generic programming [7, 16] is based on a universal tree representation of datatypes. Whenever required, elements of any datatype can be transformed to and from that universal tree representation. The generic algorithm is defined on this tree representation. By applying the appropriate transformations, this generic algorithm can be applied to any type.
Generic programming is essential for the implementation of GAST. However, users do not have to know anything about generic programming. The reader who wants to get an impression of GAST might skip this Section on first reading.

Generic extensions are currently developed for Haskell [10] and Clean [12]. In this paper we will use Clean without any loss of generality.

2.1 Generic Types

The universal type is constructed using the following type definitions [1].

```plaintext
:: UNIT = UNIT  // leaf of the type tree
:: PAIR a b = PAIR a b  // branch in the tree
:: EITHER a b = LEFT a | RIGHT b  // choice between a and b
```

As an example, we give two algebraic datatypes, Color and List, and their generic representation, Color\textsubscript{g} and List\textsubscript{g}. The symbol \texttt{==} in the generic version of the definition indicates that it are just type synonyms, they do not define new types.

```plaintext
::Color = Red | Yellow | Blue  // ordinary algebraic type definition
::Color\textsubscript{g} ::= EITHER (EITHER UNIT UNIT) UNIT  // generic representation
::List a = Nil | Cons a (List a)
::List\textsubscript{g} a ::= EITHER UNIT (PAIR a (List a))
```

The transformation from the user-defined type to its generic counterpart are done by automatically generated functions like:

```plaintext
ColorToGeneric :: Color \rightarrow EITHER (EITHER UNIT UNIT) UNIT
ColorToGeneric Red = LEFT (LEFT UNIT)
ColorToGeneric Yellow = LEFT (RIGHT UNIT)
ColorToGeneric Blue = RIGHT UNIT
ListToGeneric :: (List a) \rightarrow EITHER UNIT (PAIR a (List a))
ListToGeneric Nil = LEFT UNIT
ListToGeneric (Cons x xs) = RIGHT (PAIR x xs)
```

The generic system automatically generates these functions and their inverses.

2.2 Generic Functions

Based on this representation of types one can define generic functions. As example we will show the generic definition of equality [3].

```plaintext
generic gEq a :: a a -> Bool
gEq{UNIT} = True
gEq{PAIR} fa fx (PAIR a x) (PAIR b y) = fa a b && fx x y
gEq{EITHER} fl fr (LEFT x) (LEFT y) = fl x y
gEq{EITHER} fl fr (RIGHT x) (RIGHT y) = fr x y
```

1 Clean uses additional constructs for information on constructors and record fields.
2 We use the direct generic representation of result types instead of the type synonyms Color\textsubscript{g} and List\textsubscript{g} since it shows the structure of result more clearly.
3 We only consider the basic type Int here. Other basic types are handled similarly.
The generic system provides additional arguments to the instances for \texttt{PAIR} and \texttt{EITHER} to compare instances of the type arguments (a and b in the definition).

In order to use this equality for \texttt{Color} an instance of \texttt{gEq} for \texttt{Color} must be derived by: \texttt{derive gEq Color}. The system generates code equivalent to
\[
\text{gEq{|Color|}} \ x \ y = \text{gEq{|EITHER|}} \ (\text{gEq{|UNIT|}} \ \text{gEq{|UNIT|}}) \\
\text{gEq{|UNIT|}} \ (\text{ColorToGeneric} \ x) \ (\text{ColorToGeneric} \ y)
\]
The additional arguments needed by \texttt{gEq{|EITHER|}} in \texttt{gEq{|Color|}} are determined by the generic representation of the type \texttt{Color}: \texttt{Color}_g.

If this version of equality is not what you want, you can always define your own instance of \texttt{gEq} for \texttt{Color}, instead of deriving the default.

The infix version of this generic equality is defined as:
\[
(===) \ 	ext{infix 4} :: !a !a -> \text{Bool} \ | \ gEq{|*|} \ a \\
(===) \ x \ y = gEq{|*|} \ x \ y
\]
The addition \texttt{|C \ a} to a type is a class restriction: the type \texttt{a} should be in class \texttt{C}. Here it implies that the operator \texttt{===} can only be applied to type \texttt{a}, if there exists a defined or derived instance of \texttt{gEq} for \texttt{a}.

This enables us to write expressions like \texttt{Red \ === \ Blue}. The necessary type conversions form \texttt{Color} to \texttt{Color}_g need not to be specified, they are generated and applied at the appropriate places by the generic system.

It is important to note that the user of types like \texttt{Color} and \texttt{List} need not be aware of the generic representation of types. Types can be used and introduced as normally; the static type system also checks the consistent use of types as usual.

### 3 Specification of Properties

The first step in the testing process is the formulation of properties in a formalism that can be handled by GAST. In order to handle properties from first order predicate logic in GAST we represent them as functions in Clean. These functions can be used to specify properties of single functions or operations in Clean, as well as properties of large combinations of functions, or even of entire programs.

Each property is expressed by a function yielding a Boolean value. Expressions with value \texttt{True} indicates a successful test, \texttt{False} indicates a counter example. This solves the famous \textit{oracle problem}: how do we decide whether the result of a test is correct.

The arguments of such a property represent the universal variables of the logical expression. Properties can have any number of arguments, each of these arguments can be of any type.

In this paper we will only consider well-defined and finite values as test data. Due to this restriction we are able to use the \texttt{and}-operator (\texttt{&&}) and \texttt{or}-operator (\texttt{||}) of \texttt{Clean} to represent the logical operators \texttt{and} (\&\&) and \texttt{or} (\texttt{||}) respectively.

Our first example involves the implementation of the logical \texttt{or}-function using only a two-input \texttt{nand}-function as basic building element.
or :: Bool Bool -> Bool
or x y = nand (not x) (not y) where not x = nand x x

The desired property is that the value of this function is always equal to the value of the ordinary or-operator, ||, from CLEAN. That is, the ||-operator serves as specification for the new implementation, or. In logic, this is:

\[ \forall x \in \text{Bool} . \forall y \in \text{Bool} . x || y = \text{or} x y \]

This property can be represented by the following function in CLEAN. By convention we will prefix property names by prop.

propOr :: Bool Bool -> Bool
propOr x y = x || y == or x y

The user invokes the testing of this property by the main function:

Start = test propOr

GAST yields Proof: success for all arguments after 4 tests for this property.

Since there are only finite types involved the property can be proven by testing.

For our second example we consider the classical implementation of stacks:

:: Stack a := [a]

pop :: (Stack a) -> Stack a
pop [a:_] = a

top :: (Stack a) -> a
top [a:_] = a

push :: a (Stack a) -> Stack a
push a s = [a:s]

A desirable property for stacks is that after pushing some element onto the stack, that element is on top of the stack. Popping an element just pushed on the stack yields the original stack. The combination of these properties is expressed as:

propStack :: a (Stack a) -> Bool | gEq{|*|} a
propStack e s = top (push e s) === e && pop (push e s) === s

This property should hold for any type of stack-element. Hence we used polymorphic functions and the generic equality, ===, here. However, GAST can only generate test data for some concrete type. Hence, we have to specify which type GAST should use for the type argument a. For instance by:

propStackInt :: (Int (Stack Int) -> Bool)
propStackInt = propStack

In contrast to properties that use overloaded types, it actually does not matter much which concrete type we choose. A polymorphic property will hold for elements of any type if it holds for elements of type Int. The test is executed by

Start = test propStackInt. GAST yields: Passed after 1000 tests. This property involves the very large type integer and the infinite type stack, so only testing for a finite number of cases, here 1000, is possible.

In propOr we used a reference implementation (||) to state a property about a function (or). In propStack the desired property is expressed directly as a
relation between functions on a datatype. Other kind of properties state rela-
tions between the input and output of functions, or use model checking based
properties. For instance, we have tested a system for safe communication over
unreliable channels by an alternating bit protocol with the requirement that the
sequence of received messages should be equal to the input sequence of messages.

The implication operator, $\Rightarrow$, is often added to predicate logic. For instance
$\forall x. x \geq 0 \Rightarrow (\sqrt{x})^2 = x$. We can use the law $p \Rightarrow q = \neg p \lor q$ to implement it:

\begin{verbatim}
(===>) infix 1 :: Bool Bool -> Bool
(===>) p q = ¬ p || q
\end{verbatim}

In Section 7.1 we will return to the semantics and implementation of $p \Rightarrow q$

In first order predicate logic one also has the existential quantifier, $\exists$. If this is
used to introduce values in a constructive way it can be directly transformed to
local definitions in a functional programming language, for instance as: $\forall x. x \geq
0 \Rightarrow \exists y. y = \sqrt{x} \land y^2 = x$ can directly be expressed using local definitions.

\begin{verbatim}
propSqrt :: Real -> Bool
propSqrt x = x >= 0 ==> let y = sqrt x in y*y == x
\end{verbatim}

In general it is not possible to construct an existentially quantified value. For
instance, for a type Day and a function tomorrow we require that each day can
be reached: $\forall day. \exists d. tomorrow d = day$. In GAST this is expressed as:

\begin{verbatim}
propSurjection :: Day -> Property
propSurjection day = Exists \d = tomorrow d === day
\end{verbatim}

The success of the Exists operator depends on the types used. The property
propSurjection will be proven by GAST. Also for recursive types it will typically
generate many successful test case, due to the systematic generation of data.
However, for infinite types it is impossible to determine that there does not exists
an appropriate value (although only completely undefined tests are a strong
indication of an error).

The only task of the tester is to write properties, like propOr, and to invoke
the testing by Start = test propOr. Based on the type of arguments needed by
the property, the test system will generate test data, execute the test for these
values, and analyze the results of the tests. In the following three sections we
will explain how GAST works. The tester does not have to know this.

3.1 Semantics of Properties

For GAST we extend the standard operational semantics of CLEAN. The standard
reduction to weak head normal form is denoted as $\text{whnf} \llbracket e \rrbracket$. The additional
rules are applied after this ordinary reduction. The implementation will follow
these semantics rules directly. The possible results of the evaluation of a property
are the values Suc for success, and CE for counterexample. In these rules $\lambda x. p$
represents any function (i.e. a partially parameterized function, or a lambda-
expression). The evaluation of a property, $\text{Eval} \llbracket p \rrbracket$, yields a list of results:

\begin{equation}
\text{Eval} \llbracket \lambda x. p \rrbracket = [r|v \leftarrow \text{genAll}; r \leftarrow \text{Eval} \llbracket \lambda x. p \rrbracket v] \quad (1)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{Eval} \llbracket \text{True} \rrbracket = \text{[Suc]} \quad (2)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{Eval} \llbracket \text{False} \rrbracket = \text{[CE]} \quad (3)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{Eval} \llbracket e \rrbracket = \text{Eval} \llbracket \text{whnf} \llbracket e \rrbracket \rrbracket \quad (4)
\end{equation}
To test property $p$ we evaluate $Test[p]$. The rule $An[l] n$ analysis a list of test results. In rule $\text{5} \ N$ is the maximum number of tests. There are three possible test results: $\textbf{Proof}$ indicates that the property holds for all well-defined values of the argument types, $\textbf{Passed}$ indicated that the property passed $N$ tests without finding a counterexample, $\textbf{Fail}$ indicates that a counterexample is found.

$$Test[p] = An[Eval[whnf[p]]] N \quad (5)$$
$$An[[]] n = \text{Proof} \quad (6)$$
$$An[[l]] 0 = \text{Passed} \quad (7)$$
$$An[[CE: rest]] = \text{Fail} \quad (8)$$
$$An[[r: rest]] n = An[[rest]](n-1), \text{if } r \neq \text{CE} \quad (9)$$

The most important properties of this semantics are:

$$Test[\lambda x.p] = \text{Proof} \Rightarrow \forall v. (\lambda x.p)v \quad (10)$$
$$Test[\lambda x.p] = \text{Fail} \Rightarrow \exists v. \neg(\lambda x.p)v \quad (11)$$
$$Test[p] = \text{Passed} \iff \forall r \in (\text{take } N \text{ Eval}[p]).r \neq \text{CE} \quad (12)$$

Property 10 state that GAST only produces $\textbf{Proof}$ if the property is universal valid. According to 11 the system yields only $\textbf{Fail}$ if a counter example exists. Finally, the systems yields $\textbf{Passed}$ if the first $N$ tests does not contain a counterexample. These properties can be proven by induction and case distinction from the rules 1 to 8 given above. Below we will introduce some additional rules for $Eval[p]$, in such a way that these properties are preserved.

The semantics of the $\texttt{Exists}$-operator is:

$$Eval[\exists \lambda x.p] = \text{One}[r|v \leftarrow \text{genAll}; r \leftarrow \text{Eval}[\lambda x.p v]] M \quad (13)$$
$$\text{One}[[]] m = [\text{CE}] \quad (14)$$
$$\text{One}[[l]] 0 = [\text{Undef}] \quad (15)$$
$$\text{One}[[\text{Suc: rest}]] m = [\text{Suc}] \quad (16)$$
$$\text{One}[[r: rest]] m = \text{One}[[\text{rest}]](m-1), \text{if } r \neq \text{Suc} \quad (17)$$

The rule $\text{One}[[l]]$ scans a list of semantic results, it yields success if the list of results contains at least one success within the first $M$ results. As soon as one or more results are rejected the property cannot be proven anymore. It can, however, still successfully test the property for $N$ values. To ensure termination also the number of rejected test is limited by an additional counter. These changes for $An[[l]]$ are implemented by $\texttt{analyse}$ in Section 6.

### 4 Generating Test Data

To test a property, step 2) in the test process, we need a list of values of the argument type. GAST will evaluate the property for the values in this list.

Since we are testing in the context of a referentially transparent language, we are only dealing with pure functions: the result of a function is completely
determined by its arguments. This implies that repeating the test for the same arguments is useless: referential transparency guarantees that the results will be identical. GAST should prevent the generation of duplicated test data.

For finite types like \texttt{Bool} or non-recursive algebraic datatypes we can generate all elements of the type as test data. For basic types like \texttt{Real} and \texttt{Int}, generating all elements is not feasible. There are far too many elements, e.g. there are $2^{32}$ integers on a typical computer. For these types, we want GAST to generate some common border values, like 0 and 1, as well as random values of the type. Here, preventing duplicates is usually more work (large administration) than repeating the test. Hence, we do not require that GAST prevents duplicates here.

For recursive types, like list, there are infinitely many instances. GAST is only able to test properties involving these types for a finite number of these values. Recursive types are usually handled by recursive functions. Such a function typically contains special cases for small elements of the type, and recursive cases to handle other elements. In order to test these functions we need values for the special cases as well as some values for the general cases. We achieve this by generating a list of values of increasing size. Preventing duplicates is important here as well.

The standard implementation technique in functional languages would probably make use of classes to generate, compare and print elements of each datatype involved in the tests [3]. Instances for standard datatypes can be provided by a test system. User-defined types however, would require user-defined instances for all types, for all classes. Defining such instances is error prone, time consuming and boring. Hence, a class based approach would hinder the ease of use of the test system. Special about GAST is that we use generic programming techniques such that one general solution can be provided once and for all.

To generate test data, GAST builds a list of generic representations of the desired type. The generic system transforms these generic values to the type needed. Obviously, not any generic tree can be transformed to instances of a given type. For the type \texttt{Color} only the trees \texttt{LEFT (LEFT UNIT)}, \texttt{LEFT (RIGHT UNIT)}, and \texttt{RIGHT UNIT} represent valid values. The additional type-dependent argument inserted by the generic system (see the \texttt{gEq} example shown above) provides exactly the necessary information to guide the generation of values.

To prevent duplicates we record the tree representation of the generated values in the datatype \texttt{Trace}.

\[
: \text{Trace} = \text{Unit} \mid \text{Pair} \left[ \left( \text{Trace}, \text{Trace} \right) \right] \left( \text{Trace}, \text{Trace} \right) \left( \text{Trace}, \text{Trace} \right) \mid \text{Either Bool Trace Trace} \mid \text{Int [Int]} \mid \text{Done} \mid \text{Empty}
\]

A single type \texttt{Trace} is used to record visited parts of the generic tree (rather than the actual values or their generic representation), to avoid type incompatibilities.

The type \texttt{Trace} looks quite different from the ordinary generic tree since we record all generated values in a single tree. An ordinary generic tree just represents one single value.

New parts of the trace are constructed by the generic function \texttt{generate}. The function \texttt{nextTrace} prepares the trace for the generation of the next element from the list of test data.
The function \texttt{genAll} uses \texttt{generate} to produce the list of all values of the desired type. It generates values until the next trace indicates that we are done.

\begin{verbatim}
genAll :: RandomStream -> [a] | generate{[|*|]} a
genAll rnd = g Empty rnd
where g Done rnd = []
g t rnd = let (x, t2, rnd2) = generate{|*|} t rnd
(t3, rnd3) = nextTrace t2 rnd2
in [x: g t3 rnd3]
\end{verbatim}

For recursive types, the generic tree can grow infinitely. Without detailed knowledge about the type, one cannot determine where infinite branches occur. This implies that any systematic depth-first strategy to traverse the tree of possible values can fail to terminate. Moreover, small values appear close to the root of the generic tree, and have to be generated first. Any depth-first traversal will encounter these values too late. A left-to-right strategy (breadth-first) will favor values in the left branches and vice versa. Such a bias in any direction is undesirable.

In order to meet all these requirements, \texttt{nextTrace} uses a random choice at each \texttt{Either} in the tree. The \texttt{RandomStream}, a list of pseudo random values, is used to choose. If the chosen branch appears to be exhausted, the other branch is explored. If both branches cannot be extended, all values in this subtree are generated and the result is \texttt{Done}. The generic representation of a type is a balanced tree, this guarantees an equal distribution of the constructors if multiple instances of the type occur (e.g. \texttt{[Color]} can contain many colors).

The use of the \texttt{Tree} prevents duplicates, and the random choice prevents a left-to-right bias. Since small values are represented by small trees they will occur very likely soon in the list of generated values.

An element of the desired type is produced by \texttt{genElem} using the random stream. \texttt{Left} and \texttt{Right} are just sensible names for the Boolean values.

\begin{verbatim}
nextTrace (Either _ tl tr) rnd
  = let (b, rnd2) = genElem rnd in
    if b
    (let (tl', rnd3) = nextTrace tl rnd2 in
      case tl' of
        Done = let (tr', rnd4) = nextTrace tr rnd3 in
          case tr' of
            Done = (Done, rnd4)
            _ = (Either Right tl' tr, rnd4)
        _ = (Either Left tl tr', rnd3))
    (let (tr', rnd3) = nextTrace tr rnd2 in
      case tr' of
        Done = let (tl', rnd4) = nextTrace tl rnd3 in
          case tl' of
            Done = (Done, rnd4)
            _ = (Either Left tl' tr, rnd4)
        _ = (Either Right tl tr', rnd3))
\end{verbatim}

The corresponding instance of \texttt{generate} follows the direction indicated in the trace. When the trace is empty, it takes a boolean from the random stream and creates the desired value as well as the initial extension of the trace.
For Pair the function nextTrace uses a breath–first traversal of the tree implemented by a queue. Two lists of tuples are used to implement an efficient queue. The tuple containing the current left branch the next right branch, as well as the tuple containing the next left branch and an empty right branch are queued.

4.1 Generic Generation of Functions as Test Data

Since CLEAN is a higher order language it is perfectly legal to use a function as an argument or result of a function. Also in properties, the use of higher order functions can be very useful. A well-known property of the function map is:

propMap :: (a->b) (b->c) [a] -> Bool | gEq{|*|} c
propMap f g xs = map g (map f xs) == map (g o f) xs

In order to test such a property we must choose a concrete type for the polymorphic arguments. Choosing Int for all type variables yields:

propMapInt :: ((Int->Int) (Int->Int) [Int] -> Bool)
propMapInt = propMap

This leaves us with the problem of generating functions automatically. Functions are not datatypes and hence cannot be generated by the default generic generator. Fortunately, the generic framework provides a way to create functions. We generate functions of type \( a \rightarrow b \) by an instance for \( \text{generate}\{|(\rightarrow)|\} \). First, a list of values of type \( b \) is generated. The argument of type \( a \) is transformed in a generic way to an index in this list. For instance, a function of type \( \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Color} \) could look like \( a = [\text{Red,Yellow,Blue}] !! (\text{abs a} \% 3) \). Like all test data, genAll generates a list of these functions. Currently GAST does not keep track of generated functions in order to prevent duplicates, or to stop after generating all possible functions. Due to space limitations we omit details.

5 Test Execution

Step 3) in the test process is the test execution. The implementation of an individual test is a direct translation of the given semantic rules introduced above. The type class Testable contains the function evaluate which directly implements the rules for \( \text{Eval} \[ p \] \).
class Testable a where evaluate :: a RandomStream Admin -> [Admin]
In order to be able to show the arguments used in a specific test, we administrate
the arguments represented as strings as well as the result of the test in a record
called Admin. There are three possible results of a test: undefined (UnDef), success
(Suc), and counter example found (CE).
:: Admin = {res::Result, args::[String]}
:: Result = UnDef | Suc | CE
Instances of TestArg can be argument of a property. The system should be able
to generate elements of such a type (generate) and to transform them to string
(genShow) in order to add them to the administration.

class TestArg a | genShow{|*|}, generate{|*|} a

The semantic equations 2 and 3 are implemented by the instance of evaluate for
the type Bool. The fields res and arg in the record ad (for administration) are
updated.

instance Testable Bool
where evaluate b rs ad = [\{ad & res=if b Suc CE, args=reverse ad.args\}]
The rule for function application, semantic equation 4 is complicated slightly
by administrating function arguments.

instance Testable (a->b) | Testable b & TestArg a
where evaluate f rs admin
  = let (rs, rs2) = split rs in forAll f (gen rs) rs2 admin
forAll f list rs ad
  = diagonal [ evaluate (f a) (genRandInt s) \{ad&args=[show a:ad.args]\}
            \a<-list & s<-rs]
The function diagonal takes care of a fair order of tests. For a 2-argument func-
tion f, the system generates two sequences of arguments, call them [a, b, c, ..] and
[u, v, w, ..] respectively. The order of tests is fa u, fa v, fb u, fa w, fb v, fc u, ..
rather than fa u, fa v, fa w, .., fb u, fb v, fb w, ..

6 Test Result Evaluation
The final step, step 4), in the test process is the evaluation of results. The system
just scans the generated list of test results as indicated by An [ ] . The only
extension is the showing of the number and arguments of the current test before
the test result is evaluated. In this way the tester of GAST is able to identify the
data causing an runtime error or taking a lot of time. A somewhat simplified
version of the function test is:

\"Test Result Evaluation\"

\textbf{test ::} p -> [String] | Testable p
\textbf{test p =} analyse (evaluate p RandomStream newAdmin) maxTests MaxArgs
\textbf{where analyse ::} [Admin] Int Int -> [String]
\textbf{analyse [] n m =} [\"\nProof: success for all arguments\"]
\textbf{analyse l 0 m =} [\"\nP\nPassed ",toString maxTests," tests\"]
\textbf{analyse l n 0 =} [\"\nP\nPassed ",toString maxArgs," arguments\"]
\textbf{analyse [res:rest] n m =} [blank,toString (maxTests-n+1),":":showArgs res.args
  case res.res of
  UnDef = analyse rest n (m-1)
  Suc = analyse rest (n-1) (m-1)
  CE = [\"\nCounterexample: ": showArgs res.args []]]
7 Additional Features

In order to improve the power of the test tool, we introduce some additional features. These possibilities are realized by combinators (functions) that manipulate the administration. We consider the following groups of combinators: 1) an improved implication, \( p \Rightarrow q \), that discards the test if \( p \) does not hold; 2) combinators to collect information about the actual test data used; 3) combinators to apply user-defined test data instead of generated test data.

QuickCheck provides a similar implication combinator. Our collection of test data relays on generic programming rather than a built-in \texttt{show} function. QuickCheck does not provide a similar generation of user-defined test data.

7.1 Implication

Although the implication operator \( ===> \) works correctly, it has an operational drawback: if \( p \) does not hold, the property \( p \Rightarrow q \) holds and is counted as a successful test. This operator is often used to put a restriction on arguments to be considered, as in \( \forall x. x \geq 0 \Rightarrow (\sqrt{x})^2 = x \). Here we want only to consider tests where \( x \geq 0 \) holds, in other situations the test should not be taken into account. This is represented by the result \texttt{undefined}. We introduce the operator \( \Rightarrow \) for this purpose.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Eval} \left[ \textbf{True} \Rightarrow p \right] &= \text{Eval} \left[ p \right] \\
\text{Eval} \left[ \textbf{False} \Rightarrow p \right] &= \text{[Rej]} 
\end{align*}
\]

If the predicate holds the property \( p \) is evaluated, otherwise we explicitly yield an undefined result. The implementation is:

\[
(\Rightarrow) \text{infixr 1 :: Bool } p \rightarrow \text{Property } | \text{Testable } p
\]

\[
| c = \text{Prop (evaluate } p \\
| \quad = \text{Prop (rs ad = } \{\text{ad & res = Undef}\})
\]

Since \( \Rightarrow \) needs to update the administration, the property on the right-hand side is a datatype holding an update-function instead of a Boolean.

\[
:: \text{Property = Prop (RandomStream Admin } \rightarrow \text{ [Admin]})
\]

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{instance Testable Property where evaluate (Prop p) rs admin} &= p \text{ rs admin}
\end{aligned}
\]

The operator \( \Rightarrow \) can be used as \( ===> \) in \texttt{propSqrt} above. The result of executing \texttt{test propSqrt} is Counter-example found after 2 tests: \texttt{3.07787e-09}. The failure is caused by the finite precision of reals.

7.2 Information about Test Data Used

For properties like \texttt{propStack}, it is impossible to test all possible arguments. The tester might be curious to know more about the actual test data used in a test. In order to collect labels we extend the administration \texttt{Admin} with a field \texttt{labels} of type \texttt{[String]}. The system provides two combinators to store labels:
The function label always adds the given label; classify only adds the label when the condition holds. The function analyse is extended to collect these strings, orders them alphabetically, counts them and computes the fraction of tests that contain this label. The label can be an expression of any type, it is converted to a string in a generic way (by genShow{[|*|]}).

These functions do not change the semantics of the specification, their only effect is the additional information in the report to the tester.

\[
\text{Eval } \left[\text{ label } \ l \ p \right] = \text{Eval } \left[\ p \right] \quad \text{adds } l \text{ to the administration} \quad (20)
\]
\[
\text{Eval } \left[\text{ classify } \ True \ l \ p \right] = \text{Eval } \left[\text{ label } \ l \ p \right] \quad (21)
\]
\[
\text{Eval } \left[\text{ classify } \ False \ l \ p \right] = \text{Eval } \left[\ p \right] \quad (22)
\]

We will illustrate the use of these functions. It is possible to view the exact test data used for testing the property of stacks by

\[
\text{propStackL :: Int (Stack Int) -> Property}
\]
\[
\text{propStackL e s = label (e,s) (top (push e s)===e && pop (push e s)===s)}
\]

A possible result of testing propStackL for only 4 combinations of arguments is:

Passed 4 tests
(0,[0,1]): 1 (25%)
(0,[0]): 1 (25%)
(0,[1]): 1 (25%)
(1,[1]): 1 (25%)

The function classify can, for instance, be used to count the number of empty stacks occurring in the test data.

\[
\text{propStackC e s = classify (isEmpty s) s (propStack e s)}
\]

A typical result for 200 tests is:

Passed 200 tests
[]: 18 (9%)

7.3 User-Defined Test Data

GAST generates sensible test data based on the type of the arguments. Sometimes the tester is not satisfied with this behavior. This occurs for instance if very few generated elements obey the condition of an implication, cause enormous calculations, or overflow.

The property propFib states that the value of the efficient version of the Fibonacci function, fibLin, should be equal to the value of the well-known naive definition, Fib, for non-negative arguments.

\[
\text{propFib n = n>=0 ==> fib n == fibLin n}
\]
\[
\text{fib 0 = 1}
\]
\[
\text{fib 1 = 1}
\]
\[
\text{fib n = fib (n-1) + fib (n-2)}
\]
fibLin n = f n \_ \_ 1 1
where f 0 a b = a
  f n a b = f (n-1) b (a+b)

One can prevent long computations and overflow by limiting the size of the argument by an implication. For instance:

propFib n = n>=0 && n<=15 ==> fib n == fibLin n

This is a rather unsatisfactory solution. The success rate of tests in the generated list of test values will be low, due to the condition many test results will be undefined (since the condition of the implication is false). In those situations it is more efficient if the user specifies the test values, instead of letting the GAST generate it. For this purpose the combinator For is defined. It can be used to test the equivalence of the Fibonacci functions for all arguments from 0 to 15:

propFibR = propFib For [0..15]

Testing yields Proof: success for all arguments after 16 tests.

The semantics of the For combinator is:

\[
\text{Eval} \left[ \lambda x . p \text{ For list} \right] = [r|v \leftarrow \text{list}; r \leftarrow \text{Eval} \left[ (\lambda x.p) \ v \right] ] \tag{23}
\]

The implementation is very simple using the machinery developed above:

(For) \text{infixl 0 :: (x\rightarrow p) [x] \rightarrow Property | Testable p & TestArg x}

(For) p list = Prop (forAll p list)

Apart from replacing or combining the automatically generated test date by his own tests, the user can control the generation of data by adding an instance for his type to generate, or explicitly transform generated data-types (e.g. lists to balanced trees).

8 Related Work

Testing is labor-intensive, boring and error-prone. Moreover, it has to be done often by software engineers. Not surprisingly, a large number of tools has been developed to automate testing. See [15] for an (incomplete) overview of existing tools. Although some of these tools are well engineered, none of them gives automatic support like GAST does for all steps of the testing process. Only a few tools are able to generate test data for arbitrary types based on the types used in properties [2].

In the functional programming world there are some related tools. The tool QuickCheck [3,4] has similar ambitions as our tool. Distinguishing features of our tool are: the generic generation of test data for arbitrary types (instead of based on a user-defined instance of a class), and the systematic generation of test data (instead of random). As a consequence of the systematic generation of test data, our system is able to detect that all possible values are tested and hence the property is proven. Moreover, GAST offers a complete implementation of first order predicate logic.

Auburn [13] is a tool for automatic benchmarking of functional datatypes. It is also able to generate test data, but not in a systematic and generic way. Runtime errors and counterexamples of a stated property can be detected.
HUnit \[9\] is the Haskell variant of JUnit \[11\] for Java. JUnit defines how to structure your test cases and provides the tools to run them. It executes the tests defined by the user. Tests are implemented in a subclass of \texttt{TestCase}.

An important area of automatic test generation is testing of reactive systems, or control-intensive systems. In these systems the interaction with the environment in terms of stimuli and responses is important. Typical examples are communication protocols, embedded systems, and control systems. Such systems are usually modelled and specified using some kind of automaton or state machine. There are two main approaches for automatic test generation from such specifications. The first is based on Finite State Machines (FSM), and uses the theory of checking experiments for Mealy-machines \[17\]. Several academic tools exist with which tests can be derived from FSM specifications, e.g., Phact/The Conformance Kit \[18\]. Although GAST is able to test the input/output relation of an FSM (see Section \ref{sec:GAST}), checking the actual state transitions requires additional research.

The second approach is based on labelled transition systems and emanates from the theory of concurrency and testing equivalences \[19\]. Tools for this approach are, e.g., Tgv \[20\], TestComposer \[21\], TestGen \[22\], and TorX \[23,24\]. State-based tools concentrate on the control flow, and cannot usually cope with complicated data structures. As shown above GAST is able to cope with these data structures.

### 9 Discussion

In this paper we introduce GAST, a generic tool to test software. The complete code, about 600 lines, can be downloaded from \url{www.cs.kun.nl/~pieter}. The tests are based on properties of the software, stated as functions based on first order predicate logic. Based on the types used in these properties the system automatically generates test data in a systematic way, checks the property for these generated values, and analyzes the results of these tests.

One can define various kind of properties. The functions used to describe properties are slightly more powerful than first order predicate logic (thanks to the combination of combinators and higher order functions) \[5\]. In our system we are able to express properties known under names as black-box tests, algebraic properties, and model based, pre- and post-conditional. Using the ability to specify the test data, also user-guided white-box tests are possible.

Based on our experience we indicate four kinds of errors spotted by GAST. The system cannot distinguish these errors. The tester has to analyze them.

1. Errors in the implementation; the kind of mistakes you expect to find.
2. Errors in the specification; in this situation the tested software also does not obey the given property. Analysis of the indicated counter example shows that the specification is wrong instead of the software. Testing improves the confidence in the accuracy of the properties as well as the implementation.
3. Errors caused by the finite precision of the computer used; especially for properties involving reals, e.g. \texttt{propSqrt}, this is a frequent problem. In general
we have to specify that the difference between the obtained answer and the required solution is smaller than some allowed error range.

4. Non-termination or run-time errors; although the system does not explicitly handle these errors, the tester notices that the error occurs. Since GAST lists the arguments before executing the test, the values causing the error are known. This appears to detect partially defined functions effectively.

The efficiency of GAST is mainly determined by the evaluation of the property, not by the generation of data. For instance, on a standard PC the system generates up to 100,000 integers or up to 2000 lists of integers per second. In our experience errors pop up rather soon, if they exist. Usually 100 to 1000 tests are sufficient to be reasonably sure about the validity of a property.

In contrast to proof-systems like Sparkle [12], GAST is restricted to well-defined and finite arguments. In proof-systems one also investigates the property for non-terminating arguments, usually denoted as $\perp$, and infinite arguments (for instance a list with infinite length). Although it is possible to generate undefined and infinite arguments, it is impossible to stop the evaluation of the property when such an argument is used. This is a direct consequence of our decision to use ordinary compiled code for the evaluation of properties.

Restrictions of our current system are that the types should be known to the system (it is not possible to handle abstract types by generics); if there are restrictions on the types used they should be enforced explicitly; and world access is not supported. In general it is very undesirable when the world (e.g. the file system on disk) is effected by random tests.

Currently the tester has to indicate that a property has to be tested by writing an appropriate `Start` function. In the near future we want to construct a tool that extracts the specified properties from CLEAN modules and tests these properties fully automatically.

GAST is not restricted to testing software written in its implementation language, CLEAN. It is possible to call a function written in some other language through the foreign function interface, or to invoke another program. This requires an appropriate notion of types in CLEAN and the foreign languages and a mapping between these types.
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Abstract. In this paper we explain how dynamics can be communicated between independently programmed Clean applications. This is an important new feature of Clean because it allows type safe exchange of both data and code. In this way mobile code and plug-ins can be realized easily. The paper discusses the most important implementation problems and their solutions in the context of a compiled lazy functional language. The implemented solution reflects the lazy semantics of the language in an elegant way and is moreover quite efficient. The resulting rather complex system in which dynamics can depend on other dynamics, is effectively hidden from the user by allowing her to view dynamics as “typed files” that can be manipulated like ordinary files.

1 Introduction

The new release of the Clean system offers a hybrid type system with both static and dynamic typing. Any statically typed expression can in principle be converted into a dynamically typed expression i.e. a dynamic, and backwards.

The type stored in the dynamic, i.e. an encoding of the original static type, can be checked at run-time via a special pattern match after which the dynamic expression can be evaluated as efficiently as usual.

In this paper we discuss the storage and the retrieval of dynamics: any application can read a dynamic that has been stored by some other application. Such a dynamic can contain unevaluated function applications, i.e. closures, functions and types that are unknown to the receiving application. The receiving application therefore has to be extended with function definitions. Dynamics can be used to realize plug-ins, mobile code and persistency in a type safe way without loss of efficiency in the resulting code.

The integration of strongly typed lazy dynamic I/O in a compiled environment with minimal changes to the existing components of the system while maintaining efficiency and user-friendliness, requires a sophisticated design and implementation. This paper presents the most interesting problems and their solutions by means of examples.

* This work was supported by STW as part of project NWI.4411
This work is based on earlier work by Cardelli [1] who introduced the theoretical foundations of dynamics. Marco Pil has extended and adapted it for Clean. In contrast to his work [9] and [10], this paper addresses the I/O aspects of dynamics. Dynamic I/O is the input and output of dynamics by appropriate extensions of the compilation environment and its run-time system.

Our contribution is that we have designed and implemented an efficient extension of the Clean compilation environment and its run-time system to support lazy dynamic I/O. The presented solution can also be applied to other lazy functional programming languages such as Haskell [6].

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the elementary operations of dynamics: packing and unpacking. In section 3 we introduce I/O of dynamics: dynamic I/O. The requirements and the architecture are presented in section 4. For reasons of efficiency, dynamics are divided into pieces. This is explained in section 5. This splitting up of dynamics can cause sharing problems. These are solved in section 6. In section 7 we explain how we have managed to hide the resulting complexity of the system from the user. The paper concludes with related work, conclusions and future work.

2 Elementary Language Operations on Dynamics

A dynamic basically is a typed container for an ordinary expression. The elementary operations on dynamics are packing and unpacking. In essence these elementary operations convert a statically typed expression into its dynamically typed equivalent and vice versa.

2.1 Packing a Typed Expression into a Dynamic

A dynamic is built using the keyword `dynamic`. Its arguments are the expression to be packed into a dynamic and, optionally, the static type \( t \) of that expression. The actual packing is done lazily. The resulting dynamic is of static type `Dynamic`. A few examples are shown below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(dynamic True : Bool) : Dynamic} \\
\text{(dynamic fib 3 : Int -> Int) : Dynamic} \\
\text{(dynamic reverse :: A.a: [a] -> [a]) : Dynamic}
\end{align*}
\]

A dynamic should at least contain:

- The expression to be packed, which is called the `dynamic expression` for the rest of this paper.
- An encoding of its static type \( t \) (either explicitly specified or inferred), which is called the `dynamic type` for the rest of this paper.
2.2 Unpacking a Typed Expression from a Dynamic

Before a dynamically typed expression enclosed in a dynamic can be used, it must be converted back into a statically typed expression and made accessible. This can be achieved by a run-time dynamic pattern match.

A dynamic pattern match consists of an ordinary pattern match and a type pattern match. First, the type pattern match, on the dynamic type is executed. Only if the type pattern match succeeds, the ordinary pattern match on the dynamic expression is performed. If the ordinary pattern match succeeds, the right hand side of an alternative is executed. Otherwise, evaluation continues with the next alternative. A small example is shown below:

```haskell
f :: Dynamic -> Int
f (0 :: Int) = 0
f (n :: Int) = n * n + 1
f else = 1
```

The dynamic pattern match of the first alternative requires the dynamic type to be an integer type and the dynamic expression to be zero. If both conditions are met, zero is returned. The second alternative only requires the dynamic type to be an integer. The third alternative handles all remaining cases.

The example below shows the dynamic version of the standard apply function:

```haskell
dyn_apply :: Dynamic Dynamic -> Dynamic
dyn_apply (f :: a -> b) (x :: a) = dynamic (f x) :: b
dyn_apply else1 else2 = abort "dynamic type error"
```

The function takes two dynamics and tries to apply the dynamic expression of the first dynamic to the dynamic expression of the second. In case of success, the function returns the (lazy) application of the function to its argument in a new dynamic. Otherwise the function aborts.

The multiple occurrence of the type pattern variable `a` effectively forces unification between the dynamic types of the two input dynamics. If the first alternative succeeds, the application of the dynamic expression `f` to the dynamic expression `x` is type-safe.

3 Dynamic I/O: Writing and Reading Typed Expressions

Different programs can exchange dynamically typed expressions by using dynamic I/O. In this manner, plug-ins and mobile code can be realized. To achieve this, the system must be able to store and retrieve type definitions and function definitions associated with a dynamic. Among other things, this requires dynamic linking.
3.1 Writing a Dynamically Typed Expression to File

Any dynamic can be written to a file on disk using the `writeDynamic` function of type `String Dynamic *World -> *World`. In the producer example below a dynamic is created which consists of the application of the function `sieve` to an infinite list of integers. This dynamic is then written to file using the `writeDynamic` function.

Evaluation of a dynamic is done lazily. As a consequence, the application of `sieve` to the infinite list, is constructed but not evaluated because its evaluation is not demanded. We will see that the actual computation of a list of prime numbers will be triggered later by the consumer.

```haskell
producer :: *World -> *World
producer world = writeDynamic "primes" (dynamic sieve [2..]) world
where
  sieve :: [Int] -> [Int]
  sieve [prime:rest] = [prime : sieve filter ]
  where
    filter = [ h \ h <- rest | h mod prime <> 0 ]
```

More information than the dynamic expression and its type have to be stored at run-time, if the dynamic is to be used as a plug-in by applications other than its creating application. We also need:

- The function definitions required for the evaluation of the dynamic expression. A severe complication here is that these function definitions have been compiled to native machine code. When the dynamic is used, these compiled function definitions have to be added to the running application.
- The type definitions required for matching the dynamic type against the type pattern specified in the dynamic pattern. The type definitions are needed because different Clean applications may have different definitions of equally named types. A type definition check is only needed to check that equally named types are indeed equivalent.

In general this information is already known at compile-time, but it should be made accessible at run-time.

3.2 Reading a Dynamically Typed Expression from File

Any dynamic can be read from disk using the `readDynamic` function of type `String *World -> (Dynamic,*World)`. This `readDynamic` function is used in the consumer example below to read the earlier stored dynamic. The dynamic pattern match checks whether the dynamic expression is an integer list. In case of success the first 100 elements are taken. Otherwise the consumer aborts.

```haskell
consumer :: *World -> [Int]
consumer world
  # (dyn, world) = readDynamic "primes" world
  = take 100 (extract dyn)
```
where

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{extract} & :: \text{Dynamic} \rightarrow \text{[Int]} \\
\text{extract} \ (\text{list} :: \text{[Int]}) & = \text{list} \\
\text{extract else} & = \text{abort} \ "\text{dynamic type check failed}"
\end{align*}
\]

To turn a dynamically typed expression into a statically typed expression, the following steps need to be taken:

1. Unify the dynamic type and the type pattern of the dynamic pattern match. If unification fails, the dynamic pattern match also fails.
2. Check the type definitions of equally named types from possibly different applications for structural equivalence provided that the unification has been successful. If one of the type definition checks fails, the dynamic pattern match also fails. Equally named types are equivalent iff their type definitions are syntactically the same (modulo $\alpha$-conversion and the order of algebraic data constructors).
3. When evaluation requires the now statically typed expression, construct it and add the needed function definitions to the running application.

The addition of compiled function definitions and type definitions referenced by the dynamic being read is handled by the dynamic linker.

4 Architecture for Dynamic I/O

The architecture based on requirements listed in this section, is presented. The context it provides is used by the rest of this paper.

4.1 Requirements

Our requirements are:

- **Correctness.** We want the system to preserve the language semantics of dynamics: storing and retrieving an expression using dynamic I/O should not alter the expression and especially not its evaluation state.
- **Efficiency.** We want dynamic I/O to be efficient.
- **Preservation of efficiency.** We do not want any loss of efficiency compared to ordinary Clean programs not using dynamics, once a running program has been extended with the needed function definitions.
- **View dynamics as typed files.** We want the user to be able to view dynamics on disk as “typed files” that can be used without exposing its internal structure.

4.2 Architecture

For the rest of this paper, figure 1 provides the context in which dynamic I/O takes place.
The Clean source of an application consists of one or more compilation units. The Clean compiler translates each compilation unit into compiled function definitions represented as symbolic machine code and compiled type definitions. The compiled function and type definitions of all compilation units are stored in the application repository.

Application 1 uses the `writeDynamic` function to create a dynamic on disk. The dynamics refers to the application repository.

Application 2 uses the `readDynamic` function to read the dynamic from disk. If the evaluation of the dynamic expression is required after a successful dynamic pattern match, the dynamic expression expressed as a graph is constructed in the heap of the running application. The dynamic linker adds the referenced function and type definitions to the running application. Then the application resumes normal evaluation.

Some of the requirements are already (partially) reflected in the architecture:

- **Efficiency.** The figure shows that the dynamic expression and its dynamic type can be identified separately from each other. Therefore the rather expensive construction of the dynamic expression can be postponed until its dynamic type is successfully pattern matched. The next sections refine this *laziness* even more.

  The figure also shows that a dynamic does not contain the compiled function and type definitions. The dynamic merely *refers to* the repository which means that dynamics can share repositories and especially function definitions that have already been compiled. This *sharing* reduces the expensive cost of linking function definitions.

- **Preservation of efficiency.** As the figure shows compiled function definitions are used by dynamics. The very same function definitions are also used by ordinary Clean programs not using dynamic I/O. Therefore after dynamic I/O completes, the program is resumed at normal efficiency.

Fig. 1. Architecture of dynamic I/O
5 Partitions: Dynamic in Pieces

In this section, we explain that dynamics are not constructed in their entirety but in smaller pieces called *partitions*. This is sensible because often the evaluator does not need all pieces of a dynamic. As a consequence the expensive linking process of function definitions is postponed until required.

5.1 Dynamics are Constructed Piece by Piece

Up until now, we have implicitly assumed that dynamics are constructed in their entirety. But only the following steps need to be taken, to use a dynamic expression (nested dynamics may contain more dynamic expressions):

1. Read a dynamic type from file.
2. Decode the type from its string representation into its graph representation.
3. Do the unifications specified by the dynamic pattern match.

   *Only after successful unifications:*
4. Read the dynamic expression from file.
5. Decode the expression from its string representation into its graph representation.

We have decided to construct a dynamic piece by piece for reasons of efficiency. In general the construction of a dynamic in its entirety is both unnecessary and expensive. For example when a dynamic pattern match fails, then it is unnecessary to construct its dynamic expression. Moreover, it is even expensive because it would involve the costly process of linking the compiled function definitions.

As a consequence, a dynamic which is represented at run-time as a graph, must be partitioned. The (nested) dynamic expressions and the dynamic types should be constructible from the dynamic by its partitions.

5.2 Partitions

Partitions are pieces of graph encoded as strings on disk which are added in their entirety to a running application. Partitions are:

- (parts of) a dynamic expressions.
- (parts of) a dynamic types.
- subexpressions shared between dynamic expressions.

In this paper we only present the outline of a naïve partitioning algorithm which colours the graph representing the dynamic to be encoded:

- A set of colours is associated with each node of the graph. A unique colour is assigned to each dynamic expression and to each dynamic type.
If a node is reachable from a dynamic expression or from a dynamic type, then the colour assigned to that dynamic expression or that dynamic type is added to the colour set of that node.

We have chosen a partition to be a set of equally coloured graphs: the colour sets of the graph nodes must all be the same. This maximizes the size of a partition to reduce linker overhead. Any other definition of a partition would also do, as long as it contains only equally coloured nodes.

For example, consider the `Producer2` example below. After partitioning the `shared_dynamic` expression, the encoded dynamic consists of seven partitions. There are three dynamics involved. For each dynamic two partitions are created: one partition for the dynamic expression and one partition for its type. An additional partition is created for the shared tail expression.

```haskell
Producer2 :: *World -> *World
Producer2 world = writeDynamic "shared_dynamic" shared_dynamic world
where
  shared_dynamic = dynamic (first, second)
  first = dynamic [1 : shared_expr ]
  second = dynamic [2 : shared_expr ]
  shared_expr = sieve [3..10000]
```

### 5.3 Entry Nodes

In general several different nodes within a partition can be pointed to by nodes of other partitions. A node of a partition is called an entry node iff it is being pointed to by a node of another partition. For the purpose of sharing, the addresses of entry nodes of constructed partitions have to be retained. The following example shows that a partition can have multiple entry nodes:

```haskell
:: T = Singl e T | Double T T
f = dynamic (dynamic s1, dynamic s2)
where
  s1 = Single s2
  s2 = Double s1 s2
```

The nodes `s1` and `s2` form one partition because both nodes are reachable from the (nested) dynamics in the `f` function and from each other. Both nodes therefore have the same colour sets. Both nodes are pointed to by the nested dynamics, which makes them both entry nodes. Apart from cyclic references, multiple entry nodes can also occur when dynamics share at least two nodes without one node referencing the other.

### 5.4 Linking the Function Definitions of a Partition

The dynamic linker takes care of providing the necessary function definitions when evaluation requires a partition to be decoded. The decoding of a partition consists of:
1. *the linking of its* compiled *function definitions.* The references between the compilation units stored in the repositories are *symbolic.* The dynamic linker for Clean resolves these references into *binary* references. This makes the function definitions executable. The linker optimizes by only linking the needed function definitions and its dependencies.

2. *the construction of the graph from its partition.* The graph consists of a set of nodes and each node references a function definition i.e. a Clean function or a data constructor. The *encoded* references to function definitions of each node are resolved in *run-time* references to the earlier linked function definitions.

The dynamic linker has the following additional tasks:

- It checks the equivalence of equally named type definitions. This is used during unification and to preserve the semantics of ordinary pattern matches. The Clean run-time system identifies data constructors by unique addresses in memory. In case of equivalent type definitions, it must be ensured that equally named constructors are all identified by a single unique address. Therefore the dynamic linker guarantees that:
  - There is only a single implementation for equally named and structural equivalent types.
  - All references to data constructors e.g. in dynamic pattern matches, point to that single implementation.
- It presents dynamics to the user as typed files abstracting from the complex representation of a dynamic. Section 8 discusses this topic in more detail.

6 Sharing of Partitions

Partitioned dynamics may lose sharing. Efficiency can be increased by preserving sharing as much as possible. In this section we identify three cases in which sharing needs to be preserved. We conclude by discussing one solution for all cases to prevent loss of sharing.

6.1 Case 1: References between Dynamics on Disk

In this subsection, we show that sharing between dynamics on disk can be preserved. The example below extends the dynamic apply example by using the `readDynamic` and `writeDynamic` functions to perform I/O. The *fun*-dynamic from the file `application` (e.g. your favourite word-processor) and the *arg*-dynamic from the file `document` (e.g. the paper you are writing) are passed to the dynamic apply function `dyn_apply` which returns a new dynamic. The new dynamic is stored in the file `result` (e.g. a new version of your paper).

```plaintext
Start world
    # (fun, world) = readDynamic "application" world
    # (arg, world) = readDynamic "document" world
    = writeDynamic "result" (dyn_apply fun arg) world
```
where

dyn_apply :: Dynamic Dynamic -> Dynamic
dyn_apply (f :: a -> b) (x :: a) = dynamic (f x) :: b
dyn_apply else1 else2 = abort "dynamic type error"

The function application of \texttt{fun} to its argument \texttt{arg itself} is packed into the
dynamic because the dynamic constructor is lazy in its arguments. Since the
evaluation of \texttt{fun} and \texttt{arg} is not required, the system does not read them in at
all.

For this example only the first three steps of subsection 5.1 have to be executed
to use the dynamic expressions. The reason is that the dynamic expressions
\texttt{f} and \texttt{x} were never required. We preserve the sharing between dynamics on disk
by allowing dynamic expressions to be \textit{referenced} from other dynamics on disk.

As figure 2 shows, the dynamic stored in the file \texttt{result} contains two references to the\texttt{application} and \texttt{document} dynamics. To be more precise these
references refer to the dynamic expressions of both dynamics. In general a dyna-
mic is distributed over several files. Section 7 abstracts from this internal
structure by permitting dynamics to be viewed as typed files.

6.2 Case 2: Sharing within Dynamics at Run-Time

In this subsection, we show that the sharing of partitions at run-time can also
be preserved. For example, the 	exttt{Producer2} function of subsection 5.2 stores the
dynamic \texttt{shared_dynamic} on disk. The stored dynamic is a pair of the two other
dynamics \texttt{first} and \texttt{second}. The dynamic expressions of these nested dynamics
both share the tail of a list called \texttt{shared_expr}.
The consumer application reads the dynamic written by the producer application. If the dynamic pattern matches succeed, the function returns the length of both lists.

```
Consumer2 :: *World -> *(Int, *World)
Consumer2 world
    # (dyn,world) = readDynamic "shared_dynamic" world
    = (g dyn,world)
    where
        g :: Dynamic -> Int
        g ( (list1 :: [Int], list2 :: [Int]) :: (Dynamic,Dynamic) )
            = length list1 + length list2
```

The lists stored in the dynamic `shared_dynamic` are lazy: they are independently constructed from each other when evaluation requires one of the lists. The length of `list1` is computed after constructing its head (i.e. 1) and its tail (which it shares with `list2`). Then the length of the second list is computed after constructing its head (i.e. 2) and reusing the tail (shared with `list1`). In this manner sharing at run-time can be preserved.

In general, the order in which partitions are constructed is unpredictable because it depends on the evaluation order. Therefore partitions must be constructible in any order.

### 6.3 Case 3: Sharing and References within Dynamics on Disk

In this subsection, we show that sharing can also be preserved across dynamic I/O. It combines the preservation of sharing discussed in subsections 6.1 and 6.2. In contrast to the dynamic stored in the example of subsection 6.2, the first component of the dynamic stored by the `consumer_producer` function shown below has been completely evaluated. From the second tuple component only the tail which `list2` shares with the first component has been constructed. Its head is merely a reference to a partition of the dynamic `shared_dynamic`. Thus the newly created dynamic stores the same expression but in a more evaluated state.

```
consumer_producer :: *World -> *World
consumer_producer world
    # (dyn,world) = readDynamic "shared_dynamic" world
    # (list1,list2) = check dyn
    | length list1 <> 0 // force evaluation of list1
        # list_dynamic
            = dynamic (list1,list2)
        = writeDynamic "partially_evaluated_dynamic" list_dynamic world
    where
        check :: Dynamic -> ([Int],[Int])
        check ( (list1 :: [Int], list2 :: [Int]) :: (Dynamic,Dynamic) )
            = (list1,list2)
```
The dynamic named `partially_evaluated_dynamic` is read by an also modified consumer example from the previous subsection. To compute the total length, it should only construct the head of the second list i.e. 2 because the shared tail expression constructed in the slightly modified consumer example of above can be reused.

To preserve sharing across dynamic I/O, the `consumer_producer` must also store on disk that the partition for the shared tail has already been constructed. In this manner sharing within a dynamic can be preserved across dynamic I/O.

### 6.4 A Solution to Preserve Sharing during Decoding

In this subsection we explain how dynamic expressions and dynamic types are decoded by inserting so-called decode-nodes for each dynamic expression or dynamic type while preserving sharing. A decode-node reconstructs its dynamic expression or its dynamic type when evaluated.

The decoding of a dynamic expression or a dynamic type may require the decoding of several partitions at once. For example, consider the `Consumer2` function of subsection 6.2: the dynamic expression `list1` extends over two partitions: a partition which contains the head and a partition containing its tail.

We have decided to construct a dynamic expression or a dynamic type in its entirety. For example when the function `length` is about to evaluate the list, the dynamic expression is constructed in its entirety by constructing the head and its tail from its two partitions. The other option would be to construct a partition at a time but this is not discussed in this paper.

Decode-nodes are implemented as `closure`-nodes i.e. a node containing an unevaluated function application to postpone evaluation until really required. Decode-nodes which refer to an entry node of the partition it decodes, are put at the lazy argument positions of the `dynamic`-constructor.

A decode node has the following arguments:

1. An entry node of the dynamic partition. Dynamic partitions are those partitions which are directly referenced from the lazy argument positions of the keyword `dynamic`. All other partitions are called shared partitions. An example of a shared partition is the partition for `shared_expr` of subsection 5.2.

2. The list of entry nodes from already decoded partitions. This list is used at run-time to preserve sharing within dynamics as discussed in subsection 6.2.

Upon decoding a partition via an entry-node, it is first checked whether the dynamic partition has already been decoded. In this case it is sufficient to return the address of the entry node to preserve sharing (see 6.2). Otherwise the dynamic partition must be decoded. After the shared partitions have been decoded in an appropriate order, the dynamic partition itself is decoded. The entry-nodes of decoded partitions are stored in the list of already decoded partitions. The address of the entry node of the dynamic partition is returned.

We now show how the sharing discussed in subsections 6.1 and 6.3 can be solved. To preserve the sharing of the former subsection, it is already sufficient
Fig. 3. System organization after executing the dynamic apply
to encode decode-nodes. To preserve the sharing of the latter subsection, the
second argument of a decode-node must be encoded in a special way.

The dynamic `partially_evaluated_dynamic` of subsection 6.3 contains the
encoded decode-node. The second argument of the decode-node only contains
the shared tail `shared_expr` because it is shared between `list1` and the not yet
decoded `list2`, and both lists are contained in the dynamic `list_dynamic`. In
this manner sharing is preserved.

In general after encoding a dynamic `d`, the encoded second arguments of the
decode-nodes of a nested dynamic `n` should only contain a subset of the already
decoded partitions. This subset can be computed by only including those decoded
partitions that are reachable from the decode-nodes of a dynamic `n` and leaving
out the partitions which are not re-encoded in dynamic `d`. Therefore the list
of encoded decode-nodes only contains those partitions which are already used
within that newly created dynamic.

7 User View of Dynamics on Disk

The complexity of dynamics is hidden from the user by distinguishing between
a user level and a hidden system level. Dynamics are managed as typed files by
the users. Only for deletion and copying dynamics to another machine additional
tool support is required.

7.1 The System Level

This layer contains the actual system dynamics with the extension `sysdyn` and
the executable application repositories with the extensions `typ` and `lib`. A system
dynamic may refer to other system dynamics and repositories. These files are all
hidden and managed by the dynamic run-time system. User file access is haz-
ardous and therefore not permitted. For example, deleting the system dynamic
document renders the system dynamic result unusable.

All system dynamics and system repositories are stored and managed in a
single system directory. This may quickly lead to name clashes; dynamics need
to have unique names within the system directory.
We have chosen to solve the unique naming problem by assigning a unique 128-bit identifier to each system dynamic. The MD5-algorithm in [12] is used to compute a unique identifier. The generated unique names of system dynamics and repositories are hidden from the user.

7.2 The User Level

The user level merely contains links to the system layer. Links to system dynamics have the *dyn* extension and links to application repositories have the *bat* extension. These files may freely be manipulated (deleted, copied, renamed) by the user. This does not affect the integrity of the (system) dynamics.

Manipulation of user dynamics may have consequences for system dynamics and repositories, however. The following file operations need tool support:

- **The deletion of a user dynamic.** When the user deletes a user dynamic or a dynamic application, system dynamics and repositories may become garbage. These unreferenced dynamics and repositories can safely be removed from the system by a garbage collector. For example first deleting the user dynamic *document* does not create garbage in the system level but deleting the user dynamic *result* makes its system dynamic *result* garbage and also the system dynamic *document*.

- **The copying of a user dynamic to another machine.** When the user copies a user dynamic to another machine, its system dynamic and the other system dynamics and repositories it refers to, need to be copied too. The copying tool takes care of copying a dynamic and its dependencies. Using a network connection, it only copies dynamics and repositories not already present at the other end. The unique MD5-identification of dynamics makes this possible.

8 Related Work

There have been several attempts to implement dynamic I/O in a wide range of programming languages including the strict functional language Objective Caml [6], the lazy functional languages Staple [7] and Persistent Haskell [3], the orthogonal persistent imperative language Napier88 [8], the logic/functional language Mercury [4] and the multiple paradigm language Oz [13]. In standard Haskell only language support for dynamics is provided; it has therefore not been considered. The table below compares the different approaches:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Clean</th>
<th>Ocaml</th>
<th>Staple</th>
<th>Napier88</th>
<th>Mercury</th>
<th>Pers. Haskell</th>
<th>Oz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>native code</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data objects</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closures/functions</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application indep.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platform indep.</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+/−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+/−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>network</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+/−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lazy I/O</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Within the table + and − indicate the presence or the absence of a left column feature for dynamic I/O. A slashed table entry discriminates between data objects on the one hand and closures/functions on the other hand. For reasons of clarity the slashed entries −/− and +/+ are represented by respectively − or +. The table lists the following features:

- **Native code.** The presence of this feature means that dynamics can use compiled function definitions i.e. binary code.
- **Data objects.** The presence of this feature means that data objects i.e. without functions or function applications can be packed into a dynamic and unpacked from a dynamic.
- **Closures/functions.** The presence of this feature means that also function objects and closures i.e. postponed function applications can be packed into a dynamic and unpacked from a dynamic.
- **Application independence.** The presence of this feature means that dynamics can be exchanged between independent applications.
- **Platform independence.** The presence of this feature means that a dynamic has a platform independent representation. This also applies to the representation of (compiled) function definitions it uses.
- **Network.** The presence of this feature means that a dynamic can be exchanged between different machines.
- **Lazy I/O.** The presence of this feature means that a dynamic can be retrieved in pieces when evaluation requires it. Only languages with a run-time mechanism to postpone evaluation can implement this.

Objective Caml restricts dynamic I/O on closures/functions to one particular application provided that it is not recompiled. The Mercury implementation is even more restrictive: it does not support I/O on closures/functions. All other languages support dynamic I/O for closures/functions.

The persistent programming languages Persistent Haskell, Napier88 and Stable do not address the issue of exporting and importing of dynamics between different so called persistent stores. As a consequence the mobility of a dynamic is significantly reduced.

Although the Clean implementation is not yet platform independent, dynamics can be exchanged among different Windows-networked machines. The Mozart programming system offers the language Oz, which supports platform independent dynamics and network dynamics because it runs within a web-browser. However, currently the Oz-language is being interpreted.

Currently only Clean supports lazy dynamic I/O. In non-lazy functional language there is no mechanism to postpone evaluation which makes it impossible to implement lazy I/O in these languages.

### 9 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have introduced dynamic I/O in the context of the compiled lazy functional language Clean. We have presented the most interesting aspects of the
implementation by means of illustrative examples. Our implementation preserves
the semantics of the language and in particular laziness and sharing. Acceptable
efficiency is one of the main requirements for the design and implementation
work and has indeed been realized. The resulting system described in this paper
hides its complexity by offering a user-friendly interface. It allows the user to
view dynamics as typed files. The resulting system is as far as we know unique
in the world.

Dynamic I/O already has some interesting applications. A few examples: our
group is working on visualizing and parsing of dynamics using the generic ex-
tension of Clean, extendible user-interfaces are created using dynamics, a typed
shell which uses dynamics as executables has been created as a first step towards
a functional operating system and a Hungarian research group uses dynamics to
implement proof carrying code.

The basic implementation of dynamic I/O is nearly complete. However, a lot
of work still needs to be done:

– *Increase of performance.* The administration required to add function defini-
tions to a running application is quite large. By sharing parts of repositories
e.g. the standard environment of Clean between dynamics, a considerable
increase in performance can be realized.

– *Language support.* Several language features are not yet supported. These
features include overloading, uniqueness typing, and abstract data types.
Especially interesting from the dynamic I/O perspective are unique dynamics
which would permit destructive updates of dynamics on disk.

– *Conversion functions.* The rather restrictive definition of type equivalence
may result in problems when the required type definition and the offered
type definition only differ slightly. For example, if a demanded Colour-type
is defined as a subset of the offered Colour-type, then it would be useful to
have a programmer defined conversion function from the offered type to the
demanded type. Generics in \[2\] could help here.

– *Network dynamics.* In order to realize network dynamics both platform inde-
pendence and the port of the implementation to other platforms are required.

– *Garbage collection of dynamically added function definitions.* This is a gen-
eralization of heap-based garbage-collection as used in functional languages.
Traditionally only the heap area varies in size at run-time. Dynamic I/O
makes also the code/data-areas grow and shrink. To prevent unnecessary
run-time errors due to the memory usage of unneeded function definitions,
garbage collection is also needed for function definitions.
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Abstract. Writing a parallel program can be a difficult task which has to meet several, sometimes conflicting goals. While the manual approach is time-consuming and error-prone, the use of compilers reduces the programmer’s control and often does not lead to an optimal result. With our approach, PolyAPM, the programming process is structured as a series of source-to-source transformations. Each intermediate result is a program for an Abstract Parallel Machine (APM) on which it can be executed to evaluate the transformation. We propose a decision tree of programs and corresponding APMs that help to explore alternative design decisions. Our approach stratifies the effects of individual, self-contained transformations and enables their evaluation during the parallelisation process.

1 Introduction

The task of writing a program suitable for parallel execution consists of several phases: identifying parallel behaviour in the algorithm, implementing the algorithm in a language that supports parallel execution and finally testing, debugging and optimising the parallel program. As this process is often lengthy, tedious and error-prone, languages have been developed that support high-level parallel directives and rely on dedicated compilers to do the low-level work correctly. Taking this approach to an extreme, one may refrain entirely from specifying any parallelism and use instead a parallelising compiler on a sequential program. The price for this ease of programming is a lack of control over the parallelisation process and, as a result, possibly code that is less optimised than its hand-crafted equivalent.

We can view the process of writing a parallel program as a sequence of phases, many of which have alternatives. Selecting a phase from among several alternatives and adjusting it is called a design decision.

Both of these opposing approaches – going through the whole parallelisation process manually or leaving the parallelisation to the compiler – are unsatisfactory with respect to the design decisions. Either the programmer has to deal with the entire complexity, which might be too big for a good solution to be found, or one delegates part or all of the process to a compiler which has comparatively little information to base decisions on.
Even if a parallelising compiler honours user preferences to guide the compilation process, it is difficult to identify the effect of every single option on the final program. There is no feasible way of looking into the internals of a compiler and determining the effect of a design decision on the program.

To avoid the aforementioned drawbacks of current parallel program development paradigms, we propose an approach that strikes a balance between manual and automatic parallelisation. To bridge the gap between the algorithm and the final parallel program, we introduce a sequence of abstract machines that get more specific and closer to the target machine architecture as the compilation progresses. During the compilation, the program is undergoing a sequence of source-to-source transformations, each of which stands for a particular compilation phase and results in a program designed for a particular APM. This makes the compilation process more transparent since intermediate results become observable by the programmer. The transformations may be performed automatically, by hand or by a mixture of both. The observations made may influence the design decisions the programmer makes as the compilation progresses further. We have implemented simulators for the machines, thus enabling the programmer to evaluate the result of each transformation directly on the executing program. Our experience has been that this result structures parallel program development and that it helps evaluating the effects of a single decision during the parallelisation process.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives a brief description of the use of APMs in program development. Our PolyAPM approach and the APMs we have designed are presented in Section 3. An example of a parallelisation by using the APMs is given in Section 4. Section 5 describes the experiences we made using APMs. An overview of related work is given in Section 6. The paper is concluded by Section 7.

2 Program Development Using Abstract Machines

The idea of stepwise refinement of specifications has long been prevalent in computer science. Trees are used to represent design alternatives. If we look at the various intermediate specifications that exist between all the transformations of the parallelisation process, we observe an increasing degree of concreteness while we proceed. Thus, the abstract specification is finally transformed into a binary for a target machine. Consider the intermediate steps: on our descent along one path down the tree, we pick up more and more properties of the target architecture. But this also means that, most likely, no existing machine matches the level of abstraction of any intermediate specification. If we employ an abstract machine model that is just concrete enough to cover all the relevant details of our program, we can have it implemented in software and are able to run our intermediate programs on it.

One specific kind of abstract machine has been described by O’Donnell and Rünger in [OR97] as the Abstract Parallel Machine (APM). They define it by way of the functional input/output behaviour of a parallel operation (ParOp).
Their notion of an APM is closely related to its implementation in the functional language Haskell. The use of Haskell is motivated by its mechanisms for dealing with high-level constructs and by a clearly defined semantics that make proofs of program transformations feasible. However, we would like to model machine characteristics more closely within the APM and will base our work only loosely on [OR97].

3 PolyAPM

Rather than using just one APM in the sense of [OR97] for all transformations, we need to design variations of APMs. The compilation process is a sequence of source-to-source transformations each of which describes one particular step in the generation of a parallel program. Therefore, we need levels of abstraction corresponding to the machines properties assumed by the program transformations. The sequence of programs is associated with a sequence of APMs. In general, there are fewer APMs than programs, since not every transformation introduces new machine requirements.

3.1 The PolyAPM Decision Graph

As discussed above, a single problem specification may lead to a set of possible target programs, mainly because different parallelisation techniques and parameters are used and different target architectures are likely to be encountered. Therefore, the process of deriving a target program is like traversing the tree of design decisions. However, in certain cases, two different branches may lead to the same program, thus making this tree a DAG, the PolyAPM Decision Graph (PDG). Each node in this graph is a transformed program that runs on a dedicated APM. There are two graphs: one for the APMs themselves and one for the APM programs, where each node in the former may correspond to several nodes in the latter. A part of the PDG is given in Figure 1. The transformations depicted in the PDG have been motivated by our experiences with the polytope model for parallelisation [Len93] within the LooPo project [GL96], but PolyAPM is not restricted to this model.

The program development process is divided into several phases as follows:

1. Implementation of a problem specification in standard sequential Haskell as a source program. There are two main reasons for using Haskell. First, we claim, that for many algorithms that are subject to parallelisation (first of all numerical computations), the Haskell implementation represents a natural “rephrasing” of the problem in just a slightly different language. Second, as we use Haskell to implement the APMs, the APM program’s core also is a Haskell function that is being called by the APM interpreter. Crossing an additional language barrier in order to obtain the first APM program should be avoided. However, these reasons make the choice of Haskell only highly suggestive, but not necessary.
2. Initial parallelisation of the sequential program. This refers to the analysis of the problem to identify independent computations that can be computed in parallel. This process might be done manually (as is the case with our example in Section 4), or with help of a parallelisation tool. We have used LooPo \cite{GL96} for this purpose. In any case, the result of the parallelisation should map each computation to a virtual processor (this mapping is called allocation) and to a logical point in time (schedule). The granularity of the computation is the choice of the programmer, as the PolyAPM framework will maintain this granularity throughout the process. As the source program will most likely contain recursion or a comprehension, it is often sensible to perform the parallelisation on these and keep the inner computations of the recursion/comprehension atomic.

We assume a one-dimensional processor field so that we have the basic computations, their allocation in space (i.e., the processor) and their scheduled computation time. Higher-dimensional allocations can always be transformed to one dimension, although some communication pattern might suffer in performance.

With these components, the problem has a natural expression as a loop program with two loops, where the processor loop is parallel, the time loop is sequential and the loop body is just our atomic computation. If the outer loop is sequential, we call the program synchronous, otherwise asynchronous. This motivates the corresponding branches of the PDG in Figure 1. There are other possible types of loop nests, so the even more alternative branches could exist.

3. Based on the parallelisation, the source program is transformed into an APM program, which resembles an imperative loop nest with at least two surrounding loops (there may be additional loops in source program’s core computation). The program is subject to several transformations to adapt
it to other APMs. This is the central part of PolyAPM and is discussed in more detail below in Section 3.2.

4. The final result of the compilation, the target program, has to be executable on a parallel machine. Therefore the last APM program is transformed into a target language for the parallel machine. It is important that the target language exhibits at least as much control as the last APM needs, so that no optimisation of any APM program transformation is lost. Suitable target languages, among others, are C+MPI and C+BSP.

3.2 Abstract Machines and Their Programs

The APMs form a tree, as shown in Figure 2. There is a many-to-one mapping from the programs to APMs. An APM program must reflect the design characteristics of the corresponding APM, e.g., in case of a synchronous program, a loop nest with an outer sequential and an inner parallel loop and a loop body, which may contain more loops. This separates the loops representing the real machine from logical loops.

The synchronous program is subject to a sequence of source-to-source program transformations. Each adds another machine characteristic or optimises a feature needed for execution on a real parallel machine. Assuming that the original parallelisation was done for a number \( p \) of processors whose value depends on the input, the \( p \) processor’s workload has to be distributed on \( rp \) real processors of the target machine. This transformation is called processor tiling, in contrast to tiling techniques with other purposes.

The next two transformations complete the transition to a distributed memory architecture with communications. This has been deliberately split up into two transformations: First, while still maintaining a shared memory, we’ll be generating communication directives. As a second step, the memory is distributed, making the communication necessary for a correct result. The reason for this
unusual separation is twofold: one of the aims of PolyAPM is to make each transformation as simple as possible, and both communication generation and memory distribution can get complicated. Furthermore, if we did both transformations in one step and the resulting APM program had an error, it would be more difficult than necessary to isolate the reason for this error. When interpreting an APM program that communicates even in the presence of shared memory, the communications perform identity operations on the shared memory cells. The APM interpreter checks for this identity and issues a warning in case of a mismatch. This way wrong communications will be detected, but missing communications show their effects only after the distribution of memory.

The transformed program will have to run on an APM capable of communications, the SynCommAPM, which provides a message queue and a message delivery system. We assume that each processor stores data in local memory by the owner-computes rule. Therefore, data items computed elsewhere have to be communicated, either by point-to-point communications or by collective operations. If we were to employ a different storage management rule, this transformation would have to be adapted accordingly.

The “unnecessary” communications of the SynCommAPM program become crucial when the memory is being distributed for the SynMMAPM-program. This branch of the tree uses the owner-computes rule, making it easy to determine which parts of the global data space are actually necessary to keep in local memory. That completes the minimal necessary set of transformations needed for a synchronous loop program on a distributed-memory machine. The last transformation generates so-called target code, i.e., it transforms the SynMMAPM program into non-APM source code that is compilable on the target machine. Possible alternatives include C+MPI and C+BSP.

As outlined in Figure 1, transformation sequences other than the synchronous one are possible. In addition to the corresponding asynchronous one, we have depicted a typical sequence as employed by the tiling community [Wol87].

4 Example/Case Study

As an illustrating example, we chose the one-dimensional finite difference method. We start with an abstract problem specification, and by going through the process of program transformations – each yields a new, interpretable specification – we will eventually obtain an executable program for a specific target platform.

First we need to implement the specification in Haskell and identify the parallelism. The APM program expresses the parallelism as a loop nest with one of the two outermost loops being tagged as “parallel”. Then we derive subsequent APM programs until a final transformation to the target language is feasible.

The abstract specification of the one-dimensional finite difference problem (as presented by [Pos95]) describes an iterative process of computing new array elements as a combination of the neighbour values and the previous value at the same location. Formally, the new array $a_t$ with $p$ elements at iteration $t$ is defined as:
The Haskell specification of this problem is given in Figure 3. Note how closely the Haskell program of Figure 3 corresponds to Equation 1. Equation 1 represents one iterative step in which a new array is computed from the previous array \( a \), just as Equation 1 requires. Function \( \text{findiff} \) calls \( \text{findiff} \) as often as the parameter \( n \) prescribes. Each call to \( \text{findiff} \) generates a new Haskell array with the updated values. This corresponds to a destructive update of an array using an imperative programming model. In this example, all references to \( a \) refer to the previous iteration, so that we need two copies of the array.

We continue with the presentation of transformed \( \text{findiff} \) programs, emphasising the difference to the respective predecessor programs.

\[
\begin{align*}
(\forall i \in \{2 \ldots p - 1\} :: a_t[i] := \frac{(a_{t-1}[i-1] + 2 \cdot a_{t-1}[i] + a_{t-1}[i+1])}{4}) \\
\quad a_t[1] := a_{t-1}[1], \quad a_t[p] := a_{t-1}[p]
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

The Haskell specification of this problem is given in Figure 3. Note how closely the Haskell program of Figure 3 corresponds to Equation 1. \( \text{findiff} \) represents one iterative step in which a new array is computed from the previous array \( a \), just as Equation 1 requires. Function \( \text{findiffn} \) calls \( \text{findiff} \) as often as the parameter \( n \) prescribes. Each call to \( \text{findiff} \) generates a new Haskell array with the updated values. This corresponds to a destructive update of an array using an imperative programming model. In this example, all references to \( a \) refer to the previous iteration, so that we need two copies of the array.

We continue with the presentation of transformed \( \text{findiff} \) programs, emphasising the difference to the respective predecessor programs.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{findiff} &:: \text{Array Int Float} \rightarrow \text{Array Int Float} \\
\text{findiff} \ a &= \text{listArray} \ (\text{low,up}) \\
\quad \ (a!(\text{low}): \\
\quad \quad [(a!(i-1)+2*a!(i)+a!(i+1))/4 \mid i<-[\text{low+1..up-1}]] ++[a!(\text{up})]) \\
\quad \text{where} \ (\text{low,up}) = \text{bounds} \ a
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{findiffn} &:: \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Array Int Float} \\
\text{findiffn} \ n &= f \ n \\
\quad \text{where} \ f :: \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Array Int Float} \\
\quad f \ 0 &= \text{findiff} \ \text{testinput} \\
\quad f \ n &= \text{findiff} \ (f \ (n-1))
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 3. Sequential Haskell Specification of Finite Differences

4.1 The Synchronous Program

The parallelisation of the source program is done manually. It is obvious that the calculations of the array elements of one particular \( \text{findiffn} \) call are independent, but they all depend on the previous values. Thus, \( \text{findiffn} \) corresponds to an outer, sequential loop, whereas the list comprehension inside \( \text{findiff} \) yields a parallel loop.

To write a SynAPM program for \( \text{findiff} \), we proceed as follows:

1. We define the memory contents, here: two arrays \( a \) and \( a1 \) of the same kind as the input array,
2. We set the read-only structure parameter list to \( n \), which describes the size of \( a \),
3. We define the loops: one outer sequential loop, arbitrarily set to 21 iterations, and one inner parallel loop, ranging from 0 to \( n - 1 \), and
4. We write a loop body function.

This defines the synchronous loop nest \( \text{loop_syn} \) in Figure 4. The body function of SynAPM has the following type: \( \text{BD} \ (e \rightarrow b \rightarrow e) \), i.e., it takes some \textit{state},
loop_syn = LP [(Seq, \(_,(n:_))\rightarrow 0, \(_,(n:_))\rightarrow 20, 1),
(Par, \(_,(t:_),(n:_))\rightarrow 0, \(_,(t:_),(n:_))\rightarrow n, 1)]
(BD body_syn)

body_syn:((Array Int Float,Array Int Float),[Idx]) \rightarrow [Idx]
\rightarrow ((Array Int Float,Array Int Float),[Idx])
body_syn ((a,a1),splist) (t:p:_)
| (p == low)||(p == up) = ((a,a1//[[(p,a!p)]],splist)
| (low < p )&& (p < up) = ((a, stmt1 a a1 (t,p,n),splist)
where stmt1 a a1 (t, p, n) = a1 //[(p, (a!(p-1)+2*a!(p)+a!(p+1))/4)]
(low,up) = bounds a
(n:_) = splist

Fig. 4. SynAPM version of the Finite Differences

loop_til = LP [(Seq, \(_,(n:_))\rightarrow 0, \(_,(n:_))\rightarrow 20, 1),
(Par, \(_,(t:_),(n:_))\rightarrow 0, \(_,(t:_),(n:_))\rightarrow physprocs, 1),
(Seq, \((t:p:_),(n:_))\rightarrow max (p*(tilesize_p n)) 0,
\((t:p:_),(n:_))\rightarrow min ((p+1)*(tilesize_p n)) n, 1)]
(BD body_til)
where tilesize_p:: Int -> Int
tilesize_p n = ((n-1) \text{‘div’} physprocs)+1

body_til:((Array Int Float,Array Int Float),[Idx]) \rightarrow [Idx]
\rightarrow ((Array Int Float,Array Int Float),[Idx])
body_til ((a,a1),splist) [t,p,p2]
| (p2==low)||(p2==up) = ((a,a1//[[(p2,a!p2)]],splist)
| (low< p2)&& (p2< up) = ((a, stmt1 a a1 (t,p2,n ),splist)
where stmt1 a a1 (t, p, n) = (a1//[[(p, (a!(p-1)+2*a!(p)+a!(p+1))/4)]]
(low,up) = bounds a
(n:_) = splist

Fig. 5. Tiled SynAPM version of the Finite Differences

consisting of memory and structure parameters, and a list of current values of all surrounding loops, to return an updated state. Figure 4 shows the state to be of type ((Array Int Float,Array Int Float),[Idx]). The first array a is the one computed by the last iteration, and a1 is filled at this time step. Note that the structure parameter list splist consists of only one item: the size n of the array. As the computation takes place only on the inner array values, we need a case analysis to take care of the border cells.

4.2 The Tiled Program

Figure 5 shows the synchronous findiff program after a simple processor tiling transformation. The parallel loop has been partitioned into tiles such that the number of remaining parallel iterations matches the number of physically available processors (as defined by physprocs). An additional sequential inner loop
body\_comm = similar to body\_til
loop\_comm = similar to loop\_til, msg generation after each body

instance Sendable SC\_Dom Int Float SCMem where
generateMsg \([t,p,p2] (n:_)(a,a1) = \[
    [Msg (p2, to\_p, t, to\_tm, A, p2, a1!p2)|
    to\_p <- (case pos\_in\_tile of
      pat | pat==low -> []
      | pat==up -> []
      | pat==0 -> [p-1]
      | pat==(ts-1) -> [p+1]
      | True -> [] ),
    to\_tm <- [t+1]
    ]
    where (low,up) = bounds a
    pos\_in\_tile = p2 'mod' ts
    ts = tilesize\_comm n
\]

instance Updatable SC\_Dom Int Float SCMem where
updateMem (Msg (from\_p, to\_p, from\_tm, to\_tm, dom, idx, val)) (a,a1) =
if (a1!idx) == val then (a,a1//[(idx,val)])
  else wrong update

\textbf{Fig. 6.} SynCommAPM version of the Finite Differences

$p2$ has been added that enumerates the previously parallel iterations sequentially. Its bounds make sure that the loop variable takes the values previously provided by loop $p$, so that the relevant parameters of the body now are $t$ and $p2$. Other than that, the function body\_til is identical to body\_syn. As the APMs work with an arbitrary but fixed number of processors, the tiled program can still run on SynAPM.

\textbf{Changes to the Code to Obtain the Tiled Program:}

\begin{itemize}
  \item The constant \texttt{physprocs} (denoting the number of physical processors on real machine) and the \texttt{tilesize} function are added.
  \item An additional loop in LP with loop variable $p2$ is added.
  \item The body function takes three loop variables, $p$ is replaced by $p2$.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{4.3 The Communicating Program}

Loop and body functions are the same as in the tiled program except for the memory type. Whereas in the previous APM programs the memory type could be freely defined, we now require the parameterised type \texttt{State} that couples memory and message queue. The parameters are required by context declarations within the \texttt{SynCommAPM} interpreter. See Figure 6. Emphasised font is used for
pseudo code that replaces some longer Haskell code. It is meant to shorten the presentation.

New are three additional functions that have to be implemented by the programmer and which are called from inside the interpreter:

– `generateMsg` generates new messages originating from each processor at each time-step;
– `updateMem`, updates the state’s memory with values sent by a message;
– `synchronizeMem`, being called after each time-step for possible synchronisation work on all processors. In this case, `synchronizeMem` removes the old array in each processor’s state and introduces an empty new one to be filled in by computations in the next time-step. `synchronizeMem` will be omitted in the given code examples as it is just an auxiliary function.

These three functions have to be introduced by class instance declarations because the APM interpreter needs some type information to use the – at this point – undefined functions as stubs. This is because the APM interpreters reside in a separate Haskell module that is being used by different APM program modules. So, for every APM program the specific instances of these three functions are different, yet they need to fit into the APM, and making them instances of multi-parameter type classes guarantees the integration into the APM interpreter.

Function `updateMem` checks before an update whether the memory’s and the message’s values are identical. If they are not, the interpreter issues a runtime error message because a wrong communication message was generated. This is no method to prove correctness of communications, but testing the `SynCommAPM` program with a variety of inputs without errors can provide some confidence in the message generation, which belongs to the more error-prone parts of parallel programming. The `SynMMAPM` will provide further communication checks.

Changes to the Code to Obtain the Communicating Program:

– A `State` type combining memory and message queue replaces the memory; types in body and `LP` are adapted accordingly.
– Each call of the body is followed by a call of the message generation function of `SynCommAPM`, which in turn calls the provided `generateMsg`.
– Instance declarations for `generateMsg`, `updateMem` and `synchronizeMem` are added.

4.4 The Memory-Managed Program

With the paradigm shift from shared to distributed memory, the memory representation in the APM programs has to be adapted. Each processor gets its own chunk of the memory, which in the example in Figure 7 comprises all the data which is computed on this processor and the remotely-owned data that is required for the computation. The values of the latter will be communicated before the computation. So the one-dimensional array is divided into chunks according to the tile size, with an additional element to the left and to the right,
data MM_PProcMem = PPM (Array Int Float) (Array Int Float)

body_mm :: ([Idx],[Idx]) -> MM_PProcState -> (MM_PProcState,[Idx],[Idx])
body_mm (splist, idxlist@[t,p,p2]) (State (PPM a1 a2) msgs)
| (p2==low)||(p2==up) =
  (State (PPM a1 (a2//[(lidx,a1!lidx)])) msgs,splist,idxlist)
| (low <p2)&&(p2 <up) =
  (State (PPM a1 (a2//[(lidx,stmnt1)])) msgs,splist,idxlist)
where stmnt1 = (a1!(lidx-1) + 2*a1!lidx + a1!(lidx+1))/4
(low,up) = (0,n-1)
(n:_...) = splist
lidx = proc2idx p2 n

The functions loop_mm, generateMsg and updateMem are similar to before and have only been adjusted to the new memory data type.

Fig. 7. SynMMAPM version of the Finite Differences

because each element’s computation needs its two neighbours. The body function’s indexing into its local array has to be adapted. The index range changed from $\{1 \ldots n-1\}$ to $\{1 \ldots \text{tilesize}-1\}$. Furthermore, all communications within a tile can be eliminated, thus requiring a change in the generateMsg function. This program resembles very much an imperative SPMD program with loops as control structure so that the transition to C+MPI is relatively straightforward.

Changes to the Code to Obtain the Memory-Managed Program:

- The memory type within the global state changes to an array of local memory types. Body, generateMsg and updateMem are changed accordingly.
- In LP, just the names of the body/generateMsg functions changes.

4.5 The C+MPI Program

This last transformation leaves the APM realm. Conceptually, nothing interesting happens, but a language barrier has to be crossed. The simpler the body function is, the easier its transformation into a C function gets. The premier area of parallel programming, scientific computation, usually deals with arithmetic operations on arrays. The array as the most frequently used data structure exists in both languages. This is not to say that more general problem domains cannot be handled, but then the target code transformation gets more complicated.

To generate target code, abstract APM communications have to be transformed into MPI calls, the memory data type and its distribution/aggregation function need the imperative equivalent. But all these changes are isolated, and in most cases not difficult, especially if this transformation was taken into account while choosing the appropriate Haskell types.
Changes to the Code to Obtain the C+MPI Program:

- A template for an SPMD program in C+MPI for the APM structures is provided.
- The memory type has to be adapted, the message queue is subsumed by MPI.
- The functions generateMsg, updateMem and synchronizeMem are rewritten in C and replace the stubs within the C template.

5 Critical Evaluation

In Section 4 we showed a simple development in a straight sequence of programs. In practise, one will want a choice between sequences, leading to a tree as suggested. An exploration of design alternatives in PolyAPM has been presented elsewhere [EL03]. Still, here is a preliminary evaluation of the PolyAPM approach, based on our sequence example.

5.1 Benefits

In the following, we present some advantages that we see in our approach. In particular, the first two describe benefits of the methodology, whereas the last three emphasise the use of Haskell for implementing PolyAPM.

- Effects of program transformations can be isolated and evaluated, to help deciding for the most suitable transformation path. An example is the communication generation for SynCommAPM. For complex programs, different communication patterns can be tested by executing the different versions of the communicating program. The APM interpreter can output communication statistics to help selecting the most suitable pattern with the smallest total number of communications.

- Building a test environment for program transformations becomes easier, as input and output of each transformation can be executed and compared with other transformations. PolyAPM can be used to construct a compilation system in which not all transformations are automatic, allowing incremental development. Alternatively, the structure of PolyAPM supports parallel compiler research where a complete compilation is not feasible and some transformations are performed manually, which is the case for all transformations in Section 4.

- Using Haskell has the benefit that the definition of the APM programming language as an algebraic data type provides syntax and type checks for free. Because of this, the APM programs and their interpreters can be kept relatively small, as no parsing of APM programs is necessary.

- It is a challenge to split up the Haskell program into the APM interpreter module and APM program modules. The interpreter has to make assumptions about the unknown APM program (especially that the three user-defined functions introduced by SynCommAPM exist and have types of a
certain kind). Haskell’s multi-parameter type classes support these assertions.

- A researcher who wants to prove that a transformation of APM programs preserves correctness, can do so with equational reasoning techniques.

5.2 Drawbacks

- It is a lot of effort to write all APM programs (for example four plus one sequential program in Section 4) in order to get one target program if the aim is just a single compilation. PolyAPM is not meant for the development of individual application programs.

- In PolyAPM the loop body has to be a Haskell function to maintain the generality of the approach (i.e., if we devise a special language for array assignments, which could be more easily transformed than a general Haskell function, then we severely restrict the class of applicable problems). The more non-trivial and Haskell-specific code the body function contains, the more problems arise when this code is transferred to an imperative language (see Section 4.5).

5.3 Who May Profit from PolyAPM?

- Researchers who are interested in comparing the effects of transformations. This could be compiler writers or researchers in compilation and parallelisation techniques.

- Programmers who have a PolyAPM compilation systems at their disposal which can perform some transformations automatically. Programming the remaining (if any) transformations manually might be less work than writing the target program directly.

- Programmers who need to compile one source program for different target languages or different machine architectures and who have at least some transformations automated.

6 Related Work

John O’Donnell and Gudula Rünger presented APMs in [OR97] and provided a starting point for others to work on parallel compilation using these.

Joy Goodman has extended the above work [Goo01], included input and output via monads, investigated the decision-making process and formalised the decision making process.

Noel Winstanley also uses the APM methodology in his PEDL system [Win01]. He compiles array-based numerical programs to Single-Assignment C [Sch94]. However, he uses a special restricted language, tailored for his specific problem domain, and focuses on a high degree of optimisation and automation of the compilation. Where Goodman and Winstanley concentrate on the generation of parallel programs with few transformations on restricted input languages,
PolyAPM deals with more general input programs and focuses on the selection and evaluation among many program transformations.

Another effort is Glasgow Parallel Haskell (GPH) \cite{THMJ+96}, in which one simply augments a Haskell program with directives that spark subexpressions as independent computations. User control is limited and left to the run time system.

There are many automatic parallel compilation systems with varying degrees of user interaction. Some research systems like SUIF\cite{WFW+94} serve as a compiler’s workbench, where some compilation phases may be replaced by custom implementations. The paralleliser LooPo\cite{GL96}, developed in our group, also belongs to this category. Other systems like Polaris\cite{BEF+95}, Parafrase\cite{PGH+90} and HPF compilers like Adaptor\cite{Bra98} employ a more static view on the parallelisation, in which the selection of transformations is rather fixed.

7 Conclusions

Based on our initial experimental evaluation, we envision the PolyAPM model for specific sub-areas of parallel program development rather than claiming a general purpose approach.

**Structured (parallel) program development:** The task of obtaining parallel target code consists of several steps. Current commercial parallelising compilation systems (mainly for HPF) often are only able to perform the compilation in one pass. There is usually no or only restricted influence on the selection of the used algorithms. This static process can be made flexible with a modular system of compilation phases, where single phases can be chosen from a given set of alternatives. A few academic systems use this approach for some phases of their compilation system.

**Exploration of design decisions:** Each phase in the PolyAPM compilation process is a source-to-source transformation on APM programs. These programs are executable by the respective APM machine interpreter. As a result, the effects of each transformation can be observed directly by looking at the code and executing it.

**Rapid prototyping:** Researchers with a specialised focus on only one phase of parallel program development can choose an APM at the abstraction level they need and evaluate their work without the need to write a full compiler.

Although, in this paper, program development has only been demonstrated for a single branch of the PDG, the full power of the approach is obtained by making use of a subtree or sub-DAG of the PDG.
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Abstract. In the context of the dynamically typed concurrent functional programming language ERLANG, we describe a simple static analysis for identifying variables containing floating point numbers, how this information is used by the BEAM compiler, and a scheme for efficient (just-in-time) compilation of floating point bytecode instructions to native code. The attractiveness of the scheme lies in its implementation simplicity. It has been fully incorporated in Erlang/OTP R9, and improves the performance of ERLANG programs manipulating floats considerably. We also show that by using this scheme, Erlang/OTP, despite being an implementation of a dynamically typed language, achieves performance which is competitive with that of state-of-the-art implementations of strongly typed strict functional languages on floating point intensive programs.

1 Introduction

In dynamically typed languages the implementation of built-in arithmetic typically involves runtime type tests to ensure that the calculations which are performed are meaningful, i.e., that one does not succeed in dividing atoms by lists. Some of these tests are strictly necessary to ensure correctness, but the same variable can be repeatedly tested because the type information is typically lost after an operation has been performed. This is a major source of inefficiency. Removing these redundant tests improves execution time both by avoiding their runtime cost and by simplifying the task of the compiler (removing conditional branches simplifies the control flow graphs and allows the compiler to work with bigger basic blocks).

Of course, one way of attempting to solve this problem is to attack it at its root: impose a type system to the language and do (inter-modular) type inference. Doing so a posteriori is most often not trivial. More importantly, type systems and powerful static analyses might not necessarily be in accordance with certain features deemed important for intended application domains (e.g., on-the-fly selective code updates that might invalidate the results of previous analyses), design decisions of the underlying implementation (e.g., the ability to selectively compile a single function at a time in a just-in-time fashion), or the overall philosophy of the language.

In this paper, rather than changing the basic characteristics of ERLANG, we take a more pragmatic approach to alleviating the downsides that absence of type information has for a (native code) compiler of the language. Specifically, we describe a simple scheme for using local type analysis (i.e., the analysis is restricted to a single function) to identify variables containing floating point values. Moreover, we have fully incorporated this
scheme in an industrial-strength implementation of ERLANG (the Erlang/OTP system) and extensively quantify the performance gains that it offers both in execution of virtual machine bytecode and of native code.

To make this paper relatively self-contained, we start with a brief presentation of ERLANG’s characteristics (Sect. 2) followed by a brief description of the architecture of the HiPE just-in-time native code compiler (Sect. 3). In Sect. 4 a simple scheme to identify variables containing floating point values is presented, and the floating point aware translation of built-in arithmetic in the BEAM virtual machine instruction set is compared to its older translation. Sect. 5 contains a detailed account of how the HiPE compiler translates floating point instructions of the BEAM from its intermediate representation all the way down to both its SPARC and x86 back-ends, and how the features of the corresponding architectures are effectively utilized. The paper ends with an evaluation of the performance of using the presented scheme both within different implementations of ERLANG and when compared with a state-of-the-art implementation of a strict statically typed functional language.

2 The Erlang Language and Erlang/OTP

ERLANG is a dynamically typed, strict, concurrent functional language. The basic data types include atoms, numbers, and process identifiers; compound data types are lists and tuples. There are no assignments or mutable data structures. Functions are defined as sets of guarded clauses, and clause selection is done by pattern matching. Iterations are expressed as tail-recursive function calls, and ERLANG consequently requires tailcall optimization. ERLANG also has a catch/throw-style exception mechanism. ERLANG processes are created dynamically, and applications tend to use many of them. Processes communicate through asynchronous message passing: each process has a mailbox in which incoming messages are stored, and messages are retrieved from the mailbox by pattern matching. Messages can be arbitrary ERLANG values. ERLANG implementations must provide automatic memory management, and the soft real-time nature of the language calls for bounded-time garbage collection techniques.

Erlang/OTP is the standard implementation of the language. It combines ERLANG with the Open Telecom Platform (OTP) middleware, a library with standard components for telecommunications applications. Erlang/OTP is currently used industrially by Ericsson Telecom and other software and telecommunications companies around the world for the development of high-availability servers and networking equipment. Additional information about ERLANG can be found at www.erlang.org.

3 The HiPESystem: Brief Overview

HiPE (High Performance Erlang) is included in the open source Erlang/OTP system. It consists of a compiler from BEAM virtual machine bytecode to native machine code (currently UltraSPARC or x86), and extensions to the runtime system to support mixing interpreted and native code execution, at the granularity of individual functions.

BEAM. The BEAM intermediate representation is a symbolic version of the BEAM virtual machine bytecode, and is produced by disassembling the functions or module
being compiled. BEAM is a register-based virtual machine which operates on a largely implicit heap and call-stack, a set of global registers for values that do not survive function calls (X-registers), and a set of slots in the current stack frame (Y-registers). BEAM is semi-functional: composite values are immutable, but registers and stack slots can be assigned freely.

**BEAM to Icode.** Icode is an idealized Erlang assembly language. The stack is implicit, any number of temporaries may be used, and all temporaries survive function calls. Most computations are expressed as function calls. All bookkeeping operations, including memory management and process scheduling, are implicit.

BEAM is translated to Icode mostly one instruction at a time. However, function calls and the creation of tuples are sequences of instructions in BEAM but single instructions in Icode, requiring the translator to recognize those sequences. The Icode form is then improved by application of constant propagation, constant folding, and dead-code elimination [11]. Temporaries are also renamed through conversion to a static single assignment form [1], to avoid false dependencies between different live ranges.

**Icode to RTL.** RTL is a generic three-address register transfer language. RTL itself is target-independent, but the code is target-specific, due to references to target-specific registers and primitive procedures. RTL has tagged registers for proper Erlang values, and untagged registers for arbitrary machine values. To simplify the garbage collector interface, function calls only preserve live tagged registers.

In the translation from Icode to RTL, many operations (e.g., arithmetic, data construction, or tests) are inlined. Data tagging operations are made explicit, data accesses and initializations are turned into loads and stores, etc. Optimizations applied to RTL include common subexpression elimination, constant propagation and folding, and merging of heap overflow tests.

The final step in the compilation is translation from RTL to native machine code of the target back-end (as mentioned, currently SPARC V8+ or IA-32).

## 4 Identification and Handling of Floats in the BEAM Interpreter

Due to space limitations, we do not present a formal definition of the local static type analysis that we use, but instead explain its basic ideas and how the analysis information is propagated forwards and used in the BEAM interpreter with the following example.

**Example 1.** Consider the Erlang code shown in Fig. 1(a). Its translation to BEAM code without taking advantage of the fact that certain operands to arithmetic expressions are floating point numbers is shown in Fig. 1(b). Note that the code uses the general arithmetic instructions of the BEAM. These instructions have to test at runtime that their operands (constants and X-registers in this case) contain numbers, untag and possibly unbox these operands, perform the corresponding arithmetic operation, tag and possibly box the result on the heap, and place a pointer to it in the X-register shown on the left hand side of the arrow. Note that if such an arithmetic operation results in either a type error or an arithmetic exception, execution will continue at the fail label denoted by L_e.

Note however that even though Erlang is a dynamically typed language, there is enough information in the above Erlang code to deduce through a simple static analysis
that certain arithmetic operations take floating point numbers as operands and return floating point numbers as results. This information can easily be propagated forwards in a function’s body. For example, after the type test guard succeeds, it is known that variable C (argument register \( x_2 \)) contains a floating point number. Because of the floating point constant 3.14, if the addition will not result in either a type error or an exception, variable \( X \) will also be bound to a float. Similarly, because of the use of the floating point division operator, variable \( Y \) will also be bound to a float if successful, etc.\(^1\) Using the results of such an analysis could allow generation of the more efficient BEAM code shown in Fig. 2. Note that a new set of floating point registers (F-registers) has been introduced to the BEAM. These registers contain untagged floats.

As shown in this example, to exploit the information produced by the local type analysis, in recent versions of the BEAM, a separate set of instructions for handling floating point arithmetic has been introduced. Whenever it can be determined that the type of a variable is indeed a float, a block of floating point operations is created limited

---

\(^1\) In **Erlang**, the type of the result of an arithmetic operation is only determined by the types of the operands. For example, multiplying a float by an integer always results in a float. Not all dynamically typed languages work this way. For example, multiplying anything by the integer 0 can give the integer 0 in Scheme.
Table 1. BEAM floating point instructions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fclearerror</td>
<td>Clears any earlier floating point exceptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fcheckerror</td>
<td>Checks whether any instruction since the last fclearerror has resulted in a floating point exception. Its implementation can either rely on hardware features (e.g., condition flags), or be more portable (e.g., explicitly check for NaNs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fconv</td>
<td>Converts a number to a floating point number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fadd</td>
<td>Performs floating point addition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fsub</td>
<td>Performs floating point subtraction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fdiv</td>
<td>Performs floating point division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fmul</td>
<td>Performs floating point multiplication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fnegate</td>
<td>Negates a floating point number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fmove</td>
<td>Moves values between floating point registers and ordinary registers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. A boxed float in the BEAM

by fclearerror and fcheckerror instructions. Although not all type tests are eliminated, inside this block no type tests are needed for the variables marked as floats. The complete set of BEAM instructions for handling floats is shown in Table 1.

5 Handling of Floats in the HiPE Native Code Compiler

In the BEAM, whenever it is not known that a particular virtual machine register contains a floating point number, the float value is boxed, i.e., stored on the heap with a header word pointed to by the address kept in the register representing the number. Furthermore the address is tagged to show that the register is bound to a boxed value as shown in Fig. 3. Note that floating point values are not necessarily double word aligned.

Whenever the float is used, the address has to be untagged, the header word has to be examined to find out the type of the variable (because e.g. tuples and bignums are boxed in the same manner), and finally the actual number can be used. Depending on the target architecture, the float is placed in the SPARC’s floating point registers or on the x87 floating point stack, the computation takes place and then the result is boxed again and put on the heap. If the result is to be used again, which is typically the case, it has to be unboxed again prior to its use just as described above.

However, inside a basic block that is known to consist of floating point computations, all floating point numbers can be kept unboxed in the F-registers which are loaded either in the floating point unit (e.g., on the SPARC) or on the floating point stack of the machine (e.g., on the x86), thus removing the need of type testing each time the value is used. Furthermore, if a result of a computation is to be used again it can simply remain unboxed instead of being put on the heap and then read into the FPU again.
5.1 Translation to Icode

In the translation from BEAM bytecode to Icode most of the instructions are more or less kept unchanged and just passed on to RTL. The exception is fmove that either moves a value from an ordinary X-register to a floating point one (in which case it corresponds to an untagging operation), or vice versa (in which case it corresponds to a tagging operation). To handle the first case, Icode introduces the operation unsafe_untag_float and in the second unsafe_tag_float. These Icode operations will be expanded on the RTL-level as described below.

5.2 Translation to RTL

Translation of Boxing and Unboxing. When translating the unsafe_untag_float instruction, since it is known that the X-register contains a float, there is no need to examine the header word. The untagging operation can be performed by simply subtracting the float tag which currently is 2; see [12]. As can be seen in Fig. 3 the actual floating point value is stored at an offset of 4 from the untagged address, so instead of being translated to a subtraction of 2 and a fload with offset 4, unsafe_untag_float is translated to fload with offset 2, thus eliminating the actual untagging.

The unsafe_tag_float instruction writes the value to the heap, places a header word showing that this is a float, and finally tags the pointer with 2 to show that the value is boxed. Normally the garbage collection test that should be done to ensure that there is space on the heap is handled by a coalesced heap test, but otherwise one is added here.

Translation of Floating Point Conversion. On converting an ERLANG number to its floating point representation it is essential to find out what the old representation was. The legal conversions are from integers, bignums, and possibly other floats. The reason the last case can occur is that the static analysis currently used does not discover all variables containing floats. These do not, of course, need to be converted but implicit in the fconv instruction is also the request to untag the value so this case is turned into an unsafe_untag_float.

The conversion from an integer is supported in both back-ends so this operation is kept as an fconv-instruction, but when the value is a bignum the operation is not inlined. Instead the instruction is turned into a call to the conv_big_to_float primary operation (primop) that returns a boxed float that needs to be untagged before further processing.

The separate handling of different types of conversion constitutes the only branches in the control flow graph (CFG) where there can be unboxed floats in registers. All functions can branch to a fail label but as discussed below all unboxed floats must be saved on the stack on function calls. Furthermore, if there is a comparison of floats the computational block is ended and the comparison is made on boxed values. Currently, there is no support for unboxed comparison. Adding such support would avoid the unnecessary boxing and increase the live ranges of the unboxed values.

Translation of Error Handling. In BEAM, the instructions fcerror and fcheckerror are just setting and reading a variable in a C structure of the runtime system. The first
Translation we tried, implemented these as calls to primops. This turned out to be expensive, not only because a call to a primop is not as cheap as reading the variable, but it also affected the spilling behavior as it required that all floats are spilled on the stack before the primop call. Subsequently, we enhanced HiPE with the ability to access information directly from C variables of the runtime system which opened up the possibility to have a cheap and direct translation of the floating point error handling instructions.

**Translation of Floating Point Arithmetic.** \(\text{fadd, fsub, fdiv, and fmul}\) do not have to be treated in any special way. They are just propagated to the back-end. In the SPARC back-end the \(\text{fmov}\) SPARC instruction has a flag telling the processor if the value is to be negated in addition to being moved. The \(\text{fnegate}\) instruction is therefore translated to a \(\text{fmov}\) which sets that flag.

### 5.3 Handling of Floats in the SPARC Back-End

**Use of the SPARC Floating Point Registers.** The SPARC has 32 double precision floating point registers, half of which can instead be used as single precision registers in which case there are 32 single precision and 16 double precision floating point registers. On loading or storing double precision floats the address must be double word aligned, or the operation will result in a fault. Since currently there is no guarantee of such an alignment in neither BEAM nor HiPE, the fact that a double precision register is made up of two single precision ones is used and the instruction is turned into two single precision loads.

If the exclusive double precision registers need to be used, the only way to safely load to them would be to use two scratch single precision registers and then move the double precision value. This is not done, so these 16 registers are not being used.

The register allocation of the pseudo floating point variables to the real registers is handled by a variation of the linear scan register allocation algorithm [14,6]. The algorithm is slightly altered to cater for the needs of floats which require use of two stack positions for spilling rather than one.

**Floating Point Numbers on the Native Stack.** Floats are spilled to the stack when too many of them are live at the same time, but also whenever they are live over a function call. Since there are no guarantees that the called function does not use the floating point registers, their contents must be saved on the stack and then restored on return from the function. Currently, an extra pass through the CFG removes any redundant stores and loads.

On spilling floats to the native stack it must be ensured that the stack slots are marked as dead since the values are not tagged. (Otherwise, the garbage collector would try to follow and possibly copy the contents of these stack slots which could result in seg-faults or meaningless results.) Fortunately, this is easy to do, as the current version of HiPE generates *stack maps* for all stack frames; see [15].

There is one more case where untagged values are put on the stack. When converting a single word integer to a float the value typically resides in an ordinary register. SPARC handles the conversion by loading the integer value into a single precision floating point
register and then converting it into the corresponding double precision register. However, the load instruction cannot use a register as source, so the value is stored on the stack first.

**Performing the Operations.** When a floating point operation is called all three of its operands must be in floating point registers. The SPARC, unlike the x86, has no support for letting one or more of the operands be a memory reference so two registers need to be available for the case when the two operands reside in memory.

A design decision of the HiPE compiler is to preserve the observable behavior of Erlang programs. This includes preserving side-effects of arithmetic operations such as floating point exceptions; in Erlang these can be caught by a catch statement. Therefore, even in cases were the result of a floating point arithmetic operation is not needed, the operation can be eliminated only if it can be proved that it will not raise an exception. However, note that when a floating point operation is performed only for its side effects and its result is never used, the latter can safely be left in the register since SPARC does not demand the registers to be empty on leaving a function. If the result is to be used and the pseudo variable tied to the float is spilled, the result is stored in a stack slot. Currently, no test is made to see if the result is the operand of the next floating point operation that needs the scratch registers since this would require another pass through the code. (This would interfere with the JIT nature of the HiPE compiler.)

### 5.4 Handling of Floats in the x86 Back-end

**Use of the x87 Floating Point Unit.** On the x86, all floating point operations are performed in the x87 floating point unit. The x87 is used as a stack with eight slots represented by \%st(i), 0 ≤ i ≤ 7. In this section, whenever the stack is mentioned the x87 floating point stack is what is meant unless otherwise stated.

On the SPARC the pseudo variables can be globally mapped to floating point registers but because of the stack representation of the x87 the bindings between pseudo variables and stack slots are local to each program point.

**Mapping to the x87.** The approach of the mapping is based on an improvement of the algorithm proposed in [10]. The main idea is to keep live values on the stack as long as possible while not pushing others when not needed. Each instruction can only have one operand as a memory reference so if both operands are spilled one must be pushed, preferably one that is live out at that point, that is one that is used at a later time. If there is already a spilled value on the stack, it might not be necessary to pop it since there can be room on the stack anyway, but whenever the stack is full and a new value is to be pushed the first spilled value is popped. More specifically, the mapping is performed as follows:

1. As in the SPARC back-end, using a variation of the linear scan register allocation algorithm, the floating point variables are mapped to seven pseudo stack slots. These do not represent the actual slots but this mapping is a way to ensure that at all times the unspilled values and a scratch value fit on the stack.
2. The mapping is done by traversing the CFG trace-wise: Starting from the beginning each successor is handled until the trace either merges with a trace already handled or reaches the CFG’s end. In each basic block the instructions are transformed to operate on the actual stack positions and, if needed, to perform appropriate push and pop actions. (For most floating point operations, the x87 has instructions that perform the operation and possibly also pop one of the operands; see [4].) The mapping from pseudo variables to stack positions is propagated to the next basic block.

3. Whenever two traces are merged their mappings are compared. If they differ, the adjoining trace is altered since the basic block and its successors already have been handled. This is done by adding a basic block containing stack shuffling code that synchronizes the mappings.

4. If a floating point instruction branches to a fail label the mapping that is kept at compile time may be corrupt since there is no way of knowing where the error occurred. The stack must then be completely freed so as to assure that it contains no garbage. This is done by calling a primop that restores the stack. Note that this can be done in the same basic block as the fail code since these operations are independent of the predecessor.

Since values that are spilled are not popped right away, there can be inconsistencies between the values on the stack and in the corresponding spill positions, but whenever a spilled value is popped it is written back to the stack slot if it is live out. A value that is not live out is immediately popped without being written back.

Translating the Instructions. To simplify the translation and avoid an extra pass through the intermediate code, a design decision has been made to not use heap positions as memory operands to a floating point instruction. So, initially all values are loaded on the stack using \texttt{fld} instructions. The top of the stack is represented by $\%st(0)$ and this slot is the only one that can interact with memory on loads and stores but also when using a memory cell as an operand. This can at times be inconvenient but an instruction to switch places between the top and an arbitrary position $i$ is available, \texttt{fxch} $\%st(i)$. When used in conjunction with another floating point operation this instruction is very cheap. Only the source operand (src) of a floating point instruction can be a memory reference, so a spilled src is not pushed prior to its use. The destination operand (dst) must be on the stack so a spilled value can already be on the stack if it has been used as dst in an earlier instruction.

The liveness of each value is known at each point. A value that is not live out is immediately popped, but as described above a value that is live out is not necessarily pushed. A spilled value is not written back to its spill position unless it has to be popped. This means that there can be several spilled values on the stack at the same time. When a value is to be pushed and the stack is full a spilled value is popped and written back.

Example 2. Suppose the following calculation is to be performed.

$$X = ((A \ast B) \ast (A + C)) + D$$

Using the pseudo variables $\%f_i$, $i \in \mathbb{N}$, the calculation corresponds to the following sequence of pseudo RTL instructions:
After register allocation (where the index of $%f_i$ has been limited to $0 \leq i \leq 7$) and translation to the two address code that the x86 uses, the above sequence becomes as the pseudo-x86 code shown in Fig. 4(a). Transforming this into real code for the x87, we get the code shown in Fig. 4(b).

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Instruction & Stack \\
\hline
fmov A $%f_0$ & fild A $[A]$ \\
fmov B $%f_1$ & fild B $[B,A]$ \\
fmov C $%f_2$ & fild C $[C,B,A]$ \\
fmov D $%f_3$ & fild D $[D,C,B,A]$ \\
fadd $%f_0$, $%f_2$ & fxch %st(3) $[A,C,B,D]$ \\
fmul $%f_0$, $%f_1$ & fadd $%st(1)$, $%st(0)$ $[A,A+C,B,D]$ \\
fadd $%f_1$, $%f_2$ & fmulp $%st(2)$, $%st(0)$ $[A+C,A*B,D]$ \\
fadd $%f_2$, $%f_3$ & fmulp $%st(1)$, $%st(0)$ $[A*B(A+C),D]$ \\
fmov $%f_3$, X & faddp $%st(1)$, $%st(0)$ $[A*B(A+C)+D]$ \\
 & fstp X $[]$ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

(a) Pseudo-x86 code. 
(b) Generated x86 code and x87 stack.

Fig. 4. Stages of x86 code generation for Example 2. No spilling occurs

Example 3. Again suppose that the calculation $X = ((A \times B) \times (A + C)) + D$ is to be performed, but for illustration purposes let us now assume that the floating point stack only has three slots. This means only two pseudo variables, $%f_0$ and $%f_1$ can be used since there might be need of a scratch slot. Instead spill slots denoted by $%sp(i)$ are used where $i$ is limited by the size of the native stack; see the code in Fig. 5(a). As mentioned, the translation strategy used is a greedy one: leave spill positions that are live out at a certain point on the stack and hope that the new value will not have to leave the stack on account of another spilled value wanting to take its place. Doing so, results in the code shown in Fig. 5(b) which can be improved using a peephole optimization pass.

Some Notes on Precision. The standard precision of floating point values in ERLANG is, as mentioned above, the IEEE double precision. On the x87, however, the precision is 80 bit double extended precision and whenever a floating point value of another type is loaded on the stack it is also converted to this precision.

When the bytecode is interpreted one instruction at a time, as it is in the BEAM interpreter, the operands are pushed to the stack and converted, the operation is performed,
and finally the result is popped. The popping involves conversion back to the double precision by rounding the value on the stack.

When using the scheme described above, the results are kept on the x87 stack as long as possible if they are to be used again, which leads to a higher precision in the subsequent computations since no rounding is taking place in between computing an (intermediate) result and using it. This difference in precision can lead to different answers to the same sequence of FP computations depending on which scheme is used. The bigger the block of floating point instructions, the bigger the chance of getting different results. Note however that since less rounding leads to smaller accumulated error, the longer a value stays on the x87 stack, the better the FP precision which is obtained.

6 Performance Evaluation

The following questions are of interest when evaluating the performance of floating point handling in \texttt{Erlang}.

- How effective is the local type analysis in classifying arithmetic operations that involve floating point values as indeed such?
- How much does the compilation scheme described in this paper improve the performance of \texttt{Erlang} programs both when running in the BEAM interpreter and in native code?
- Does this scheme make Erlang/OTP competitive with state-of-the-art implementations of other strict functional languages in handling floating point arithmetic? Is the resulting performance competitive with that of statically typed languages?

We address these questions in reverse order below: In Sect. 6.3 the performance of HiPE, and SML/NJ are compared, followed by Sect. 6.2 which contains a performance comparison of different \texttt{Erlang} implementations. Finally, Sect. 6.1 reports on the effectiveness of the local type analysis.
Table 2. Description of benchmark programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>float_bm</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>A small synthetic benchmark that tests all floating point instructions;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in this benchmark, floating point variables have small live ranges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float_bm_spill</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Same as above but variables in the program are kept live;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in register-poor architectures spilling occurs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bares-hut</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>A floating point intensive multi-body simulator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>An implementation of the fast Fourier transform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wings_subdiv</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>Wings is a 3D modeler written in ERLANG. This benchmark uses the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Catmull-Clark subdivision algorithm to subdivide an initial ball model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with 1536 polygons, 3072 edges, and 1538 vertices into a model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with 6144 polygons, 12288 edges, and 6146 vertices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wings_normals</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Calculates normals for all vertices of the above initial ball model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raytracer</td>
<td>2898</td>
<td>A ray tracer tracing a scene with 11 objects (2 of them with textures).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudoknot</td>
<td>3310</td>
<td>Computes the 3D structure of a nucleic acid; programs are from [2].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The platforms used to conduct the comparison were a SUN Ultra 30 with a 296 MHz Sun UltraSPARC-II processor and 256 MB of RAM running Solaris 2.7, and a dual processor Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz machine with 1 GB of RAM and 512 KB of cache per processor running Linux. Information about the ERLANG programs used as benchmarks is shown in Table 2.

6.1 Comparing Floating Point Arithmetic in SML/NJ and Erlang/OTP

We have chosen to compare the resulting system against SML since it belongs to the same category of functional languages (namely strict) as ERLANG, it is known to have efficient industrial-strength implementations, and is statically typed so we can see how well our scheme performs against a system whose compiler has exact and complete information about types and absolutely no type tests are performed during runtime. This is not restricted to floats but extends to all types. As such, it gives SML/NJ an advantage over Erlang/OTP, but provided that the benchmark programs are floating point intensive, one can expect that the manifestation of this advantage is not so profound.

Two versions of SML/NJ are being used. Version 110.0.7, which is a stable, official release of the compiler, but it is also a bit old (from Sept. 2000). Thus we also included the most recent working version (110.42) of the compiler (from 16 Oct. 2002).

Since SML/NJ generates native code, we only present a performance comparison against HiPE which compiles floating point operations to native code using the scheme described in the previous sections. Table 3 contains the results of the comparison in four of the benchmarks: barnes-hut shows more or less the same picture on both SPARC

---

2 Information about SML/NJ can be found at cm.bell-labs.com/cm/cs/what/smlnj/.
3 Both versions of float_bm are small programs and so we wrote equivalent SML versions ourselves; raytracer and wings.* were too big to also do so. pseudoknot and barnes-hut are standard benchmark programs of the SML/NJ distribution. The fft program typically used as an SML benchmark uses destructive updates and thus does not have the same complexity as the ERLANG one. Unfortunately, pseudoknot could not be compiled by SML/NJ version 110.42.
Table 3. Performance comparison between HiPE and SML/NJ versions (times in ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>HiPE  110.0.7</th>
<th>110.42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>float_bm</td>
<td>4040</td>
<td>2660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float_bm_spill</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>4140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barnes-hut</td>
<td>4280</td>
<td>4390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudoknot</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>HiPE  110.0.7</th>
<th>110.42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>float_bm</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float_bm_spill</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barnes-hut</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudoknot</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Performance on SPARC. (b) Performance on the x86.

and x86: HiPE is slightly faster than SML/NJ 110.0.7 and about twice as slow as 110.42; the reason has to do with the precision of the analysis; cf. also Table 5. The picture on the other benchmarks depends on the platform: On the SPARC, SML/NJ is between 30% and 130% faster on the float_bm and pseudoknot benchmarks. This is partly due to SML/NJ’s use of a double word aligned floating point representation, but mostly due to the calling convention used by SML/NJ which passes floating point arguments of function calls in machine registers; HiPE currently does not, and cannot do so without employing a more global analysis. On the x86 where floating point arguments are passed on the stack anyway, the performance gap is significantly smaller for these programs: HiPE achieves a performance which is quite close (or better) to that of SML/NJ. We believe that this also validates the choice of the algorithm sketched in Example 3 for choosing which values to leave on the x87 floating point stack.

6.2 Performance of Float Handling in Implementations of Erlang

In Erlang/OTP R9 the analysis described in this paper is by default part of the BEAM compiler and the floating point instructions of Table 1 part of the BEAM interpreter. However, the compiler can be instructed not to do any analysis so that all floating point arithmetic is performed using generic BEAM instructions operating on boxed values that have to be type tested and unboxed each time the value is used. To study the performance of the presented scheme, a comparison is made using Erlang/OTP R9 both with and without the floating point analysis and finally using the HiPE compiler.

The results of the comparison are shown in Table 4. One can see that the performance of floating point manipulation in Erlang/OTP has improved considerably both as a result of using the analysis in the BEAM interpreter and due to the use of this information by the HiPE compiler. Note that the performance of e.g., float_bm_spill has improved up to 4.7 times by using the floating point instructions (on x86) and the performance improvement due to native code compilation of floating point operations ranges from a few percent up to a factor of 4.55, again in the float_bm_spill program (on SPARC). It should be clear that the scheme described in this paper is worth its while.

6.3 Effectiveness of the Local Static Analysis

As can be seen in Table 5 the static analysis, despite being local, succeeds in finding most of the floating point arithmetic instructions. This agrees with a statement made in [9, Sect. 5] that local unboxing is most effective on programs that perform a lot of
Table 4. Performance comparison between BEAM R9, and HiPE (times in ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>BEAM w/o anal</th>
<th>BEAM w anal</th>
<th>HiPE w anal</th>
<th>HiPE w anal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>float_bm</td>
<td>39120</td>
<td>14800</td>
<td>4040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float_bm_spill</td>
<td>80630</td>
<td>24610</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barnes-hut</td>
<td>11330</td>
<td>10250</td>
<td>4280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
<td>19600</td>
<td>16740</td>
<td>8890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wings_subdiv</td>
<td>9270</td>
<td>9520</td>
<td>8970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wings_normals</td>
<td>9070</td>
<td>8310</td>
<td>7370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raytracer</td>
<td>9490</td>
<td>9110</td>
<td>8500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudoknot</td>
<td>5200</td>
<td>3110</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Performance on SPARC.

(b) Performance on x86.

Table 5. Effectiveness of the local static analysis in finding floating point arithmetic operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>FP-operations</th>
<th>Discovered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>float_bm</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float_bm_spill</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barnes-hut</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wings_normals</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wings_subdivs</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raytracer</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudoknot</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

floating point computations and for these programs one does not have to propagate type information through the whole compilation chain.

One thing to note is that our analysis technique gets a lot of mileage from the presence of type tests in guards of Erlang clauses. By adding is_float guards in just two of the functions in barnes-hut, the percentage of discovered floating point arithmetic operations increased from initially 27% to 67%, which in turn gave a speed-up of 25% on the x86. This is the only program for which source code was modified. The performance on the different versions of float_bm is not surprising since they are of a synthetic nature, but considering that pseudoknot is a more realistic program, it is noteworthy that the analysis found all of the floating point arithmetics.

7 Discussion and Related Work

Our work is far from being the first or the most sophisticated static analysis for discovering floating point type information and avoiding unnecessary boxing and unboxing operations. Our analysis scheme has been practically rather than theoretically motivated from the start, and we hold that its biggest attractiveness lies in its combination of simplicity and effectiveness. Erlang is a dynamically typed language and currently the unit of compilation in the HiPE compiler is a single function. One advantage of using a local analysis in our implementation setting is that the analysis is simple enough to be
performed even when the compilation starts from bytecode (of a single function) rather
than from Erlang source code, and fast enough so as to be applicable in a just-in-time
fashion.

If one decides to relax these constraints, there are more sophisticated analyses which
have similar aims as ours that come to mind: Leroy’s representation analysis \[8\] for ML-
type languages (extended for the ML module system in \[15\]), or Jones’ and Launchbury’s
analysis \[7\] for Haskell-like languages. All these analyses have been developed in the
context of statically typed languages, are more powerful, but at the same time more
expensive. An even more powerful analysis for avoiding unnecessary boxing operations
for which optimality results can be established is described in \[5\]. Experimenting with
non-local analysis is an interesting direction for future research. As described in Sect. \[5\]
the back-ends of HiPE — and the x86 back-end in particular — already contain all the
necessary ingredients for taking advantage of more powerful analyses. As indicated by
the performance results, the implementation technology described in Sect. \[5\] for exploit-
ing floating point type analysis information is efficient enough to be of interest to other
functional programming language implementors independently of the characteristics of
the source language.
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Abstract. Functional programming is very powerful when applied to tree-shaped data. Real-world software problems often involve circular graph-shaped data. In this paper, we characterize a class of functions on circular data graphs extending the class of primitively corecursive functions. We propose an abstract, effective implementation technique for these functions under an eager evaluation strategy on standard stack machines. The proposed implementation ensures termination and can be tuned either for exactness or for speed. The latter variant is asymptotically as efficient as standard implementations of algebraic recursion, at the price of suboptimal homomorphic result graphs with decently bounded redundancy.
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1 Introduction

1.1 On This Paper

In the first section, we discuss the application of coalgebraic functional programming to graph-shaped (circular) data. Then, we characterize a class of corecursive functions on such data and present an algorithm to implement these functions, reconciling eager evaluation and terminating computations on (conceptually) infinite structures. Finally, we examine several optimization techniques that promise to compensate the serious runtime overhead implied by a naive implementation.

We assume familiarity with the basic concepts and notations of category theory, and especially of categorial algebra and coalgebra. A good introduction can be found in [Rut96]. The basic applications of categorial (co)algebra for functional programming, such as presented in [MFP91], are also presupposed.

1.2 Graphs and Objects

In real-world programming, there are lots of circular data. Especially object-oriented programs, but also semantic networks used for knowledge representation, deal a lot with relational models, represented as graphs of objects. Naturally, objects are represented as memory cells and links to other objects as
pointers to other cells. The rest of a cell (the non-pointers fields) is devoted to the local state of the object (the node label in a graph model).

In a theory of functional programming, circular structures can be captured elegantly by cofree datatypes which are usually modeled as final coalgebras, using corecursion as the primary definition technique. While final coalgebras have numerous nice properties, they fail to represent one central feature of object-orientation: The identity of an object that is discriminable but not a part of its state. This concept is alien to mathematicians, and stems from both philosophical motivations and low-level implementation techniques involving memory cells and pointers. The postulation of identities is the principal paradigmatic difference between cofree datatypes and object systems. As a consequence, the appropriate mathematical model for object systems will be non-final coalgebras.

But regardless of coalgebraic or object-oriented interpretations, many functions are defined solely in terms of object state and abstract from identities in their semantics. We shall try to demonstrate in this paper that

1. such functions can be defined by corecursion, and
2. identities are quite relevant for an effective implementation.

There are very well-known standard techniques for implementing algebraic recursive functions on general-purpose stack machines (see, e.g. [ASU86]). Corecursive functions have been much less popular in the history of programming, therefore the corresponding code generation techniques are not as easily found in standard textbooks. Nevertheless, implementing corecursion mainly means implementing recursion and cleverly enforcing termination; either by lazy evaluation and a suitable notion of productivity of circular definitions (see [TT97]), or by eager evaluation combined with cycle detection. We will take the latter approach in this paper, since there are already plenty of results for the former.

Algebraic functional programming is essentially about trees. Computations on directed acyclic graphs are possible, though with exponential worst-case complexity if subgraph sharing occurs frequently. The technique of function memoization ([Mic68], [Bir80]) can be used to avoid the combinatorial explosion by processing shared subgraphs only once. Cycles, however, cannot be handled gracefully by algebraic functions, even with memoization, because of the algebraic dogma that structures shall be well-founded and processable bottom-up. Implementing coalgebraic functions requires a dual, top-down approach, where the result is (to some degree) initialized before the graph traversal moves on.

1.3 Final Coalgebras

Given some signature functor $F : \text{Set} \to \text{Set}$, an $F$-coalgebra is a pair $\mathcal{C} = (C, \gamma)$ of a carrier set $C$ and an operation $\gamma : C \to F(C)$. A set morphism $f : C \to D$ is an $F$-coalgebra morphism $f : \mathcal{C} \to \mathcal{D} = (D, \delta)$, if $\delta \circ f = F(f) \circ \gamma$. An $F$-coalgebra $\mathcal{C}$ is called final, iff, for any other $F$-coalgebra $\mathcal{D} = (D, \delta)$, there is exactly one anamorphism $[\delta] : \mathcal{D} \to \mathcal{C}$. Besides the power of coinductive definition, final coalgebras come with the useful property of simplicity; behavioral equivalence of
final coalgebra elements (objects) implies their equality. This can be expressed concisely with the help of bisimulations. A bisimulation on two coalgebras \( C \) and \( D \) is a coalgebra relation \( B = (B \subseteq C \times D, \beta) \), such that the projections \( \pi_1 : B \rightarrow C \) and \( \pi_2 : B \rightarrow D \) are coalgebra morphisms. Two objects \( x, x' \) are bisimilar (\( x \approx x' \)), iff a bisimulation including the pair \( (x, x') \) exists. If \( C \) is final, then all bisimilar objects are identical. Bisimilarity is the key technique for proving coalgebraic equations.

**Examples.** Consider the cofree datatype of \( \alpha \)-streams (the dual of \( \alpha \)-lists). The datatype definition

\[
\text{stream}[\alpha] ::= \text{eos} \mid (\text{head} : \alpha, \text{tail} : \text{stream}[\alpha])
\]

induces a signature functor

\[
\text{Str}[\alpha](X) = 1 + \alpha \times X
\]
\[
\text{Str}[\alpha](f) = \text{id}_1 + \text{id}_\alpha \times f
\]

A final \( \text{Str}[\alpha] \)-coalgebra models all sorts of \( \alpha \)-streams:

1. Finite streams. These are exactly the \( \alpha \)-lists. Consider the countdown streams \( c_0, c_1, \ldots \) defined by:

\[
\text{head}(c_i) = i \quad \text{tail}(c_{i+1}) = c_i
\]

\[
\text{tail}(c_0) = \text{eos}
\]

Finite data structures are the supreme domain of classical algebraic functional programming. They are easily defined by induction and processed by recursion.

2. Infinite streams:

   (a) Truly infinite streams. Consider the stream of natural numbers \( n_0, n_1, \ldots \) defined by:

\[
\text{head}(n_i) = i \quad \text{tail}(n_{i+1}) = n_i + 1
\]

   (b) Circular streams. Even if a stream (conceptually) has no finite length, the number of different states ever reachable may be finite. Consider the alternating streams \( a_0, a_1 \) defined by:

\[
\text{head}(a_0) = 0 \quad \text{tail}(a_0) = a_1
\]
\[
\text{head}(a_1) = 1 \quad \text{tail}(a_1) = a_0
\]

Circular data structures, representing systems with infinite dynamics and finite state space, are the primary domain of eager coalgebraic functional programming. They can be defined by coinduction and processed effectively by corecursion, though these techniques are neither as widely known nor as well understood as their algebraic duals.
1.4 Intuition of Strict Corecursion

An intuitive grasp on the strict semantics of corecursion is probably best gained by studying a simple example. The example given in this section is quite trivial, but already exceeds the power of both strict and lazy algebraic programming. Given the cofree datatype of natural numbers

\[
\text{nat ::= (pred : optional[nat])}
\]

we can define the length of a stream by corecursion:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{length} & : \text{stream}[\alpha] \to \text{nat} \\
\text{pred}(\text{length}(\text{eos})) & = \text{null} \\
\text{pred}(\text{length}(s)) & = \text{length}(\text{tail}(s))
\end{align*}
\]

At a first glance, this looks like an inside-out notation for the well-known recursive length function on lists. But with the corecursive definition, we are able to compute the “length” of periodical infinite streams as well: Consider the alternating stream of zeroes and ones defined above. By putting \(k_0 = \text{length}(a_0)\) and \(k_1 = \text{length}(a_1)\), we obtain the cycle

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{pred}(k_0) & = \text{length}(a_1) = k_1 \\
\text{pred}(k_1) & = \text{length}(a_0) = k_0
\end{align*}
\]

which is a finite representation for the (correct) result number \(\omega\). Note that there is no need for lazy semantics in the corecursive definition. A lazy recursive function could also be used to “compute” the result \(\omega\), but this is not quite the same; lazy recursion would compute an unbounded prefix of an infinite representation of \(\omega\) instead. The effect of this subtle difference is more dramatic than just a loss of efficiency due to thunk construction and evaluation: Inherently strict operations are not supported. E.g., the equality (bisimilarity) relation is decidable on the domain of finitely represented natural numbers, whereas dynamically generated infinite representations cannot be compared in finite time.

1.5 Mostly Final Coalgebras

From a functional viewpoint, we consider the possibility of different objects identities sharing the same observable behavior a weakness of a concrete object system implementation rather than a positive feature. Given some non-final implementation model \(C' = (C', \gamma')\), an application should only observe the represented objects modulo behavioral equivalence \(\approx\). This relation is the maximal bisimulation on \(C' \times C'\), manifest as the kernel of \([\gamma']\). On the level of implementation infrastructure however, intrinsic object identities are indispensable for actually getting hold on the finite graph representation of system.

---

1 This type comprises the algebraic natural numbers plus the value \(\omega\), which is characterized by being bisimilar to its predecessor.
If final semantics are to be imposed on object systems and their transformations, e.g., for proving some properties coinductively, then a detrimental effect of object identities is encountered in the non-final models. I.e., a limited degree of homomorphic redundancy of representations ($x \approx y$, but $x \neq y$) is intrinsic and permissible on the infrastructure level, and must be handled gracefully.

The introduction of redundancy is expressed by a semantic (re)constructor operation $\tilde{\gamma} : F(C') \to C'$, which is the proper right inverse of operation $\gamma'$, and its left inverse up to equivalence. I.e., $\gamma' \circ \tilde{\gamma} = \text{id}$ and $[\gamma'] \circ \tilde{\gamma} \circ \gamma' = [\gamma']$ which is the same as $\tilde{\gamma}(\gamma'(x)) \approx x$. Note that this does not imply $\tilde{\gamma} \circ \gamma' = \text{id}$, so an implementation of $\tilde{\gamma}$ is free to construct new, redundant representations for objects.

So far, we have identified two different views on coalgebraically modeled systems:

1. On the application level, the power of coinduction is required, implying a final model.
2. On the implementation level, the effects of object identities and redundancy exist (whether beneficial or not), implying a non-final model.

Now, we will try to reconcile these views by giving the specification of our approach in the final model, and the implementation in the non-final model. Then, all properties required by the specification will be met by the implementation only up to $\approx$.

### 1.6 Objects in Memory

In this section, we will outline our assumptions about the representation of coalgebra elements (called objects for short) in memory in a fairly abstract way. Let $S$ be the space of local object states (some arbitrary interpretation of bits). A memory state is a tuple $(A, \sigma, \psi)$ where $A$ is a finite set of object identities, $\sigma : A \to S$ computes the local states for the objects in $A$, and $\psi : A \to A^*$ yields the identities of objects pointed to. Furthermore, the number of pointers an object has shall be determined by its local state, i.e., the following constraint shall hold for all $a, a' \in A$:

$$\sigma(a) = \sigma(a') \implies |\psi(a)| = |\psi(a')|$$ (1)

This constraint induces a rank function $n : S \to \mathbb{N}$, such that, for all $a \in A$, $|\psi(a)| = n(\sigma(a))$. This rank function can be materialized in several ways:

1. by layout information in the cell header, invisible to the application.
2. by application-level type information:
   
   (a) by dynamic type tagging.
   (b) by static type inference.
2 Mostly Primitive Corecursion

The signature functor for our coalgebraic model of object states is:

\[ \text{Obj}(X) = S \times X^* \]
\[ \text{Obj}(f) = \text{id}_S \times f^* \]

A final coalgebra \( \mathcal{C} = (C, \gamma) \) is known to exist for that functor. A memory state is then a subsystem \((A, \alpha)\) of \( \mathcal{C} \), such that \( \alpha = \langle \sigma, \psi \rangle \), obeying the rank constraint \( \mathbb{I} \). There shall be a global rank function \( n \) that applies uniformly to all subsystems.

Instead of having particular memory state models, and transitions between these by heap operations, we will reason within the whole final coalgebra, assuming that allocation and initialization of cells as needed is performed behind the stages by switching subsystems (no explicit \texttt{new} operator in this paper).

Remember the usual definition of primitive corecursion: Any \( F \)-coalgebra \( \mathcal{D} = (D, \delta) \) uniquely determines an anamorphism \( \delta : \mathcal{D} \rightarrow \mathcal{C} \), such that:

\[ \gamma \circ \delta = F[\delta] \circ \delta \]

Anamorphisms (called \textit{unfolds}, or informally \textit{lenses} due to the weird brackets) are a common and elegant technique to define primitively corecursive functions.

For our special signature, we will modify this technique slightly to what we call mostly primitive corecursion. Given two functions:

\[ f_1 : S \times C^* \nrightarrow S \times C^* \]
\[ f_2 : S \times C^* \rightarrow C^* \]

such that the result of \( f_1 \) obeys the rank constraint and \( f_2 \) is rank-preserving:

\[ f_1(s, p) = \begin{cases} 
(s', p') \text{ where } |p'| = n(s') & \text{if } |p| = n(s) \\
\text{undefined} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

\[ |f_2(s, p)| = |p| \]

the corecursive function \([f_2, f_1]\) is determined by:

\[ \gamma \circ [f_2, f_1] = \langle \pi_1, f_2 \rangle \circ \text{Obj}([f_2, f_1]) \circ f_1 \circ \gamma \]

This equation reads as follows: First, the initialization stage \( f_1 \) is performed on the inner structure of an object; next, the operation follows the links from the current object corecursively; and the finalization stage \( f_2 \) rearranges the links of the newly created object, possibly depending on, but not modifying the local state. Condition \( \mathbb{I} \) ensures that the result of each stage obeys the successor rank constraint.

Mostly primitive corecursion can be seen as a special case of a coalgebraic hylomorphism, where the second stage (the catamorphism) does not alter the local state of the result. This constraint is of crucial importance for our algorithm, because we can assume the local state, and thus the size of an object, is fixed after the first stage, and actually allocate a cell \textit{before} recurring.

\(^2\) The notation mimics the common hylomorphism notation with a restricted cata part.
Note that, on the application level, \( C \) is an opaque type (comparable to `void *` in C/C++), so that identities may be passed around by \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \), but the state of the corresponding objects cannot be observed. Our implementation relies on this property, passing around references to allocated, but potentially incomplete object cells.

If the second stage is not used, then \( \llbracket \pi_2, f_1 \rrbracket = \llbracket f_1 \circ \gamma \rrbracket \), so the first stage yields just primitive corecursion. Many applications will only use \( f_1 \), so mostly primitive corecursion is not a generalization motivated by precise practical requirements, but rather a byproduct of the implementation technique outlined later in this paper. All of the following results hold for purely primitive corecursion as well, yet mostly primitive corecursion has some interesting properties of its own:

**Theorem 1.** The construction \( \llbracket f_2, f_1 \rrbracket \) is unique.

**Proof.** Assume that the morphisms \( f, f' : C \rightarrow C \) both satisfy equation \( (\text{3}) \). Then \( \sigma \circ f = \pi_1 \circ f_1 \circ \gamma = \sigma \circ f' \) and therefore \( |\psi \circ f| = n \circ \sigma = |\psi \circ f'| \). Now we define a system \((B, \beta)\):

\[
B = \{(f(x), f'(x)) \mid x \in C\}
\]

\[
\beta(x, x') = \left( \sigma(x), \text{zip}(\psi(x), \psi(x')) \right)
\]

\[
\text{zip}(\varepsilon, \varepsilon) = \varepsilon
\]

\[
\text{zip}(x :: w, x' :: w') = (x, x') :: \text{zip}(w, w')
\]

Obviously, \( \pi_1^* \circ \text{zip} = \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2^* \circ \text{zip} = \pi_2 \). We show that \((B, \beta)\) is a bisimulation on \( C \), i.e., \( \pi_1, \pi_2 \) are homomorphisms:

\[
\text{Obj}(\pi_1) \circ \beta = (\text{id} \times \pi_1^*) \circ \beta
\]

\[
= (\text{id} \times \pi_1^*) \circ \left( \sigma \circ \pi_1 \circ \text{zip} \circ (\psi \times \psi) \right)
\]

\[
= \left( \sigma \circ \pi_1, \pi_1^* \circ \text{zip} \circ (\psi \times \psi) \right)
\]

\[
= \left( \sigma \circ \pi_1, \pi_1 \circ (\psi \times \psi) \right)
\]

\[
= (\sigma, \psi) \circ \pi_1
\]

\[
= \gamma \circ \pi_1
\]

\[
\text{Obj}(\pi_2) \circ \beta = (\text{id} \times \pi_2^*) \circ \beta
\]

\[
= (\text{id} \times \pi_2^*) \circ \left( \sigma \circ \pi_1 \circ \text{zip} \circ (\psi \times \psi) \right)
\]

\[
= \left( \sigma \circ \pi_1, \pi_2^* \circ \text{zip} \circ (\psi \times \psi) \right)
\]

\[
= \left( \sigma \circ \pi_1, \pi_2 \circ (\psi \times \psi) \right)
\]

\[
= \sigma \times \psi
\]

\[
= (\sigma, \psi) \circ \pi_2 \quad \text{since } \sigma(f(x)) = \sigma(f'(x))
\]

\[
= \gamma \circ \pi_2
\]

Since \( C \) is final, this implies \( f = f' \) by coinduction. \(\square\)
This result does not imply that a function \([f_2, f_1]\) actually exists. Instead of a general proof of existence, we will take a pragmatic approach and provide an algorithm implementing mostly primitive corecursion as a computable function on finite-state circular data. The general case of corecursive functions on infinite systems, which has to be evaluated lazily to retain any kind of “computability”, is outside the scope of this paper.

Examples

All of the following examples deal with streams. In order to fit the stream signature on the cell signature \(\text{Obj}\), assume there is one special state \(\text{eos} \in S\), such that \(n(\text{eos}) = 0\), and other states \(s\) denote stream elements, with \(\sigma = \text{head}\) and \(\psi = \text{tail}\).

The first examples are all instances of primitive corecursions (with \(f_2 = \pi_2\)). These are given as an introduction to the reader unfamiliar with corecursion.

1. **Mapping a stream.** This is the traditional corecursive map function applying a function \(g\) to each stream element. Assume \(g\) is rank-homomorphic, i.e., \(n(s) = n(g(s))\):

\[
f_1(s, p) = (g(s), p)
\]

2. **Cutting a stream.** The following function terminates a stream right before the first occurrence of element \(z\), i.e., it maps \(z\) homomorphically to \(\text{eos}\):

\[
f_1(s, p) = \begin{cases} (\text{eos}, \varepsilon), & \text{if } s = z \\ (s, p), & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

3. **Unfolding a stream.** Assume there are two special objects \(x_0, x_1\) with \(\sigma(x_i) = i\) and \(\psi(x_i) = \varepsilon\). Then we can construct infinitely alternating streams of zeroes and ones with \([f_2, f_1]\):

\[
f_1(i, \varepsilon) = (i, x_{1-i})
\]

4. **Counting the elements of a stream.** Assume there are additionally two states \(\text{succ}, \text{zero}\) for natural numbers, such that \(n(\text{succ}) = 1\) and \(n(\text{zero}) = 0\).

\[
f_1(\text{eos}, \varepsilon) = (\text{zero}, \varepsilon) \\
f_1(s, p) = (\text{succ}, p) \quad \text{otherwise} \\
f_2(s, p) = p
\]

Even for non-terminating streams that iterate a finite sequence of \(k\) elements periodically, the “correct” length is calculated: The resulting cycle of \(k\) mutual successors is easily recognizable as a representation of \(\omega\).

5. **Repeating each element of a stream twice.** This example is quite hard to express in terms of purely primitive corecursion:

\[
f_1(s, p) = (s, p) \\
f_2(\text{eos}, \varepsilon) = \varepsilon \\
f_2(s, p) = \tilde{\gamma}(s, p) \quad \text{otherwise}
\]
3 Implementation

3.1 Corecursion = Recursion + Cycle Detection

Our implementation technique for corecursion is based on cycle detection by means of the call stack only. It combines well with heap-based function memo-  
ization handling non-circular data sharing. We believe that the duality of sharing and cycles in graphs is reflected properly in the duality of respectively heap and stack employed in their detection.

3.2 Constraints on Calling Conventions

We assume that the following standard information is available for each stack frame:

1. the identity of the called function.
2. the parameter values of the call.
3. the enclosing stack frame.

Furthermore, we assume that there is an extra slot in the stack frame for storing the result. Our algorithm will fill that slot with the identity of a newly allocated cell, before any recursive calls are made, so as an invariant, the result slots of enclosing stack frames are all initialized, albeit with incomplete objects.

3.3 The Algorithm

The implementation of $[[f_2, f_1]](x)$ works as follows:

1. (Scan) Scan the stack for a frame incarnating the same function with the same argument node. If found, return the result value stored in that frame; otherwise continue.
2. (Init) Compute $x' := (\tilde{\gamma} \circ f_1 \circ \gamma)(x)$. Store $x'$ in the result slot for this stack frame, so that nested calls can retrieve it. The object identified by $x'$ is not yet fully constructed (still pointing to original nodes). The application is not allowed to observe its temporary state.
   Note that we are not reasoning on the final coalgebra; the implementation of $\tilde{\gamma}$ is required to be aggressively non-final and construct a new cell instead of reusing an equivalent one. As a consequence, $f_1 = \text{id}$ will clone all nodes, unless preempted by memoization.
3. (Recur) Compute $p := [[f_2, f_1]]^*(\psi(x'))$. This is where corecursion actually takes place. Note that, when nested calls do stack scanning, all relevant enclosing stack frames are past step 2.
4. (Complete) Compute $p' := f_2(\sigma(x), p)$.
5. (Update) Store $p'$ in $x'$. This is a destructive update. It is safe only because $x'$ is known to be a new cell, and that $\psi(x')$ has not been observed so far.
   Now $x'$ is complete and may be exposed to the application.
6. (Memo) If function memoization is turned on, then store the completed object $x'$ now as the result for $[[f_2, f_1]](x)$.
7. (Return) Return the content of the result slot (i.e., $x'$).
4 Optimizations

Obviously, brute-force stack scanning incurs an overhead of the worst-case complexity of $O(n^2)$, where $n$ is the number of function calls. This is far from acceptable in general, but can be improved substantially by some optimizations.

4.1 Function-Based Optimization

It is obviously not feasible that the whole stack of the running program be scanned for cycle detection. In some cases, however, there is compile-time evidence that stack scanning need not proceed beyond a particular frame, because there can be no enclosing call to the same function. Then, a slightly different call sequence can be generated. The back pointer of the frame created for the called function is tagged somehow (or even set to null if not needed for other purposes) to indicate a barrier for stack scanning.

Static call graph analysis works fine, as long as the program does not rely too heavily on dynamic apply-style operators, i.e., higher-order functions that take closures as their arguments and invoke them. For such functions, only a conservative guess at what they might possibly call can be made, based on type information.
Under the assumption that corecursive computations are utility code that is called at deeply nested points in an application, and calls only other equally low-level functions, call analysis is strongly required to prevent expensive and useless scanning of the enclosing stack frames of higher application levels. It is even possible to require the special calling conventions mentioned above only for the corecursion-aware parts of code confined, e.g., in a library. Other parts of an application need not adhere to this calling convention, as long as it is guaranteed that the corresponding stack frames are never scanned.

Function-based optimization can benefit from other simplifications of the call graph. In some settings there are no mutually (co)recursive functions, i.e., a function recurs either directly or not at all. This may be the case

1. in systems where general recursion is not supported, and (co)recursive functions are constructed by some limited means such as (ana-/)(ana-)catamorphisms, or
2. because exhaustive function inlining has been performed.

Then, stack scanning always can be limited to those immediately enclosing stack frames belonging to the same function.

### 4.2 Data-Based Optimization

Another potential for optimization, and a much more fine-grained one due to its completely dynamic nature, lies in the layout of the data graphs. We assume a spare tag bit for each pointer in a cell. Then we can postulate some invariants:

1. Each cycle in a data graph shall contain at least one tagged edge. (Mandatory)
2. The number of tagged edges in a data graph shall be as small as possible. (Supplementary; loss of time efficiency if violated, but not of correctness)
3. In each cycle, the path from the entry point of the cycle to the target of the tagged edge shall be as short as possible, optimally both being the same node. (Supplementary; loss of space efficiency if violated, but not of correctness)

The algorithm is changed slightly:

1. Stack scanning is only performed when traversing a tagged edge in the original graph.
2. A newly constructed edge is tagged, if (and only if) its target results from cycle detection. This strategy preserves Constraint (1).

Constraint (1) is necessary for the termination of the relaxed algorithm. Constraints (2) and (3) express quality criteria for the optimization. Note that the presented algorithm always yields results that are optimal with respect to both (2) and (3), thus optimizing the data layout for subsequent calls to corecursive transformations. This means that the composition of arbitrary many corecursive functions will have literally the same space overhead characteristics (no scaling).
Only if the root node of a data graph is changed between successive transformations, then (3) might fail.

If (2) is violated, then there will be some superfluous stack scanning. If (3) is violated, then stack scanning will be triggered at an inconvenient point in time. As a result, some cycles may be detected somewhere between one and two full turns, resulting in a target structure containing more redundancy than necessary. However, the increase in data size is strongly bounded (see below), and the impact on computation speed is great: Cycle-free data is processed without any stack scanning, i.e., with no significant overhead compared to implementations of purely algebraic recursion.

**Examples.** Have a look at the three examples depicted in figure 2. The clone operation $[\pi_2, \text{id}]$ is applied to a simple circular graph, starting at different root nodes. The numbers indicate the order of traversal of the original graph. Tagged edges are rendered as dashed arrows.

The optimal result (left column) is achieved, if the tagged edge points to the first visited node. In this case, the cycle is mapped one-to-one, with no redundancy added, but just one instead of three stack scans. Every cycle member that has been visited before the target of the tagged edge will be duplicated, because there is no matching stack frame yet when the tagged edge is traversed for the first time, and the stack scan fails. This can amount to $(n-1)$ duplicated nodes in a cycle of size $n$ (right column).

The example in figure 3 shows the interaction with memoization. Additional edge numbers are provided to indicate the order of construction. Memoization mappings are rendered as dotted arrows.

Most remarkable in this figure is edge 7. After edge 4 has been computed, the result nodes 1b and 2 are completed and memoized, so that when re-ascending to node 1a, the result node 2 can be reused for edge 7.

Another interesting fact is that there are two possible memoized results for node 1. If memoization is implemented to overwrite, then edge 8 will supersede edge 5. Otherwise, if the first entry wins, then edge 5 will persist. In the latter
case, node 1a will not be reused by subsequent memo lookups, and become unreachable (and reclaimable) presumably earlier in program execution time.

In general terms, an overwriting strategy for memoization will optimize placement of tagged edges, whereas a non-overwriting strategy will favor smaller sets of live nodes.

### 4.3 Tail Recursion Optimization

Because of the result slot, tail recursion optimization cannot be applied straightforwardly to mostly corecursive functions. However, if $f_2 = \pi_2$, i.e., the applied function is a purely primitive corecursion, the elimination of tail calls would be desirable.

Let us assume that the information whether a node is pointed to by a tagged edge is available, e.g., by dedicating a flag bit in the cell header. Then, a node will only ever be encountered on stack scanning if this flag is set. All other result slots need not persist, so all stack frames incarnated for unflagged nodes can be immediately reused for a tail call. As a consequence, cycle-free linear (sub)structures are processed not only without time overhead for stack scanning, but also on constant stack space.

### 4.4 Cell Reuse Optimization

Lastly, mostly final corecursion combines with destructive updating. If data-flow analysis statically or dynamically determines that the argument cell $x$ is not used anymore after the computation, it might be reused as $x'$, an optimization available in some high-performance implementations of functional languages, e.g. OPAL [Pep91].

### 5 Conclusion

We have presented two layers of coalgebraic models for finite circular data: A signature functor, together with a final coalgebra for modeling the semantic properties, and non-final coalgebras for the syntactical representation in memory. These two layers are related accurately by the corresponding anamorphisms.
We have specified a straightforward effective implementation for a class of eagerly computable corecursive functions on such data. This implementation imposes a nontrivial time overhead for cycle detection, which can be significantly improved, especially, but not exclusively for cycle-free subgraphs, by a trade-off against space overhead, namely some homomorphic redundancy in the result graph.

5.1 Implementation Status

The abstract algorithm presented above has been instantiated prototypically for some corecursive functions in a proof-of-concept hand-coding style using C and C++ as implementation languages. Since some control over the stack is required, the mechanism cannot be ported directly to “safe” stack machines, such as the Java or .NET VMs.

5.2 Related Work

A type theory of dynamically infinite data based on non-well founded algebra rather than on coalgebra has been proposed in [TT97].

An implementation of primitive corecursion given by unfold morphisms can be found, e.g., in the programming language charity [CF92]. The implementation of charity is based on graph rewriting in an abstract machine rather than on traditional code generation.

A detailed treatment of graph algorithms in functional programming, though without the connection to coalgebras, can be found in [Erw01].

The idea of tagging certain pointers in cycles has been explored in the context of reference-counting memory management by several authors ([Bro85], [Sal87], [PvEP88]). See [JL96] for a summary.

5.3 Open Issues

1. A formal proof of the correctness of the basic algorithm (equation 4).
2. Some hard numbers (and a proof) for the worst-case space behavior of the optimized algorithm.
3. Extension of the mostly primitive corecursion scheme to more than one argument (product coalgebras).
4. Extension of the class of covered functions towards general hylomorphisms.
5. Thorough comparison to lazy-evaluation approaches to circular data.
6. A feasible front-end syntax for defining mostly primitive corecursive functions.
7. Integration of the coding scheme into a real compiler.
8. Significant benchmarking.
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Transforming Haskell for Tracing
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Abstract. Hat is a programmer’s tool for generating a trace of a computation of a Haskell 98 program and viewing such a trace in various different ways. Applications include program comprehension and debugging. A new version of Hat uses a stand-alone program transformation to produce self-tracing Haskell programs. The transformation is small and works with any Haskell 98 compiler that implements the standard foreign function interface. We present general techniques for building compiler independent tools similar to Hat based on program transformation. We also point out which features of Haskell 98 caused us particular grief.

1 Introduction

A tracer gives the programmer access to otherwise invisible information about a computation. It is a tool for understanding how a program works and for locating errors in a program [2]. Tracing a computation with Hat consists of two phases, trace generation and trace viewing:

- **input**
- **output**
- **self-tracing computation**
- **trace**
- **hat-observe**
- **hat-trail**
- **hat-detect**

First, a special version of the program runs. In addition to its normal input/output behaviour it writes a trace into a file. Second, after the program has terminated, the programmer studies the trace with a collection of viewing tools. The trace as concrete data structure liberates the views from the time arrow of the computation. The trace and the viewing tools are described in [9].

Until recently the production of the self-tracing executable was integrated into the Haskell compiler nhc98\(^1\). Although the implementation consisted mostly of a single transformation phase [7], many small but crucial modifications had been made in the remainder of the compiler. We have now separated Hat from its host Haskell compiler. The new program **Hat-Trans** transforms the original Haskell program into a Haskell program that, when compiled and linked with a library provided with Hat, is self-tracing:

\(^1\) [http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/fp/nhc98/](http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/fp/nhc98/)
The separation between Hat and the compiler has the following advantages:

- **Hat-Trans** and the Hat library together capture the essence of tracing.
- The small size of **Hat-Trans** and the library minimised the implementation effort and ease experimental changes in the course of research.
- The future life of Hat is not tied to the future life, that is, continued support, of a specific compiler.
- Hat can be combined with Haskell compilers that have different characteristics, for example with respect to availability on certain computing platforms, compilation speed, or optimisation for speed or space.
- Hat is more easily accepted by programmers who wish to continue using a familiar compiler.

Obviously **Hat-Trans** has to duplicate some work of a Haskell compiler, for example parsing. However, we will show that this duplicate work can be kept to a minimum and the implementation of nearly all duplicated phases can be shared between **Hat-Trans** and nhc98 without compromises.

Tools such as profilers, tracers and debuggers are essential for wider adoption of functional programming languages [8]. It is our belief that most of these tools can be implemented for a functional language through the use of program transformation. Thus these tools can be separate from any specific compiler or interpreter, with all the advantages we just listed specifically for Hat. The new Hat proves that such an implementation can be done. In this paper we discuss a number of points that we had to take into consideration and problems we faced. We describe several techniques that we developed for the implementation of Hat in the hope that they will be useful for other people who build similar tools. In addition, we also point out features of Haskell that made our job particularly hard. These observations may be taken into consideration in the future development of Haskell or similar languages.

The new Hat using the compiler-independent program transformation has been publicly released as Hat 2.0 (http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/fp/hat).

## 2 How Tracing Works

In previous work, we described Hat’s trace [9] and how a transformed program generates it [7] (the latter is partially outdated). To get a general idea here, let us consider an example.

**The Trace of a Reduction.** A trace is a complex graph. Figure 1 shows several intermediate stages of the trace during the reduction of the term \( f \ True \), using the definition \( f \ x = g \ x \). Initially (a) there is the representation of the term
as one application and two atom nodes. The first entry of each node points
to a representation of the parent, the creator of the expression. Because our
computation starts with $f \text{ True}$, the parent is just a special node Root. In stage
(b) the redex $f \text{ True}$ is “entered”; the result pointer of the application node
changes from a null value to $\bot$. In stage (c) the representation of the reduct
has been generated in the trace. The application node of the redex is the parent
of all new nodes of the reduct (the application node and the atom node for $g$).
Finally (d) the result pointer of the redex is updated to point to its reduct.

A trace with its parent, subexpression and result pointers is a complex graph
that is traversed by Hat’s viewing tools. The “entered” mark $\bot$ is essential
information when a computation aborts with an error. In general, several redexes
may be “entered” at one time, because pattern matching forces the evaluation
of arguments before a reduction can be completed.

**Augmented Expressions.** The central idea for the tracing transformation is
that every expression is augmented with a pointer to its description in the trace.
Thus expression and its description “travel together” throughout the computa-
tion, so that when expressions are plumbed together by application, the corre-
sponding descriptions can also be plumbed together to create the description of
the application.

We transform an expression of type $T$ into an expression of type $R \ T$, where

```haskell
data R a = R a RefExp
```

A value of type $\text{RefExp}$ is a pointer to a trace graph node. The trace graph
structure is linearised to a file. Hence a pointer to a node is represented as the
integer offset of the node in the trace file.

**Transformed Program.** Figure 2 shows the result of transforming our exam-
ple, including additional definitions used. We assume $f$ came with type signature
$\text{Bool} \rightarrow \text{ Bool}$. The program has been simplified for explanatory purposes.

In the first argument of $f$, respectively $g$, a pointer to its parent is passed. The
original type constructor $\rightarrow$ is replaced by the new type constructor $\text{Fun}$. A self-
tracing function needs to take an augmented argument and return an augmented
result. The pointer to the parent of the right-hand side of the function definition,
the redex, also needs to be passed as argument. Hence this definition of $\text{Fun}$.

The tracing combinator $\text{ap}$ realises execution and tracing of an application.
The primitive tracing combinators $\text{mkAt}$, $\text{mkApp}$, $\text{entRedex}$ and $\text{entResult}$ write
to the trace file. They are side-effecting C-functions used via the standard Foreign
Function Interface (FFI) for Haskell [1].

**Tracing a Reduction.** Figure 3 shows the reduction steps of the transformed
program that correspond to the original reduction $f \text{ True} \Rightarrow g \text{ True}$. The first
line shows the result of transforming $f \text{ True}$. The surrounding $\text{case}$ and $\text{let}$ are
there, because it is the initial expression of the computation. The arrows indicate
sharing of subexpressions, which is essential for tracing to work. Values of $\text{RefExp}$
Fig. 1. Trace generation for a reduction step

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(a)} & \quad \text{Root} \quad \text{Ap} \quad \text{At} \quad \text{True} \\
\text{(b)} & \quad \text{Root} \quad \text{Ap} \quad \text{At} \quad \text{True} \\
\text{(c)} & \quad \text{Root} \quad \text{Ap} \quad \text{At} \quad \text{g} \\
\text{(d)} & \quad \text{Root} \quad \text{Ap} \quad \text{At} \quad \text{True} \quad \text{g} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 2. Transformed program with additional definitions

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{case (let } p = \text{mkRoot in ap p (f p)} (R \text{ True (mkAt p "True"))) of } R x \rightarrow x \\
\Rightarrow^* \text{ case (ap (R (...)) (mkAt "f")(R True (mkAt "True"))) of } R x \rightarrow x \\
\Rightarrow^* \text{ entRedex \ ''seq' \ case ((\{x r \rightarrow ap r (g r) x\}) (R True \ (mkAt "True")) \ \text{of} \ R y ry \rightarrow updResult \ ry \ 'seq' \ y )} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 3. Evaluation of self-tracing expression

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{f : \ RefExp \rightarrow Fun \ Bool \ Bool} \\
f p = R (Fun (\lambda x r \rightarrow ap r (g r) x)) \ (\text{mkAt p "f"}) \\
g p = R (...) \ (\text{mkAt p "g"}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{newtype Fun a b = Fun (R a \rightarrow \text{RefExp} \rightarrow \text{R b})} \\
ap : \text{RefExp} \rightarrow \text{R (Fun a b) \rightarrow R a \rightarrow R b} \\
ap p (R (Fun f) rf) a@(R _ ra) = \\
\quad \text{let } r = \text{mkAp} p rf ra \\
\quad \text{in } R (\text{entRedex} r \ 'seq' \ \text{case f a r of} \ R y ry \rightarrow \text{updResult} \ r ry \ 'seq' \ y) r
\end{align*}
\]
are the same integers as used in Figure 1. The reduction steps perform the original reduction and write the trace in parallel. In the sequence of reductions we can see at (a) how strictness of \texttt{entRedex} forces recording of the redex in the trace, at (b) the redex is "entered", at (c) strictness of \texttt{updResult} forces recording of the reduct, and at (d) the result pointer of the redex is updated.

**Properties of the Tracing Scheme.** The transformed program mostly preserves the structure of the original program. Trace-writing via side effects enables this preservation of structure. It ensures that the Haskell compiler determines the evaluation order, not Hat. Otherwise Hat would not be transformation-based but would need to implement a full Haskell interpreter. In a few places the order of evaluation is enforced by \texttt{seq} and by the fact that the primitive trace-writing combinators are strict in all arguments. The evaluation order of the original and the transformed program agree to the degree that the definition of Haskell fixes the evaluation order.

To simplify the transformation, \texttt{RefExp} is independent of the type of the wrapped expression. The correctness of the transformation ensures that the trace contains only representations of well-typed expressions.

The new function type constructor \texttt{Fun} is defined specially, different from all other types, because reduction of function applications is the essence of a computation and its trace. The transformation naturally supports arbitrary higher-order functions.

All meta-information that is needed for the creation of the trace, such as identifier names, is made available by the transformation as literal values (cf. \texttt{mkAt p \"f\"} and \texttt{mkAt p \"True\"}). Thus Hat does not require any reflection features in the traced language.

### 3 The Hat Library

The Hat library includes two categories of combinators: primitive combinators such as \texttt{entRedex} and \texttt{mkApp1} that write the trace file, and high-level combinators such as \texttt{ap1} and \texttt{ap2} that manipulate augmented expressions. The high-level combinators structure and simplify the transformation. The transformation enlarges a program by a factor of 5-10. For the development of Hat it is useful that a transformed program is readable and most changes to the tracing process only require changes to the combinator definitions, not to the transformation.

Haskell demands numerous combinators to handle all kinds of values and language constructs, from floating point numbers to named field update. Figure 4 shows an excerpt of the real Hat library. The types \texttt{RefAtom}, \texttt{RefSrcPos} and \texttt{RefExp} indicate that there are different sorts of trace nodes. The trace contains references to positions in the original program source. The combinators \texttt{funn} allow a concise formulation of function definitions of arity \(n\). The combinators \texttt{wrapReduction} and \texttt{pap1} are just helper functions.
fun1 :: RefAtom -> RefSrcPos -> RefExp -> (R a -> RefExp -> R z) -> R (Fun a z)
fun1 var sr p f = R (Fun f) (mkValueUse p sr var)

ap1 :: RefSrcPos -> RefExp -> R (Fun a z) -> R a -> R z
ap1 sr p (R (Fun f) rf) a@(R _ ra) =
  let r = mkApp1 p sr rf ra in \\wrapReduction \( f a r \)

fun2 :: RefAtom -> RefSrcPos -> RefExp -> (R a -> R b -> RefExp -> R z) -> R (Fun a (Fun b z))
fun2 var sr p f = R (Fun (\(a r -> R (Fun (f a)) r\)) (mkValueUse p sr var)

ap2 :: RefSrcPos -> RefExp -> R (Fun a (Fun b z)) -> R a -> R b -> R z
ap2 sr p (R (Fun f) rf) a@(R _ ra) b@(R _ rb) =
  let r = mkApp2 p sr rf ra rb
  in \\wrapReduction \( \text{pap1 sr p r (f a r) b} \)

pap1 :: RefSrcPos -> RefExp -> RefExp -> R (Fun a z) -> R a -> R z
pap1 sr p r wf@(R (Fun f) rf) a = if r == rf then f a r else ap1 sr p wf a

wrapReduction :: R a -> RefExp -> R a
wrapReduction x r =
  R (entRedex r 'seq' case x of R y ry -> updResult r ry 'seq' y) r

Fig. 4. Examples of combinators from the Hat library

\textbf{N-ary Applications.} The combinator \text{ap2} for an application with two arguments could be defined in terms of \text{ap1}, but then two application nodes would be recorded in the trace. For efficiency we want to record \(n\)-ary application nodes as far as possible. We have to handle partial and oversaturated applications explicitly. The \text{pap1} combinator recognises when its first wrapped argument is a saturated application by comparing its parent with the parent passed to the function of the application. The \text{fun}\(n\) combinator are defined so that a partial application just returns the passed parent. If the function of \text{ap2} has arity one, then \text{pap1} uses \text{ap1} to record the application of the intermediate function to the last argument.

The fact that the function has arity one can only be recognised after recording the oversaturated application in the trace. Therefore the \text{ap2} combinator does not record the desired nested two applications with one argument each. Instead it constructs an application with two arguments whose reduct is an application with one argument. Because both applications have the same parent, the viewing tools can recognise applications of this sort in the trace and patch them for correct presentation to the user.

Often the function in an \(n\)-ary application is a variable \(f\) that is known to be of arity \(n\). In that case the construction of \text{Fun} values and their subsequent destruction is unnecessary; the wrapped function can be used directly. A similar and even simpler optimisation applies to data constructors; their arity is always known and they cannot be oversaturated.
Further Optimisations. Preceding the transformation, list and string literals could be desugared into applications of : and []. Such desugaring would however increase size and compile time of the transformed programs. Instead, special combinators perform the wrapping of these literals at runtime.

There is still considerable room left for further optimising combinators, which have not been the main focus in the development of Hat.

4 The Transformation Program HAT-TRANS

The tracing transformation HAT-TRANS parses a Haskell module, transforms the abstract syntax tree, and pretty prints the abstract syntax in concrete syntax. HAT-TRANS is purely syntax-directed. In particular, HAT-TRANS does not require the inclusion of a type inference phase which would contradict our aim of avoiding the duplication of any work that is performed by a Haskell compiler. Figure 5 shows the phases of HAT-TRANS.

To enable separate transformation of modules, an interface file is associated with every module, similar to the usual .hi-file. Haskell already requires for complete parsing of a module some sort of interface file that contains the user defined associativities and priorities of imported operators. Hat interface files also associate various other sorts of information with exported identifiers, for example its arity in case of a function identifier. HAT-TRANS does not use the .hi-files of its collaborating compiler, because, first, this would always require
the compilation of the original program before the tracing compilation and, second, every compiler uses a different format for its .hi-files. Hat-Trans also does not generate its interface files in a format used by any compiler, because .hi-files always contain the type of every exported variable but Hat does not have these types.

The import resolver uses the import declarations of a module to determine for each identifier from where it is imported. This phase also finalises the parsing of operator chains and augments every occurrence of an identifier with the information which for imported identifiers is obtained from the interface files and otherwise is obtained syntactically by a traversal of the syntax tree. Whereas the import resolution phase of the nhc98 compiler qualifies each identifier with the identifier of the module in which it is defined, Hat-Trans leaves identifiers unchanged to ensure that pretty printing will later create a well-formed module.

The instance deriver replaces the deriving clause of a type definition by instances of the listed standard classes for the defined type. These derived instances need to be transformed (cf. Section 8) and obviously a Haskell compiler cannot derive instances of the transformed classes. To determine the context of a derived instance, Haskell requires full type inference of the instance definition. Because Hat-Trans does not perform type inference, it settles on generating a canonical context, that is, for an instance \( C(Ta_1 \ldots a_n) \) it generates the context \( (Ca_1, \ldots, Ca_n) \). In principle, if this canonical context is incorrect, the Hat user has to write the correct instance by hand. But in practice we have not yet come across this problem.

The implementations of the lexer and parser and of the pretty printer are reused from nhc98. The import resolver and instance deriver have similarities with the corresponding phases of nhc98, but had to be implemented specially for Hat-Trans.

5 The Transformation

The transformation is implemented through a single traversal of the annotated abstract syntax tree.

**Namespace.** The transformation leaves class, type, type variable and data constructor identifiers unchanged. Only special identifiers such as \((,\) and : have to be replaced by new identifiers such as TPrelBase.Tuple2 and TPrelBase.Cons, qualified to avoid name clashes. Because many new variables are needed in the transformed program, every variable identifier is prefixed by a single letter. Different letters are used to associate several new identifiers with one original identifier, for example the definition of rev is transformed into definitions of grev, hrev and arev. All names of a transformed modules are prefixed by the letter “T”; the Hat combinator library is imported qualified as “T” and qualified identifiers are used to avoid name clashes. As a result the development of Hat profits from readable transformed programs.
Types. Because every argument of a data constructor has to be augmented with a description, type definitions need to be transformed. For example:

\[
\text{data Point} = \text{P Integer Integer} \\
\Rightarrow \text{data Point} = \text{P (T.R Integer) (T.R Integer)}
\]

Predefined types such as \text{Char}, \text{Integer} and \text{Bool} can be used unchanged, because the definition of an enumeration type does not change.

Type signatures require only replacement of special syntactic forms and additional parent and source position arguments. For example:

\[
\text{sort :: Ord a => [a] \rightarrow [a]} \\
\Rightarrow \text{gsort :: Ord a \Rightarrow T.RefSrcPos \rightarrow T.RefExp \rightarrow T.R (Fun (List a) (List a))}
\]

The transformation must accept any Haskell program and yield a well-formed Haskell program. Because partially applied type constructors can occur in Haskell programs, a transformation for the full language cannot just replace types of kind \text{*}, but has to replace type constructors. On the other hand, Haskell puts various restrictions on types that occur in certain contexts. For example, a type occurring in a qualifying context has to be a type variable or a type variable applied to types; a type in the head of an instance declaration has to be a type constructor, possibly applied to type variables. So it is important that the transformation does not change the form of types, in particular it maps type variables to type variables.

Type Problems. In the last example the \text{Ord} in the transformed type refers to a different class than the \text{Ord} in the original type. The method definitions in the instances of \text{Ord} have to be transformed for tracing and hence also the class \text{Ord} needs to be transformed to reflect the change in types. Sadly the replacement of classes by new transformed classes means that the defaulting mechanism of Haskell cannot resolve ambiguities of numeric expressions in the transformed program. Defaulting applies only to ambiguous type variables that appear only as arguments of Prelude classes. Hence Hat requires the user to resolve such ambiguities. In practice, if an ambiguity error occurs when compiling the transformed program, a good tactic for the user is to add the declaration \text{default ()} to the original program and compile it to obtain a meaningful ambiguity error message. The ambiguities in the original program can then be resolved by type signatures or applications of \text{asTypeOf}.

The transformation of type definitions cannot preserve the strictness of data constructors. The transformation

\[
\text{data RealFloat a => Complex a = !a :+ !a} \\
\Rightarrow \text{data RealFloat a => Complex a = !(T.R a) :+ !(T.R a)}
\]

would not yield the desired strictness for \text{:+}. Ignoring this strictness issue only yields programs that are possibly less space efficient but it does not introduce semantic errors. Nonetheless, the transformation can achieve correct strictness by replacing all use occurrences of \text{:+} by a function that is defined to call \text{:+} but uses \text{seq} to obtain the desired strictness.
\[ rev :: [a] \to [a] \to [a] \]
\[ rev \; [] \; ys = ys \]
\[ rev \; (x:xs) \; ys = rev \; xs \; (x:ys) \]

**Fig. 6.** Original definition of list reversal

\[ \text{grev} :: \text{T.RefSrcPos} \to \text{T.RefExp} \to \text{T.R} (\text{Fun} \; (\text{List} \; a) \; (\text{Fun} \; (\text{List} \; a) \; (\text{List} \; a))) \]
\[ \text{grev} \; p \; j = \text{T.fun2} \; \text{arev} \; p \; j \; \text{hrev} \]

\[ \text{hrev} :: \text{T.R} \; (\text{List} \; a) \to \text{T.R} \; (\text{List} \; a) \to \text{T.RefExp} \to \text{T.R} \; (\text{List} \; a) \]
\[ \text{hrev} \; (\text{T.R} \; \text{Nil} \; _) \; fys \; j = \text{T.projection} \; p3v13 \; j \; fys \]
\[ \text{hrev} \; (\text{T.R} \; (\text{Cons} \; fx \; fxs) \; _) \; fys \; j = \]
\[ \text{T.ap2} \; p4v17 \; j \; (\text{grev} \; p4v17 \; j) \; fxs \; (\text{T.con2} \; p4v26 \; j \; \text{Cons} \; a\text{Cons} \; fx \; fys) \]

\[ \text{arev} = \text{T.mkVariable} \; \text{tMain} \; 3 \; 1 \; 3 \; 2 \; \text{"rev\"} \; \text{TPrelBase.False} \]

\[ \text{tMain} = \text{T.mkModule} \; \text{"Main\"} \; \text{"Reverse.hs\"} \; \text{TPrelBase.True} \]

\[ p3v13 = \text{T.mkSrcPos} \; \text{tMain} \; 3 \; 13 \]
\[ p4v17 = \text{T.mkSrcPos} \; \text{tMain} \; 4 \; 17 \]
\[ p4v26 = \text{T.mkSrcPos} \; \text{tMain} \; 4 \; 26 \]

**Fig. 7.** Transformed definition of list reversal

**Expression and Function Definitions.** Figures 6 and 7 show the original and the transformed definition of a list reversal function \( rev \). Each equation of \( rev \) is transformed into an equation of the new function \( hrev \). The argument variables \( x, xs \) and \( ys \) turn into \( fx, fxs \) and \( fys \). The transformation wraps the patterns with the \( R \) data constructor to account for the change in types. In the first equation the combinator \( \text{projection} \) is applied to the variable \( fys \) to record an indirection node (cf. [6]). In the second equation \( \text{ap2} \) basically applies \( \text{grev} \) to \( fxs \) and the constructor application \( \text{con2} \) of \( \text{Cons} \) (renamed \( (:) \)) to \( fx \) and \( fys \). The type of \( hrev \) still contains the standard function type constructor instead of the tracing function type constructor \( \text{Fun} \). The function \( \text{grev} \) is the fully augmented tracing version of \( rev \). The remaining new variables refer to meta-information about variables and expressions, for example \( p3v13 \) refers to a position in line 3 column 13 of the original program.

**Tricky Language Constructs.** Most of Haskell can be handled by a simple, compositionally defined transformation, but some language constructs describing a complex control flow require a context-sensitive transformation.

A guard cannot be transformed into another guard. The problem is that the trace of the reduct must include the history of the computation of all guards that were evaluated for its selection, including all those guards that failed. Hence a sequence of guards is transformed into an expression that uses continuation passing to be able to pass along the trace of all evaluated guards.

The pattern language of Haskell is surprisingly rich and complex. Matching on numeric literals and \( n + k \) patterns causes calls to functions such as
The computation of these functions needs to be recorded in the trace, in particular when matching fails. In general it is not even easy to move the test from a pattern into a guard, because Haskell specifies a left-to-right matching of function arguments.

An irrefutable pattern may never be matched within a computation but all the variables within the pattern may occur in the right hand side of the equation and need a sensible description in the trace. For variables that are proper subexpressions of an irrefutable pattern, that is those occurring within the scope of a _ or the data constructor of a newtype, the standard transformation does not yield any description, because the R wrappers are not matched. We do not present the transformation of arbitrary patterns here, because it is the most complex part of the transformation.

**Preservation of Complexity.** Currently a transformed program is about 60 times slower with nhc98 and 130 times slower with GHC\(^2\) (with -O) than the original program. This factor should be improved, but it is vital that it is only a constant factor. We have to pay attention to two main points to ensure that the transformation preserves the time and space complexity of the original program.

Although by definition Haskell is only a non-strict language, all compilers implement a lazy semantics and thus ensure that function arguments and constants (CAFs) are only evaluated once with their values being shared by all use contexts. To preserve complexity, constants have to remain constants in the transformed program. Hence the definition of a constant is transformed differently from the definition of a function. In Haskell not every variable defined without arguments is a constant; the variable may be overloaded. Fortunately the monomorphism restriction requires that an explicit type signature is given for such non-constant variables without arguments. Thus such cases can be detected without having to perform type inference.

Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate that a tail recursive definition is transformed into a non-tail recursive definition. Although the transformation does not preserve tail recursion, the stack usage of the tracing program is still proportional to the stack usage of the original program. This is, because the ap2 combinator, which makes the transformed definition non-tail recursive, calls `wrapReduction`. That combinator immediately evaluates to an R wrapper whose first argument is returned after a single reduction step — not full evaluation.

### 6 Error Handling

Because debugging is the main application of Hat, programs that abort with an error or are interrupted by Control-C must still record a valid trace. An error message, a pointer to the trace node of the redex that raised the error, and some buffers internal to Hat need to be written to the trace file before it can be closed.

Catching Errors. Because Haskell lacks a general exception handling mechanism, Hat combines several techniques to catch errors:

- To catch failed pattern matching all definitions using pattern matching are extended by an equation (or case clause) that always matches and then calls a combinator which finalises the trace.
- The Prelude functions `error` and `undefined` are implemented specially, so that they finalise the trace.
- The C signalling mechanism catches interruption by Control-C and arithmetic errors.
- The transformed `main` function uses the Haskell exception mechanism to catch any IO exceptions.
- Variants of the Hat library for nhc98 and GHC catch all remaining errors, in particular blackholes and out-of-memory errors. These variants take advantage of the extended exception handling mechanism of GHC (which does not catch all errors) and features of the runtime systems.

The Trace Stack. The redex that raised an error is the last redex that was “entered” but whose result has not yet been updated. Most mechanisms for catching an error do not provide a pointer to the trace node of this redex. In these cases the pointer is obtained from the top of an internal trace stack.

The trace stack contains pointers to the trace nodes of all redexes that have been “entered” but not yet fully reduced. Instead of writing to the trace, `entRedex r` puts `r` on the trace stack. Later `updResult r ry` pops this entry from the stack and updates the result of `r` in the trace (cf. Section 2). The trace stack and the Haskell runtime stack grow and shrink synchronously. Besides a successful reduction, an IO exception also causes shrinking of the runtime stack. To detect the occurrence of a (caught) IO exception, `updResult r ry` compares its first argument with the top of the stack and keeps popping stack elements until the entry for the description `r` is popped.

The stack not only enables the location of the redex that caused an error, it also saves the time of marking each “entered” application in the trace file. Only when an error occurs must all redexes on the stack be marked as “entered” in the trace file. Because sequential writing of a file is considerably more efficient than random access, `updResult` does not perform its update immediately but stores it in a buffer. When the buffer is full all updates are performed at once. The use of stack and buffer nearly halves the runtime of the traced program.

7 Connecting to Untraced Code

For some functions a self-tracing version cannot be obtained through transformation, because no definition in Haskell is available. This is the case for primitive functions on types that are not defined in Haskell: for example, addition of `Ints`, conversion between `Ints` and `Chars`, IO operations and operations on `IOException`.
We need to define self-tracing versions of such functions in terms of the original functions instead of by transformation. In other words, we need to lift the original function to the tracing types with its R-wrapped values.

**Calling Primitive Haskell Functions.** Hat-Trans (mis)uses the foreign function interface notation to mark primitive functions. For example:

```haskell
foreign import haskell "Char.isUpper" isUpper :: Char -> Bool
```

```haskell
⇝
gisUpper :: T.RefSrcPos -> T.RefExp -> T.R (Fun Char Bool)
gisUpper p j = T.ufun1 aisUpper p j hisUpper

hisUpper :: T.R Char -> T.RefExp -> R Bool
hisUpper z1 k = T.fromBool k (Char.isUpper (T.toChar k z1))
aisUpper = T.mkVariable tPrelude 8 3 3 1 "isUpper" Prelude.False
```

The variant `ufun1` of the combinator `fun1` ensures that exactly the application of the primitive function and its result are recorded in the trace, no intermediate computation.

**Type Conversion Combinators.** The definition of combinators such as

```haskell
toChar :: T.RefExp -> T.R Char -> Prelude.Char
fromBool :: T.RefExp -> Prelude.Bool -> T.R Bool
```

that convert between wrapped and unwrapped types is mostly straightforward. For a type constructor that takes types as arguments, such as the list type constructor, the conversion combinator takes additional arguments. The conversion combinators are designed so that they can easily be combined:

```haskell
toList :: (T.RefExp -> T.R a -> b) -> T.RefExp -> T.R (List a) -> [b]
toString :: T.RefExp -> T.R String -> Prelude.String
toString = toList toChar
```

Some types have to be handled specially:

- No values can be recorded for abstract types such as `IO`, `IOError` or `Handle`. Instead of a value only the type is recorded and marked as abstract.
- For primitive higher-order functions such as `>>=` of the IO monad we also need combinators that convert functions. When a wrapped higher-order function calls a traced function, the latter has to be traced and connected to the trace of the whole computation. The function type is not only abstract but it is also contravariant in its first argument. The contravariance shows up in the types of the first arguments of the combinators. Because `toFun` needs a `RefExp` argument, all unwrapping combinators take a `RefExp` argument.

```haskell
toFun :: (T.RefExp -> c -> T.R a) -> (T.RefExp -> T.R b -> d) -> T.RefExp -> T.R (Fun a b) -> (c -> d)
toFun from to r (T.R (Fun f) _) = to r . f r . from r
```
fromFun :: (T.RefExp -> T.R a -> b) -> (T.RefExp -> c -> T.R d) -> T.RefExp -> (b -> c) -> T.R (Fun a d)

fromFun to from r f = T.R (Fun \x _ -> (from r . f . to r) x))

aFun = T.mkAbstract "->"

**IO Actions.** Although a value of type IO is not recorded in the trace, the output produced by the execution of an IO-action is. Primitive IO functions such as `putChar` are wrapped specially, so that their output is recorded and connected to the trace of the IO expression that produced it.

8 Trusting

Hat allows modules to be marked as trusted. The internal workings of functions defined in a trusted module are not traced. Thus Hat saves recording time, keeps the size of the trace smaller and avoids unnecessary details in the viewing tools. By default the Prelude and the standard libraries are trusted.

**No (Un)Wrapping for Trusting.** An obvious idea is to access untransformed trusted modules with the wrapping mechanism described in the previous section. Thus the functions of trusted modules could compute at the original speed and their source would not even be needed, so that internally they could use extensions of Haskell that are not supported by Hat. However, this method cannot be used for the following reasons:

- It can increase the time complexity. Regard the list append function `++`: In evaluation `++` traverses its first argument but returns its second argument as part of the result without traversing it. However, the wrapped version of `++` has to traverse both arguments to unwrap them and finally traverse the whole result list to wrap it. Therefore the computation time for `xs ++ (xs ++ ... (xs ++ xs)...)` is linear in the size of the result for the original version but quadratic for the lifted version. Also the information that part of the result was not constructed but passed unchanged is lost.
- Overloaded functions cannot be lifted. For example, the function `elem` uses the standard `Eq` class, but its wrapped version `gelem` has to use the transformed `Eq` class. No combinator can change the class of a function, because it cannot access the implicitly passed instance (dictionary). Instances are not first class citizens in Haskell.

**Combinators for Trusting.** So trusted modules have to be transformed as well. The same transformation is applied, only different combinators are used. The computation of trusted code is not traced, but the combinators have to record in the trace for each traced application of a trusted function its call, the computations of any traced functions called by it, and its result.
In our first implementation of trusting, combinators did not record any reductions in trusted code, but all constructions of values. The disadvantage of this implementation is that not only the result value of a trusted function but also all intermediate data structures of the trusted computation are recorded.

Our current implementation takes advantage of lazy evaluation to only record those values constructed in trusted code that are demanded from traced code. Thus no superfluous values are recorded. However, sadly also values that are first demanded by trusted code and later demanded by traced code are not recorded either. It seems impossible to change this behaviour without losing the ability to record cyclic data structures, for example the result of the standard function repeat. The limitations of the current implementation of trusting are acceptable for tracing most programs, but not all.

The result values of trusted functions may contain functions. These functions are currently only recorded as abstract values, because otherwise they could show arbitrary large subexpressions of trusted code. The connection between trusting and abstraction barriers needs to be studied further.

9 Conclusions

We described the design and implementation of Hat’s program transformation for tracing Haskell programs.

Compiler Independence. We have used the new Hat together with both nhc98 and GHC (the standard foreign function interface is not supported by hbc\(^3\) and only by the latest release of Hugs\(^4\) that appeared very recently). Compiling a self-tracing program with both compilers and running the executables does not yield an identical trace file, because side effects of the trace recording combinators are performed at different times. However, manual comparison of small traces shows the graph structure of these traces to be the same. The size of large trace files differs by about 0.001\%, proving that sometimes different structures are recorded. We will have to build a tool for comparing trace structures to determine the cause of these differences. Semantic-preserving eager evaluation may cause structural differences, but otherwise the trace structure is fully defined by the program transformation, not the compiler.

Haskell Characteristics. The implementation of tracing through program transformation owes much to the expressibility of Haskell. Higher-order functions and lazy evaluation allowed the implementation of a powerful combinator library, describing the process of tracing succinctly.

Nonetheless we also faced a number of problems with Haskell. The source-to-source transformation exposed several irregularities and exceptions in the language design. The limited exception handling mechanism, the limited defaulting

\(^3\) http://www.es.chalmers.se/augustss/hbc/hbc.html

\(^4\) http://www.haskell.org/hugs/
mechanism, the fact that class instances are not first class citizens, and the fact that instance deriving requires full type inference, all forced us to make some compromises with respect to our aims of full coverage of the language and compiler independence. In contrast, the generally disliked monomorphic restriction proves to be useful. Many other language features such as guards, the complex pattern language and the strictness of data constructors increase the complexity of \textsc{Hat-Trans} substantially. In general, the sheer size of Haskell makes life hard for the builder of a tool such as Hat. Most language constructs can be translated into a core language, but because traces must refer to the original program, the program transformation has to handle every construct directly.

\textbf{Related Work.} Hat demonstrates that program transformation techniques are also suitable for implementing tools that give access to operational aspects of program computation. Which alternatives exist?

The related work sections of \cite{4,5,10} list a large number of research projects on building tracers for lazy higher-order functional languages. Very few arrived at an implementation of a practical system for a full-size programming language.

The Haskell tracing tool Hood \cite{3} consists of a library only. Hence its implementation is much smaller and it can even trace programs that use various language extensions without having to be extended itself. Hood’s architecture is actually surprisingly similar to that of Hat: the library corresponds to Hat’s combinator library and Hood requires the programmer to annotate their program with Hood’s combinators and add specific class instances, so that the program uses the library. Hat’s trace contains far more information than Hood’s and hence requires a more complex transformation with which the programmer cannot be burdened.

On the other end of the design space is the algorithmic debugger Freja \cite{4}, a compiler developed specially for the purpose of tracing. Its self-tracing programs are very fast. However, implementing and maintaining a full Haskell compiler is a major undertaking. Freja only supports a subset of Haskell and runs only under Solaris.

Extending an existing compiler would also require major modifications, because all existing Haskell compilers translate a program into a core language in early phases, but a trace must refer to all constructs of the original program. The implementation of a tracing Haskell interpreter would require more work than the implementation of \textsc{Hat-Trans}, and achieving similar or better trace times would still be hard. Finally \textsc{Hat-Trans} yields unsurpassable modularity.

\textbf{Current Status and Future Work.} An improved version of Hat is about to be released as Hat 2.02. Hat is an effective tool for locating errors in programs. We use it to locate errors in the nhc98 compiler and recently people outside York located subtle bugs in complex programs with Hat.

Although trusting of modules works mostly well in practice, the current choice of which information is recorded is unsatisfactory. Additionally, a trusted module should run close to the speed of the original module. This paper already
indicates that the design space for a trusting mechanism is large. Improved trusting and further optimisations of the Hat library will reduce the current slowdown factor of 60–130 of traced programs with respect to the original.

A trace contains a wealth of information; we are still far from exploiting it all. We have several ideas for tools that present trace information in new ways. We intend to develop a combinator library so that Haskell can be used as a query language for domain specific investigation of a trace. We have plans for tools that compare multiple traces and finally we want to link trace information with profiling information. We believe that these future developments will benefit from Hat’s modular design and portable implementation.
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Abstract. High-level array processing is characterized by the composition of generic operations, which treat all array elements in a uniform way. This paper proposes a mechanism that allows programmers to direct effects of such array operations to non-scalar subarrays of argument arrays without sacrificing the high-level programming approach. A versatile notation for axis control is presented, and it is shown how the additional language constructs can be transformed into regular SAC code. Furthermore, an optimization technique is introduced which achieves the same runtime performance regardless of whether code is written using the new notation or in a substantially less elegant style employing conventional language features.

1 Introduction

SAC (Single Assignment C) [19] is a purely functional programming language, which allows for high-level array processing in a way similar to APL [11]. Programmers are encouraged to construct application programs by composition of basic, generic, shape- and dimension-invariant array operations, typically via multiple intermediate levels of abstraction. As an example take a SAC implementation of the L2 norm:

```c
double L2Norm( double[*] A)
{
    return( sqrt( sum( A * A)));
}
```

The argument type `double[*]` refers to double precision floating point number arrays of any shape, i.e., arguments to `L2Norm` can be vectors, matrices, higher-dimensional arrays, or even scalars, which in SAC like in APL or J are considered 0-dimensional arrays. The same generality applies to the main building blocks `*`, `sum`, and `sqrt`. While `*` refers to the element-wise multiplication of arrays, `sum` computes the sum of all elements of an argument array. Although in the example `sqrt` is applied to a scalar only, `sqrt` in general is applicable to arbitrarily shaped arrays as well.

Such a composite programming style has several advantages. Programs are more concise because error-prone explicit specifications of array traversals are
hidden from that level of abstraction. The applicability of operations to arrays of any shape in conjunction with the multitude of layers of abstraction allows for code reuse in a way that is not possible in scalar languages. However, when it comes to applying such universal operations to parts of an array only, a more sophisticated notation is required [19].

This paper is concerned with the special but frequently occurring situation where an operation is to be performed on certain axes of arrays only. As an example, Fig. 1 illustrates the various possible applications of $L2\text{Norm}$ to different axes of a 3-dimensional array.

![Fig. 1. Different views of an array.](image)

In the standard case, as shown at the top of Fig. 1, $L2\text{Norm}$ is applied to all elements and, hence, reduces the whole cube into a single scalar. However, the same cube may also be interpreted as a vector of matrices, as on the left hand side of Fig. 1. In this case, we would like to apply a reduction operation like $L2\text{Norm}$ to each of the submatrices individually, yielding a vector of results. Similarly, the cube may also be regarded as a matrix of vectors. This view should result in applying $L2\text{Norm}$ to individual subvectors yielding an entire matrix of results, as shown on the right hand side of Fig. 1. To add further complexity to the issue, the latter two views additionally offer the choice between three different orientations each.

In principle, such a mapping of an operation to parts of arrays in SAC can be specified by means of so-called with-loops, the central language construct for defining array operations in SAC. However, their expressiveness by far exceeds the functionality required in this particular situation because the design of with-loops aims at a much broader range of application scenarios. Rather cumbersome specifications may be the consequence when this generality is not needed, as for example in the cases shown in Fig. 1.
One approach to improve this situation without a language extension seems to be the creation of a large set of slightly different abstractions. However, continuously “re-inventing” minor variations of more general operations runs counter the idea of generic, high-level programming. Providing all potentially useful variations in a library is also not an option because this number explodes with an increasing number of axes and is unlimited in principle. Moreover, coverage of one operation still does not solve the problem for any other.

Another potential solution may be found in additional format parameters. Unfortunately, the drawbacks of this solution are manifold. Format arguments may have to be interpreted at runtime, which mostly prevents code optimizations. Many binary operations are preferably written in infix notation, which does not allow for an additional parameter. Last but not least, additional format parameters once again must be implemented for any operation concerned, although the problem itself is independent of individual operations.

What is needed instead is a more general mechanism that — independent of concrete operations — provides explicit control over the choice of axes of argument arrays to which an operation is actually applied. In this paper we propose such a mechanism, which fits well into the framework of generic, high-level array programming. It consists of a syntactical extension, called axis control notation, a compilation scheme, which transforms occurrences of the new notation into existing SAC code, and tailor-made code optimization facilities.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a very brief introduction into SAC for those who are not yet familiar with the language. In Section 3, we present the axis control notation. The compilation of axis control constructs into existing SAC code is outlined in Section 4, while optimization issues specific to the new mechanism are discussed in Sections 5 and 6. Finally, some related work is sketched out in Section 7, and Section 8 draws conclusions.

2 SAC

The core language of SAC is a functional subset of C, extended by n-dimensional arrays as first class objects. Despite the different semantics, a rule of thumb for SAC code is that everything that looks like C also behaves as in C. Arrays are represented by two vectors, a shape vector that specifies an array’s extent wrt. each of its axes, and a data vector that contains all its elements. Array types include arrays of fixed shape, e.g. int[3,7], arrays with a fixed number of dimensions, e.g. int[.,.], and arrays with any number of dimensions, i.e. int[\*].

In contrast to other array languages, e.g. FORTRAN-95, APL, or later versions of SISAL [7], SAC provides only a very small set of built-in operations on arrays. Basically, they are primitives to retrieve data pertaining to the structure and contents of arrays, e.g. an array’s number of dimensions (dim(array)), its shape (shape(array)), or individual elements of an array (array[index-vector]), where the length of index-vector is supposed to meet the number of dimensions or axes of array.
All basic aggregate array operations which are typically built-in in other array languages in SAC are specified in the language itself using powerful mapping and folding operations, the so-called with-loops. As a simple example take the definition of the element-wise sqrt function:

```c
double[*] sqrt ( double[*] A)
{
    res = with (. <= iv <= .)
        genarray( shape( A), sqrt( A[iv]) );
    return( res);
}
```

This function takes an array A of any shape as argument and computes a new array res by means of a simple with-loop. The with-loop consists of two parts, a so-called generator (preceded by the keyword with) and an operation (preceded by the keyword genarray). The basic functionality is defined in the operation part. In the given example, an array of the same shape as the array A is to be generated (first expression within the operation part), and an element at index position iv is computed by applying sqrt to the corresponding element of A (second expression within the operation part). The generator part specifies an index set to which the given element computation actually applies. The dot symbols used within the generator part of the example are a shortcut notation for the lowest and for the highest legal index vector, respectively. Hence, the generator in fact covers the entire index range of A.

```
WithLoopExpr => with ( Generator ) [AssignBlock] Operation
Generator  => Expr RelOp IdVec RelOp Expr [Filter]
RelOp     => < | <=
Operation => genarray ( Expr , Expr ) | ...
```

Fig. 2. Syntax of with-loop expressions.

As indicated by the (simplified) syntax of with-loops presented in Fig. 2, with-loops in general are more flexible. The generator set can be refined to rectangular index ranges specified by arbitrary lower and upper bounds, which in turn can be further restricted by optional filters. This inherently introduces the notion of a default definition for all those elements of the result array that are not covered by the generator. Furthermore, several variants of mapping and folding are available as operation parts, and an optional assignment block between the two parts allows more complex element definitions within the operation part to be abstracted out into local variables. However, in the context of this paper this flexibility is not required. A more detailed introduction into SAC can be found in [19]; a case study on a non-trivial problem investigating both the programming style and the resulting runtime performance is presented in [8].

---

1 This seeming recursion is resolved by the type system of SAC; cf. [19].
3 Axis Control Notation

Having a closer look at the L2 norm example used to motivate the need for axis control, it turns out that the desired behaviour basically is a 3-step process.

1. Split the argument array along selected axes into uniform subarrays.
2. Apply the operation, e.g. \texttt{L2Norm}, to each subarray individually.
3. Laminate the array of subresults to form the overall result.

Fig. 3 illustrates this 3-step process for the L2 norm example and a 1-dimensional (top) as well as a 2-dimensional (bottom) splitting operation.

As a first step towards notational support for axis control we introduce a generalized selection facility. As outlined in the previous section, array element selection in \texttt{SaC} is specified as \texttt{array[index-vector]}, where the length of \texttt{index-vector} is supposed to meet the number of dimensions or axes of \texttt{array}. This selection facility is generalized by allowing index values in one or several dimensions to be left unspecified. Substituting elements of \texttt{index-vector} by single dots allows for selection of all elements of \texttt{array} along the corresponding axes. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the number of dimensions of the resulting value is identical to the number of dots in \texttt{index-vector}. Leaving all dimensions unspecified makes the selection facility an identity function. Of course, dots are only permitted in array selections, not in expressions in general. These syntactical extensions and their limitations are formally defined in Fig. 5.

As a second step, we introduce a notation for lamination of subarrays, which includes the replicated application of operations prior to the lamination itself.
The new notation is based on expressions of the form \{ idvec \rightarrow expr(idvec) \}. Basically, such set expressions define a function from indices, represented by a so-called frame vector of identifiers (idvec), to values defined by the subsequent expression. In some sense, the set notation resembles a ZF-expression without a range specification or — in terms of SAC — a with-loop without a generator. This observation raises the question of how the range of indices is determined in the absence of an explicit specification. In fact, it is implicitly derived from the (mandatory) occurrence of each element of the frame vector in a selection operation within the subsequent expression. The shape of the array involved then defines the range for this particular index.

Associating the frame vector with these ranges yields a set of index vectors. For each element of this set the expression is evaluated and the resulting values are laminated according to the frame vector. Hence, the overall result and value of the entire set expression is characterized by a rank which equals the sum of the the frame vector’s length and the rank of the expression.

Generalized selection facility and set notation form our axis control notation since in conjunction they offer a concise solution to the problem of axis control. For example, applications of L2Norm to submatrices of a cube can be written as simple as \{ [j] \rightarrow L2Norm( A[[.,j, .]]) \}; applying L2Norm to subvectors is as straightforward as \{ [i,k] \rightarrow L2Norm( A[[i, .,k]]) \}.

In both examples, the elements of the frame vector naturally occur in a selection operation within the expression. Hence, the range can easily be derived from the shape of the argument array A. The observation also illustrates why we use the term notation in this context. The axis control notation allows for shorter, more concise specifications in all those simple though frequent cases where a range can be derived from corresponding selections and, hence, the notational power of a full-fledged with-loop is not required.

As a reduction operation L2Norm reduces any subarray to a scalar. In general, any relationship between the shapes of argument and result subarrays may occur. The only restriction to the choice of operations here is uniformity, i.e., suitable operations must map all argument subarrays to result subarrays of identical shape. Otherwise, the subsequent lamination step would have to create an array with non-rectangular shape, which is not supported by SAC.

Examples which benefit from the new axis control notation are manifold, e.g., matrix transposition may be written as \{ [i,k] \rightarrow Matrix[[k,i]] \}, matrix multiplication as \{ [i,k] \rightarrow sum( MatrixM[[i, .]] * MatrixN[[ .,k]]) \}. Also purely structural array operations often benefit from axis control, e.g., the row-wise concatenation of a matrix with a vector can simply be written as \{ [i] \rightarrow Matrix[[i, .]] ++ Vector \} based on the vector concatenation operator ++.

If row-wise matrix-vector concatenation can be written easily, what about column-wise matrix-vector concatenation? Here, a limitation of axis control, as described so far, becomes apparent. In all cases examined so far, lamination used to be along the leftmost axis. However, column-wise matrix-vector concatenation requires lamination along the second axis. To cover this and similar cases we
further extend our axis control notation by the free choice of lamination axes. This is accomplished by allowing dot symbols to be used in the frame vector of the set notation. As a consequence, column-wise matrix-vector concatenation can be specified as \{ [., \cdot j] \rightarrow \text{Matrix}[[., \cdot j]] \land \text{Vector} \}.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Expr} & \rightarrow \ldots \\
& \mid [ \text{Expr} \{, \text{Expr} \}^* ] \\
& \mid \text{Expr} [ \text{Expr} ] \\
& \mid \text{Expr} [ \text{SelVec} ] \\
& \mid \{ \text{FrameVec} \rightarrow \text{Expr} \}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SelVec} & \rightarrow [ \text{DotOrExpr} \{, \text{DotOrExpr} \}^* ] \\
\text{DotOrExpr} & \rightarrow \cdot | \text{Expr} \\
\text{FrameVec} & \rightarrow [ \text{DotOrId} \{, \text{DotOrId} \}^* ] \\
\text{DotOrId} & \rightarrow \cdot | \text{Id}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 5. Syntactical extensions for axis control notation.

Fig. 5 summarizes the various syntactical extensions introduced with the axis control notation and clarifies where dots may occur in program texts and where not. However, there are restrictions on the use of set notations which cannot elegantly be expressed by means of syntax. In all the examples presented so far, each identifier introduced by the frame vector occurs exactly once within the expression, which is directly in a selection operation. Consequently, ranges can be determined without ambiguity. In general, restrictions are less severe. First, the emphasis is on \textit{direct} occurrence in a selection operation. For example, in the set expression \{ [i, j] \rightarrow M[[i, N[[j]]]] \} ranges for \( i \) and \( j \) are clearly determined by the shapes of \( M \) and \( N \), respectively. The indirect occurrence of \( j \) in the selection on \( M \) is not considered harmful. Similarly, additional occurrences outside of selection operations as in \{ [i, j] \rightarrow M[[i, j]] + \cdot i \cdot j \} are ignored. Multiple direct occurrences in selections on different arrays as in \{ [i, j] \rightarrow M[[i, j]] + N[[j, i]] \} can easily be resolved by taking the minimum over all potential ranges. This ensures legality of selection indices with respect to the shapes of all arrays involved.

Only those set expressions in which elements of the frame vector do not directly occur in any selection operation have to be rejected. For example, in \{ [i] \rightarrow M[[\text{fun}(i)]] \} deriving a range specification from the shape of \( M \) would require to compute the inverse of \( \text{fun} \), which usually is not feasible. Even simpler set expressions like \{ [i] \rightarrow M[[i - 1]] \} are ruled out because their meaning is not obvious: Legal values for \( i \) would be in the range from 1 up to and including \text{shape}(M)[[0]]. However, this contradicts to the rule that indexing in \( \text{SaC} \) always starts at zero.

These observations lead to the rule: A set notation that is constructed according to the syntax presented in Fig. 5 is considered legal, iff each identifier of the frame vector occurs at least once directly within an array selection.
4 Translating Axis Control Notation into WITH-loops

The reason why the two new language features — generalized selection and set notation — are referred to as “notations” stems from the observation that they are hardly more than syntactic sugar for particular forms of WITH-loops. In fact, their translation into WITH-loops can be implemented as part of a preprocessing phase mapping full SAC into core SAC.

4.1 Translating Generalized Selections

Generalized selections directly correspond to WITH-loops over ordinary (dot-less) selections. For example, the selection of the third column of a two-dimensional array \( A \), specified as \( A[[.,2]] \), can be implemented as

\[
\text{with } (. <= [\text{tmp}_0] <= .) \\
\text{genarray( [shape}(A)[[0]] , A[[\text{tmp}_0,2]])
\]

The shape of the result equals the extent of \( A \) along the first axis, i.e., the number of rows of \( A \), and the elements are selected from all rows of \( A \) at column position 2 which refers to the third element each.

In general, an expression of the form \( expr[iv] \) can be translated into a WITH-loop that ranges over as many axes as dot symbols are found in \( iv \). The shape of the resulting array is determined by the corresponding components of the shape of the expression \( expr \). A formalization of this transformation is presented in Fig. 6. The transformation of an expression \( expr \) into an expression \( expr' \) is denoted by \( \mathcal{AC}[expr] = expr' \). It is assumed that this transformation is applied to all subexpressions where axis control notation is used without explicitly applying \( \mathcal{AC} \) recursively to all potential subexpressions. SAC program code and meta variables that represent arbitrary SAC expressions are distinguished by means of different fonts: 

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{AC}[expr[iv]] &= \begin{cases} \\
\text{with( . <= ds <= .)} \\
\text{genarray( shp, expr[idx])}
\end{cases} \\
\text{where} \\
<ds, shp, idx> &= DeCon iv 0 \\
DCon \[ \] i \\
&= <[\[0]], [\[0]], [\[0]]> \\
DCon \[ ., e_1, \ldots, e_n \] i \\
&= <[\text{tmp}_i]++ ds, [\text{shape}(expr)[[i]]]+shp, [\text{tmp}_i]++ idx> \\
\text{where} \\
<ds, shp, idx> &= DeCon [e_1, \ldots, e_n] i+1 \\
DCon \[ expr_0, e_1, \ldots, e_n \] i \\
&= <ds, shp, [expr_0]+idx> \\
\text{where} \\
<ds, shp, idx> &= DeCon [e_1, \ldots, e_n] i+1
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 6. Compiling array decomposition into WITH-loops.
The transformation rule is based on the computation of the three vectors $ds$, $shp$, and $idx$, which determine the generator variable, the shape vector, and the modified index vector of the generated WITH-loop, respectively. All three vectors are computed from the index vector $iv$ by means of a recursive function $DeCon$. It traverses the given index vector and looks for dot symbols. Whenever a dot symbol is encountered, new components are inserted into the generator variable and the shape expression. Furthermore, the dot symbol of the index expression is replaced with the freshly generated generator variable component. The additional parameter $i$ is needed for keeping track of the position within the original index vector $iv$ only.

4.2 Translating Set Notations
As shown in Section 3, the multiplication of two matrices $M$ and $N$ can be specified as $\{ [i,j] \rightarrow \text{sum} (M[[i,\cdot]] \ast N[[\cdot,j]]) \}$. Basically, this expression can be translated into a WITH-loop by turning the frame vector, i.e. $[i,j]$, into an index generator variable and by turning the right hand side expression into the body of a WITH-loop:

```plaintext
with ( . <= [i,j] <= . )
genarray( [ shape(M)[[0]], shape(N)[[1]] ],
        sum( M[[i,j]] \ast N[[\cdot,j]]) );
```

As explained in the previous section, the difficulty involved here is the determination of the result shape, i.e., $[ \text{shape}(M)[[0]], \text{shape}(N)[[1]] ]$. It has to be derived from the direct occurrences of $i$ and $j$ within array selections on the right hand side of the set notation. Since $M[[i,\cdot]]$ selects the $i^{th}$ row of $M$, its maximum range is determined by the extent of $M$ in the leftmost axis, i.e., $\text{shape}(M)[[0]]$. Likewise, the selection of the $j^{th}$ column of $N$ limits the range of $j$ by $\text{shape}(N)[[1]]$.

A formalization of this approach towards the compilation of the set notation into WITH-loops is presented in Fig. 7. Two functions $\text{FindSels}$ and $\text{CompExt}$ are used for computing the components $s_j$ of the result shape from the right hand side expression $expr$. $\text{FindSels}$ expects two arguments: an expression $AC$ where

```plaintext
AC[ [ var_0, ..., var_n ] \rightarrow expr ] = \begin{cases} 
  \text{with}( . \leq [var_0, ..., var_n] \leq . ) \\
  \text{genarray}( [ s_0, ..., s_n ], expr ) 
\end{cases}
```

where $\forall j \in \{0, ..., n\}: s_j = \text{CompExt}( \text{FindSels} var_j \ expr )$

$\text{FindSels} var \vdash ... expr'[ [e_0, ..., e_{i-1}, var, e_{i+1}, ..., e_m] ] \vdash$

$\vdash \text{shape}( expr'[ [i]] )$

$\vdash ( \text{FindSels} var \vdash ... expr'[ [e_0, ..., e_{i-1}, 0, e_{i+1}, ..., e_m] ] \vdash )$

$\text{FindSels} var \ expr$

$\vdash []$

$\text{CompExt} [] = \text{ERROR}$

$\text{CompExt} [ext_0] = ext_0$

$\text{CompExt} [ext_0, ..., ext_k] = \min( ext_0, \text{CompExt} [ext_1, ..., ext_k] )$

Fig. 7. Compiling array construction into WITH-loops.
and a variable name \( var \). It locates subexpressions of \( expr \) that consist of array selections containing the given variable \( var \). This is indicated by a pseudo pattern notation \( \vdash \ldots expr'[expr''] \ldots \vdash \) which is meant to match arbitrary expressions that contain a subexpression of the form \( expr'[expr''] \). For each array selection that contains the variable \( var \), an according shape component selection is put into a resulting list of expressions. Note here, that for each component of the result shape such a list is computed. In the matrix multiplication example, all these lists do contain a single element only.

The function \( CompExt \) finally creates the expressions of the shape components from such lists. Empty lists indicate illegal programs as the corresponding variables are not used directly within array selections at all. If a list contains a single element only, this can be taken directly, as in the example. Multiple list entries require to guarantee that none of the corresponding selections violates array boundaries. To do so expressions are created that compute the minimum of all list components at runtime.

So far, it has been assumed that the frame vectors contain variables only. As a consequence, non-scalar right hand side expressions always constitute the rightmost axes of the result arrays. Now, the scheme has to be extended to cope with dot symbols in frame vectors. As these serve only one purpose, namely to place the right hand side expressions freely within the result, set expressions that contain dot symbols in their frame vectors can be transformed into nestings of two dot-free set expressions: one for computing the results and another one for accomplishing the intended transpose operation.

Applying this idea to the column-wise matrix-vector concatenation example, the original specification \( \{ [.,i] \rightarrow M[[.,i]] ++ v \} \) first is transformed into \( \{ [i] \rightarrow M[[.,i]] ++ v \} \) which inserts the prolongated column vectors as leftmost axis, i.e. as rows, of the result. Subsequently, the modified computation is embedded into a simple matrix transpose which leads to an expression of the form \( \{ [tmp_0,i] \rightarrow \{ [i] \rightarrow M[[.,i]] ++ v \} [[i,tmp_0]] \} \).

The transformation of set notations that contain dot symbols in the frame vector into a nesting of dot-free ones can be formalized as shown in Fig. 8. As-

\[
\text{AC}[\{ \, iv \rightarrow \, expr \, \}] = \{ \, lhs \rightarrow \{ \, vs \rightarrow \, expr \, \} \{ \, vs \, ++ \, ds \, \} \, \}
\]

where

\[
< \, lhs \, , \, vs \, , \, ds \, > \, = \, \text{Perm} \, iv \, 0
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Perm} \, [] \, i & \quad = \quad < \, [\quad] \, , \, [\quad] \, , \, [\quad] \, > \\
\text{Perm} \, [ \ldots , \, v_1, \ldots , \, v_n ] \, i & \quad = \quad < \, \text{tmp}_i \, \} \, ++ \, lhs \, , \, vs \, , \, \text{tmp}_i \, \} \, ++ \, ds \, > \\
& \quad \text{where} \quad < \, lhs \, , \, vs \, , \, ds \, > \, = \, \text{Perm} \, [v_1, \ldots , \, v_n] \, i + 1
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Perm} \, [ \, \text{var} \, , \, v_1, \ldots , \, v_n ] \, i & \quad = \quad < \, \text{var} \, \} \, ++ \, lhs \, , \, [\text{var}] \, ++ \, vs \, , \, ds \, > \\
& \quad \text{where} \quad < \, lhs \, , \, vs \, , \, ds \, > \, = \, \text{Perm} \, [v_1, \ldots , \, v_n] \, i + 1
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 8. Resolving dot symbols on the left hand side of array constructions.
summing that the frame vector $iv$ contains at least one dot symbol, a set notation 
{$iv \rightarrow expr$} first is turned into an expression 
{$vs \rightarrow expr$} where $vs$ is obtained from $iv$ by stripping off the dot symbol(s). This expression is embedded into a transpose operation 
{$lhs \rightarrow \{ \ldots \} \left[ vs + ds \right]$}. The frame vector $lhs$ in this set notation equals a version of $iv$ whose dots have been replaced by temporary variables named $tmp_i$ with $i$ indicating the position of the temporary variable in $lhs$. The selection vector consists of a concatenation of the “dot stripped” version $vs$ and a vector $ds$ that contains a list of the temporary variables that have been inserted into the left hand side. This guarantees that all axes referred to by the dot symbols of $iv$ are actually taken from the leftmost axes of 
{$vs \rightarrow expr$} and inserted correctly into the result.

5 Compilation Intricacies

As can be seen from applying the compilation scheme $\mathcal{AC}$ to the few examples on axis control notation given so far, intensive use of the new notation typically leads to deep nestings of WITH-loops. This contrasts strongly with the typical structure of SAC programs so far. The effect of this change in programming style can be observed when comparing the runtimes of direct specifications versus specifications that make use of axis control notation. A comparison of a direct specification of the row-wise matrix-vector concatenation with the axis control notation based solution on a SUN ULTRASPARC I for a $2000 \times 2000$ element matrix and a 500 element vector shows a slowdown by about 50%. For the column-wise matrix-vector concatenation (same extents) the slowdown even turns out to be a factor of 14! Since runtime performance is a key issue for SAC, this observation calls the entire approach in question. Performance figures, which have been found competitive even to low-level imperative languages \cite{9,8,19}, could only be achieved without using axis control notation.

A closer examination of the compilation process shows that the nestings of WITH-loops generated by the transformation are not particularly apt to the optimizations incorporated into the SAC compiler implementation $\text{sac2c}$ so far. The problems involved can be observed nicely with the column-wise matrix-vector concatenation example. Starting with the expression

\[
\{ [.,i] \rightarrow M[[.,i]] + v \} 
\]

the transformation scheme $\mathcal{AC}$ first eliminates the dots of the frame vector:

\[
\{ [tmp_0,i] \rightarrow \{ [i] \rightarrow M[[.,i]] + v \}[[i,tmp_0]] \} .
\]

Then, both set notations are transformed into WITH-loops:

\[
\text{with } (. <= [tmp_0,i] <= .) \{ \\
\text{inner = with } ( . <= [i] <= .) \\
\text{genarray( } [ \text{shape}(M)[[1]] ], M[[.,i]] + v) ; \\
} \text{genarray( } ..., \text{inner}[[i, tmp_0]]) \\
\]

\footnote{See <http://www.sac-home.org/>}. 
Note here, that the temporary variable `inner` is introduced for presentation purposes only. It represents the value of the inner set notation.

Finally, yet another `WITH`-loop is substituted for the column selection. For clarity of code, we again introduce a temporary variable `col` that holds the selected column(s):

```plaintext
with (. <= [tmp_0, i] <= .) {
  inner = with (. <= [i] <= .) {
    col = with (. <= [tmp_0] <= .)
      genarray( [ shape(M)[[0]] ], M[[tmp_0, i]]);
  } genarray( [ shape(M)[[1]] ], col ++ vect);
} genarray( ..., inner[[i, tmp_0]])
```

During optimization the `WITH`-loop-invariant computation of `inner` is lifted out of the body of the outer `WITH`-loop and the `WITH`-loop-based implementation of the concatenation operation `++` is inlined, which leads to a code structure of the form:

```plaintext
inner = with (... [i] ...) {
  col = with (... [tmp_0] ...) // col = M[[., i]]
  genarray(... M[[tmp_0, i]] ...);
  res = with (... [j] ...) // res = col ++ v
    genarray(... col[[j]] ... v[[j]] ...);
} genarray( ..., res);
```

At this stage, `WITH-LOOP-FOLDING [13]`, a SAC-specific optimization that allows consecutive `WITH`-loops to be folded into single ones, is applied. It condenses the column selection and the concatenation operation into a single `WITH`-loop:

```plaintext
inner = with (... [i] ...) {
  res = with (... [j] ...) // res = M[[., i]] ++ v
    genarray(... M[[j, i]] ... v[[j]] ...);
} genarray( ..., res);
```

Unfortunately, the remaining `WITH`-loops cannot be folded any further, as `[i]` is a 1-dimensional generator, whereas `[tmp_0, i]` is a 2-dimensional one. This leads to the generation of C code which copies all array elements three times. First, the individual vectors that represent the prolonged columns are built by the inner `WITH`-loop. Then, these vectors are copied into the transpose of the result, as represented by `inner`. Finally, the last `WITH`-loop realizes the transpose required.

The major hindrance of further optimizations is the nesting of `WITH`-loops as it resulted from the expression `M[[., i]] ++ v` within the set notation. If this nesting was converted into a single `WITH`-loop that operates on scalars, all copying could be avoided. Rewriting the nesting as a single `WITH`-loop, we obtain

```plaintext
inner = with (... [i, j] ...)  
  genarray( ... M[[j, i]] ... v[[j]] ... );
res = with (... [tmp_0, i] ...)  
  genarray( ... inner[[i, tmp_0]] ... );
```
which can be folded into

\[
\text{res} = \text{with} \ldots \left[ \text{tmp}_0, i \right] \ldots \\
\quad \text{genarray} \left( \ldots \text{M} \left[ \text{tmp}_0, i \right] \ldots \right) v \left[ \text{tmp}_0 \right] \ldots ;
\]

As the resulting WITH-loop is identical to a direct specification, the runtime overhead inflicted by the use of axis control notation is eliminated entirely.

6 Scalarization of WITH-loops

The observation that WITH-loops operating on scalars are compiled into more efficient code than nested WITH-loops gives raise to a new optimization technique, called WITH-LOOP-SCALARIZATION. It systematically transforms nested WITH-loops into non-nested ones. Fig. 9 presents the basic transformation scheme SC. The pattern which has to be looked for is a WITH-loop whose body is entirely made up of another WITH-loop. The transformation itself turns out to be rather simple: the vectors for the shape of the result and the bounds of the index generator have to be concatenated. The body of the resulting WITH-loop basically is identical to the body of the inner WITH-loop. It only requires the two index vectors of the original WITH-loop nesting \( (i_v_1 \text{ and } i_v_2 \text{ in Fig. 9) to be derived from the new index generator variable by splitting it up accordingly.}

However, an application of the transformation is not appropriate for all kinds of WITH-loop nestings that match the given pattern. The problem involved here is the fact that the bounds of the inner WITH-loop, i.e. \( l_b_2 \text{ and } u_b_2 \), are lifted out of the scope of \( i_v_1 \). Therefore, the transformation can only be applied if neither \( l_b_2 \) nor \( u_b_2 \) depends on \( i_v_1 \).

Code generated from applications of our axis control notation typically match the nesting pattern of Fig. 9. For example, both row-wise as well as column-wise matrix-vector concatenation, as discussed in Section 3, benefit tremendously from WITH-LOOP-SCALARIZATION. In both cases, WITH-LOOP-SCALARIZATION is the key to compiling specifications based on axis control notation into codes which are equivalent to direct implementations of the problems. As a consequence, the performance degradations caused by using the axis control notation reported in Section 5 — factors of 1.5 and 14 — are eliminated entirely.

Although the new axis control notation is a major source for nested WITH-loops, these or similar intermediate code representations may occur for many
reasons. Hence, \textsc{with-loop-scalarization} as an optimization technique is independent of axis control. However, hand-coded \textsc{with}-loop nestings often have slightly different forms. To enhance the applicability of this transformation, the\textsc{SC} scheme is accompanied by additional rules for deriving the desired nesting pattern from others. Two transformations to this effect are shown in Fig. 10. The upper transformation rule moves assignments that precede the inner \textsc{with}-loop into its body. The lower part demonstrates how entire \textsc{with}-loops can be moved into others for generating \textsc{with}-loop nestings that can be scalarized.

In contrast to the basic scheme, which guarantees an improvement of the code generated, these two transformations may introduce considerable overhead as the computation of the expressions that are moved into the \textsc{with}-loop bodies is duplicated. Whether or not this overhead actually leads to any runtime degradation depends on the concrete code it is applied to. If the transformation does trigger further optimizations such as \textsc{with-loop-folding}, the amount of overhead may be easily amortized by the effect of these optimizations. Otherwise, if the code remains almost unmodified, the back-end of the compiler may detect the loop-invariant portions of the code and lift them back out again during the final code generation phase.

7 Related Work

\textsc{Apl} [11], the origin of all array languages, addresses the issue of axis control only in a very restricted way. Certain built-in operators provide an additional optional parameter which allows selection of exactly one axis. For example, the reduction operator / by default reduces the rightmost axis of an argument array \texttt{A} using an appropriate binary built-in operation \texttt{a}: \texttt{a/A}. Reduction along the second axis, provided that \texttt{A} is of suitable rank, can be written as \texttt{a/[2]A}. Although this language feature of \textsc{Apl} is sometimes erroneously called \textit{dimension operator}, it clearly lacks the desired generality as it is limited to certain built-in operators as well as to the selection of exactly one axis.
These shortcomings have been addressed in the further development of APL. IBM’s APL-2, which largely influenced the current APL standard \cite{12}, introduced the notion of *nested arrays* \cite{4}. Whereas arrays in APL originally were multidimensional data structures based on scalar elements, nested arrays impose additional structure. Entire arrays can be “wrapped” by means of the new *enclose* operator and behave just as scalars afterwards, i.e., they hide their internal structure. A complementary *disclose* operator allows for “unwrapping” previously enclosed arrays.

The array language Nial \cite{14,15} also uses the notion of nested arrays, but comes without an explicit *enclose/disclose* mechanism. Instead the nesting of arrays simply follows their construction. Full support for recursion allows for elegantly traversing multiple nesting levels of arrays. Since the effect of normal operations is limited to the outermost level, careful manipulation of nesting levels may achieve similar effects as our axis control notation. However, repeated re-organization of data structures for this purpose may be tedious and time-consuming both in terms of programmer time as well as in terms of execution time.

As an alternative to nested arrays, Sharp-APL \cite{2} and later J \cite{13} proposed the idea of *function rank* \cite{5,10}. Rather than extending the data structure of arrays, they introduced the *rank operator* (or *rank conjunction* in J terminology). Basically, the rank conjunction is a built-in higher-order function, denoted by the infix operator “*"*, which provides a uniform and general concept for directing effects of any operation to a given number of either leading or trailing dimensions. For example, \texttt{L2Norm"2 A} would apply \texttt{L2Norm} to each 2-dimensional subarray of \texttt{A} individually and laminate the results. Provided that \texttt{L2Norm} is defined as its SAC counterpart, this operation would be equivalent to the SAC axis control expression \{[i] -> \texttt{L2Norm( A[[i,,.,.]])}\}. Compared with our approach the rank conjunction is limited in two aspects. First, it only allows to address consecutive leading and trailing axes of argument arrays. Any other choice of axes requires explicit transposition of arguments beforehand. Second, it does not allow for permutation of axes as axes are not identified by names.

So far, we have only sketched out work related to axis control. **With-loop-scalarization** does not find its counterpart in conventional loop optimizations (For surveys see \cite{31,11.}) as the setting is rather different. Conventional loops correspond to a single axis of an array each, whereas the whole issue discussed in Section \ref{section:5} arises because by means of with-loops SAC does provide an inherently multi-dimensional loop construct. Only this feature provides the opportunity to merge nested loops into a single construct, whereas conventional languages do not offer means to express multi-dimensional loops other than by nesting.

An example of a multidimensional loop construct other than with-loops are the for-loops of Sisal \cite{16}. However, according to \cite{7} no optimizations similar to with-loop-scalarization are performed by the Sisal compiler. One reason may be the fact that Sisal 1.2 represents multidimensional arrays as nested vectors. Although this data representation has its flaws \cite{17}, it helps here because it avoids data copying of subarrays to a large extent.
8 Conclusions

This paper presents axis control notation as a general means for controlling the application of generic array operations in a dimension-specific manner. Axis control notation gives explicit control over the axes to which operations are applied as well as allowing the programmer to choose arbitrary dimensions for placing the results of such applications. The advantages of this approach are demonstrated in the context of the array programming language SAC. It is shown, that despite the enhanced flexibility – when compared to well-known concepts such as the rank conjunction in J – it can be implemented as a simple preprocessing step rather than requiring support for a built-in higher-order operator.

Unfortunately, these appealing properties do not come for free. Both notations, generalized selection and set notation, impose some syntactical restrictions which may be considered not very intuitive. The dot symbols used for generalized selection are put within the index vectors rather than being attached to the selection operator. Although this elegantly allows for indicating the axes to be selected, it may wrongly insinuate that dot symbols are legal vector entities. In a similar fashion, liberating the programmer from the burden to specify the index range of set notations leads to the restriction that the identifiers of frame vectors have to be used literally within array selections. However, in the context of axis control, these restrictions do not become apparent. Only if the axis control notation is “misused” for specifying more sophisticated functionalities, these restrictions may force the programmer to use WITH-loops instead.

As an offspring of the implementation of axis control notation, a new compiler optimization called WITH-LOOP-SCALARIZATION is proposed. It transforms nested WITH-loops into non-nested ones, which allows programs that make use of the new notation to be compiled into code that is identical to direct specifications that do without. This discloses another benefit of the proposed approach. Since the new notation is transformed into ordinary WITH-loops, WITH-LOOP-SCALARIZATION as an optimization technique is not specific to axis control notation, but it improves arbitrary SAC programs that contain nested WITH-loops.
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Abstract. To support high level coordination, parallel functional languages need effective and automatic work distribution mechanisms. Many implementations distribute potential work, i.e. sparks or closures, but there is good evidence that the performance of certain classes of program can be improved if current work, or threads, are also distributed. Migrating a thread incurs significant execution cost and requires careful scheduling and an elaborate implementation.

This paper describes the design, implementation and performance of thread migration in the GUM runtime system underlying Glasgow parallel Haskell (GpH). Measurements of nontrivial programs on a high-latency cluster architecture show that thread migration can improve the performance of data-parallel and divide-and-conquer programs with low processor utilisation. Thread migration also reduces the variation in performance results obtained in separate executions of a program. Moreover, migration does not incur significant overheads if there are no migratable threads, or on a single processor. However, for programs that already exhibit good processor utilisation, migration may increase performance variability and very occasionally reduce performance.

1 Introduction

The potential of functional languages to support parallelism with minimal programmer intervention has been long recognised \cite{31}, but has only recently been realised using sophisticated language implementations, e.g. \cite{19,20}. Parallel functional languages typically generate massive, but fine-grained, parallelism and a successful implementation must have effective mechanisms to distribute work across the parallel machine. In many models potential work is easily and cheaply distributed, e.g. in graph reduction a spark is simply a reference to an unevaluated closure in the graph. On receiving a potential work item an idle processor will create a thread to perform the computation, and the thread has an execution state, typically including stack(s) and a set of registers.

It is well known that the performance of certain classes of programs can be improved if, in addition to potential work, threads can be distributed. These are programs with poor load balance leading to under utilisation of some processors:
some processors are idle while others have several threads to execute. Many data parallel programs are vulnerable to this, especially those that generate parallelism only at the start of execution. Like software developers in other parallel languages, we have encountered poor load balance in large-scale GpH programs [19]. As a simple example, Figure 1 shows an overall activity profile of the sumEuler program discussed in section 4. The profile is recorded on 8 processors and shows execution time on the X-axis and the number of threads on the Y-axis. The shades of gray in the figure represent the different states of the threads, and the key states are running, i.e. currently executing and runnable, i.e. could be executed but residing on a processor currently executing another thread. For much of the execution there are idle processors and runnable threads simultaneously. If these threads can be migrated from a heavily-loaded processor to a lightly-loaded processor, runtime can be reduced.

Although conceptually simple, engineering effective thread migration in a sophisticated compiled parallel language implementation is challenging. The execution state of a thread has an elaborate representation that must be carefully packed, communicated and unpacked for execution to resume. Moreover the sharing of data and computations by the thread with other threads on the source and destination processors must be preserved. A further consequence is that migrating threads is not only expensive but also destroys any locality of reference the thread enjoyed on the source processor. In consequence thread migration must be carefully scheduled, to be used only when other load balancing mechanisms have failed. It is salutary that relatively few systems have been constructed, examples include [3] and [10]. This paper describes the implementation of thread migration in the GUM runtime system [29] supporting GpH [28].

Fig. 1. Activity Profile of sumEuler, a Program with Migratable Threads
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes GpH and its associated GUM runtime system, including existing work distribution mechanisms. Section 3 presents the design and implementation of the new thread migration mechanism. Section 4 gives preliminary performance measurements. Section 5 covers related work and Section 6 concludes.

2 GpH and GUM

2.1 GpH

GpH\(^{(Glasgow Parallel Haskell)}\)\(^{28}\) is a modest and conservative extension of Haskell 98, using the parallel combinator \texttt{par} to specify parallel evaluation. The expression \(p \ `\texttt{par}` \ e\) (here we use Haskell’s infix operator notation) has the same value as \(e\). Its dynamic effect is to indicate that \(p\) could be evaluated by a new parallel thread, with the parent thread continuing evaluation of \(e\). Higher-level coordination is provided using \textit{evaluation strategies}: higher-order polymorphic functions that use \texttt{par} and \texttt{seq} combinators to introduce and control parallelism \(^{28}\).

2.2 GUM Parallel Virtual Machine

Figure 2 summarises the main components of GUM. Potential parallelism is represented as “sparks”, i.e. pointers to graph structures in the heap, which are collected in a spark pool. Sparks are generated by executing the \texttt{par} primitive. Threads are generated on a processing element (PE), consisting of a CPU and
local memory, if it is idle, i.e. if its thread pool is empty. More threads are added from blocking queues when the required data becomes available. By design the generation of sparks is very cheap, while threads are far more heavy-weight (although still light compared to usual OS threads). Both spark and thread pools are managed as FIFO queues. To create a new thread the PE activates one of its sparks, generating a Thread State Object (TSO), which holds essential information such as registers and a stack pointer. The scheduler then determines how to choose one of the threads from the thread pool to run on the graph reduction engine (Reducer). If a running thread blocks on unavailable data, it is added to the blocking queue of that node. A blocked thread is added to the thread pool when the required data becomes available, either because a local thread produces it or the data arrives from another processor.

Figure 3 illustrates the communications induced by the existing spark distribution mechanism, a work stealing scheme. A FISH message requests work and specifies the PE requesting work as well as an age limit, i.e. the maximum number of PEs to visit, in the form $\text{FISH}(\text{Source}, \text{Age})$. Initially all PEs except for the main PE are idle and without sparks. Idle PEs send a FISH message to a PE chosen at random, and only ever have one outstanding FISH: in our case PE A sends to PE C. If a FISH recipient has an empty spark pool it increases the age and forwards the FISH to another PE chosen at random, in our case PE D. If a FISH recipient has a spark it sends it to the source PE as a SCHEDULE message: in our case PE D sends to PE A. The age limit of a FISH is used to avoid swamping a lightly loaded machine with FISH messages: if the age reaches this limit (a tunable system parameter) the FISH is returned to the source PE which delays before reissuing another FISH.

3 Implementing Thread Migration

3.1 Scheduler
A central component in GUM is the scheduler, which determines which thread to execute next. To implement thread migration the following scheduling policy is
used. It attempts thread migration only if other cheaper work location schemes fail. The new policy is an extension of the existing policy and has been tested for simulated parallel execution [16], but hasn’t previously been available in GUM.

1. execute another runnable thread, if available;
2. turn a spark into a thread if no runnable threads are available;
3. try to acquire a remote spark if the processor has no local sparks;
4. try to migrate another runnable thread if no remote sparks can be found;

Several scheduling alternatives are possible. Currently the TSO of a migrated thread is added at the end of the (FIFO) runnable queue. Migrated threads could be preferred by inserting at the front of the runnable queue, or more generally by distinguishing them in the queue.

3.2 Communication Protocol

The communication protocol in GUM is very simple and consists of only 6 classes of messages [29]. Thread migration introduces two new messages, both variants of existing messages: a SHARK which is a hungry variant of the FISH message; and MIGRATE which is a variant of the SCHEDULE message and transmits a thread and an associated graph structure between PEs.

Figure 4 illustrates the communications induced by the new thread migration mechanism. As before, a FISH seeks to locate a spark, and in our example the FISH visits PEs C and D unsuccessfully. Now, however, when a FISH reaches its age limit instead of returning to its source PE, it becomes a SHARK message with age 1 and is forwarded to a random PE. When a SHARK arrives, if the PE has a spark it is sent to the source PE in a SCHEDULE message; otherwise if the PE has a runnable thread it is sent to the source PE in a MIGRATE message; otherwise the PE increases the age and forwards the SHARK at random. SHARKs and FISHes have the same age limit, and a SHARK reaching this age limit is returned to the source PE. In the example the SHARK finds a thread, but no spark on PE C, and migrates it to PE A.
At the moment GUM does not propagate load information between PEs. One potential improvement of the load balancing mechanism would be to carry information about spark and thread pool sizes of the visited PEs as part of a FISH message. In our experience even the naive, but cheap mechanism of randomly choosing the target of a FISH works well for most applications. In the presence of thread migration the additional overhead might be justified, though, because in general runnable threads are much rarer than available sparks. Similarly, information about the granularity of threads would be useful in order to choose the largest thread. However, such information is not directly available and hard to obtain automatically.

3.3 Graph Packing

The main modification to enable thread migration is to provide mechanisms to pack and unpack threads for communication between PEs. This entails packing a TSO and its associated stack. Since a TSO is a (slightly special) heap object, we simply extend the cases for packing a graph node, to include a case for a TSO. Packing most of the entries in the TSO is uncomplicated, since they are static data rather than pointers. The exceptions are the pointers in the stack that have to be adjusted when unpacking the TSO.

GUM is a parallel extension of the STG-machine and the TSO and stack layout is unchanged. Figure 5 summarises the transfer of a thread, represented as a TSO, from PE 1 to PE 2 (note, that the stack grows downwards). The TSO can be partitioned into a header, containing mostly non-pointer data, and the stack. The stack consists of a continuous sequence of variable sized activation records. Each record starts with one of 4 possible frame types (named in Figure 5): an update frame, a stop frame, a seq frame or an exception frame. The most common type is an update frame, which contains a pointer into the heap, pointing to a graph structure that will be updated with the result of the current evaluation. As shown in Figure 5, the type of the updatee will be either BH, a “black hole” representing a graph structure under evaluation, or a BH_BQ, a “black hole blocking queue” which additionally contains a list of TSOs waiting for the result of this evaluation. An exception frame contains a pointer to the code that has to be executed when catching an exception. A seq frame contains a pointer to the code corresponding to the second part of a sequential composition (the y in a $x \text{ seq } y$ construct). A stop frame can only occur at the bottom of the stack and indicates the end of the computation for this thread. All frames are linked together, with one thread register pointing to the top-of-stack frame. The layout of an activation record itself is specified by a bitmask immediately after the update frame, with 1 representing data and 0 a pointer entry. Since this layout is similar to the one of a partial application closure we can treat the elements of one activation record on the stack in the same way as the available arguments in a partially applied function when packing the stack.

During packing, the overall structure of the stack is maintained, but some modifications are made. As with all graph structures, global addresses (GAs) have to be allocated for pointers, in order to ensure that thunks, or unevaluated
closures, are uniquely identified in the virtual shared heap. This can be seen in the packet in Figure 5 where the two thunks are packed with new global addresses GA 1.1 and GA 1.2. As with ordinary graph structures, a mapping of old GAs on the source PE, to new GAs on the target PE, is sent back as a reply to the communication shown here and the BH and BH_BQ closures on PE 1 are converted into FetchMe (FM) and FetchMe blocking queue (FM_BQ) closures. If a thread on PE 1 demands a thunk being evaluated by the migrated TSO, a FETCH request will be sent to PE 2 upon entering the FM or FM_BQ closure.

Note that when unpacking the black hole blocking queue (BH_BQ) on PE 2, a different kind of closure has to be used to represent the TSO that is blocked on the black hole on PE 1. This closure is a “blocked fetch” closure, which already exists in GUM. It normally represents a fetch request from another PE, and contains information about the requesting PE and TSO, so that upon updating the BH_BQ closure, a message with the result data is sent to the original PE. By this mechanism the TSO on PE 1 will continue as soon as the migrated TSO updates the BH_BQ on PE 2.

4 Performance Measurements

The measurements in this section are performed on a high-latency cluster: a Beowulf [27] consisting of Linux RedHat 6.2 workstations with a 533MHz Celeron
processor, 128kB cache, 128MB of DRAM and 5.7GB of IDE disk. The workstations are connected through a 100Mb/s fast Ethernet switch with a latency of 142\(\mu s\), measured under PVM 3.4.2.

4.1 Performance Improvement

Experience has shown that many GpH programs have migratable threads and some under-utilised processors [19], and four programs from two parallel paradigms are discussed in this section.

The first program, sumEuler, is data parallel: computing the sum of the Euler totient function over an integer list [18]. Figure 6 shows mean speedup curves for sumEuler with and without migration calculated from five executions of the program. The speedups reported here and throughout the paper are relative, i.e. improvement over the single-PE parallel execution. Table 1 shows, for varying numbers of PEs: the mean, minimum and maximum runtimes, the average number of threads migrated in each execution, the range of runtimes as a percentage of the mean runtime and the percentage reduction in mean runtime.

The sumEuler results show that thread migration improves runtime for all numbers of PEs measured. For small numbers of PEs the improvement is limited by the small numbers of migratable threads, but between 6 and 22 PEs the improvement is approximately 30% with a single exception. The improvement is variable, as discussed in the next section, with the greatest improvement being 39% on 12 PEs.

The second program, Maze, uses a divide-and-conquer algorithm to search a maze for an exit [8]. Figure 7 shows the mean speedup curves and table 2 the performance improvements. The results show that thread migration improves performance on all numbers of PEs; from 4 PEs onwards improvements of approximately 13% are achieved with two exceptions. The improvement is variable with the greatest improvement being 21% on 16 PEs.
A third program, Raytracer, is data parallel: constructing a scene from objects and a viewpoint \[11,17\]. Space precludes a full presentation of Raytracer results, but as with the previous programs they show that thread migration improves performance on all numbers of PEs; from 3 PEs onwards improvements of approximately 20% are achieved. The improvement is variable with the greatest improvement being 34% on 5 PEs.

The fourth program, Queens, is data parallel: placing chess pieces on a board. Figure 7 shows the mean speedup curves and table 3 the performance improvements. The results show that while thread migration improves performance on most configurations, it degrades it on two; the 4-PE and 8-PE configurations. There is an enormous amount of variability in the improvement, with a maximum of 37% and minimum of -10%.

### Table 1. SumEuler Runtimes(s) with/without Migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No PEs</th>
<th>Mean Runtime Mig.</th>
<th>Min. Runtime Mig.</th>
<th>Max. Runtime Mig.</th>
<th>Avg No Thr Mig.</th>
<th>% Range Mig.</th>
<th>Performance Improvement Mig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>15.66</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>35.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 7. Speedups for Maze

![Parallel Maze Search with Migration](image)
Thread migration does not consistently or significantly improve the performance of either Queens or Maze up to 8 PEs because both have excellent processor utilisation, achieving a speedup of approximately 6 in each case. If the default GUM work distribution mechanism is achieving good utilisation, it is hard for the more expensive migration mechanism to improve on it. Indeed results for Queens show that the additional communication introduced may reduce performance (e.g. at 4 and 8 PEs), and increase variability. In contrast migration delivers significant and consistent improvements when utilisation is low, e.g. on 8 PEs sumEuler without migration has a speedup of just 4.7 and migration delivers a 29% improvement. Likewise on 7 PEs Raytracer has a speedup of just 4 and migration delivers a 21% improvement. In a similar way, migration improves the performance of both Queens and Maze at higher numbers of PEs as the utilisation delivered by the default load balancing mechanism falls.

In summary, thread migration always improves the runtime of programs with migratable threads and low processor utilisation, like sumEuler, Maze and Ray-

Table 2. Maze Runtimes(s) with/without Migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No PEs</th>
<th>Mean Runtime</th>
<th>Min. Runtime</th>
<th>Max. Runtime</th>
<th>Avg No Thr Mig</th>
<th>% Range</th>
<th>Performance Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mig. No Mig.</td>
<td>Mig. No Mig.</td>
<td>Mig. No Mig.</td>
<td>Mig. No Mig.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>162.9</td>
<td>162.0</td>
<td>162.6</td>
<td>159.7</td>
<td>163.7</td>
<td>163.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Speedups for Queens
Table 3. Queens Runtimes(s) with/without Migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No PEs</th>
<th>Mean Runtime</th>
<th>Min. Runtime</th>
<th>Max. Runtime</th>
<th>Avg No Thr Mig</th>
<th>Avg No Mig</th>
<th>% Range</th>
<th>Performance Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mig. No Mig.</td>
<td>Mig. No Mig.</td>
<td>Mig. No Mig.</td>
<td>Mig. No Mig.</td>
<td>Mig. No Mig.</td>
<td>Mig. No Mig.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>405.4 405.6</td>
<td>405.3 405.2</td>
<td>405.7 405.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0% 1.1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>225.0 227.8</td>
<td>219.6 227.8</td>
<td>227.7 227.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.6% 0.0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>128.4 116.7</td>
<td>114.9 116.6</td>
<td>169.6 116.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>42.6% 0.1%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>91.7 104.9</td>
<td>78.0 103.1</td>
<td>117.6 108.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>43.1% 5.3%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>78.9 75.1</td>
<td>72.2 74.9</td>
<td>102.1 75.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>37.8% 0.5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>67.3 73.2</td>
<td>63.2 67.1</td>
<td>68.8 103.0</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>8.3% 49%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>44.2 70.9</td>
<td>38.8 62.9</td>
<td>70.8 73.1</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>72.3% 14.3%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>39.0 50.5</td>
<td>39.0 38.9</td>
<td>39.1 78.9</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.2% 79.2%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>44.9 50.0</td>
<td>38.9 39.0</td>
<td>73.9 72.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>77.9% 66.6%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thread migration often improves but may degrade programs with migratable threads and good processor utilisation, like Queens. In both cases the runtimes and improvements achieved are variable. The improvements are achieved by migrating a relatively small number of threads: typically around 4. This indicates that the migration policy described in section 3 works adequately, striking a balance between good data locality and even load distribution.

4.2 Variability

We hypothesised that thread migration would reduce the variability in runtimes, as it allows a poor initial distribution of sparks to PEs to be rectified. The ‘% Range’ column in tables 1 and 2 together with measurements of the Raytracer show that migration reduces the range of performance results for programs with low utilisation, like sumEuler, Maze and Raytracer. However, table 3 shows that migration may increase the variability of some programs with good utilisation, like Queens on small numbers of processors. In these cases, we have observed increased communication in programs with migration and suspect the variability is due to both increased communication and potential blocking after having migrated threads. Depending on the amount of sharing with other graphs on the original PE, threads on a PE may send data requests and become blocked, thereby reducing the gain in performance due to migration. However, none of the programs with poor utilisation seems to suffer from an increased amount of data transfer caused by migration.

A second factor is that programs with a short runtime allow little time for migration to correct a poor initial load distribution. This can be seen in the relatively high variability of sumEuler on 20 and 22 PEs in table 1. However, migration still helps even in these cases: the mean, minimum and maximum runtimes are always smaller than for the program without migration.

4.3 Overheads

To investigate the overheads of thread migration two simple programs without migratable threads have been measured: one data-parallel the other divide-and-
Table 4. Migration Overheads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Paradigm</th>
<th>Mean Runtime</th>
<th>Avg No Thr Mig</th>
<th>% Change in Runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With Migration</td>
<td>Without Mig.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParFib 35</td>
<td>Div &amp; Conq.</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParMap</td>
<td>Data Par.</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

conquer. For each program table 4 reports the paradigm, the mean runtime with and without migration, the average number of threads migrated in each execution and the percentage change in runtime, all measured on 7 PEs. The results show that the migration mechanism has no significant overhead if there are no migratable threads. Moreover, tables 1, 2 and 3 together with measurements of the Raytracer demonstrate that execution with migration enabled on a single PE does not incur significant additional overheads compared to parallel execution without migration.

5 Related Work

Thread migration suffered from bad press due to early news of excessive overhead. Therefore, comparable systems that provide light-weight, and typically fine-grained, threads tend to avoid migration [5, 7, 13, 14].

In the context of earlier versions of parallel graph reducers, early experiments on the GRIP system, implemented on a special-purpose distributed memory machine, indicated, that despite the availability of several sparking strategies to control and balance parallelism, thread migration is still needed for some applications to guarantee high utilisation [10].

The Cid system [24] extends C with primitives for creating (“forking”) new threads and synchronising (“joining”) them on shared variables, managed in a virtual shared heap. The Cid systems holds runnable threads in two different queues: one for the threads that must be executed on the current processor, one for threads that might be migrated to another processor. The cost for handling the messages is reduced by using the technique of active messages [30] where the message carries a pointer to a function, the “handler”, that is called when receiving the message. The effectiveness of Cid’s load balancing and latency tolerance mechanisms is assessed in [25].

Cilk [3] is similar to Cid, in that it extends C with constructs for creating and synchronising light-weight threads. Its processors also use a sophisticated work-stealing scheduler to obtain new parallelism. While Cilk provides thread migration, it is optimised for local execution of a thread, since that is the most common case. Thus, still high overhead is associated with migration.

The Filaments system [20] is in many aspects similar to our system: it emphasises fine-grained parallelism on a distributed shared heap, with dynamic and implicit management of work and data; the programmer is only required to expose parallelism. It is implemented as an extension of C. Two levels of threads can be distinguished: filaments, with a code pointer and arguments but without
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a stack, and server threads, with an attached stack, acting as a scheduler over a set of filaments. In balancing the load of the system, it employs a sophisticated adaptive data placement mechanism, that tries to minimise access to remote data and uses information gained from dynamic monitoring of data access. Overall, the system focuses on the placement of data rather than threads.

The Ariadne Threads system [21] is C-based and implements user-level threads and explicit thread migration on shared and distributed memory machines. In contrast to Filaments, placement decisions focus on threads, rather than data, by migrating a thread to the location of its data, rather than vice versa.

The Amber system [6] uses a virtual shared memory model, implemented on the Topaz operating system and is programmed in C++. It provides library calls to realise dynamic clustering of threads at runtime, via explicit thread migration. In contrast to Ariadne it puts limitations on the total number of threads per node, but gains reduced packing and thread management overhead.

Another virtual shared memory system focusing on thread migration is Millipede [12]. It uses kernel-threads and is very flexible, allowing explicit migration at almost any point in the execution. It uses dynamic mechanisms migrating both threads and data to maximise data locality. Stack packing is simplified by guaranteeing that stacks will occupy the same place on all processors. This reduces packing costs but wastes some memory space.

A lot of research was done on process migration in the area of operating systems in the late 70s [23]. The objective of introducing process migration into an operating system was to improve load balancing and fault tolerance. Thus, process migration should be transparent to the user and is not under the control of the programmer. Many operating systems were designed to support process migration, some well known examples are Mach [2] and MOSIX [1].

We are primarily interested in thread migration as a way to obtain even load balance and thereby improve performance in a system for parallel computation. Alternative applications of this technique, with different design requirements, are the use of migration in persistent systems [22] and for mobile computing [23].

6 Conclusions

We have presented a design and implementation of thread migration for the GUM runtime system underlying GpH. The design exploits the uniform representation of heap objects in the STG-machine: the packing of a TSO and its stack only requires an extension of the default packing mechanism to handle a new kind of heap closure. The design also makes minimal extensions to the relatively simple GUM communication protocol, adding only two new kinds of messages. Here we profit from both data and threads being represented by heap objects.

Performance measurements of six programs on a high-latency Beowulf cluster show that thread migration in GUM can improve the performance, and reduce the variability in performance, of data-parallel and divide-and-conquer programs
with low processor utilisation. In summary: sumEuler is 35% faster on 22 PEs, Maze is 21% faster on 16 PEs, Raytracer is 21% faster on 7 PEs, and Queens is 10% faster on 16 PEs. Measurements of these and two other programs show that migration does not incur significant overheads if there are no migratable threads, or on a single PE. However, it is hard for migration to improve programs that already have good utilisation, and migration may both increase variability and occasionally reduce performance. For example neither Maze nor Queens is significantly improved by migration until 10 or more PEs are used.

In future work it may be possible to better characterise programs and architectures where thread migration may be beneficial. GUM’s thread migration mechanism and load management policies could easily be improved, e.g. replacing the random targeting of FISH and SHARK messages with a more focused approach; and possibly recording partial load information in all messages to maintain a time-stamped partial load information on each PE.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present Famke. It is a prototype implementation of a strongly typed operating system written in Clean. Famke enables the creation and management of independent distributed Clean processes on a network of workstations. It uses Clean’s dynamic type system and its dynamic linker to communicate values of any type, e.g. data, closures, and functions (i.e. compiled code), between running applications in a type safe way. Mobile processes can be implemented using Famke’s ability to communicate functions. We have built an interactive shell on top of Famke that enables user interaction. The shell uses a functional-style command language that allows construction of new processes, and it type checks the command line before executing it. Famke’s type safe run-time extensibility makes it a strongly typed operating system that can be tailored to a given situation.

1 Introduction

Functional programming languages like Haskell [1] and Clean [2,3] offer a very flexible and powerful static type system. Compact, reusable, and readable programs can be written in these languages while the static type system is able to detect many programming errors at compile time. But this works only within a single application.

Independently developed applications often need to communicate with each other. One would like the communication of objects to take place in a type safe manner as well. And not only simple objects, but objects of any type, including functions. In practice, this is not easy to realize: the compile time type information is generally not kept inside a compiled executable, and therefore cannot be used at run-time. In real life therefore, applications often only communicate simple data types like streams of characters, ASCII text, or use some ad-hoc defined (binary) format. Although more and more applications use XML to communicate data together with the definitions of the data types used, most programs do not support run-time type unification, cannot use previously unknown data types or cannot exchange functions (i.e. code) between different programs in a

* This work was supported by STW as part of project NWI.4411.
type safe way. This is mainly because the used programming language has no support for such things.

In this paper, we present a prototype implementation of a micro kernel, called Famke (emph\textit{functional micro kernel experiment}). It provides explicit non-deterministic concurrency and type safe message passing for all types to processes written in Clean. By adding servers that provide common operating system services, an entire strongly typed, distributed operating system can be built on top of Famke.

Clearly, we need a powerful dynamic type system \cite{4} for this purpose and a way to dynamically extend a running application with new code. Fortunately, the new Clean system offers some of the required basic facilities: it offers a hybrid type system with static as well as dynamic typing (\textit{dynamics}) \cite{5}, including run-time support for \textit{dynamic linking} \cite{6} (currently on Microsoft Windows only). To achieve type safe communication, Famke uses the above mentioned facilities offered by Clean to implement \textit{lightweight threads}, \textit{processes}, \textit{exception handling} and \textit{type safe message passing} without requiring additional language constructs or run-time support.

It also makes use of an underlying operating system to avoid some low-level implementation work and to integrate better with existing software (e.g. resources such as the console and the file system). With Famke, we want to accomplish the following objectives without changing the Clean compiler or run-time system.

- Present an interface (API) for Clean programmers with which it is easy to create (distributed) processes that can communicate expressions of any type in a type safe way;
- Present an interactive shell with which it is easy to manage, apply and combine (distributed) processes, and even construct new processes interactively. The shell should type check the command line before executing it in order to catch errors early;
- Achieve a modular design using an extensible micro kernel approach;
- Achieve a reliable system by using static types where possible and, if static checking cannot be done (e.g. between different programs), dynamic type checks;
- Achieve a system that is easy to port to another operating system (if the Clean system supports it).

We will introduce the static/dynamic hybrid type system of Clean in section 2. Sections 3 and 4 present the micro kernel of Famke, which provides cooperative thread scheduling, exception handling, and type safe communication. It also provides an interface to the preemptively scheduled processes of the underlying operating system. These sections are very technical, but necessary to understand the interesting sections that follow. On top of this micro kernel an interactive shell has been implemented, which we describe in section 5. During these sections the crucial role of dynamics will become apparent. Related work is discussed in section 6 and we conclude and mention future research in section 7.
2 Dynamics in Clean

Clean has recently been extended with a polymorphic dynamic type system in addition to its static type system. Here, we will give a small introduction to dynamics in Clean. A dynamic is a value of type `Dynamic` which contains a value as well as a representation of the type of that value.

```plaintext
dynamic 42 :: Int
```

Dynamics can be formed (i.e. lifted from the static to the dynamic type system) using the keyword `dynamic` in combination with the value and an optional type (otherwise the compiler will infer the type), separated by a double colon.

```plaintext
:: Maybe a = Nothing | Just a
```

```plaintext
matchInt :: Dynamic -> Maybe Int
matchInt (x :: Int) = Just x
matchInt other = Nothing
```

Values of type `Dynamic` can be matched in function alternatives and case patterns to bring them from the dynamic back into the static type system. Such pattern matches consist of an optional value pattern and a type pattern. In the example above, `matchInt` returns `Just` the value contained inside the dynamic if it has type `Int`; and `Nothing` if it has any other type. The compiler translates type pattern matches into run-time type unifications. If the unification fails, the next function alternative is tried, as in a common pattern match.

```plaintext
dynamicApply :: Dynamic Dynamic -> Dynamic
dynamicApply (f :: a -> b) (x :: a) = dynamicApply f x :: b
dynamicApply _ _ = dynamic "Error: cannot apply"
```

A type pattern can contain type variables which, if the run-time unification is successful, are bound to the offered type. In the example above, `dynamicApply` tests if the type of the function `f` inside its first argument can be unified with the type of the value `x` inside the second argument. If this is the case then `dynamicApply` can safely apply `f` to `x`. The result of this application has type `b`. At compile time it is generally unknown what this type `b` will be. The result can be wrapped into a dynamic (and only a dynamic) again, because the type variable `b` will be instantiated by the run-time unification.

```plaintext
matchDynamic :: Dynamic -> Maybe t | TC
matchDynamic (x :: t^) = Just x
matchDynamic other = Nothing
```

Type variables in dynamic patterns can also relate to a type variable in the static type of a function. Such functions are called type dependent functions. A type pattern can contain type variables which, if the run-time unification is successful, are bound to the offered type. In the example above, `dynamicApply` tests if the type of the function `f` inside its first argument can be unified with the type of the value `x` inside the second argument. If this is the case then `dynamicApply` can safely apply `f` to `x`. The result of this application has type `b`. At compile time it is generally unknown what this type `b` will be. The result can be wrapped into a dynamic (and only a dynamic) again, because the type variable `b` will be instantiated by the run-time unification.

1 Numeric literals are not overloaded in Clean, hence 42 has type `Int` instead of Haskell’s `(Num a) => a`.
2 `A ::`, instead of the `data` keyword of Haskell, precedes a type definition in Clean.
3 Function types in Clean separate arguments by white space instead of `->`.
4 Clean denotes overloading in a class `K` as: `a | K a`, whereas Haskell uses `(K a) => a`. 
carrot (\^) behind a variable in a pattern associates it with the type variable with the same name in the static type of the function. The static type variable then becomes overloaded in the predefined \texttt{TC} (type code) class \cite{5}. In the example above, the static type \texttt{t} will be determined by the static context in which it is used, and will impose a restriction on the actual type that is accepted at run-time by \texttt{matchDynamic}. It yields \texttt{Just} the value inside the dynamic (if the dynamic contains a value of the required context dependent type) or \texttt{Nothing} (if it does not).

The new dynamic run-time system of Clean \cite{6} supports writing dynamics to disk and reading them in again, possibly in another program or during another execution of the same program.

\begin{align*}
\texttt{writeDynamic :: String Dynamic *World -> (Bool, \ast World)} & \\
\texttt{readDynamic :: String \ast World -> (Bool, Dynamic, \ast World)} & \\
\end{align*}

The dynamic will be read in lazily after a successful run-time unification (triggered by a pattern match on the dynamic). The amount of data and code that the dynamic linker will link in, is therefore determined by the amount of evaluation of the value inside the dynamic. Dynamics written by a program can be safely read by any other program, providing a form of persistence and a rudimentary means of communication.

The ability of Clean, as well as other functional languages, to construct new functions (e.g. currying and higher-order functions) in combination with Clean’s new support for run-time linking, enables us to extend a running application with new code that can be type checked after which it is guaranteed to fit.

3 Threads in Famke

Here we show how a programmer can construct concurrent programs in Clean, using Famke’s thread management and exception handling primitives.

Currently, Clean offers only very limited library support for process management and communication.

Old versions of Concurrent Clean \cite{7} did offer sophisticated support for parallel evaluation and lightweight processes, but no support for exception handling. Concurrent Clean was targeted at deterministic, implicit concurrency, but we want to build a system for distributed, non-deterministic, explicit concurrency.

Porting Concurrent Clean to Microsoft Windows is a lot of work and still would not give us exactly what we want. Although Microsoft Windows offers threads to enable multi-tasking within a single process, there is no run-time support for making use of these preemptive threads in Clean. We could emulate threads using the preemptive processes that Microsoft Windows provides by multiple incarnations of the same Clean program, but this would make the

\footnote{The \ast in front of \texttt{World} is a uniqueness attribute. It indicates that the (state of the) world will be passed around in a unique/single-threaded way. Clean’s type checker allows destructive updates, but reject sharing, of such unique objects. Clean’s \texttt{World} type corresponds to the hidden state of Haskell’s \texttt{IO} monad.}
threads unacceptably heavyweight, and it would prevent them from sharing the
Clean heap, and we still would not have exception handling.

Therefore, Famke does her own scheduling of threads in order to keep them
lightweight and to provide exception handling.

3.1 Thread Implementation

In order to implement cooperative threads we need a way to suspend running
computations and to resume them later. Wand \cite{8} shows that this can be done
using continuations and the call/CC construct offered by Scheme and other func-
tional programming languages. We copy this approach using first class continu-
ations in Clean. Because Clean has no call/CC construction, we have to write
the continuation passing explicitly. Our approach closely resembles Claessen’s
concurrency monad \cite{9}, but our primitives operate directly on the kernel state
using Clean’s uniqueness typing, and we have extended the implementation with
easily extendable exception handling (see section 3.2).

:: Thread a :== (a -> KernelOp) -> KernelOp
:: KernelOp :== Kernel -> Kernel

calculate argument for cont

threadExample :: Thread a
threadExample = \cont kernel -> cont x kernel'
where

x = ... // calculate argument for cont
kernel‘ = ...kernel... // operate on the kernel state

A function of the type \texttt{Thread}, such as the example function above, gets the
tail of a computation (named \texttt{cont}; of type \texttt{a -> KernelOp}) as its argument
and combines that with a new computation step, which calculates the argument
(named \texttt{x}) for the tail computation, to form a new function (of type \texttt{KernelOp}).
This function returns, when evaluated on a kernel state (named \texttt{kernel}; of type
\texttt{Kernel}), a new kernel state.

:: ThreadId // abstract thread id

:: *Kernel\footnote{Clean uses \texttt{::=} to indicate a type synonym, whereas Haskell uses the \texttt{type} keyword.} = {currentId :: ThreadId, newId :: ThreadId,
        ready :: [ThreadState], world :: *World}

:: ThreadState = {thrId :: ThreadId, thrCont :: KernelOp}

:: Void = Void // written more elegantly as () in Haskell

The kernel state (of type \texttt{Kernel}) is a record that contains the information
required to do the scheduling of the threads. It contains information like the
current running thread (named \texttt{currentId}), the threads that are ready to be
\footnote{This is a single line comment in Clean, Haskell uses \texttt{--}}
\footnote{Record types in Clean are surrounded by \{ and \}. The * before \texttt{Kernel} indi-
cates that the record must always be unique. Therefore, the * can then be omit-
ted in the rest of the code.}
scheduled (in the ready list), and the world state which is provided by the Clean run-time system. Clean’s uniqueness type system makes these types a little more complicated, but we will not show this in the examples in order to keep them readable.

```haskell
define newThread :: (Thread a) -> Thread ThreadId
newThread thread = \cont k=:
{newId, ready}9 ->
  where
  threadState = {thrId = newId, thrCont = thread (_, k -> k)}

threadId :: Thread ThreadId
threadId = \cont k=:
{currentId}0 ->
  where
  threadState = {thrId = currentId, thrCont = cont}
```

The `newThread` function starts the given thread concurrently with the other threads. Threads are evaluated for their effect on the kernel and the world state. They therefore do not return a result, hence the polymorphically parameterized `Thread a` type. It relieves our system from the additional complexity of returning the result to the parent thread. The communication primitives that will be introduced later enable programmers to extend the `newThread` primitive to deliver a result to the parent. Threads can obtain their thread identification with threadId.

Scheduling of the threads is done cooperatively. This means that threads must occasionally allow rescheduling using `yield`, and should not run endless tight loops. The `schedule` function then evaluates the next ready thread. `StartFamke` can be used like the standard Clean `Start` function to start the evaluation of the main thread.

```haskell
define yield :: KernelOp Kernel -> Kernel
yield cont k=:{currentId, ready} = {k & ready = ready ++ [threadState]}0

schedule :: Kernel -> Kernel
schedule k=:{ready = []} = k // nothing to schedule
schedule k=:{ready = [{thrId, thrCont}:tail]} =
  let k′ = {k & ready = tail, currentId = thrId}
  k′′ = thrCont k′ // evaluate the thread until it yields
  in schedule k′′
```

```haskell
StartFamke :: (Thread a) *World -> *World
StartFamke mainThread world = (schedule kernel).world
where
  firstId = ... // first thread id
  kernel = {currentId = firstId, newId = inc firstId,

9 `r=:{f}` denotes the (lazy) selection of the field `f` in the record `r`. `r=:{f = v}` denotes the pattern match of the field `f` on the value `v`.
10 `{r & f = v}` denotes a new record value that is equal to `r` except for the field `f`, which is equal to `v`.```
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\[ \text{ready} = \{\text{threadState}\}, \text{world} = \text{world} \]
\[ \text{threadState} = \{\text{thrId} = \text{firstId}, \text{thrCont} = \text{mainThread (\_ k \rightarrow k)}\} \]

The thread that is currently being evaluated returns directly to the scheduler whenever it performs a \textit{yield} action, because \textit{yield} does not evaluate the tail of the computation. Instead, it stores the continuation at the back of the ready queue (to achieve round-robin scheduling) and returns the current kernel state. The scheduler then uses this new kernel state to evaluate the next ready thread.

Programming threads using a continuation style is cumbersome, because one has to carry the continuation along and one has to perform an explicit \textit{yield} often. Therefore, we added thread-combinators resembling a more common monadic programming style. Our \textit{return}, \textit{>>=}, and \textit{>>} functions resemble the monadic \textit{return}, \textit{>>=} and \textit{>>} functions of Haskell \footnote{Unfortunately, Clean does not support Haskell’s do-notation for monads, which would make the code even more readable.}. Whenever a running thread performs an atomic action, such as a return, control is voluntarily given to the scheduler using \textit{yield}.

\textit{return} :: a \rightarrow \text{Thread} a
\textit{return} x = \lambda k \rightarrow \text{yield (cont x) k}

\textit{(>>=)} :: (\text{Thread} a) (a \rightarrow \text{Thread} b) \rightarrow \text{Thread} b
\textit{(>>=)} l r = \lambda k \rightarrow 1 (\lambda x \rightarrow r x \text{ cont} k)

\textit{( >> )}lr=l> > =\ _- >r

\text{combinatorExample} = \text{newThread (print ['h', 'e', 'l', 'l', 'o'])} \gg>
\text{print ['w', 'o', 'r', 'l', 'd']}

\text{where}
\text{print [\]} = \text{return Void}
\text{print [c:cs]} = \text{printChar c} \gg \text{print cs}

The \text{combinatorExample} above starts a thread that prints "hello" concurrent with the main thread that prints "world". It assumes a low-level print routine \text{printChar} that prints a single character. The output of both threads is interleaved by the scheduler, and is printed as "hweolrllod".

### 3.2 Exceptions and Signals

Thread operations (e.g. \text{newThread}) may fail because of external conditions such as the behavior of other threads or operating system errors. Robust programs quickly become cluttered with lots of error checking code. An elegant solution for this kind of problem is the use of exception handling.

There is no exception handling mechanism in Clean, but our thread continuations can easily be extended to handle exceptions. Because of this, exceptions can only be thrown or caught by a thread. This is analogous to Haskell’s \textit{ioError} and \textit{catch} functions, with which exceptions can only be caught in the \textit{IO} monad.

In contrast to Haskell exceptions, we do not want to limit the set of exceptions to system defined exceptions and strings, but instead allow any value. Exceptions
are therefore implemented using dynamics. This makes it possible to store any value in an exception and to easily extend the set of exceptions at compile-time or even at run-time. To provide this kind of exception handling, we extend the \texttt{Thread} type with a continuation argument for the case that an exception is thrown.

\begin{verbatim}
:: Thread a := (SucCnt a) -> ExcCnt -> KernelOp
:: SucCnt a := a -> ExcCnt -> KernelOp
:: ExcCnt := Exception -> KernelOp
:: Exception := Dynamic

\texttt{throw} :: e \to \texttt{Thread} a | \texttt{TC} e
\texttt{throw} e = \lambda sc ec k \to ec (\text{dynamic} e :: e^) k

\texttt{rethrow} :: \text{Exception} \to \text{Thread} a
\texttt{rethrow} \text{exception} = \lambda sc ec k \to ec \text{exception} k

\texttt{try} :: (\text{Thread} a) \to (\text{Exception} \to \text{Thread} a) \to \text{Thread} a
\texttt{try} \text{thread} \text{catcher} =
\lambda sc ec k \to \text{thread} (\lambda x \_ \to sc x ec) (\lambda e \to \text{catcher} e sc ec) k
\end{verbatim}

The \texttt{throw} function wraps a value in a dynamic (hence the \texttt{TC} context restriction) and throws it to the enclosing \texttt{try} clause by evaluating the exception continuation \texttt{(ec)}. \texttt{rethrow} can be used to throw an exception without wrapping it in a dynamic again. The \texttt{try} function catches exceptions that occur during the evaluation of its first argument \texttt{(thread)} and feeds it to its second argument \texttt{(catcher)}. Because any value can be thrown, exception handlers must match against the type of the exception using dynamic type pattern matching.

The kernel provides an outermost exception handler (not shown here) that aborts the thread when an exception remains uncaught. This exception handler informs the programmer that an exception was not caught by any of the handlers and shows the type of the occurring exception.

\begin{verbatim}
\texttt{return} :: a \to \text{Thread} a
\texttt{return} x = \lambda sc ec k \to \text{yield} (sc x ec) k

(\_\_\_\_) :: (\text{Thread} a) \to (\text{Thread} b) \to \text{Thread} b
(\_\_\_/) l r = \lambda sc ec k \to l (\lambda x \_ \to r x sc) ec k
\end{verbatim}

The addition of an exception continuation to the thread type also requires small changes in the implementation of the \texttt{return} and \texttt{bind} functions. Note how the \texttt{return} and \texttt{throw} functions complement each other: \texttt{return} evaluates the success continuation while \texttt{throw} evaluates the exception continuation. This implementation of exception handling is relatively cheap, because there is no need to test if an exception occurred at every \texttt{bind} or \texttt{return}. The only overhead caused by our exception handling mechanism is the need to carry the exception continuation along.

\begin{verbatim}
:: ArithErrors \equiv \text{DivByZero} \mid \text{Overflow}
\end{verbatim}
exceptionExample = try (divide 42 0) handler

divide x 0 = throw DivByZero
divide x y = return (x / y)

handler (DivByZero :: ArithErrors) = return 0  // or any other value
handler other = rethrow other

The divide function in the example throws the value DivByZero as an exception when the programmer tries to divide by zero. Exceptions caught in the body of the try clause are handled by handler, which returns zero on a DivByZero exception. Caught exceptions of any other type are thrown again outside the try, using rethrow.

In a distributed or concurrent setting, there is also a need for throwing and catching exceptions between different threads. We call this kind of inter-thread exceptions signals. Signals allow threads to throw kill requests to other threads. Our approach to signals, or asynchronous exceptions as they are also called, follows the semantics described by Marlow et. al. in an extension of Concurrent Haskell \[11\]. We summarize our interface for signals below.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{throwTo} & :: \text{ThreadId e} \rightarrow \text{Thread Void} \mid \text{TC e} \\
\text{signalsOn} & :: \text{(Thread a)} \rightarrow \text{Thread a} \\
\text{signalsOff} & :: \text{(Thread a)} \rightarrow \text{Thread a}
\end{align*}\]

Signals are transferred from one thread to the other by the scheduler. A signal becomes an exception again when it arrives at the designated thread, and can therefore be caught in the same way as other exceptions. To prevent interruption by signals, threads can enclose operations in a signalsOff clause, during which signals are queued until they can interrupt. Regardless of any nesting, signalsOn always means interruptible and signalsOff always means non-interruptible. It is, therefore, always clear whether program code can or cannot be interrupted. This allows easy composition and nesting of program fragments that use these functions. When a signal is caught, control goes to the exception handler and the interruptible state will be restored to the state before entering the try.

The try construction allows elegant error handling. Unfortunately, there is no automated support for identifying the exceptions that a function may throw. This is partly because exception handling is written in Clean and not built in the language/compiler, and partly because exceptions are wrapped in dynamics and can therefore not be expressed in the type of a function. Furthermore, exceptions of any type can be thrown by any thread, which makes it hard to be sure that all (relevant) exceptions are caught by the programmer. But the same can be said for an implementation that uses user defined strings, in which non-matching strings are also not detected at compile-time.
4 Processes in Famke

In this section we will show how a programmer can execute groups of threads using processes on multiple workstations, to construct distributed programs in Clean.

Famke uses Microsoft Windows processes to provide preemptive task switching between groups of threads running inside different processes. Once processes have been created on one or more computers, threads can be started in any one of them. First we introduce Famke’s message passing primitives for communication between threads and processes. The dynamic linker plays an essential role in getting the code of a thread from one process to another.

4.1 Process and Thread Communication

Elegant ways for type-safe communication between threads are Concurrent Haskell’s M-Vars [10] and Concurrent Clean’s lazy graph copying [7].

Unfortunately, M-Vars do not scale very well to a distributed setting because of two problems, described by Stolz and Huch in [12]. The first problem is that M-Vars require distributed garbage collection because they are first class objects, which is hard in a distributed or mobile setting. The second problem is that the location of the M-Var is generally unknown, which complicates reasoning about them in the context of failing or moving processes. Automatic lazy graph copying allows processes to work on objects that are distributed over multiple (remote) heaps, and suffers from the same two problems.

Distributed Haskell [13,12] solves the problem by implementing an asynchronous message passing system using ports. Famke uses the same kind of ports. Ports in Famke are channels that vanish as soon as they are closed by a thread, or when the process containing the creating thread dies. Accessing a closed port results in an exception. Using ports as the means of communication, it is always clear where a port resides (at the process of the creating thread) and when it is closed (explicitly or because the process died). In contrast with Distributed Haskell, we do not limit ports to a single reader (which could be checked at compile-time using Clean’s uniqueness typing). The single reader restriction also implies that the port vanishes when the reader vanishes but we find it too restrictive in practice.

:: PortId msg // abstract port id
:: PortExceptions = UnregisteredPort | InvalidMessageAtPort | ...

newPort :: Thread (PortId msg) | TC msg
closePort :: (PortId msg) -> Thread Void | TC msg
writePort :: (PortId msg) msg -> Thread Void | TC msg
writePort port m = windowsSend port (dynamicToString (dynamic m :: msg^))

readPort :: (PortId msg) -> Thread msg | TC msg
readPort port = windowsReceive port >>= \\maybe ->
  case maybe of
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Just \( s \rightarrow \text{case } \text{stringToDynamic } s \text{ of} \)
\[(\text{True, } (m :: \text{msg}^*)) \rightarrow \text{return } m \]
other \( \rightarrow \text{throw InvalidMessageAtPort} \)
Nothing \( \rightarrow \text{readPort port // make it appear blocking} \)

\text{registerPort} :: (\text{PortId msg}) \text{ String} \rightarrow \text{Thread Void \mid TC msg}\\
\text{lookupPort} :: \text{String} \rightarrow \text{Thread (PortId msg) \mid TC msg}\\

\text{dynamicToString} :: \text{Dynamic} \rightarrow \text{String}\\
\text{stringToDynamic} :: \text{String} \rightarrow (\text{Bool, Dynamic})\\

All primitives on ports operate on typed messages. The \text{newPort} function creates a new port and \text{closePort} removes a port. \text{writePort} and \text{readPort} can be used to send and receive messages. The dynamic run-time system is used to convert the messages to and from a dynamic. Because we do not want to read and write files each time we want to send a message to someone, we will use the low-level \text{dynamicToString} and \text{stringToDynamic} functions from the dynamic run-time system library. These functions are similar to Haskell’s \text{show} and \text{read}, except that they can (de)serialize functions and closures. They should be handled with care, because they allow you to distinguish between objects that should be indistinguishable (e.g. between a closure and its value). The actual sending and receiving of these strings is done via simple message (string) passing primitives of the underlying operating system. The \text{registerPort} function associates a unique name with a port, by which the port can be looked up using \text{lookupPort}.

Although Distributed Haskell and Famke both use ports, our system is capable of sending and receiving functions (and therefore also closures) using Clean’s dynamic linker. The dynamic type system also allows programs to receive, through ports of type \((\text{PortId Dynamic})\), previously unknown data structures, which can be used by polymorphic functions or functions that work on dynamics such as the \text{dynamicApply} functions in section 2. An asynchronous message passing system, such as presented here, allows programmers to build other communication and synchronization methods (e.g. remote procedure calls, semaphores and channels).

Here is a skeleton example of a database server that uses a port to receive functions from clients and applies them to the database.

\[
\text{:: DBase} = \ldots \; // \text{list of records or something like that}
\]

\text{server} :: \text{Thread Void}\\
\text{server} = \text{openPort } \gg \backslash \text{port} \rightarrow\\
\quad \text{registerPort } \text{port } "\text{MyDBase}" \gg\\
\quad \text{handleRequests emptyDBase}
\quad \text{where}
\quad \text{emptyDBase} = \ldots \; // \text{create new data base}
\quad \text{handleRequests db} = \text{readPort port } \gg \backslash f \rightarrow
\quad \quad \text{let } db' = f \text{ db in } \; // \text{apply function to data base}
\quad \quad \text{handleRequests } db'

\text{client} :: \text{Thread Void}
client = lookupPort "MyDBase" >>= \port ->
  writePort port mutateDatabase

where
  mutateDatabase :: DBase -> DBase
  mutateDatabase db = ...  // change the database

The server creates, and registers, a port that receives functions of type
DBase -> DBase. Clients send functions that perform changes to the database
to the registered port. The server then waits for functions to arrive and applies
them to the database db. These functions can be safely applied to the database
because the dynamic run-time system guarantees that both the server and the
client have the same notion of the type of the database (DBase), even if they
reside in different programs. This is also an example of a running program that
is dynamically extended with new code.

4.2 Process Management

Since Microsoft Windows does the preemptive scheduling of processes, our sched-
uler does not need any knowledge about multiple processes. Instead of changing
the scheduler, we let our system automatically add an additional thread, called
the management thread, to each process when it is created. This management
thread is used to handle signals from other processes and to route them to the
designated threads. On request from threads running at other processes, it also
handles the creation of new threads inside its own process. This management
thread, in combination with the scheduler and the port implementation, form
the micro kernel that is included in each process.

:: ProcId  // abstract process id
:: Location ::= String

newProc :: Location -> Thread ProcId
newThreadAt :: ProcId (Thread a) -> Thread ThreadId

The newProc function creates a new process at a given location and re-
turns its process id. The creation of a new process is implemented by starting
a pre-compiled Clean executable, the loader, which becomes the new process.
The loader is a simple Clean program that starts a management thread. The
newThreadAt function starts a new thread in another process. The thread is
started inside the new process by sending it to the management thread at the
given process id via a typed port. When the management thread receives the
new thread, it starts it using the local newThread function. The dynamic linker
on the remote computer then links in the code of the new thread automatically.

Here is an example of starting a thread at a remote process and getting the
result back to the parent.

:: *Remote a = Remote (PortId a)

remote :: ProcId (Thread a) -> Thread (Remote a) | TC a
remote pid thread = newPort >>= \port ->
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newThreadAt pid (thread >>= writePort port) >>
return (Remote port)

join :: (Remote a) -> Thread a | TC a
join (Remote port) = readPort port >>= \result ->
closePort port >>
return result

The *remote* function creates a port to which the result of the given thread must be sent. It then starts a child thread at the remote location *pid* that calculates the result and writes it to the port, and returns the port enclosed in a *Remote* node to the parent. When the parent decides that it wants the result, it can use *join* to get it and to close the port.

The extension of our system with this kind of heavyweight process enables the programmer to build distributed concurrent applications. If one wants to run Clean programs that contain parallel algorithms on a farm of workstations, this is a first step. However, non-trivial changes are required to the original program to fully accomplish this. These changes include splitting the program code into separate threads and making communication between the threads explicit. The need for these changes is unfortunate, but our system was primarily designed for explicit distributed programs (and eventually mobile programs), not to speedup existing programs by running them on multiple processors.

This concludes our discussion of the micro kernel and its interface that provides support for threads (with exceptions and signals), processes and type-safe communication of values of any type between them. Now it is time to present the first application that makes use of these strongly typed concurrency primitives.

5 Interacting with Famke: The Shell

In this section we introduce our shell that enables programmers to construct new (concurrent) programs interactively.

A shell provides a way to interact with an operating system, usually via a textual command line/console interface. Normally, a shell does not provide a complete programming language, but it does enable users to start pre-compiled programs. Although most shells provide simple ways to combine multiple programs, e.g. pipelining and concurrent execution, and support execution-flow controls, e.g. if-then-else constructs, they do not provide a way to construct new programs. Furthermore, they provide very limited error checking before executing the given command line. This is mainly because the programs mentioned at the command line are practically untyped because they work on, and produce, streams of characters. The intended meaning of these streams of characters varies from one program to the other.

Our view on pre-compiled programs differs from common operating systems in that they are dynamics that contain a typed function, and not untyped executables. Programs are therefore typed and our shell puts this information to good use by actually type checking the command line before performing the spec-
ified actions. For example, it could test if a printing program (: : WordDocument -> PostScript) matches a document (: : WordDocument).

The shell supports function application, variables, and a subset of Clean’s constant denotations. The shell syntax closely resembles Haskell’s do-notation, extended with operations to read and write files.

Here follow some command line examples with an explanation of how they are handled by the shell.

> \texttt{map (add 1) [1..10]}

The names map and add are unbound (do not appear in the left hand side of a let of lambda expression) in this example and our shell therefore assumes that they are names of files (dynamics on disk). All files are supposed to contain dynamics, which together represent a typed file system. The shell reads them in from disk, practically extending its functionality with these functions, and inspects the types of the dynamics. It uses the types of map (let us assume that the file map contains the type that we expect: \((a \rightarrow b) \ [a] \rightarrow \ [b]\)), add (let us assume: \(\text{Int} \ \text{Int} \rightarrow \text{Int}\)) and the list comprehension (which has type: \([\text{Int}]\)) to type-check the command line. If this succeeds, which it should given the types above, the shell applies the partial application of add with the integer one to the list of integers from one to ten, using the map function. The application of one dynamic to another is done using the \texttt{dynamicApply} function from Section 2, extended with better error reporting. With the help of the \texttt{dynamicApply} function, the shell constructs a new function that performs the computation \texttt{map (add 1) [1..10]}. This function uses the compiled code of map, add, and the list comprehension. Our shell is a hybrid interpreter/compiler, where the command line is interpreted/compiled to a function that is almost as efficient as the same function written directly in Clean and compiled to native code. Dynamics are read in before executing the command line, so it is not possible to change the meaning of a part of the command line by overwriting a dynamic.

> \texttt{inc <- add 1; map inc [2,4..10]}

Defines a variable with the name inc as the partial application of the add function to the integer one. Then it applies the map function using the variable inc to the list of even integers from two to ten. The dynamic linker detects that map and add are already linked in, and reuses their code.

> \texttt{inc <- add 1; map inc ['a'..'z']}

Defines the variable inc as in the previous example, but applies it, using the map function, to the list of all the characters in the alphabet. This obviously fails with the usual type error: \texttt{Cannot unify [Int] with [Char]}.

> \texttt{write "result" (add 1 2); x <- read "result"; x}

Both the above examples do the same thing, because the < (read file) and > (write file) shell operators can be expressed using predefined read and write functions. The sum of one and two is written to the file with the name result. The variable x is defined as the contents of the file with the name result, and the final result of the command line is the contents of the variable x. In contrast
to the `add` and `map` functions, which are read from disk by the shell before type checking and executing the command line, `result` is read in during the execution of the command line.

```haskell
> newThread server;
> p <- lookupPort "MyDBase"; writePort p (insertDBase MyRecord)
```

The first line in the example above creates a new thread that executes the `server` from section 4.1. Let us assume that we have two dynamics on disk: one with the name `insertDBase` containing a function that can insert a record into a database, and one with the name `MyRecord` containing a record for the database. In the second line, we get the port of the server by looking it up using the name MyDBase. We send the function `insertDBase` applied to `MyRecord` to the server by writing the closure to the port. This example shows how we can interactively communicate with threads in a type safe way.

## 6 Related Work

There are concurrent versions of both Haskell and Clean. Concurrent Haskell \[10\] offers lightweight threads in a single UNIX process and provides M-Vars as the means of communication between threads. Concurrent Clean \[7\] is only available on multiprocessor Transputers and on a network of single-processor Apple Macintosh computers. Concurrent Clean provides support for native threads on Transputer systems. On a network of Apple computers, it ran the same Clean program on each processor, providing a virtual multiprocessor system. Concurrent Clean provided lazy graph copying as the primary communication mechanism. Both concurrent systems cannot easily provide type safety between different programs or between multiple incarnations of a single program.

Another difference between Famke and the concurrent versions of Haskell and Clean is the choice of communication primitives. Neither lazy graph copying nor M-Vars scale very well to a distributed setting because they require distributed garbage collection. This issue has led to a distributed version of Concurrent Haskell \[13\] that also uses ports. However, its implementation does not allow functions or closures to be sent over ports, because it cannot serialize functions. Support for this could be provided by a dynamic linker for Concurrent Haskell.

Both Cooper \[14\] and Lin \[15\] have extended Standard ML with threads (implemented as continuations using call/CC) to form a small functional operating system. Both systems implement the basics needed for a stand-alone operating system. However, none of them support the type-safe communication of any value between different computers.

Erlang \[16\] is a functional language specifically designed for the development of concurrent processes. It is completely dynamically typed and primarily uses interpreted byte-code, while Famke is mostly statically typed and executes native code generated by the Clean compiler. A simple spelling error in a token used during communication between two processes is often not detected by Erlang’s dynamic type system, sometimes causing deadlock.
Back et al. [17] built two prototypes of a Java operating system. Although they show that Java’s extensibility, portable byte code and static/dynamic type system provides a way to build an operating system where multiple Java programs can safely run concurrently, Java lacks the power of polymorphic and higher-order functions and closures (to allow laziness) that our functional approach offers.

Haskell provides exception handling, while remaining pure and lazy. In [11] support for asynchronous exceptions has been added to Concurrent Haskell. Our implementation of signals closely follows their approach.

The Scheme Shell [18] integrates a shell into the programming language in order to enable the user to use the full expressiveness of Scheme. Es [19] is a shell that supports higher-order functions and allows the user to construct new functions at the command line. Neither shell provides a way to read and write typed objects from and to disk, and they cannot provide type safety because they operate on untyped executables.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented the basics of our prototype functional operating system called Famke. Famke is written entirely in Clean and provides lightweight threads, exceptions and heavyweight processes, and a type safe communication mechanism, using Clean’s dynamic type system and dynamic linking support. Furthermore, we have built an interactive shell that type checks the command line before executing it. With the help of these mechanisms it becomes feasible to build distributed concurrent Clean programs running on a network. Programs can easily be extended with new code at run-time using the dynamic run-time system of Clean.

We can extend our kernel in a modular way by putting all extensions in separate dynamics, which would allow us to tailor our system (at run-time) to a given situation. Nevertheless, there remain issues that need further research.

We would like to give the programmer more information about what exceptions a function may throw. Unfortunately, we have not yet found a way to do this without compromising the flexibility of our approach.

The implementation of ports given in this paper does not check if the name is unique (when registering) or even exists (when looking up), entrusting this responsibility upon the programmer. Fortunately, this situation will be detected at run-time because it causes an exception at the receiving end. We intend to repair it in a more mature implementation.

The current focus of further research on Famke is to increase the power and usability of the shell.
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Abstract. Cost information can be exploited in a variety of contexts, including parallelizing compilers, autonomic GRIDs and real-time systems. In this paper, we introduce a novel type and effect system – the sized time system that is capable of determining upper bounds for both time and space costs, and which we initially intend to apply to determining good granularity for parallel tasks. The analysis is defined for a simple, strict, higher-order and polymorphic functional language, $L$, incorporating arbitrarily-sized list data structures. The inference algorithm implementing this analysis constructs cost- and size-terms for $L$-expressions, plus constraints over free size and cost variables in those terms that can be solved to produce information for higher-order functions. The paper presents both the analysis and the inference algorithm, providing examples that illustrate the primary features of the analysis.

1 Introduction

Good cost information is useful or even vital to a large number of application areas. Examples range from small-scale real-time embedded systems through databases and parallel systems to large-scale autonomic GRID computations. We are especially concerned with the issue of determining appropriate task granularity, which is highly important to the efficient execution of parallel programs\cite{1}: excessively fine granularity introduces high overheads; conversely, excessively coarse granularity can lead to poor load balance and starvation. This paper introduces a novel static cost analysis for automatically determining upper bound cost information in the presence of higher-order, polymorphic but non-recursive functions.

Our static analysis is defined as a type and effect system\cite{2}, a modern approach that uses standard type inference mechanisms to perform static analysis. A type system defines upper bound costs and sizes for expressions in a simple, strict, higher-order and polymorphic functional language, $L$. Types include size- and cost-annotations, which are related by a subtyping relation\cite{3}. The
corresponding inference algorithm yields cost and size terms for $L$-expressions, plus constraints over cost and size variables. These constraints are resolved in a separate constraint solver and combined with the cost and size terms to yield closed forms of those terms. These closed forms can be used to solve the costs of function applications.

While our focus is on cost rather than size information, we also infer a restricted form of size information primarily in order to obtain cost information in common cases where cost depends on input sizes. Our analysis is defined for both scalar and compound data structures. We have illustrated the approach with reference to recursive lists, the primary data structure used in functional languages. It should be straightforward to extend the analysis to other recursive data structures such as binary trees, or to arbitrary non-recursive data structures such as vectors or tuples.

The design of our analysis is guided by the intended use of the information it can provide. Although it is desirable to produce quality cost information, precise cost information is not absolutely essential for scheduling parallel tasks: it is sufficient to be able to identify tasks that are potentially large enough to be worth executing in parallel. We have structured our system so as to generate strict upper bounds on size and cost information.

2 A Sized Time System for $L$

$L$ is a very simple functional language, intended solely as a vehicle to explore static analysis for cost determination. $L$ is strict, polymorphic, and higher-order; with lists as its only compound data type. The abstract syntax of $L$ is given below. For simplicity, variables, $v \in \text{Var}$, and constants, $k \in \text{Const}$, are required to be disjoint and all names are unique. Boolean values, $b \in \{true, false\}$, and natural numbers, $n \in \mathbb{N}$, are both in $\text{Const}$.

$$e ::= v \mid k \mid \lambda v.e \mid e_1 e_2 \mid \text{if } e_1 \text{ then } e_2 \text{ else } e_3 \mid \text{let } v = e_1 \text{ in } e_2.$$ 

Local bindings (let) are non-recursive. An $L$ program is defined to be an $L$ expression.

2.1 The Type Language

$L$ uses sized types [4], a small extension to standard Hindley-Milner polymorphic types: each type, other than function and boolean types, has a superscript specifying an upper bound for its size. For function types, a latent cost [5] is attached to the function arrow. The latent cost of a function type is an upper bound for the cost of evaluating the function body. In the following syntax of type expressions, $\alpha$ represents a type variable:

$$\tau ::= \alpha \mid \text{Bool} \mid \text{Nat}^z \mid \text{List}^z \tau \mid \tau_1 \xrightarrow{z} \tau_2.$$ 

Size and latent cost expressions are specified by $z$-expressions:

$$z ::= l \mid n \mid z_1 + z_2 \mid z_1 - z_2 \mid z_1 \times z_2 \mid \max(z_1, z_2) \mid \omega.$$
In these $z$-expressions, $n$ is a constant natural number and $l$ is a $z$-variable. The $\omega$ symbol is used to express an unbounded size. For sizes less than $\omega$, the arithmetic operators $+$, $-$, $\times$ and $\max$ behave as usual over natural numbers ($-$ is subtraction over naturals, with $a - b = 0$, for $a < b$). When one of the operands is $\omega$ the result is $\omega$, too; with the exception of $l - \omega$ which is 0 for $l \neq \omega$, and $\omega$ otherwise. The $\leq$ relation, which will be used later, is defined over natural numbers with $l \leq \omega$ for all $l$.

Polymorphism is achieved in the usual way by quantifying over all free type and size variables of a let-bound expression. The general structure of type schemes is:

$$\sigma := \tau \mid \forall x.\sigma,$$

with $x$ representing either a type or a size variable.

Since sizes are attached to types, and these may be embedded within other types, it is possible to describe the sizes of the elements of a structure as well as the structure itself, e.g.: List$^5$ (Nat$^{10}$) denotes a list whose length is at most 5 with natural numbers no larger than 10 as elements, and the type of the built-in constant nil $\in$ Const is: $\forall \alpha.\text{List}^0\alpha$.

### 2.2 The Type System

Figure 1 shows our extended type system. A judgment $\Gamma \vdash e : \tau \& z$ reads: “under the type assumptions $\Gamma$ the expression $e$ has type $\tau$ and $z$ is an upper bound for the cost of its evaluation.” The assumption set $\Gamma$ contains bindings of variables, of constants, and of primitive operations to type schemes (of the form $v : \sigma$). There can be at most one binding of any name in an assumption set. Assumption sets are combined using set union. The construct $\tau[\tau'/\alpha]$ is used to denote a substitution of all free occurrences of $\alpha$ in $\tau$ by $\tau'$. It extends to vectors, written as $\tau[\bar{\tau}'/\bar{\alpha}]$, by performing all substitutions simultaneously. Similarly, we allow size expression substitutions of the forms $\tau[z/l]$ and $\tau[\bar{z}/\bar{l}]$.

For convenience, we will often combine type substitutions or size expression substitutions in a single substitution.

The cost model expressed in the system is parameterized through constants representing costs for elementary computations: $c_{\text{nat}}$ and $c_{\text{bool}}$ are the costs associated with evaluating naturals and booleans; $c_{\text{var}}$ is the cost of accessing a variable from the environment; $c_{\text{abs}}$ and $c_{\text{app}}$ are the cost for creating a lambda-abstraction and executing an application step, respectively; $c_{\text{if}}$ is the cost of executing a conditional and $c_{\text{let}}$ is the cost of creating a let-binding.

With the exception of the [weak$_{sl}$] rule, the system represents a straightforward extension of the standard Hindley-Milner rules. The [weak$_{sl}$] rule allows weakening, i.e. relaxing the upper bounds on sizes. It makes use of the subtyping relation, $\leq$, defined in Figure 2 which produces a set of inequalities over $z$-expressions. Note that with this definition of $\leq$, the relation $\tau_1 \leq \tau_2$ does not by itself imply that List$^{z_1}\tau_1 \leq$ List$^{z_2}\tau_2$, i.e. the subtype system is not structural. This is because there needs to be no relationship between the sizes of a structure and the elements of that structure.
\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash \tau \leq \tau'}{\tau' = \tau[\tau_1/x_1], \ FV(\tau_1) \cap (FV(\tau) \cup FV(\Gamma)) = \emptyset} \quad \text{[vars]} \]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \cup \{v : \tau_1\} \vdash e : \tau_2 \leq z}{\Gamma \vdash e_1 : \tau_1 \rightarrow \tau_2 \leq \tau_2 \leq \tau_3} \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash e_2 : \tau_1 \leq \tau_2 \leq \tau_3}{\Gamma \vdash e_1 e_2 : \tau_2 \leq \tau'} \leq z + z_1 + z_2 \quad \text{[abs]} \]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash e_1 : \text{Bool} \leq \tau_1 \leq \tau_2 \leq \tau_3}{\Gamma \vdash \text{if } e_1 \text{ then } e_2 \text{ else } e_3 : \tau \leq \tau'} \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash e : \tau \leq \tau'}{\Gamma \vdash e : \tau' \leq z'} \quad \text{[bool]} \]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash e : \tau \leq \tau'}{\Gamma \vdash \text{let } v = e_1 \text{ in } e_2 : \tau_2 \leq \tau_3 + z_1 + z_2} \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash e : \tau \leq \tau'}{\Gamma \vdash e : \tau' \leq z'} \quad \text{[let]} \]

\[
\frac{\tau \leq \tau}{\text{[refl]}}, \quad \frac{\tau_1 \leq \tau_2 \leq \tau_3}{\tau_1 \leq \tau_3} \quad \frac{\tau \leq \tau_1 \leq \tau_2 \leq \tau_3 \leq \tau_1 \rightarrow \tau_2}{\tau \rightarrow \tau_1 \rightarrow \tau_2} \leq \tau_1 \rightarrow \tau_2 \quad \text{[trans]} \quad \frac{\tau_1 \leq \tau_1'}{\tau_1 \leq \tau_1'} \quad \frac{\tau \leq l \leq \tau'}{\tau \leq \tau'} \quad \text{[abs]} \]

\[
\frac{z_1 \leq z_2}{\text{Nat}^{z_1} \leq \text{Nat}^{z_2}} \quad \frac{\text{Nat}^{z_1} \leq \text{Nat}^{z_2}}{\text{List}^{z_1} \tau_1 \leq \text{List}^{z_2} \tau_2} \quad \text{[nat]} \quad \frac{z_1 \leq z_2 \quad \tau_1 \leq \tau_2}{\text{list}} \quad \frac{\tau \leq \tau'}{\text{[let]}}, \quad \frac{\tau \leq \tau'}{\text{[let]}}, \quad \frac{\tau \leq \tau'}{\text{[let]}}, \quad \frac{\tau \leq \tau'}{\text{[let]}} \]

**Fig. 1.** A sized time system for \(\mathcal{L}\)

**Fig. 2.** Subtyping relation

The [abs] rule infers the cost of evaluating the body of a lambda abstraction as a latent cost. The cost for the abstraction itself is just the parameter \(c_{\text{abs}}\).

In the [app] rule we add the latent cost \(z\) to the costs of obtaining the function and argument. Note that in this rule the type of the function’s domain must match exactly the type of the argument. Since types can be weakened by relaxing their size bounds, this means that the size bound of the argument must be no greater than the size given in the type of the function’s domain.

As an example, consider the application of a function, \(f\), of type \(\text{Nat}^5 \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{10}\) to an expression, \(e\), of type \(\text{Nat}^3\). To type the expression \((f e)\) we have to use the [weak] rule in either of the following two ways: 1) weaken the type of \(f\) to \(\text{Nat}^{3} \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{10}\); or 2) weaken the type of \(e\) to \(\text{Nat}^{5}\). Then we can apply the [app] rule to infer \(\text{Nat}^{10}\) as the type of \((f e)\).

A problem arises when e.g. \(f\) is of type \(\text{Nat}^{3} \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{10}\) and \(e\) is of type \(\text{Nat}^{5}\). There is no way, using the subtyping relation defined in Figure 2, to weaken either of these two types (or even both) so that it matches the other one in the way described in the [app] rule. The type system, therefore, rejects the
expression as badly typed, although it has a well-formed Hindley-Milner type, i.e. Nat. Since, for pragmatic reasons, the analysis must not fail on any legitimate program, such behavior is not acceptable.

A variant of the application rule must therefore be introduced (see Figure 3). The new rule infers the correct Hindley-Milner type for the result of the application, but loses all the invalid size information. The auxiliary function L recursively loses all the size information in the result type, by replacing it with the unbounded value \( \omega \).

Since \([app'st]\) discards all size information, it is preferable to use a combination of the \([weak,st]\) rule plus the normal \([app,st]\) rule wherever these are applicable, i.e. when \( \tau_1 \preceq \tau \). The \([app'st]\) should be restricted to situations when the Hindley-Milner types are identical but the subtyping relation on sized types doesn’t hold.

### 3 The Inference Algorithm

In this section we discuss an inference algorithm that yields cost and size expressions plus an associated set of constraints for all top level function definitions in \( L \). The constraint set is solved in the implementation via a separate constraint solver.

In order to simplify the presentation and without loss of generality, we will describe the algorithm specialized for one specific cost model, namely the one that calculates (an upper bound on) the number of applications that are required for the reduction of an \( L \)-expression. This is achieved by setting the values of the cost parameters as \( c_{app} = 1 \) and \( c_{nat} = c_{bool} = c_{var} = c_{if} = c_{abs} = c_{let} = 0 \). The algorithm can be modified for other cost models by choosing different values for these parameters; alternatively, by leaving the parameters as free variables, we would obtain a constraint set representing a parametric cost model.

A key question in designing a type reconstruction algorithm for our type system is where to apply the weakening rule, as all other rules are both structural and exhaustive. Our algorithm uses weakening at precisely one location: the conditional case, in order to find a super-type of the types of both branches \([1]\), that is in order to obtain an upper bound on the costs of the conditional branches. It also uses domain matching in order to construct a correct subtyping relation between the type of a concrete argument to a function and that function’s domain. Both of these uses are described below.

---

**Fig. 3.** Extra rule for application
In contrast to classical type inference algorithms, the algorithm presented here returns a constraint set as part of the output [4]. The idea behind this is to simplify the weakening process by dealing only with variables in the type, maintaining the full, complex expressions only in the set of constraints. The two types of constraints we allow are as follows:

\[ C ::= c \mid cC \]
\[ c ::= z_1 \leq z_2 \mid z_1 = z_2 \]

with \( z_i \) being \( z \)-expressions.

With this idea of allowing only size variables to appear in a type expression, the syntax for type schemes has to be changed to:

\[ \sigma ::= (\tau, C) \mid \forall x.\sigma \]

with \( C \) representing the constraints for the size variables involved in \( \tau \). As an example, the type scheme \( \forall m.\text{Nat}^m \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{m+1} \) is now written as

\[ \forall m \forall n \forall k. (\text{Nat}^m \rightarrow \text{Nat}^n, \{ n = m + 1, k = 1 \}) \]

Substitutions over types are denoted by \( \theta \), whereas substitutions over \( z \)-expressions are denoted by \( \vartheta \). Notationally, the application of a substitution to a type expression is denoted by juxtaposition, as is also the composition of two or more substitutions. To shorten the notation, we abbreviate the substitution composition \( \theta_{i+n} \theta_{i+n-1} \ldots \theta_i \) as \( \Theta_i^{i+n} \).

Figure 4 specifies a size reconstruction algorithm in the same inference style that has been used for the type system of \( L \). The arguments to the algorithm are a type environment \( \Gamma \) and the expression to be analyzed. The result of the algorithm is a 4-tuple \( \langle \tau, \theta, z, C \rangle \), where \( \tau \) is the type of the expression, \( \theta \) is a substitution on types, \( z \) is the cost of the expression and \( C \) is the constraint set, i.e. a set of inequalities over \( z \)-expressions. The algorithm is similar to that developed by Reistad and Gifford [5] for the cost reconstruction of FX programs.

As the [natst] case indicates, the algorithm maintains the invariant that size annotations in sized types are always variables. Thus, an explicit constraint \( l = n \) has to be added to the constraint set in the [natst] case rather than just using \( \text{Nat}^n \) as in the sized type system.

The [ifst] case shows how the unification and weakening algorithms are used to guarantee that both branches have the same type. Note here that the substitution obtained from weakening, \( \vartheta \), is not part of the second component of the output tuple. This is because applications of the weakening rule are not propagated beyond the scope of the conditional, so avoiding over-weakening of the collected size information. The example in Section 4 illustrates the use of this rule.

The [appst] case deals with the first variant of application described in the type system. Applications requiring the alternative [app’s] rule in the type system will generate an inconsistent result constraint set.

Since the weakening algorithm cannot be used directly, a new function, \( D \) (see Figure 4), is therefore introduced. This function constructs the set of constraints needed for the argument type to match (be a subtype of) the type of
\[

\Gamma \vdash n : \langle \text{Nat}, [], 0, \{ l = n \} \rangle \quad [\text{nat}_\text{st}]
\]

\[

\vartheta = \left[ \frac{\ell_1}{l_1} \right] \quad \theta = [\tilde{\alpha}_l/\tilde{\alpha}_l] \quad \text{fresh } \ell_1, \tilde{\alpha}_l
\]

\[

\Gamma \cup \{ v : \forall l_i \tilde{\alpha}_l(\tau, C) \} \vdash v : \langle \theta \vartheta, [], 0, \varnothing \rangle \quad [\vartheta_\text{st}]
\]

\[

\Gamma \vdash b : \langle \text{Bool}, [], 0, \varnothing \rangle \quad [\text{bool}_\text{st}]
\]

\[

\Gamma \cup \{ v : (\alpha, \emptyset) \} \vdash e : \langle \theta, \vartheta, z, C \rangle, \quad \text{fresh } \alpha, l
\]

\[

\Gamma \vdash \lambda v.e : \langle \theta \vartheta \rightarrow \tau, \emptyset, 0, \{ l = z \} \cup C \rangle \quad [\text{abs}_\text{st}]
\]

\[

\Gamma \vdash e_1 : \langle \tau_1, \theta_1, z_1, C_1 \rangle \quad \theta_1 \Gamma \vdash e_2 : \langle \tau_2, \theta_2, z_2, C_2 \rangle
\]

\[
\theta = \mathcal{U}(\theta_2 \tau_1, \tau_2 \rightarrow \alpha) \quad C_3 = \mathcal{D}(\theta \theta_1 \tau_1, \theta(\tau_2 \rightarrow \alpha)) \quad \text{fresh } \alpha, l
\]

\[

\Gamma \vdash e_1 \ e_2 : \langle \theta \alpha, \theta \theta_1^2, 1+l+z_1+z_2, \bigcup_{i=1}^3 C_i \rangle \quad [\text{app}_\text{st}]
\]

\[

\theta_4 = \mathcal{U}(\theta_3 \tau_1, \text{Bool}) \quad \theta_5 = \mathcal{U}(\theta_3 \tau_2, \theta_3 \tau_3) \quad \langle \vartheta, C_4 \rangle = \mathcal{W}(\theta_3 \tau_2, \theta_3 \tau_3) \quad [\text{if}_\text{st}]
\]

\[

\Gamma \vdash \text{if } e_1 \text{ then } e_2 \text{ else } e_3 : \langle \theta \theta_4 \tau_3, \theta_5, z_1 + \max(z_2, z_3), \bigcup_{i=1}^4 C_i \rangle
\]

\[

\theta_1 \Gamma \cup \{ v : \forall l_i \tilde{\alpha}_l(\tau_1, C_1) \} \vdash e_2 : \langle \tau_2, \theta_2, z_2, C_2 \rangle
\]

\[
\tilde{\alpha}_l = \text{FTV}(\tau_1) \setminus \text{FTV}(\theta_1 \Gamma) \quad \ell_1 = (\text{FZV}(\tau_1) \cup \text{FZV}(C_1)) \setminus \text{FZV}(\theta_1 \Gamma) \quad \text{fresh } \ell_1
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \text{let } v = e_1 \text{ in } e_2 : \langle \tau_2, \theta_1^2, z_1 + z_2, \bigcup_{i=1}^2 C_i \rangle \quad [\text{let}_\text{st}]
\]

**Fig. 4.** A sized time reconstruction algorithm for \( \mathcal{L} \)

| \( \mathcal{D} \) | \( \vdash : \tau \rightarrow \tau \rightarrow C \) | \( \mathcal{D}(\text{Nat}^1, \text{Nat}^2) \) | \( \{ l_1 \leq l_2 \} \) |
|-------------------|----------------------|-----------------------------|
| \( \mathcal{D}(\alpha, \alpha) \) | \( = \emptyset \) | \( \mathcal{D}(\text{List}^1 \tau_1, \text{List}^2 \tau_2) \) | \( \{ l_1 \leq l_2 \} \cup \mathcal{D}(\tau_1, \tau_2) \) |
| \( \mathcal{D}(\text{Bool, Bool}) \) | \( = \emptyset \) | \( \mathcal{D}(\tau_1 \rightarrow \tau_2, \tau_1' \rightarrow \tau_2') \) | \( \{ l \leq l' \} \cup \mathcal{D}(\tau_1, \tau_1) \cup \mathcal{D}(\tau_2, \tau_2') \) |

**Fig. 5.** Domain matching test

the function’s domain, according to the subtyping relation previously presented in Figure 2. The types given as arguments must share the same underlying Hindley-Milner structure.

The unification algorithm presented in Figure 6 outputs a substitution over types which, when applied to each of its arguments, makes them identical under Hindley-Milner, but perhaps containing different size information. The auxiliary operator \( \nu \) is used to achieve this.

A separate function, \( \mathcal{W} \), is used to weaken two types, computing a pair consisting of a substitution over \( \vartheta \)-expressions and a set of constraints which collectively make the two types equal. This function and its dual, strengthening, \( \mathcal{S} \), which is needed because of the contravariance present in the subtyping relation for functional types, are shown in Figure 7. As with the function \( \mathcal{D} \), both of these algorithms require their arguments to share the same underlying Hindley-Milner structure.
4 Examples

We now present three examples to illustrate the inference algorithm just described: one using conditionals, one using lists and one using higher-order functions.

Example 1: Conditionals

Figure 8 depicts an inference for

\[ \Gamma = \{ \text{inc} : \sigma_{\text{inc}}, \ p : (\text{Bool}, \emptyset) \} \vdash \lambda v. \text{if} \ p \ \text{then} \ v \ \text{else} \ \text{inc} \ v \]  

where \( \sigma_{\text{inc}} = \forall m \forall n \forall c. (\text{Nat}^m \to \text{Nat}^n, \{ n = m + 1, c = 0 \}) \). We use \( \epsilon \) to denote the sub-expression \( \text{if} \ p \ \text{then} \ v \ \text{else} \ \text{inc} \ v' \).

We are interested in the final type and cost for the expression, therefore we solve the resulting set of constraints:

\[ \{ m' \leq a, n' \leq a, n = m + 1, c = 0, m' \leq m, n \leq n', c \leq l, d = \max(0, 1 + l) \} \].
\[ W(\text{Nat}^\alpha, \text{Nat}^\beta) = \langle [a/m', a/n'], C_6 = \{ m' \leq a, n' \leq a \} \rangle \quad (6) \]
\[ U(\text{Nat}^\alpha, \text{Nat}^\beta) = \[ \] \quad (5) \]
\[ U(\text{Bool}, \text{Bool}) = \[ \] \quad (4) \]

(3.1) \[ \frac{\Gamma' \vdash \text{inc} : \langle \text{Nat}^\alpha \rightarrow \text{Nat}^\beta, [] \rangle, \quad C_3.1 = \{ n = m + 1, c = 0 \} }{\text{[var]}} \]

(3.2) \[ \frac{\Gamma' \vdash v : \langle \alpha, [], 0, \emptyset \rangle }{\text{[var]}} \]

(3.3) \[ \theta_{3.3} = U(\text{Nat}^\alpha, \alpha \rightarrow \beta) = [\text{Nat}^\alpha / \alpha, \text{Nat}^\alpha / \beta] \]

(3.4) \[ C_{3.4} = D(\text{Nat}^\alpha, \text{Nat}^\beta) = \{ m' \leq m, n \leq n', c \leq l \} \]

(3.1) (3.2) (3.3) (3.4) \[ \frac{\Gamma' \vdash \text{inc} v : \langle \text{Nat}^\alpha, \theta_{3.3}, 1 + l, C_3 = C_3.1 \cup C_3.4 \rangle }{\text{[app]}} \]

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) \[ \frac{\Gamma' \vdash v : \langle \alpha, [], 0, \emptyset \rangle }{\text{[var]}} \]

\[ \frac{\Gamma' \vdash p : \langle \text{Bool}, [], 0, \emptyset \rangle }{\text{[var]}} \]

\[ \frac{\Gamma' = \Gamma \cup \{ v : \langle \alpha, \emptyset \rangle \} \vdash e : \langle \text{Nat}^\alpha, \theta_{3.3}, \text{max}(0, 1 + l), C_3 \cup C_6 \rangle }{\text{[abs]}} \]

\[ \Gamma = \{ \text{inc} : \sigma_{\text{inc}}, p : \langle \text{Bool}, \emptyset \rangle \} \vdash \lambda v. e : \langle \text{Nat}^\alpha, \theta_{3.3}, 0, C_3 \cup C_6 \cup \{ d = \text{max}(0, 1 + l) \} \rangle \]

**Fig. 8.** A type reconstruction for ‘\( \lambda v. \text{if } p \text{ then } v \text{ else } \text{inc } v \)’

As the type we obtain is the abstraction \( \text{Nat}^\alpha \rightarrow \text{Nat}^\alpha \), we need the least upper bounds for \( a \) and \( d \), for a given \( m' \). These are, according to the set of constraints, \( m' + 1 \) and \( 2 \), respectively. Thus the type for the expression is

\[ \text{Nat}^\alpha \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{m'+1} \]

and the cost of evaluating it is zero, since it is a lambda abstraction (Section 3).

**Example 2: Lists**

In this example we show how the system deals with lists, adding the types of the primitive constant \( \text{nil} \) and the primitive operator \( \text{cons} \) to the initial environment. The inference for

\[ \Gamma = \{ \text{nil} : \sigma_{\text{nil}}, \text{cons} : \sigma_{\text{cons}} \} \vdash \lambda v. \text{cons } v \text{ nil} \]

with

\[ \sigma_{\text{nil}} = \forall m \forall \alpha. (\text{List}^m \alpha, \{ m = 0 \}) \],

\[ \sigma_{\text{cons}} = \forall m \forall \alpha \forall c \forall d \forall \alpha. (\alpha \rightarrow \text{List}^m \alpha \rightarrow \text{List}^n \alpha, \{ n = m + 1, c = 0, d = 0 \}) \],
Fig. 9. A type reconstruction for ‘λv. cons v nil’

is developed in figure 9 where e has been used to denote the sub-expression ‘cons v nil’. The set of constraints obtained is

\{d = b + 1, a = 0, c = 0, a \leq k, e \leq b, c \leq f, d \leq g, h = 0, f \leq l, h \leq e, g \leq i\},

from which the least upper bounds for k, l and i can be inferred as 0 (0 = a \leq k), 0 (0 = c \leq f \leq l) and 1 (0 = h \leq e \leq b, b + 1 = d \leq g \leq i), respectively. We can consequently express the final type for ‘λv.cons v nil’ as

β \rightarrow \text{List}^1 \beta.

Example 3: Higher-Order Functions

Finally, in order to illustrate the application of our analysis to programs using higher-order functions and to demonstrate its usefulness even without being able to infer costs for recursive definitions, we present a cost inference for a function that sums a list of naturals using partial application of the standard left-fold function over lists:

\[\text{sum} = \text{foldl} (+) 0\]
\((\alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \gamma) \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \gamma\) List \(k \beta \rightarrow \gamma \rightarrow \alpha\), \([\,] / \alpha\) \([\,] / \beta\), (Nat \(n \rightarrow \) Nat \(m \rightarrow \) Nat \(p \rightarrow \) \([\,] / \gamma\))

\(C_1 = \Delta(\theta_{1.3}((\alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \gamma) \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \gamma)\),\)
\(\theta_{1.3}((\text{Nat} \(n \rightarrow \text{Nat} \(m \rightarrow \text{Nat} \(p \rightarrow \) \([\,] / \gamma\))) = \{n_1 \leq n, p \leq n_1, n_1 \leq p_1 \ldots\}\)

\(1 \rightarrow \text{foldl} (\gamma): \langle \text{Nat} \(n \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(m \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(p \rightarrow \) \([\,] / \gamma\)\rangle, 1, C_{1.1} \cup C_{1.2} \cup C_{1.4}\)\) \(\rightarrow \gamma\) \(\left(1.1\right)\) \(\left(1.2\right)\) \(\left(1.3\right)\) \(\left(1.4\right)\) [app\(\_\text{st}\) \(\rightarrow\) nat\(\_\text{st}\)]

\(\theta_3 = \mathcal{U}(\text{Nat} \(n \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(m \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(p \rightarrow \) \([\,] / \delta\)) = |(\text{List} \(k_2 \text{Nat} \(m_3 \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(p_2 \rightarrow \) \([\,] / \delta\))|\) \(\left(3\right)\)

\(C_4 = \Delta(\text{Nat} \(n \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(m \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(p \rightarrow \) \([\,] / \delta\)) = \{p_1 \leq p_2 \ldots\}\)

\(\theta_{1.3} = \mathcal{U}(\text{Nat} \(n \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(m \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(p \rightarrow \) \([\,] / \delta\)) = |(\text{List} \(k_2 \text{Nat} \(m_3 \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(p_2 \rightarrow \) \([\,] / \delta\))|\) \(\left(4\right)\)

\(\Gamma \vdash \text{foldl} (\gamma): \langle \text{List} \(k_2 \text{Nat} \(m_3 \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(p_2 \rightarrow \) \([\,] / \delta\), \theta_3, 1.3, 2, C_{1.1} \cup C_{1.2} \cup C_{1.4} \cup C_4\rangle\) \(\rightarrow \gamma\) \(\left(1\right)\) \(\left(2\right)\) \(\left(3\right)\) \(\left(4\right)\) [app\(\_\text{st}\) \(\rightarrow\) nat\(\_\text{st}\)]

---

**Figure 10.** A type reconstruction for \(\text{sum}\)

Figure 10 shows the inference for the sized-time type of the function body,

\[
\Gamma = \{+ : \sigma_{\text{plus}}, \text{foldl} : \sigma_{\text{foldl}}\} \vdash \text{foldl} (\gamma) 0
\]

assuming suitable types for \(\gamma\) and \(\text{foldl}\):

\[
\sigma_{\text{plus}} = \forall n \forall m \forall p \forall c_1 \forall c_2. (\text{Nat} \(n \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(m \rightarrow \) \text{Nat} \(p \rightarrow \) \([\,] / \alpha\)), \{c_1 = 0, c_2 = 0, p = n + m\})
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{foldl}} = \forall \ldots ((\alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \gamma) \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \gamma) \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \gamma)\)

\(k \rightarrow \alpha, \{c_3 = 0, c_4 = 0, c_5 = k(2 + c_1 + c_2)\}\)

Our assumption \(\sigma_{\text{foldl}}\) captures the fact that \(\text{foldl}\) must apply its argument function \(k\) times (where \(k\) is the length of the list) to two separate arguments. Since we are using \(\lambda\)-calculus style binary function application, each use of the argument function thus requires two distinct applications in addition to the latent cost for evaluating the function body. The quantifier ranges over all free type and cost variables.

Looking at just three constraints from \(C_{1.1}\) and \(C_{1.4}\) we can infer that \(p = n + m \land n_1 \leq n \land p \leq n_1 \Rightarrow n = p = \omega\) because the constraints must hold for values of \(m > 0\). Simplifying the remainder of the constraint set (not shown), we obtain the following type for the function:
As we would expect, the number of applications for executing \( \text{sum} \) is precisely twice the number of elements in the list because \((+)\) incurs no additional latent costs. Unfortunately, in this case the system is unable to infer any useful size information for the result of the \( \text{sum} \). It is not difficult to see that the best upper-bound size for \( \text{sum} \) would be

\[
\sigma'_\text{sum} = \text{List}^k \text{Nat}^m \rightarrow \text{Nat}^{km}
\]

The size we obtain is indeed a super-type of this type, and is therefore a safe approximation. Moreover, our type system will not even accept \( \sigma'_\text{sum} \) as a valid type for \( \text{sum} \), and we are therefore unable to derive this using our inference algorithm. Informally, the reason for this is that the argument function to \( \text{foldl} \) must have the same polymorphic type \( \alpha \) both for its first argument and for its result. The sharing that is introduced in this way implies an aliasing on size annotations in the argument and result types. When the \((+)\) is supplied as an argument to \( \text{foldl} \), this aliasing can only be resolved by substituting \( \omega \) in both places.

This loss of size-information limits the quality of the analysis we can infer because further composition of \( \text{sum} \) with other functions will inevitably yield \( \omega \)-sizes and costs. However, this unhappy situation only occurs with certain high-order functions: fold-type functions are essentially a “worst-case scenario” and our prototype implementation has demonstrated that the inference algorithm does preserve useful result sizes with applications of standard \( \text{map} \), \( \text{filter} \) and \( \text{compose} \) functions, for example.

5 Experimental Results

This section describes experimental results obtained from the prototype implementation of our cost analysis. The inference algorithm was written as a Haskell program that takes as input a \( \mathcal{L} \)-expression together with a type environment that includes hand-written cost annotation for builtin and library functions such as \(+\), \( \text{foldl} \) etc.

The output of the analysis is a sized-time type together with a set of constraints over the cost and size variables that appear in that type. These constraints are then simplified using a specially constructed solver written in a version of Prolog that includes constraint handling rules [6]. In the past we have experimented with other constraint solvers, including the Mozart implementation of the Oz constraint programming language [7].

Our experiment was conducted as follows: we took a representative set of non-recursive function definitions involving only naturals, booleans and lists from the Haskell language standard prelude [8] and coded them as \( \mathcal{L} \)-expressions. We then added a type environment containing hand-written sized-time types for all necessary primitive operations (e.g. arithmetic and boolean operations) and for those library functions involving recursive definitions (e.g. \( \text{foldl}/r \), \( \text{map} \) and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Inferred type</th>
<th>Cost?</th>
<th>Size?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>$\text{Nat}^{-m} \to \text{Nat}^{-m} \to \text{Nat}^{\text{max}(n,m)}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>$\text{Nat}^{n} \to \text{Nat}^{m} \to \text{Nat}^{\text{max}(n,m)}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>even</td>
<td>$\text{Nat}^{n} \to \text{Bool}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>odd</td>
<td>$\text{Nat}^{n} \to \text{Bool}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compose</td>
<td>$\gamma \beta \alpha \zeta \gamma \alpha \zeta \gamma \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flip</td>
<td>$\alpha \beta \gamma \alpha \zeta \gamma \alpha \zeta \gamma \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma \beta \alpha \gamma$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtract</td>
<td>$\text{Nat}^{n} \to \text{Nat}^{m} \to \text{Nat}^{m}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concat</td>
<td>List$^{n}$List$^{m}$ $\to$ List$^{\omega} \alpha$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>List$^{k} \alpha \to$ List$^{\omega} \alpha$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and, or</td>
<td>List$^{k}$Bool $\to$ Bool $\to$ List$^{k}$Bool</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>any, all</td>
<td>List$^{k}$Bool $\to$ List$^{k}$Bool $\to$ List$^{k}$Bool</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elem</td>
<td>$\alpha \to$ List$^{k} \alpha \to$ Bool</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum, product</td>
<td>List$^{k}$Nat$^{n} \to$ Nat$^{\omega}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Summary of prototype implementation results

(++). All higher-order functions that can be expressed directly in $\mathcal{L}$ (e.g. compose and flip) were defined explicitly through let-bindings and their costs were inferred automatically using our analysis. Finally, wherever necessary, Haskell’s overloaded operators were specialized to $\mathcal{L}$ monotypes (e.g. arithmetic functions were specialized to naturals).

The definitions for these examples, complete with the sized-type assumptions for the library functions used in the analysis, are available for download from the following URL: http://www-fp.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/publications.html.

Figure 11 summarizes the results obtained: the first column gives the name(s) of the function(s) that were analysed while the second column shows the sized-time type generated by the analysis. The third and fourth columns present a qualitative appreciation of the costs and sizes that were obtained by the analysis: a ‘✓’ indicates that the approximation obtained is accurate (i.e. the best that can be expressed using $z$-expressions), and an ‘✗’ indicates a safe but inaccurate answer. The table shows that our analysis computes accurate cost information in all 16 cases, and accurate size information in 11 of these cases. Four cases where size information is inaccurate represent applications of folds, where all size information is lost. The remaining case is the min function, where a finite size is inferred but it is larger than need be.

Some of the types that are derived may seem counter-intuitive, and thus require more detailed explanations. For example, the size of the result for subtract (the function that subtracts its first argument from its second argument) must be identical to that of its second argument because the first argument may be zero. The concat function is defined as by folding ++ over a list: each application of ++ requires $2m$ function application steps, and the fold itself incurs two extra applications for each element of the outer list. The reverse function is defined as a fold of ‘flip (:’) costing two applications each; the fold itself costs two
6 Related Work

The work described in this paper extends our earlier work \cite{9,10} in the following way. The \( \omega \)-relaxation operator allows sizes to be given for function applications that would have been rejected in the earlier system. In the type reconstruction algorithm, unification has been separated from weakening, and substitutions on cost/size variables have been separated from those on type variables. These changes allow weakening to be restricted in the \([i_{fs}]\) rule, preventing incorrect weakening of cost/size variables outside the scope of conditionals. Strengthening handles the contravariance of the subtype relation for function types.

Most closely related to our granularity analysis is the system by Reistad and Gifford \cite{5} for the cost analysis of Lisp expressions. This system introduces the notion of “latent costs”, partially based on the “time system” by Dornic et al. \cite{11}, annotating the function type with a cost expression representing its computation cost, thereby enabling the system to treat higher-order functions. Rather than trying to extract closed forms for general recursive functions, however, they require the use of higher-order functions with known latent costs.

Hughes, Pareto and Sabry \cite{4} have developed “sized types” and a type checking algorithm for a simple higher-order, non-strict functional language, which influenced our design. This type system checks upper bounds for the size of arbitrary algebraic data types, and is capable of dealing with recursive definitions. Like our own system, Hughes et al. produce sets of linear constraints that are resolved by an external constraint solver. Unlike our system, however, sized types are restricted to type checking, which is sufficient to provide type security, as is their goal, but inadequate for a use as an analysis.

The technique used by Grobauer \cite{12} for extracting cost recurrences out of a Dependent ML (DML) program is in several aspects similar to ours: size-annotated types are used to capture size information; the analysis is based on type inference and a cost extraction algorithm is outlined. The main differences to our work are that size inference is not attempted, DML is first-order rather than higher-order, and no attempt is made at finding closed forms for the extracted recurrences.

Chin and Khoo \cite{13} describe a type-inference based algorithm for computing size information expressed in terms of Presburger formulae, for a higher-order, strict, functional language with lists, tuples and general non-recursive data constructors. Like the other work described here, however, this work does not cover cost analysis involving cost and size inference from unannotated source expressions.

In the context of complexity analysis Le Métayer \cite{14} uses program transformation via a set of rewrite rules to derive complexity functions for FP programs. A database of known recurrences is used to produce closed forms for some recursive functions. Rosendahl \cite{15} first uses abstract interpretation to obtain size
information and then program transformation to generate a time bound program for first-order Lisp programs. Flajolet et al. [16] obtain average-case complexity functions for functional programs using the Maple computer algebra system to solve recurrences. Several systems elaborate on the dynamic use of cost information for parallel execution. Huelsbergen et al. [17] define an abstract interpretation of a higher-order, strict language using dynamic estimates of the size of data.

Finally, systems for granularity analysis in parallel logic programs [18,19] typically combine the compile-time derivation of a cost bound, with a run-time evaluation of the cost estimate to throttle the generation of parallelism. Such systems are restricted to first-order programs.

7 Conclusions

This paper has introduced a novel type-based analysis of the computation costs in a simple strict polymorphic higher-order functional language. Formally the analysis is presented as an extension to a conventional Hindley-Milner type system, a sized time system. Its implementation combines a cost reconstruction algorithm, based on subtyping, with a separate constraint solver for checking type correctness and producing upper-bound cost information that is aimed at guiding parallel computation. To the best of our knowledge our sized time system is the first attempt to construct a static analysis that exploits size information to automatically infer upper bound time costs of polymorphic higher-order functions. This is significant since it allows the immediate application of our analysis to a wide range of non-recursive functional programs. By using standard techniques such as cost libraries for known higher-order functions [5], we can, in principle, analyze costs for a range of programs that do not directly use recursion.

We are in the process of extending our work in a number of ways. Firstly, we have successfully prototyped a system to generate constraints that capture cost and size information for certain recursive definitions. This work has not yet been formalized, however.

Although we have not provided proofs of soundness and completeness, similar results on sized types suggest these can be constructed for our own work. A full comparison of the effectiveness of our approach is also pending.
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